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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
Humans and other animals have a sensory system that is stimulated by their environment. The sensory system is highly sele tive and already pre-pro esses inputs.
Further pro essing by the
possibly

entral nervous system ultimately leads to sensory and

ons ious per eption. Neurons and their inter onne tions are the biolog-

i al basis for these and all related pro esses, ranging from the initiation of simple
reexes to the
A

1

onstru tion of high-level knowledge about the world.

ru ial, established assumption about brain fun tion is that it is not the over-

whelming diversity of neurons whi h is responsible for
number and their inter onne tivity, i.e. the
that it might be possible to

apture basi

omplex behavior but their

neural network

[104℄.

vous system by studying the dynami s of neural networks with
neuron and

This suggests

properties of the fun tionality of the neromparably simple

onne tion models, although single neurons are highly

ompli ated and

their detailed mi robiologi al ar hite ture and dynami s are a subje t of present
resear h.

This approa h may enable us to

would remain obs ured beneath the

larify me hanisms whi h otherwise

omplexity of detailed des ription. Some tools

for a quantitative des ription have been developed in physi s and mathemati s,
in parti ular in statisti al physi s, dynami al systems theory and in the theory of
sto hasti

pro esses.

For the understanding of a neural network, as for many other

omplex systems

with underlying network stru ture (ranging from gene regulatory networks [80℄
to food webs of spe ies [56℄), it is
single elements together with
olle tive dynami s.
a very su

ru ial to understand how the dynami s of

ouplings and network stru ture give rise to the

In studies of neural networks, the most

ommon and also

essful approa h is to assess the dynami s generated by a predened

network analyti ally or numeri ally. Important examples in spiking neural networks
in lude studies on emerging

olle tive phenomena su h as syn hronization ( f. e.g.

1 We note that here and in the following we adopt a third person perspe tive of an obje tive
observer on the nervous system. Of

ourse, subje ts experien e dire tly and immediately, in the

rst person perspe tive (see e.g. [134℄). It is un lear if and how the individual, private experien e
an be explored in  generi ally intersubje tive  natural s ien es.
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[190, 197, 195, 182℄), on

hanges of the dynami s due to modi ation of the model,

e.g. by introdu ing delayed

oupling [58, 166℄ or short term synapti

plasti ity

[189, 191℄, on mean eld theories (as reviewed e.g. in [33, 84℄) or on networks
with dynami al topology that

hanges a

ording to learning s hemes ( f., e.g.,

[10, 161, 138, 47, 139℄). The inverse problem is to nd networks that give rise to
a predened dynami s.
neural network [88℄.

A

lassi al example is provided by an arti ial Hopeld

Su h a network is trained and, by gradually adapting its

oupling strengths, it be omes an asso iative memory, fullling pattern re ognition
tasks. The network typi ally

onsists of binary units. In spiking neural networks,

the inverse problem is less understood. Some studies

onstru ted networks that give

rise to dynami s similar to mi ros opi

dynami s found in experiments: Referen e

[159℄ studies a three unit model for a

entral pattern generator, a neural network

that produ es rhythmi

a tivity.

Numeri ally, it was shown that the qualitative

spiking dynami s is independent of both the details of the neuron model and the
details of synapti

oupling. In [119℄, a method was presented to

onstru t neural

network models so that the neurons exhibit irregular spike trains with statisti al
properties similar to neurons in extra ellular re ordings.
However, the pre ise spike dynami s in neurobiologi al neural networks might
also be important: In experimental re ordings, pre isely timed patterns of spikes
are embedded in seemingly irregular spike trains of neurons in vivo and in vitro
[6, 66, 152, 67℄. Thus they have to be dete ted using advan ed statisti al methods [6, 89, 164℄.

Some of the methods have been

riti ized as produ ing false

positives mainly due to violations of the underlying statisti al assumptions in the
spike trains [148, 137℄ and only re ently statisti al methods that are not subje t
to this

riti ism have been developed [66, 151℄.

Sin e the patterns of spikes are

orrelated with phases of a tivity, they might be important for neural pro essing
[5, 6, 164, 152, 68℄. Their dynami al origin, however, is unknown. A possible explanation for their o

urren e is the existen e of underlying `synre

models, networks are designed by embedding

hains'. In these

hains of neuron groups with strong

ex itatory proje tions from one group to the next. These feedforward stru tures
allow syn hronous a tivity to stably propagate along the

hain [3, 83, 54, 18℄. So

far, however, there is no experimental eviden e for the existen e of the underlying
feedforward

onne ted stru tures. Underlying re urrent networks that exhibit pre-

isely timed patterns of spikes might be another explanation for the o
pre isely timed patterns of spikes. The

urren e of

onstru tion of re urrent networks whi h

give rise to a predened, pre isely timed pattern of spikes would be a possible rst
approa h to su h a model.

Only few arti les

[123℄ provides an algorithm to

onsider this problem.

onstru t one spe i , fully

an realize one predened simple periodi

pattern of spikes, i.e. a pattern in whi h

ea h neuron spikes on e within a period. Another arti le showed how to
networks realizing patterns
ompli ated

Referen e

onne ted network that
onstru t

lose to the fully syn hronous state [50℄ in networks of

onne tivity.

Is it possible to determine spiking neural networks that give rise to arbitrary
spike patterns with an analyti al approa h? Is it possible to determine the entire
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set of su h networks?

In

hapter 4 we positively answer these questions for a

lass of spiking neural networks. The method is very general, it
heterogeneous networks with dierent types of neurons and
to realize arbitrarily

ompli ated patterns.

overs strongly

onne tions and allows

Sin e the set of networks that give

rise to one predened spike pattern is typi ally high dimensional, we

an impose

additional restri tions on the realizing network, for instan e a predened detailed
network

onne tivity, or we

su h as wiring
as

an design networks that optimize network properties

osts. This suggests appli ations to biologi al neural networks su h

entral pattern generators.
Cru ial for the o

urren e of some neural a tivity in general and of spike pat-

terns in parti ular are the stability properties of the
traje tories, espe ially under noisy
network that realizes a

ertain pattern is embedded in another neural network.

The stability properties also determine the
where

orresponding orbits and

onditions in biologi al systems or when the
omputational abilities of the network,

omputation is not only possible with stable states,

f. [114, 14, 15℄. In spik-

ing neural networks, stability has been mostly analyzed in simple systems with a few
neurons [136, 197, 195℄ or for

olle tive states, su h as os illatory and syn hronous

states [190, 195, 31, 30, 176℄ or the asyn hronous state [2, 31, 79, 30, 196, 105℄. Only
a few studies assess the stability properties of the pre ise spiking dynami s in larger
networks. In purely ex itatory networks, long

haoti

transients and swit hing dy-

nami s (unstable attra tors) have been found [209, 180℄.

For purely inhibitory

networks of leaky integrate-and-re neurons with instantaneous
pling without transmission delay, and synapti

oupling, i.e.

ou-

urrents of innitesimal temporal

extent, several studies indi ate that the dynami s is stable. Re ent numeri al investigations of weakly diluted networks show the stability of traje tories underlying
irregular dynami s [208℄. Also, in globally

oupled networks, the periodi

dynam-

i s is stable [98℄. The results in [98℄ further indi ate that the irregular dynami s
onverges to a periodi

orbit. For more general

lasses of networks, in [123℄, it was

shown that the stored pattern of spikes (see above) is even a global attra tor. The
stability of the near-syn hronous state in networks with delay (delayed
an signi antly

oupling

hange the dynami al properties [58, 166℄) was studied in [50℄,

in parti ular showing that it is stable in inhibitory networks of leaky integrateand-re neurons. However, related numeri al results were interpreted as indi ating
instability of the irregular dynami s when delayed

ouplings are in luded [76℄.

2

We present a more general analyti al investigation on the stability properties of
traje tories underlying the spiking dynami s valid even in heterogeneous networks
with delay.
orbits in

Given the

hapter 5.

ompli ating network properties, we study rst periodi

We analyti ally assess the stability properties of orbits un-

derlying arbitrary non-degenerate periodi

patterns of spikes, i.e. periodi

of spikes without simultaneous spike sendings and re eivings.
large and important

patterns

We show that in

lasses of networks su h patterns are either all stable or all

unstable and numeri ally illustrate and interpret our results. For instan e, in arbitrary purely inhibitory networks of neurons with normal dissipation su h as leaky

2 We explain these results in appendix A on the basis of the analyti al results derived in h. 6.

3

integrate-and-re neurons, every periodi
how

non-degenerate spike pattern, no matter

ompli ated, is stable.

The spiking dynami s of

orti al neurons shows high temporal irregularity ( f.

se . 2.3). One possible explanation is that this irregularity o

urs due to a balan e

of ex itatory and inhibitory input to the neurons [198, 199, 30℄. In this

state the mean input is subthreshold and spikes result from u

balan ed

tuations of the mem-

brane potential. The highly irregular dynami s generated is often asso iated with
haoti

dynami s and

haoti ity was

onje tured to be an emergent phenomenon

of large, sparse balan ed networks [198, 199℄. A state of highly irregular dynami s also o

urs in purely inhibitory networks of neurons with normal dissipation.

Orbits underlying non-degenerate periodi
networks (see above).
For fully

patterns of spikes are stable in these

Are traje tories underlying irregular a tivity also stable?

onne ted networks without delay, ref. [98℄ indi ates that this is the

and that the dynami s

onverges to a periodi

ase

orbit. Also, in weakly diluted net-

works without delay there is numeri al eviden e that the irregular spiking dynami s
is stable and nally

onverges to a periodi

orbit [208℄. In

ontrast, as mentioned

above, numeri al simulations in diluted networks with delay were interpreted to
show

haoti

In

dynami s [76℄.

hapter 6, we analyti ally show that in purely inhibitory networks with inho-

mogeneous delay distribution and arbitrary, strongly
any traje tory underlying generi

onne ted network topology,

irregular spike dynami s is asymptoti ally sta-

ble. We give strong analyti al eviden e that nally the dynami s
periodi

sitions to
synapti

onverges to a

orbit. We further numeri ally investigate the dynami s and dis uss tranhaoti

dynami s through introdu tion of ex itatory

de ay time.

ouplings and nite

Our results show that the dynami s in purely inhibitorily

oupled networks diers substantially from the dynami s of networks whi h expli itly in lude su iently many ex itatory

ouplings, even though the mean eld

des riptions [199, 30℄ of both network types are nearly identi al when the parameters are suitably

hosen.

study the mi ros opi

Thus, our results further emphasize the ne essity to

dynami s of neural networks if pre ise spike timing is indeed

important.
As mentioned above, an important model for the generation of pre ise spike timing in neural networks is the synre model, that assumes the presen e of embedded
feedforward networks whi h give rise to propagation of syn hrony. Another modeling study investigated the
already existing

onstru tion of feedforward stru tures by strengthening

onne tions in a random network [201℄.

In the network models

onsidered, only very large strengthening of synapses between neuron groups and
further modi ation of neurons within the groups led to propagation of syn hrony
over a few groups.

Neurobiologi al experiments, however, show that

ex itatory inputs to a neuron

on urrent

an be nonlinearly enhan ed due to a tive dendrites

[82, 13, 159℄. Some forms of this nonlinear enhan ement only o

ur if the input is

syn hronous. If a neuron responds to su h an enhan ed input with a spike, this
response has high temporal pre ision [13℄. Thus, simultaneous syn hronous inputs
to a group of neurons will generate syn hronous responses. This led to the fruitful

4

idea that nonlinear dendriti

enhan ement might

ause stable propagation of syn-

hrony even in purely random neural networks. Up to now, highly detailed neuron
models for neurons with nonlinear dendrites exist as well as very abstra t ones
suited e.g. for studies in dis rete time or in rate networks [128, 129, 154, 153, 81℄.
However, the ee t of nonlinear dendriti

intera tions on the dynami s of re ur-

rent spiking neural networks has not yet been studied. In

hapter 7, we introdu e

a spiking neuron model with nonlinear dendriti

intera tions based on [13℄ that is

suitable for studying a spiking neural network in

ontinuous time. We show analyt-

i ally and numeri ally that a network of nonlinearly

oupled neurons indeed gives

rise to stable propagation of syn hrony for biologi ally realisti
expe ted from previous work [3, 83, 54, 18, 201℄, this is not the
oupled network with similar parameters.

In

parameters.

As

ase for a linearly

ontrast to a synre

hain model,

the syn hrony is not bound to xed groups but propagates freely in the network.
We numeri ally and analyti ally study the propagation and the emergen e of the
propagating state when the nonlinearity is strengthened.
Our model predi ts

ertain patterns of a tivity in

ertain brain regions. Due

to the response properties of neurons investigated in [13℄, the syn hronous pulses
in our model have temporal dieren e of about

5ms,

a rather short time dier-

en e for a neuronal network. Thus, a pattern of a tivity

hara terized by strongly

syn hronous pulses with this time dieren e is predi ted in the hippo ampal regions where the pyramidal neurons motivating our model were found [13℄. If the
syn hronous pulses are large enough, the propagation of syn hrony would even be
ree ted in neural mass signals su h as the lo al eld potential.

Indeed, the re-

gion in question shows a prominent pattern of a tivity, sharp waves/ripples, sharp

200Hz
5ms and

in reases of overall a tivity [35℄ with a superposed os illation of frequen y
(ripples [206, 116, 37℄), where the troughs have temporal distan e about

are assumed to originate from highly syn hronous a tivity of pyramidal neurons.
Sharp wave/ripples are a neurobiologi ally very well studied pattern of a tivity (see,
e.g., [206, 117, 143, 21℄) and are

onsidered to play an important role in learning

[37℄. Two dierent me hanisms based on os illating networks of inhibitory neurons
[206, 39℄ and ele tri al synapses [184, 186, 115℄ have been proposed to explain their
o

urren e.
In

hapter 8, we propose a new model for sharp wave ripples, based on nonlin-

ear dendriti

intera tions. Based on [13℄, we develop a more detailed neuron model

and show that for biologi ally realisti
like patterns of spiking a tivity o

parameters spontaneous sharp-wave/ripple-

ur. We highlight that, in

ontrast to existing

models, the pre ise ripple frequen y is predi ted. Further, we expe t our model to
t well with the role

onje tured for sharp wave/ripples in learning. We dis uss

our model, partially together with the existing models, in the

ontext of ele tro-

physiologi al ndings about sharp wave/ripples and neuroanatomi al knowledge
about the involved hippo ampal regions. We emphasize that

ombinations of the

three existing models for sharp wave/ripples are possible. We nally

on lude that,

regarding present knowledge, our model provides a plausible explanation for the
o

urren e of sharp wave/ripples.

5

This thesis is stru tured as follows. The rst part starts with an introdu tion
( urrent

hapter 1) and provides the neurobiologi al ba kground as well as math-

emati al and physi al

on epts used throughout the thesis ( hapter 2). Also, the

rather general neuron model used in most of the thesis is introdu ed ( hapter 3).
In the se ond part, we

onsider the dynami s of neural networks as an inverse prob-

lem by predening an invariant dynami s and determining the

lass of networks

that gives rise to it ( hapter 4). In the third part, we analyti ally derive general
statements about the stability properties of periodi
for large

and irregular spike dynami s

lasses of networks ( hapters 5 and 6). The appendix of the thesis explains

some impli ations of these statements for the interpretation of a re ent publi ation.
In the fourth part ( hapters 7 and 8), we study the impli ations of experimentally
found nonlinear dendriti

enhan ement on network dynami s.

We show that it

an lead to the propagation of pre isely syn hronous pulses of spikes ( hapter 7).
This predi ts

ertain patterns of neural a tivity in a hippo ampal region of the

brain. Indeed, the predi ted patterns are found there ( hapter 8). Ea h

hapter

of the se ond, third and fourth part starts with a short introdu tion, an overview
of the state of

urrent resear h and a model se tion; it

loses with a

and an outlook. In the fth part ( hapter 9) we give summarizing
outlooks.

6

on lusion

on lusions and

Chapter 2
Fundamentals
This

hapter summarizes some basi

on epts used throughout the thesis.

We

start with neurobiologi al foundations about neurons and their inter onne tions
[104, 160℄ and motivate the neural network models

onsidered [48, 72, 113℄. Basi

graph theory [20℄, the notion of hybrid dynami al systems [19, 28℄ and Markov
hains [144℄ will provide means to study their mi ros opi dynami s. For the global,
mean eld, perspe tive, we introdu e sto hasti

dierential equations and derive

the diusion approximation to the network dynami s [97, 165, 69℄.

2.1 Single neurons
The nervous system has two types of

ells, nerve

ells or neurons and glial

ells.

The neurons are dire tly responsible for most of the information transmission while
glia

ells have rather auxiliary fun tions.

Typi al neurons
The

1

an be divided into four morphologi ally distin t regions: i)

ell body or soma, the metaboli

enter also

ontaining the nu leus. ii) The

dendrites, pro esses of the soma, whi h bran h out to
neurons. iii) The axon, a pro ess whi h
signals to other neurons.
where the

iv) The presynapti

onta t to the postsynapti

postsynapti

olle t input from other

an extend over long distan es and

ondu ts

terminals, swellings of the axon

ells is established by forming synapses with

terminals e.g. at the dendrite of another, postsynapti

neuron.

Neurons in higher animals mainly ommuni ate by sending and re eiving ele trial pulses, a tion potentials. This is generi ally a digital
Analog pathways of
via gap jun tions,

ommuni ation pathway.

ommuni ation also exists, e.g. the dire t ele tri al

oupling

f. se . 2.5. A tion potentials are fast and short-lived ele tri al

1 Glial fun tions in lude e.g. sustaining and separating neurons, taking up neurotransmitter
from the synapti

left or forming the Myelin sheath isolating many axons. Besides, there is two-

way signaling between glial

ells and neurons whi h leads e.g. to neuromodulation and glial

ommuni ate via intra ellular

al ium waves and inter ellular diusion of

( f. Ref. [63, 62, 200℄ for re ent reviews).
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ells

hemi al messengers

pulses with amplitudes of

70 − 100mV

and durations about

1 − 10ms.

Remark-

ably, the a tion potentials or spikes and the me hanism of their generation are
highly stereotypi al throughout the brain: At rest, neurons maintain a potential
dieren e of approximately
external membrane.
large organi
the

−65mV

relative to the extra ellular medium at their

This resting membrane potential results from an ex ess of

anions and

hloride inside and sodium and

ell. Additionally, there is an ex ess of potassium

al ium

ations outside

ations inside the

is however not su ient to balan e the potential dieren e. The
riddled with ion hannels. Some of them are rather unspe i

ell whi h

ell membrane is

(though impermeable

for the large organi ions) and always open, so that there is a ontinued passive
+
+
outward ow of K and an inward ow of Na ions due to the on entration gra+
+
dient whi h is ompensated by ion pumps a tively transporting K
in, and Na
out of the
the

ell. Others are voltage gated and only open when the polarization of

ell is de reased.

2

These hannels are responsible for the generation of a tion
+
hannels open and
potentials. If the ell is depolarized, voltage gated, Na spe i
+
the resulting Na
inux in reases the depolarization so that even more hannels
open. The resulting positive feedba k pro ess leads to a strong depolarization. At
+
hannels begin to open
the same time, although a bit slower, voltage gated K
and the outux of positive ions repolarizes the ell, a pro ess supported by the
+
redu tion of Na inux due to in- and dea tivation of sodium hannels.
A tion potentials are usually generated in the initial segment of the axon.
Here, inputs

3

ondu ted from the input zones are summed up and if a large enough

number of depolarizing, ex itatory signals has been integrated, the depolarization
of this trigger zone is large enough and an a tion potential is generated. This a tion
potential is an all-or-none event and thus highly nonlinear. The a tion potential
then travels down the axon to the presynapti

terminals. Sin e the variability of

the depolarization needed to generate an a tion potential is fairly small, the a tion
potential initiation is often modeled as beginning if the depolarization ex eeds a
sharp threshold.

4

However, a tion potentials
driti

sodium spikes

an also be generated in dendrites [112, 173℄. Den-

an boost the ee t of inputs by a fa tor of

sharply peaked depolarizations in the somati

2−3

and indu e

membrane potential [82, 13, 142℄.

Remarkably, in [13℄ this boosting was found only if the inputs are rather synhronous in time, within less than
the dendrite and

2ms.

The resulting depolarization moves down

an trigger an a tion potential at the initial segment of the axon.

Due to the sharply peaked initiating depolarization, the timing of the a tion potential is pre ise in the sub-millise ond range. Other dendriti spikes are mediated by
2+
voltage gated Ca
or NMDA hannels, the latter are ligand gated but also have

2 In fa t, there are usually a number of losed and open states so that the kineti s of hannels
an be modeled as a Markovian system. The transition between several states before the
opens

an

hannel

ause additional delays and shapes the onset of the a tion potential [86, 51℄.

3 The position of the a tion potential generation is still subje t to re ent resear h, see, e.g.,

[44℄.

4 The onset variability and the speed of onset have nevertheless a strong inuen e on the

response properties of neurons [141, 140, 64℄.
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a voltage dependen e due to a Mg

2+

ion blo king the

polarized [82, 157℄. These spikes have longer time
of millise onds and often o

hannel if the membrane is

ourses up to several hundreds

ur together with fast spikes. They have parti ularly

interesting impli ations on the

omputing abilities of neurons when only the spike

rate and not the spike timing is

onsidered be ause a pyramidal neuron then

an be

modeled as two or more layered feed-forward network instead of a single threshold
element [154, 153, 81℄. In the last part of the thesis we will study
fast dendriti

onsequen es of

spikes on the spike timing dynami s of a neural network.

2.2 Synapti intera tion
Synapses allow signal transmission between dierent neurons. There are two types
of synapses, ele tri al and

hemi al synapses.

In the area of an ele tri al synapse, the extra ellular spa e between two neighboring
These

ells is extraordinary small and bridged by ion hannels
onne tions allow dire t ion ux between the

alled gap jun tions.

ells and thus signaling of even

subthreshold potential u tuations with nearly zero time delay.
are

Therefore, they

onsidered to be parti ularly important for syn hronizing large populations of

neurons [46, 23, 65℄. Nevertheless, ele tri al synapses in general do not allow inhibitory a tions or long-lasting hanges in ee tiveness,

5

require large onta t areas

and are usually responsible for rather stereotyped fun tions.
In

ontrast,

hemi al synapses are highly exible. They

an a t ex itatorily or

inhibitorily, show plasti ity on short and long times ales, a basis for longer lasting
memory, and they

an amplify signals. Indeed,

hemi al synapses are

onsidered

most important for the nervous system ( f. [104℄, p. 111). We will therefore
entrate on

on-

hemi al synapses.

Chemi al synapses transmit the information that an a tion potential has rea hed
the presynapti
a

terminal.

6

If an a tion potential rea hes a presynapti

hemi al synapse, the depolarization indu es the inux of

terminal of

al ium ions whi h in

turn leads to the fusion of synapti

vesi les and to the exo ytosis of the

neurotransmitter into the synapti

left.

tors on the postsynapti

7

side before it is qui kly removed from the

leads dire tly to ion inux into the postsynapti
one ma romole ule (re eptor

tor) or to the generation of a se ond messenger
interested in, su h as rapid
several millise onds. In

left. This either

ell if re eptor and

hannel, ligand gated ion

and Tyrosinkinases). Ionotropi

ontained

The neurotransmitter rea ts with re ep-

as ade (metabotropi

re eptors have rapid postsynapti

hanges in the post synapti

ontrast, metabotropi

hannel form

hannel, ionotropi

re ep-

re eptors

ee ts we are

potential whi h last for

re eptors mediate ee ts on longer

times ales of se onds or minutes.
The fusion of a single synapti

vesi le at an a tion potential arrival

seen as a random event with a given probability.

an be

Indeed, the number of fusing

5 See, however, [106℄.
6 Re ently, also analog transmission omponents have been found in hemi al synapses [8, 170℄.
7 For a detailed presentation of vesi le fusion and exo ytosis, see, e.g., [104℄, h. 13.
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vesi les follows approximately a Binomial distribution and often no vesi le fuses
whi h leads to a failure of synapti

transmission. On the other hand, the fusion of

multiple vesi les need not be ree ted in a higher post-synapti
hannels on the postsynapti

side

urrent be ause the

an be saturated already by the neurotransmitter

ontained in one vesi le.
Also, the me hanism of synapti
are unidire tional and the
a

transmission implies that

hemi al synapses

omplex steps needed for the signal transmission at

hemi al synapse entail a synapti

delay, whi h ranges from

0.3ms

to several

millise onds or longer [104℄, p. 131.
The probability for a synapti
within range is between

1 − 25%,

Multiple, but few synapti

onne tion from one neuron to another neuron
i.e. the neural network is sparsely

ouplings between two neurons exist.

onne ted.

The number

of synapses per neuron ranges from several thousands to several ten thousands,
depending on the

ell type and the organism ([4℄

The rise times of the postsynapti
ond range, the de ay of the
from the synapti

h. 2, [26℄

hs. 2,20,34).

urrent are in the sub-millise ond to millise -

urrent after the neurotransmitter has been removed

left are several millise onds (AMPA, GABAA

eral hundreds of millise onds (NMDA

hannels) or sev-

8

hannels) .

Neurons proje t either always ex itatory (e.g. pyramidal neurons) or always
inhibitory ( f. the diversity of inhibitory interneurons [149, 122℄) on postsynapti
neurons. Thus, in the

lassi al view, there is a

and inhibitory neuron populations.

lear separation between ex itatory

9

2.3 Corti al neural network dynami s
Spontaneous orti al a tivity is highly irregular. Single neurons spike at low rates of
10

several Hz per neuron

and the spike train statisti s often agree with a Poissonian

pro ess, where deviations are mostly due to refra tory ee ts ([172, 169℄, [48℄ p. 32).
The spike trains of dierent neurons however

an be signi antly

orrelated, as has

been found in numerous experiments studying dierent brain areas and animals.
Re ently, it has been found that these

orrelations in rease with higher spiking

frequen y. The me hanisms underlying the

orrelations as well as their impli ations

for neural pro essing are not yet understood ( f. [49℄ and referen es therein). There
are several sour es for sto hasti ity.
unreliability and sto hasti

An external sour e for sto hasti ity is the

nature of synapti

transmission,

f. se . 2.2. Internal

8 The variability is however large between neurons in dierent areas and even between dierent
trials [183, 188℄

9 Re ently mi ro ir uits have been dis overed, where pyramidal neurons a t inhibitorily on

other pyramidal neurons. Here an axo-axonal gap jun tion between the pyramidal neuron and
an inhibitory interneuron is present near a synapse from the interneuron to another pyramidal
neuron. The rst pyramidal neuron thus a tivates an inhibitory synapse to another pyramidal
neuron with virtually no time delay so that the
pyramid-pyramid

onne tion is equivalent to a dire t inhibitory

onne tion [163℄.

10 We note that even this low value is biased and probably estimated too large, be ause many

experiments are sele tive to ring neurons, preferentially to ring neurons with higher rate.
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sour es are thermal noise and
opening of voltage gated

hannel noise. Channel noise results from sto hasti

hannels and is the dominating internal sour e generating

noise with amplitude up to

0.5mV

[92℄. Sin e the internal sto hasti ity is weak,

the dynami s of a single neuron to a given dire t stimulation is rather reliable
([118, 145, 100℄). This may lead to patterns of spikes whi h are reliably repeated in
the network dynami s [61℄. Indeed, there is in reasing eviden e for the existen e of
su h spike patterns. Sin e the patterns are

orrelated with stimuli they might be

important for neural pro essing [5, 68, 6℄. However, the statisti al analysis to prove
their signi an e is non-trivial, in parti ular if the rates
observations of spike patterns have often been

hange during trials and

riti ized or proven to be artefa ts of

the statisti al methods used [148, 137℄. Re ently however, reliable methods that are
independent of the spike train statisti s and partially also robust against
in the ring frequen y have been developed [66, 151℄.

hanges

The appli ation to newly

derived and existing data revealed the presen e of statisti ally signi ant repeated
patterns of spikes in parti ular during phases of alertness or during stimulation of
a neuronal population [152, 66, 67℄.

2.4 Model neurons
Neuron models exist on many levels of abstra tion from highly detailed models
with a large number of

ompartments and pre ise ion

hannel distributions, to

simple threshold elements with only two dis rete states (see e.g. [88, 120℄). Simulations of highly detailed models may yield a good pi ture of the neural dynami s
but the

ru ial me hanisms

an remain obs ure. Of

ourse, oversimplied models

may lead to wrong results, i.e. model artefa ts, but also detailed models are not
immune against this, be ause the
mi ros opi

level,

ru ial properties may simply be unknown on a

f. [141℄.

The level of abstra tion appropriate for our investigations is the level of single
ompartment integrate-and-re neurons. This means, we only

onsider one

om-

partment, the zone of the neuron where the a tion potential is triggered.

The

inputs as

olle ted and mediated by the input zone, are des ribed by their ee tive

a tion on the trigger zone. The trigger zone a ts as an integrator and if the total
ex itation is large enough, the neuron is reset and an a tion potential is arti ially
added.
These models have a reasonable degree of a

ura y. Still, they are often analyt-

i ally tra table, have only a small number of free parameters to be xed and allow
simulations of larger networks.
The rst, and a very su

essful and well studied integrate-and-re model is the

leaky integrate-and-re (LIF) model ( f. [107, 192, 1℄, an extensive review about
the state of resear h is given in [33, 34℄). The neuron is modeled as an ele tri al
RC- ir uit

onsisting of i) a

apa itor with

potential, ii) parallel to the

ondu tan e a resistor

11

Cm representing the harge
V (t) interpreted as membrane
with leak ondu tan e gL rep-

apa itan e

separating membrane with the potential dieren e

resenting the passive open ion

hannels and iii) a battery generating a potential

dieren e equal to the resting potential
due to diusion
inputs and

urrents of ions,

harges the

Vrest

representing the ele tromotive for e

f. se tion 2.1. An external

urrent models the

apa itor. Taken together, the subthreshold dynami s is

governed by

Cm

dV (t)
= gL (Vrest − V (t)) + Ie (t).
dt

When the potential dieren e at the

apa itor rea hes a

generation of an a tion potential is postulated and the
potential

Vr < ΘU .

(The index

U

ertain threshold

ΘU ,

the

apa itor is reset to a reset

at the threshold is introdu ed for

with the phase os illator representation, see
by interpreting the

(2.1)

h. 3.2.) The battery

onsisten y

an be omitted

V (t) − Vrest relative to
Vrest = 0. Despite its simpli ity,

apa itan e's potential as the potential

the resting potential whi h is equivalent to setting

this model reprodu es aspe ts of the response properties of real neurons to

onstant

urrent inje tion and to u tuating inputs with not too high frequen ies fairly well
([48℄ p. 165, [162, 140℄).
The leaky-integrate-and re neuron is
den y, the
leak

I −V

urve

hara terized by its leak

I(V ) = gL (Vrest − V ).

urrent depen-

Improved models introdu e dierent

urrent dependen ies. An important example is the quadrati

integrate-and-

re (QIF) model, whi h has the normal form of the saddle node bifur ation and
des ribes the behavior of higher models near su h a bifur ation,

Cm
where

VT

the threshold potential, at whi h the

the threshold

∆T

gL
dV (t)
(V (t) − VT )2 − IT + Ie (t),
=
dt
2∆T
I −V

(2.2)

urve gets positive slope,

urrent (and bifur ation parameter) above whi h toni

is a parameter

hara terizing the inverse

urvature of the

ring o

I−V

IT

is

urs,

urve at

VT

[57, 140, 90℄. Another model is the exponential integrate-and-re model whi h adds

gL ∆T exp((V − VT )/∆T ), where the parameters have
I −V urve of the LIF neuron [64℄. In
and exponential integrate-and-re models, V (t) an es ape to innity

the spike generating

urrent

the same meaning as in the QIF model, to the
the quadrati

in nite time, the upstroke

orresponds to the upstroke of the a tion potential. It

is often sensible to put a nite spike

uto

ΘU

past whi h the neuron is reset

sin e innite voltages have no physi al meaning and it

an simplify

Further improved models in lude refra tory periods, dynami

onsiderations.

thresholds or time

onstants (see, e.g., [172, 29, 64, 72, 100℄).
In most of this thesis, we will deal with Mirollo-Strogatz phase os illators
ing an entire

and-re and quadrati
In

over-

lass of integrate-and-re models in luding os illatory leaky integrateor exponential integrate-and-re neurons with spike

hapters 7 and 8, we

on entrate on leaky integrate-and-re neurons.
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uto.

2.5 Models of synapti intera tion
We

11

onsider standard models of fully reliable synapses without plasti ity.

the neurotransmitter it is in the
12

at a high

onstant rate.

left, the fast postsynapti

After removal, they

re eptor

While

hannels open

lose with lower rate

1/τs .

There

is thus rst a rapid exponential in rease and thereafter a slower exponential de ay
of the
eptor

hannel open probability and therewith of the
hannels. Often, the time of

number of open

hannels and therewith the

exponential fun tion
ondu tan e

exp(−t/τs ).

ondu tan e due to the re-

ondu tan e in rease is negligible and thus the
ondu tan e is proportional to a single

If the rise time is not negligible, the synapti

an be des ribed by the dieren e of two exponentials, a triangular

pulse or by an alpha fun tion to model dendriti
[91℄, p. 46, [48℄, p. 182 ). We now

ltering ee ts ( f. [192℄, p. 97,

onsider one type of ions, and

hannels whi h

are permeable for these ions ( f. [104℄, p. 89 ). Due to the dierent ioni

on en-

trations (dierent

hemi al potentials) inside and outside the

ell, the diusion of

ions through open

hannels leads to a

harge separation is

harge separation. This

the sour e of an ele tromotive for e. An ele tromotive for e generated by a dieren e in the

hemi al potential is just a battery. So, a population of ioni

an be modeled as a battery in series with a
hannels.

ḡi (t)

ondu tan e

is proportional to the fra tion of open

were a tivated at time

t = 0,

ḡi (t)

hannels, so if the

where

ḡi,max

is the maximal

ondu tivity due to ion

hannels stop when the ele tri al and
alled the reversal potential of the ions

urrent through the

hannels due to ion

i

i.

(2.3)
The ioni

urrent through

hemi al driving for es are equal, i.e.

when the membrane potential equals the potential
is

hannels

we have

ḡi (t) = ḡi,max exp(−t/τs ),
the

hannels

due to the open

i.

Ei

Ei

generated by the battery.

From Ohms law we derive the ioni

as

Ii (t) = ḡi (t)(Ei − V (t)).

(2.4)

2.6 Networks of leaky integrate-and-re neurons
We now

onsider networks of

N ∈N

neurons with arbitrary

onne tivity. Taking

together the results Eqs. (2.1, 2.4) from se tions 2.4 and 2.5 yields the
based single

ondu tan e

ompartment leaky integrate-and-re neuron model, for a neuron

{1, . . . , N },
Cm

X
dVl (t)
= gL (Vrest − Vl (t)) +
ḡli (t)(Ei − Vl (t)),
dt
i

l∈

(2.5)

11 A model for synapses with short term plasti ity has been introdu ed in [189℄ and the impliations of the networks dynami s were studied in a series of subsequent arti les (see, e.g. [111℄).

12 Also in ligand gated hannels there are usually a number of losed and open states whi h an

ause additional delays and shape the post-synapti
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urrent [86, 51℄.

where the unspe i

external

urrents. The sum over
and the values of
that ea h

i

urrent has been repla ed by the synapti

is over the various

Cm , gL , Vrest

are neuron spe i . For simpli ity, we will assume

hannel is sele tive for one ion type in the following. Further, we

multiple synapti

input

hannel types and the various ions,
olle t

ouplings a neuron sometimes forms with another neuron into

one, assuming that the transmission delay is identi al. After division by the leak
ondu tan e

gL ,

we get

τmem
where

X
dVl (t)
gli (t)(Ei − Vl (t)),
= Vrest − Vl (t) +
dt
i

gli (t) = ḡli (t)/gL

membrane

is the

ondu tan e of

hannels

τmem , the membrane time

ondu tan e.

i

(2.6)

in units of the resting

onstant, is the time

onstant of

the RC- ir uit des ribed by Eq. (2.1) and yields the typi al time s ale for hanges in

Vl (t).

Negle ting the membrane potential dependen e of the synapti input urrents

yields the

urrent based single

τmem
Networks of

ompartment leaky integrate-and-re neuron model

X
dVl (t)
gli (t)(Ei − Vrest ).
= Vrest − Vl (t) +
dt
i

urrent and

ondu tan e based neurons

(2.7)

an generate quite dierent

network dynami s [201℄. If we use synapses as given by Eq. (2.3), the intera tions
between neurons in the network are spe ied by the rule that on arrival of a spike
from another neuron

k

at time

θ,

the

ondu tan e jumps a

ording to

gli (θ) = gli (θ− ) + ∆glki ,
with

(2.8)

∆g lki whi h des ribes the a tivation of the hannels i at
due to a spike from neuron k . The dynami s between arrivals of spikes

oupling strength

neuron

l

an be written as dierential equation

τs,i
with the de ay time

τs,i

dgli (t)
= −gli (t),
dt

of the synapti

transmission delay, a spike sent at time
time later, at

θ = ts + τlk ,

where

τlk

urrent for

ts

(2.9)
hannels i. Due to the synapti

arrives at the postsynapti

is the delay of the

neurons some

oupling from neuron

k

to

neuron l .
A further approximation ( f., e.g., [33℄ for a review) negle ts the time

ourse of

the synapti

urrent and assumes that the entire harge is deposited in innitesimal

time. In the

urrent based synapse with single exponential time

the

harge deposited by a single spike due to

that the

hannels

i

is

ondu tan e of the synapse with innitesimal time

gli (t) = ∆g lki τs,i δ(t − θ).
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ourse, Eq. (2.3),

∆glki τs,i (Ei − Vrest )

so

ourse is

(2.10)

This leads to a jump in the membrane potential at

X

Vl (θ− ) →Vl (θ) = Vl (θ− ) +

∆g lki

i

−

=: Vl (θ ) + εlk ,

θ
τs,i
(Ei − Vrest )
τm
(2.11)

where we used that we do not need to distinguish the dierent
by a spike from neuron

l

by a single

oupling

k anymore but an express the a
strength εlk . For the ondu tan

depends on the membrane potential of the neuron.
(2.11)

k on neuron

e based model, the

harge

Here, a rule similar to Eq.

an be introdu ed,

Vl (θ− ) → Vl (θ) = Vl (θ− ) +
where

hannels a tivated

tion of neuron

(Ei − Vl (θ− ))
εlki ,
(Ei − Vrest )

(2.12)

hannels with dierent reversal potentials have still to be distinguished.
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2.7 Systems with impulse ee t
Neural networks

ontaining synapses with innitesimal

ourse are typi al examples

for hybrid systems, or more pre isely, systems with impulse ee t.
true for networks with synapses with nite time
the post-synapti

This is also

ourse, even if the time

urrent is smooth, be ause the synapti

ourse of

delay make re-orderings

of the variables at spike sendings and re eiving ne essary to keep the phase spa e
nite dimensional and an instantaneous reset may introdu e further dis ontinuities
[14℄. Hybrid dynami al systems

ombine

ontinuous dynami s, dened e.g. by a

set of dierential equations, with dis rete dynami s, su h as swit hing between
dierent sets of dynami al equations in
of states in
naturally o

systems with impulse ee t

swit hing systems,
[167, 19℄.

or jumping and reset

Systems with impulse ee t

ur in models where the times ale of some intera tions is negligible,

examples are found e.g. in me hani s (billiards,
a ro ket), theoreti al biology (sudden exterior
theory (impulse

lo kworks, separation of a stage of
hanges in a population), in

ontrol

ontrol) or in theoreti al physi s (neural networks). Networks with

synapses of the type Eq. (2.10) are autonomous systems with impulse ee t whi h
an be des ribed by equations

dx(t)
=f (x(t)), x(t) ∈ Ω\M,
dt
x(t) =I(x(t− )), x(t− ) ∈ M,

(2.13)
(2.14)

13 We note that an expression of the kind dV (t)/dt = f (V (t)) + V (t)ε̄δ(t) as appearing in the
ondu tan e based

ase is stri tly speaking undened, be ause the delta distribution is given on

V (t) will not be ontinuous at t = 0. It an be given sense
−
by rewriting the equation as d ln V (t)/dt = f (V (t))/V (t) + ε̄δ(t), by formally integrating from 0
to 0+ , where the integral over the bounded fun tion f (V (t))/V (t) vanishes in the limit, and by
+
−
+
− ε̄
on luding ln V (0 ) − ln V (0 ) = ε̄ or V (0 ) = V (0 )e , where ε̄ = ln(ε), f. [99, 177℄.
the spa e of

ontinuous fun tions and
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f : Ω\M → Rn , I : M → N , with n-dimensional phase spa e Ω and
M, N ⊂ Ω ( lass three in [19℄, p. 21; [27℄). Between hits of the traje tory x(t) on
the set M , it follows the smooth time evolution given by the dierential equation
where

(2.13), this

orresponds to the time evolution of the neural network between spike

sendings or spike arrivals. When the traje tory hits the set

M

at times

tn ,

e.g.

when a neuron rea hes the threshold or a spike rea hes the end of its run time
given by the delay of the

oupling, some jump event o

urs.

We now introdu e the notions of stability, attra tivity and asymptoti

stability

(see, e.g., [97℄, p. 53 for smooth dynami al systems) in hybrid dynami al systems.
We note that the notions are not appropriate to des ribe
as unstable attra tors ( f. [177℄).

ertain phenomena su h

In systems with impulse ee t, we fa e the

ompli ation that even for traje tories staying near ea h other for most of the time,
′
if the jump or event times tn in one and tn in the other traje tory are not identi al,
′
′
there an be a ma ros opi deviation within the interval [min(tn , tn ), max(tn , tn ))
where in one traje tory the event has already o

urred, while in the other traje tory

it has not.

This leads to the following denitions of stability whi h allow for

ma ros opi

deviations in arbitrarily small environments around the event times

tn

ϕ(t) be a solution of the dynami al equations (2.13) and
M at times tn , n ∈ N. Further, let x0 ∈ Ω be a point in phase
spa e and x(t; t0 , x0 ), t ∈ R a solution of the dynami al equations (2.13) and (2.14)
that assumes at time t0 the value x0 .
( f. [19℄, p. 60). Let

(2.14) that hits

ϕ(t) is stable if for all η > 0, for all ǫ > 0 and for all
t0 > 0 with |t0 −tn | > η , there is a δ > 0 so that for all x0 with |x0 −ϕ(t0 )| < δ ,

(i) Stability. A solution

|x(t; t0 , x0 ) − ϕ(t)| < ǫ

for all

t

with

t ≥ 0 ∧ ∀n |t − tn | > η.

(2.15)

ϕ(t) is attra tive if for all η > 0 and for all t0 > 0
|t0 − tn | > η , there is a δ > 0 so that for all ǫ > 0 : For all x0 with
|x0 − ϕ(t0 )| < δ there is a D > 0, so that

(ii) Attra tivity. A solution
with

|x(t; t0 , x0 ) − ϕ(t)| < ǫ
(iii) Asymptoti

for all

t

with

t ≥ D ∧ ∀n |t − tn | > η.

(2.16)

stability. A solution is asymptoti ally stable if it is stable and

attra tive.
(iv) Instability. A solution
with

|t0 − tn | > η

ϕ(t) is unstable if there is a ǫ > 0, a η > 0 and a t0 > 0
δ > 0, there is a x0 ∈ Ω with |x0 − ϕ(t0 )| < δ ,

so that for all

|x(t; t0 , x0 ) − ϕ(t)| ≥ ǫ
Sin e we

for some

t

with

t ≥ 0 ∧ ∀n |t − tn | > η.

onsider time translation invariant systems, we will

as stable or asymptoti ally stable also if it

(2.17)

onsider the dynami s

onverges to some equivalent dynami s

whi h is shifted in time, and unstable only if it departs from all equivalent dynami s
( f. also [19℄, p. 124). As for smooth dynami al systems, stability of traje tories
be established by

an

onsidering the smooth Poin aré-map and its linearization [177,

75℄, we will however often

hose a dire t nonlinear proof of stability or instability.
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2.8 Some notions from graph theory
A neural network has the stru ture of a weighted dire ted graph, where the nodes
are the neurons, the dire ted edges are the dire ted synapti
neuron to another and the weights are the
basi

on epts from the theory of graphs and dire ted graphs [20, 41, 102℄.

A graph

G = (V, E)

is a pair

onsisting of a non-empty nite set

E

alled nodes or verti es and a nite set
of

V

V

of elements

of two element subsets, pairs of elements

alled edges. We label the verti es of a graph or the neurons in the network

by natural numbers so that
set

onne tions from one

oupling strengths. We introdu e some

E

V = {1, ..., N }

the dire ted from undire ted

ase. One

c : E → R

on the edges of the graph.
an be

e1 = (i, j),

from

j , i 6= j , i, j ∈ V ,

to

In a dire ted graph, the
alled ar s to distinguish

an further introdu e a weighting fun tion

graph. Sin e a graph

i

N = |V |.
V , also often

with

onsists of ordered pairs of elements of

The triple

(V, E, c)

is

alled a weighted

onsidered as a spe ial digraph, where to any edge

onsider only digraphs in the following.

there is also an edge

e1 = (j, i),

we

The denitions allows digraphs to have

edges starting and ending at the same vertex, but it does not allow parallel edges,
i.e. multiple edges with the same start- and end-vertex, whi h mat hes the neural
network stru ture be ause we olle ted multiple synapti
to another in a single

oupling.

14

The

ouplings from one neuron

oupling matrix of our network is the matrix

εji = c((i, j)) if (i, j) ∈ E and εji = 0 otherwise. We all the set of neurons
= {i|(i, j) ∈ E} = {i|εji 6= 0} having a onne tion to neuron j the set of
presynapti neurons of j and the set Post(j) = {i|(j, i) ∈ E} = {i|εij 6= 0} the set
of postsynapti neurons of j .
ε

with

Pre(j)

We are often interested only in the presen e or absen e of a

oupling and not

in the parti ular weight. Indeed, the denitions for distan e and diameter for a
15

weighted graph are not suitable for our purposes . We thus give the following
′
′
′
denitions for unweighted graphs. A subgraph G = (V , E ) of G = (V, E) is a
′
′
′
′
graph with V ⊂ V and E ⊂ E|V , where E|V denotes the subset of edges in
E whose endpoints lie in V ′ . For neural networks, we use the term subnetwork
′
in the same sense. Now, onsider a spe ial subgraph with L + 1 = |V | verti es,
′
where the L elements of E have the stru ture ek = (ik−1 , ik ) for k = 1, ..., L with
i0 , ..., iL ∈ V ′ and vk 6= vk′ for k 6= k ′ . Su h a subgraph is alled a path of length

L

from

i0

to

iL .

The distan e

shortest path from

i to j

d(i, j)

one vertex to another, diam(G)

d(i, j) = ∞.

A dire ted graph is

i

to any other vertex

to diam(G)

< ∞.

j

from vertex

i

to vertex

j

is the length of the

and the diameter of a graph is the maximal distan e from

= maxij d(i, j).

alled strongly

If there is no path one denes

onne ted if the distan e from any vertex

is smaller than innity,

If a network is strongly

d(i, j) < ∞,

whi h is equivalent

onne ted, then the

oupling matrix is

14 When parallel ar s and edges are allowed, one speaks of pseudographs.
15 The weight of a subgraph is the sum over the oupling weights, and the distan e is dened
via the minimum weight of all paths between two verti es. While this denition is sensible e.g. for
the traveling salesman problem, the sum over the
in intera ting neural networks.
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ouplings of a subgraph has no obvious meaning

irredu ible, i.e. there is no permutation or renumbering of verti es, that brings the
oupling matrix into the form

ε=



X
Y

0
Z



with square matri es

X, Z .

This

property ree ts the fa t that ea h subnetwork at least indire tly inuen es all
other subnetworks and is inuen ed by them. Further, the property of irredu ibility
allows

on lusions on the eigenvalues of the matrix [125℄.

2.9 Markov hains
In this se tion, we introdu e the

on ept of dis rete time Markov

hains and

I be
i ∈ I is a state. In our appli ations, i will be the size
of a syn hronous group, and I will be the set of natural numbers {1, ..., N }, where
N is the network size. A sequen e λ = (λP
i )i∈I with elements 0 ≤ λi < ∞ is alled
a distribution if it is normalized to one,
i∈I λi = 1. Similarly, a matrix W with
elements pij , i, j ∈ I is alled sto hasti if 0 ≤ pij < ∞ and every row is normalized
P
j∈I pij = 1. Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability spa e, i.e Ω is a set, F a σ -Algebra
on this set, and P probability measure on F . Further dene (Xn )n∈N , a family of
random variables on (Ω, F , P ) with values in the measurable spa e I endowed with
the natural σ -Algebra, the powerset of I . The quadruple (Ω, F , P, (Xn )n∈N ) is a
sto hasti pro ess. Let λ be a distribution. Then, (Ω, F , P, (Xn )n∈N ) is alled a
Markov hain with initial distribution λ if (i) P (X0 = i) = λi for i ∈ I and (ii) for
the onditional probabilities P (Xn+1 = in+1 |Xn = in , ..., X0 = i0 ) = P (Xn+1 =
in+1 |Xn = in ) holds, for all i0 , ..., in+1 ∈ I . The latter ondition implies that the
state at n + 1 only depends on n and on the state at n but not on the states
before. If P (Xn+1 = in+1 |Xn = in ) is independent of n, the Markov hain is
alled homogeneous. Via pij = P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) the transition probabilities
P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) of a homogeneous Markov hain yield a sto hasti matrix
with entries pij , the transition matrix. Vi e versa, if W is a sto hasti matrix, and
λ a distribution, then there is a a homogeneous Markov hain with W as transition
matrix and λ as initial distribution.
sto hasti

a

matri es ( f., e.g., [144℄) as needed in

hapter 7. Let the state spa e

ountable set, where ea h

2.10 Diusion approximation
We now

onsider stationary neural a tivity. As mentioned above, the neural net-

work is sparse and the number of synapses a neuron re eives is large (of the order of
104 ). Thus, we assume that the temporal orrelations of the inputs to ea h neuron
are su iently small and
( f., however, se . 2.3).

onsider the limiting

ase of un orrelated synapti

inputs

Further, the a tivity of a neuron is generated by many

small inputs whi h sum up to a Gaussian distributed total input when integrated
over small times as a
the

onsequen e of the negligible

entral limit theorem.

orrelation of the inputs and

We assume that all inputs have Poissonian statisti s

( f. se . 2.3) and therefore also superpose to an input spike train with Poissonian

18

statisti s.
We

16

on entrate on a

urrent based network of leaky integrate-and-re neurons

with synapses of innitesimal time

ourse (δ - oupling) following [31, 30℄ to derive

the results needed later. Multiplying Eqs. (2.7, 2.10) by

Vrest = 0

γ = 1/τmem

and setting

leads together with Eq. 2.11 to

N X
X
dVl (t)
= −γVl +
εlj δ(t − tsjk − τlj ),
dt
j=1

(2.18)

k∈Z

εlj is the oupling strength from neuron j to neuron l, tsjk is the time when
neuron j sends its k th spike and τlj is the delay of the oupling from neuron j to
neuron l . For simpli ity of presentation, we assume that all neurons are identiwhere

al and ea h ex itatory

εEx > 0

and

εIn < 0

oupling and ea h inhibitory

respe tively, and we

oupling has the same value,

onsider additional external ex itatory

νext and the same oupling strength εEx as the internal
CEx ex itatory, CIn inhibitory inputs from the network and Cext external inputs where the external neurons re with frequen y νext .
Neurons within the network re with frequen y ν . Assuming the abovementioned

spike trains with frequen y

onne tions. Ea h neuron has

idealized input properties, the absen e of ltering or inuen e of the membrane
potential allows us to model the input

urrent dire tly by a
17

gether with additive Gaussian white noise.
high input frequen ies, Eq. (2.18)

onstant

urrent to-

For very small input amplitudes and

an be approximated by the Langevin equation

dVl (t)
= −γVl (t) + µl + σl ηl (t),
dt

(2.19)

µl is the onstant urrent and ηl (t) is a Gaussian white noise with hηl (t)i = 0
hηl (t)ηl (t′ )i = δ(t − t′ ). Formally integrating σl ηl (t) over time yields a Wiener
Rt
2
2
pro ess Wl (t) = σl
0 ηl (s)ds with Wl (t) ∼ N (0, σl t), where N (0, σl t) is the Gaus2
sian distribution entered at zero with varian e σl t. We assumed that ea h of the
where
and

input spike trains is Poissonian, so we

an

olle t them into three Poissonian spike

trains, an ex itatory, and inhibitory and an external spike train. The number of

t is Poissonian distributed with expe ted number
and varian e CEx νt, CIn νt, Cext νext t. Thus, the
input strengths summed up to time t by ea h of the trains are distributed with mean
2
2
CEx εEx νt, CIn εIn νt, Cext εEx ν ext t and varian e CEx εEx
νt, CIn εIn
νt, Cext ε2Ex νext t.

inputs in these trains up to a time
of inputs

CEx νt, CIn νt, Cext νext t

This distribution is approximated (and mat hed in the limit of innitely many
2
innitesimal inputs) by the Gaussian distribution N (µl t, σl t) of the Wiener pro2
ess' Wl (t) nite dimensional distribution at time t, N (0, σl t), together with the
2
onstant drift µl t. µl and σl , equal the mean and varian e of the input strengths

16 For non-Poissonian pro esses, the superposition is in general not a Poissonian pro ess, although the inter-spike-interval-distribution be omes exponential [110, 40℄.

17 The models an be adapted for the ondu tan e based models and to the presen e of synapti

ltering, the subsequent analysis however be omes more involved ( f. [33℄ and referen es therein).
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distribution per time whi h is

µl =CEx εEx ν + CIn εIn ν + Cext εEx νext ,

(2.20)

σl2

(2.21)

2

2

2

=CEx εEx ν + CIn εIn ν + Cext εEx νext ,

sin e the three input trains are un orrelated.
White noise

η is not a random pro

ess in the

lassi al theory of random pro esses

but a random distribution, be ause its values are almost everywhere innitely large
Rt
and un orrelated. Formally integrating Eq. (2.19) and using W (t) =
0 η(s)ds,
yields the well dened sto hasti dierential equation

dV (t) = −γV (t)dt + µdt + σdW (t)
where no neuron index
ea h neuron.

l

is ne essary sin e the

The solution for the sto hasti

the Ornstein-Uhlenbe k pro ess [194℄.
equation, we have the
threshold

ΘU .

dierential

is reset to zero when it rea hes the

Due to this boundary hitting reset, the model is often denoted

as hybrid sto hasti
sto hasti

onsiderations are identi al for

dierential equation Eq. (2.22) is

In addition to the sto hasti

V (t)

ondition that

(2.22)

model [155℄. It

an be analyzed analogously to an ordinary

model using the Fokker-Plan k formalism with appropriate boundary

onditions [31, 30℄.
Let

P (V, t) be the

probability density (often also

alled probability distribution

in physi al literature) of the membrane potentials in the limit
Fokker-Plan k equation is the

N → ∞.

∂P (V, t)
∂S(V, t)
=−
,
∂t
∂V
where

S(V, t)

The

ontinuity equation of the probability density,

is the probability

t

as determined by

σ2 ∂
P (V, t),
2 ∂V

(2.24)

urrent through

V

(2.23)
at time

Eq. (2.22),

S(V, t) = (−γV + µ)P (V, t) −

(−γV + µ)P (V, t) and the diusion urrent in the dire tion of the
∂
P (V, t) (see, e.g., [165℄, p. 72). We now have to onsider the
− ∂V
boundary onditions at −∞, at the threshold ΘU and at the reset potential Vr .
For V → −∞ to ensure integrability of P (V, t), the boundary onditions are
with the drift

negative gradient

lim P (V, t) = 0,

V →−∞
Sin e the diusion

lim V P (V, t) = 0.

V →−∞

urrent drives the neurons over the threshold, but

(2.25)
annot drive

it to ow ba k, the probability density at the threshold is zero,

P (ΘU , t) = 0,
while the probability

(2.26)

urrent over the threshold equals the number of neurons ring

per time,

S(ΘU , t) = ν ⇔

∂
2
P (V, t) = − 2 ν.
∂V
σ
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(2.27)

Finally,

P (V, t) has to be ontinuous at the reset potential Vr , while S(V, t) has to
S(ΘU , t), the number of neurons passing the threshold per time and

hange about
being reset,

∂
∂
2
P (Vr+ , t) −
P (Vr− , t) = − 2 ν.
∂V
∂V
σ

S(Vr+ , t) − S(Vr− , t) = ν ⇔

Following refs. [31, 30℄, we derive stationary, normalized solutions
of Eq. (2.23) with boundary
implies

S(V ) =

and

S(V ) = ν

on

V = Vr ,

be ause there are no additional sinks or

onditions (2.27, 2.28) are fullled if

(Vr , ΘU ].

P (V ) =
where

P (V )

S(V ) = 0 on (−∞, Vr )

This yields together with Eq. (2.24) ordinary dierential

equations whi h are solved using the remaining boundary
as one solution for

P (V, t) = P (V )

onditions (2.25-2.28) by rst observing that Eq. (2.23)

onst ex ept at

sour es. The boundary

on

onditions and written

(−∞, ΘU ],


 Z ΘU


2ν
(γs − µ)2
(γV − µ)2
)
exp
ds,
exp
−
Θ
(s
−
V
r
σ2
γσ 2
γσ 2
V

Θ (s − Vr )

(2.28)

is the Heaviside step fun tion. The normalization

Z

(2.29)

ondition

ΘU

P (V )dV = 1

(2.30)

∞

yields a self- onsisten y

ondition determining the frequen y ν of the neurons.
Ru
= √2π 0 exp(−t2 )dt, it an be rewritten as

Introdu ing the error fun tion erf(u)

√ Z γΘ√U −µ
γσ
π
1=ν
exp(u2 )(1 + erf(u))du,
γV
−µ
γ
√r
γσ
whi h allows numeri al solution for
depends on,

P (V )

ν.

Sin e

is fully determined.
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ν

is the the only free parameter

(2.31)

P (V )

Chapter 3
Mirollo-Strogatz neurons
In

hapters 4-6 we use the Mirollo-Strogatz phase os illator model. In this model,

the state of the neuron is given by a phase

φ(t)

whi h in reases linearly during

free time evolution, while the intera tions are nonlinear. This linearization of the
free dynami s simplies the analyti al des ription. Further, the general framework
allows to treat entire

lasses of models in one formalism and also allows for simple

and fast event based numeri al simulations. Due to these advantages, the model has
has been used in a number of studies about syn hronization properties [136, 182℄,
stability of the syn hronous and near syn hronous state [177, 50℄, the inuen e
of delay on the network dynami s [58, 59℄,
attra tors [180, 181℄. We note that the

haoti

dynami s [209℄ and unstable

lass of models onsidered was also suggested

to des ribe other natural systems ranging from earthquakes over ashing reies
to

hirping

ri kets [32, 85, 113℄.

3.1 Networks of os illating neurons
The

urrent based networks of leaky integrate-and-re neurons and of quadrati

exponential integrate-and-re models with spike
are

ontained in a

or

uto as introdu ed in se tion 2.4

lass of models des ribed by the dierential equation

dVl (t)
= fl (Vl (t)) + Sl (t),
dt

(3.1)

Vr = 0.

(3.2)

with reset potential at

Indeed, also some

ondu tan e based and more general models given by dierential

equations of the form

dVl (t)
= A(Vl (t)) + B(Vl (t))Sl (t),
dt
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(3.3)

where

A, B

in general depend on

l,

an be brought into the form Eq. (3.1) by a

transformation of variables

V̄l (t) =
possible under weak

onditions on

Z

Vl (t)

B(v)−1 dv

(3.4)

0

A(Vl ), B(Vl )

[195, 177, 181℄.

This leads to a

dierential equation

dV̄l (t)
= Ā(V̄l (t)) + Sl (t),
dt
where

(3.5)

Ā(V̄ ) := A(V (V̄ ))/B(V (V̄ )), V (V̄ ) is given by solving Eq. (3.4)
RΘ
ΘU,l has to be transformed into Θ̄U,l := 0 U,l B(v)−1 dv .

for

V

and

the threshold

We will now model the fast synapti

dynami s by pulses with negligible time

ourse (2.10) and the slow, e.g. NMDA,
input

urrent. A

onstant input

urrents as summing up to a

onstant

urrent may also arise from an external sour e or

from faster inputs where the u tuations are negligible. The expli it intera tions
between the neurons in the network are then given by

Sl (t) =

N X
X

k=1 n∈Z

εlk
neuron k
where

is the

εlk δ(t − tskn − τlk ),

oupling strength from neuron

k

to neuron l ,

(3.6)

tskn

is the time when

nth spike and τlk is the delay of the oupling from neuron k
to neuron l . If Vl (t) rea hes the threshold ΘU,l , the neuron is reset to the reset
potential Vr < ΘU,l . An input prolongs the time to next ring of neuron l if εlk < 0
(inhibitory oupling from k to l ), it leaves it un hanged if there is no oupling,
εlk = 0, and it ex ites the neuron to earlier ring if εlk > 0 (ex itatory oupling
from k to l ). The onstant urrent is in luded in fl (Vl ). We assume that fl (Vl )
sends its

satises

fl (Vl ) > 0
for all

Vl ≤ ΘU,l

(3.7)

i.e. that the neuron rea hes the threshold also if there are no

time dependent network inputs. If the neurons are not ring without expli it time
dependent network input, the ring times are always at arrival times of spikes. Only
at an arrival of an ex itatory spike, the neuron

an rea h or ex eed the threshold.

This leads to a ring dynami s highly determined by the initial
by the spikes sent and not re eived at time
A too large inhibition

onditions, namely

t = 0.

ould be in onsistent with a possible lower bound for

V

as present, e.g., for the leaky integrate-and-re neuron with anomalous dissipation

γ <0

(se . 3.4). This does not

hange the methods developed in the subsequent

hapter 4 using the phase representation. For the stability analysis of the irregular
network dynami s in inhibitory networks,
bound is small enough so that this

hapter 6, we assume that the lower

ase does not o
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ur in the dynami s.

ΘU,l
εl k

Ul

0

φl (θ −)

0

φl (θ)

Θl

φl

Figure 3.1: Response of the phase dynami s to an in oming ex itatory spike. The

l is plotted as a fun tion of its phase φl . The membrane
Ul (φl (t)). In the absen e of intera tions, φl (t) in reases uniformly with time t a ording to Eq. (3.8). If a spike sent by neuron k is re eived
−
by neuron l at time θ , it indu es a phase jump φl (θ ) → φl (θ) mediated by the
rise fun tion Ul and its inverse a ording to (3.16) and (3.17). ΘU,l = Ul (Θl ) is the
rise fun tion

Ul

of neuron

potential is given by

threshold for the membrane potential.

3.2 The Mirollo-Strogatz model
The dynami s of su h a neuron

an be equivalently des ribed by a phase model

proposed by Mirollo and Strogatz [136℄. Here, the state of a neuron
ized by a single phase-like variable

φl (t).

l

is

hara ter-

In the absen e of intera tions, the phases

in rease uniformly obeying

dφl /dt = 1.
When

φl

rea hes the phase threshold of neuron

(3.8)

l

at time

t, φl (t− ) = Θl > 0,

it is

reset,

φl (t) = 0,

(3.9)

Ul (φl (t)) with the
Ul . We an onne t this denition to
solution Ṽl (t) of the free Sl (t) ≡ 0 dynami s that

and a spike is emitted. The membrane potential is dened as
stri tly monotoni

in reasing rise fun tion

the one given by Eq. (3.1) via the
satises the initial

ondition

Ṽl (0) = 0.
We

ontinue this solution

negative real arguments
until

T0,l ∈ R+

where

t

T0,l

Ṽl

(3.10)

as far as possible to a real interval

Bl ∈ R− ∪ {−∞}
period of neuron l ,

with inmum
is the free

Ṽl (T0,l ) = ΘU,l .
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(Bl , T0,l ],

i.e. to

and to positive real

t

(3.11)

We dene the phase threshold to equal the free period,

Θl := T0,l ,
the rise fun tion

Ul

(3.12)

is then dened via the solution

Ṽl ,

Ul (φ) := Ṽl (φ),
where now

φ ∈ (Bl , Θl ].

(3.13)

This denition together with Eq. (3.8), Eqs. (3.9, 3.2) and

Eqs. (3.11, 3.12) implies that for

Vl (0) = Ul (φl (0)),

the free dynami s satises

Vl (t) = Ul (φl (t))

(3.14)

during free time evolution, when rea hing the threshold and after reset, i.e. for all

t.

We now translate the jump in the potential into a jump in the phases. We rst

note that sin e

Ul (φ)

in

φ,

Ṽl (t)

is stri tly monotoni ally in reasing in t, this also holds for
Ul−1 exists on the interval (BU,l , ΘU,l ], where

and the inverse

BU,l := lim Ṽl (φ),

(3.15)

φցBl

BU,l ∈ R− ∪ {−∞}.
θ. We i) transform

k arrives at neuron l at time
−
the phase before the intera tion, φl (θ ) into the potential
−
−
before the intera tion, Vl (θ ) = Ul (φl (θ )), then ii) add the potential jump, εlk ,
Vl (θ) = Vl (θ− ) + εlk , and nally iii) transform ba k to phase representation via
Ul−1 , φl (θ) = Ul−1 (Vl (θ)). Taken together,
Suppose a spike sent by neuron

φl (θ) = Ul−1 (Ul (φl (θ− )) + εlk ) = Hε(l)
φl θ−
lk
where we introdu ed the

ontinuous transfer fun tion



,

(3.16)

Hε(l) (φ) := Ul−1 (Ul (φ) + ε)

(3.17)

that is stri tly monotoni

in reasing, both as a fun tion of

ΘU,l , whi

ε > 0, we

h is possible for

spike and it is reset. We assume that

BU,l 6= −∞)

does not o

ε and of φ.

Ul (φ)+ε >
l emits a
for ε < 0 and
If

all the input supra-threshold, neuron

Ul (φ) + ε < BU,l

ur in the spike dynami s

(possible only
onsidered.

input leads to immediate spiking and reset of the neuron.

Supra-threshold

We thus extend the

denition of the transfer fun tion to

Hεl (φ) = Ul−1 (Ul (φ) + ε)
Hεl (φ)
From the

=0

for

Ul (φ) + ε < ΘU,l ,

(3.18)

for

Ul (φ) + ε ≥ ΘU,l .

(3.19)

onstru tion, equivalen e, Eq. (3.14), between both phase and potential

representations holds also in the system with intera tion when the phase intera tion
is mediated by the transfer fun tion,
assume that

φl (t)

f. Fig. 3.2. Throughout this thesis, we will

is pie ewise linear so that in any nite interval there are only a

nite number of spikes, i.e. there are no Zeno states [207℄.
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a

ΘU,l

b
ΘU,l

Vl

Vl

0

c

0

T0, l

d

Θl
φl
0

0

3T0, l time t

2T0, l

θ

time t

θ

time t

Θl
φl

T0, l

0

3T0, l time t

2 T0, l

0

Figure 3.2: Comparison of potential representation (a,b) and phase representation
( ,d). The free dynami s of (a) the potentialVl (t) and (b) the phase
odi

with period

spike at time

θ.

T0,l .

φl (t)

are peri-

(b) Potential dynami s in response to an in oming ex itatory

(d) Phase dynami s in response to input has a jump with size given

by (3.16).

3.3 Benets of the Mirollo-Strogatz phase model
The advantages of the Mirollo-Strogatz phase representation originate from two
fa ts
(i) Sending and re eiving of spikes are the only nonlinear events.
(ii) It is possible to study an entire
Both fa ts simplify analyti al

lass of models in one s heme.

onsiderations in

of the stability properties of the dynami s we
and

hapters 4, 5 and 6. For our studies

an

hoose an event based framework

on entrate ex lusively on the intera tion points sin e distan es between tra-

je tories only

hange at these points. The Mirollo-Strogatz model allows to derive

analyti al results that are valid for the entire
Additionally, numeri al simulations

lass of models.

an be done using a simple event based

algorithm. The algorithm is outlined as follows [58, 179, 176, 181℄: We keep tra k
of the pseudo-spike times [98℄ of a neuron
the next hypotheti al spike of neuron

l

l,

the times

Θl − φl (t)

arrival times together with the neurons that sent the spike.
smallest pseudo-spike time is

remaining to

without intera tion. Further, of the spike
In ea h step, the

ompared with the time remaining until the next

spike arrives. If the next event is i) a spike sending event, the dynami s is linearly
evolved to this event and the pseudo-spike times of the sending neurons are reset to

Θl .

The newly sent spikes are stored in the spike list. If the next event is ii) a spike
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re eiving event, the dynami s is linearly evolved to this event and the pseudo-spike
times of the re eiving neurons are a tualized following Eq. (3.17).

The re eived

spikes are deleted from the list.

3.4 Expli it examples
In this se tion we will derive the phase os illator representation of several neural
models following the rules given in se . 3.2. We start with the

re neuron, given by Eq. (2.1).

a

onstant

Iext

urrent

I = γVrest + Iext /Cm ,

As in se . 2.10, we set

( f. se . 3.1).

leaky integrate-and-

γ = 1/τmem

In the form Eq. (3.1) with

and introdu e

S(t) = 0

dV
= −γV + I,
dt
so

0

f (V ) = −γV +I .

and

Eq. (2.1) reads

(3.20)

Solving the dierential equation with initial

onditions

Ṽ (0) =

and using Eq. (3.14) yields the rise fun tion

UIF (φ) =

I
(1 − e−γφ ).
γ

We extend the range of the inverse time

onstant

γ

(3.21)
to the entire real axis,

γ

γ ∈ R.

spe ies the dissipation in the system. For normal dissipation, γ > 0, UIF (φ) is
′′
on ave, UIF (φ) < 0, bounded above by I/γ and it asymptoti ally approa hes this

value for

φ → ∞.

Condition 3.7 implies that

os illatory neuron. For

γ < 0, UIF (φ)

is

I/γ > ΘU to have
′′
UIF
(φ) > 0, and

onvex,

an intrinsi ally
bounded below

I/γ < 0. The membrane potential UIF (φ) grows exponentially with φ so that,
ΘU > Vr , no ondition is ne essary to obtain a self-os illatory neuron.
Without dissipation, γ = 0, the membrane potential dynami s of an isolated neuron
is linear and spe ied by UIF (φ) = Iφ. The phase threshold (3.12) for a parti ular
integrate-and-re neuron m is given by


Im
1
−1
ln
Θ m = Um
(ΘU,m ) =
(3.22)
γm
Im − γm ΘU,m
by

apart from

if the parameters are

γm → 0

Im

and

γm ;

for

γm = 0

we have

Θm = ΘU,m /I ,

the limit

in (3.22).

For the

ondu tan e based leaky-integrate-and-re neuron with purely inhibitory

oupling (and only one type of ions), we have

Ei − V
dV
S(t),
= −γV + I +
dt
Ei
where

Ei < Vr = Vrest = 0

and

V

se . 3.1 for the transformation to

is bounded to

V̄ (t)

(Ei , ΘU ].

(3.23)
The steps des ribed in

an be done expli itly ( f. [177℄) giving

V̄ (V ) = (−Ei ) [ln(V − Ei ) − ln(−Ei )] ,
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(3.24)

with

V̄ ∈ (−∞, V̄ (ΘU )],

and the transformed dierential equation reads



V̄ (t)
dV̄ (t)
− γ(−Ei ).
= [I + γ(−Ei )] exp −
dt
(−Ei )

It

an be solved by separation of variables to derive

Ṽ (t)

and thus

(3.25)

UCoIF

for the

transformed system,


UCoIF (φ) = (−Ei ) ln 1 +
The phase threshold for some neuron

m


I
(1 − exp(−γφ)) .
γ(−Ei )
is

−1
Θ m = Um
(V̄m (ΘU,m ))





V̄m (ΘU,m )
γ(−Ei )
1
1 − exp
+1 .
= − ln
γ
I
(−Ei )

For the

quadrati integrate-and-re neuron,

−IT /Cm + Iext /Cm ,

(3.26)

with

a = gL /(2∆T Cm )

(3.27)

and

I =

Eq. 2.2 reads

dV
= a(V − VT )2 + I.
dt
The

onstru tion of the neuron model implies

os illatory neuron if

I > 0.

The rise fun tion

UQIF (φ) = VT +
p
b = − arctan( a/IVT )
neuron m reads

where

xed by

r

Vr < VT < ΘU
an be

whi h results in an

omputed to

√
I
tan( Iat + b),
a

Ṽ (0) = 0

(3.28)

and the phase threshold for a

−1
Θ m = Um
(ΘU,m )

r


r
1
a
a
VT + arctan
(ΘU,m − VT )
.
= √
arctan
I
I
Ia
Another interesting and analyti ally useful example are

i al os illators

ab > 0.

This



1
1
ln 1 + φ ,
b
a

V

ase,

(3.31)

UMS (φ) is on ave for a, b > 0 and onvex for a, b < 0. In the
B = −a, the domain of UMS is φ ∈ (−a, ∞], with UMS (φ) → ∞ as

( f. Eq. 3.1).

former

(3.30)

orresponds to a dierential equation

1
dV
=
exp(−bV )
dt
ab
for

Mirollo-Strogatz biolog-

introdu ed in [136℄. We generalize the rise fun tion to

UMS (φ) =
where

(3.29)
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φ → ∞.

If

a, b < 0,

Therefore, in both

the domain is

φ ∈ (−∞, |a|),

where

UMS (φ) → ∞ as φ ր |a|.
ΘU > Vr . The threshold

ases, the neuron is os illating for any

for the phase of a spe i

neuron

m

is given by

−1
Θ m = Um
(ΘU,m ) = am (exp(bm ΘU,m ) − 1)
for parameters

(3.32)

am , b m .

Interestingly, there is a dire t relation between neural os illators of leaky integrateand-re type and Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators:

the rise fun tion of a

Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illator is the inverse of the rise fun tion of a leaky
integrate-and-re neuron [131℄. For all

UMS (x) =
when setting

UIF

.

x > −a

we have

1 
x
γ 
1 
−1
= − ln 1 − x = UIF
ln 1 +
(x)
b
a
γ
I

b = −γ , a = −γ/I .

This

(3.33)

an be dire tly veried by expli itly inverting

It might be useful to establish su h equivalen es be ause the intera tion
−1
fun tion H (3.17) ontains both, the rise fun tion U and its inverse U
.
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Chapter 4
Designing

omplex neural

networks
In this

hapter we investigate the inverse problem to the relations between stru -

ture and dynami s of a

omplex spiking neural network: We determine the set of

networks that exhibit an arbitrary predened pre ise spiking dynami s.
Is it possible to modify the features of intera tions so that a neural network
gives rise to a given dynami s? We will assume that all neuron parameters (Um ,

Θm )

and delay times

τml

( f. se . 4.2) are given and xed in a network; the task is

to nd networks with these given features that exhibit a desired pattern as an invariant dynami s. We present a method to analyti ally nd the set of all networks
as dened by the neurons'

oupling strengths that exhibit a given pattern of spikes

as an invariant solution. We expli itly
terns, but this restri tion

arry the

onstru tion out for periodi

an be relieved by omitting the periodi ity

pat-

onditions.

In the predened pattern of spikes, all spike times of all the neurons are exa tly
spe ied, the pattern may be arbitrary long and have

ompli ated temporal stru -

ture. However, very long patterns will usually not be realizable sin e they imply
too many

onditions whi h will in general be in ompatible. It is further possible to

store multiple patterns in one network, where the initial

onditions of the dynami s

de ide whi h pattern will be re alled. The analysis presented is very general. We
allow for inhomogeneous networks with dierent types of neurons, heterogeneously
distributed delays and thresholds (and thus intrinsi

neuron frequen ies),

ombi-

nations of inhibitory and sub- and supra-threshold ex itatory intera tions as well
as for

ompli ated patterns that in lude degenerate event times, multiple spiking

of the same neuron within the pattern and silent neurons that never re.
We further show how to design networks if additional restri tions are imposed,
for instan e by predening the detailed network

onne tivity.

We illustrate the

appli ability of the method by examples of Erdös-Rényi and s ale-free random networks. Finally, the method
properties.

an be used to design networks that optimize network

To illustrate the idea we design networks that exhibit a predened
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pattern dynami s and at the same time minimize the networks' wiring

osts.

The design method sees immediate appli ation when numeri ally studying the
stability properties of periodi

patterns (se . 4.8) and illustrating analyti al re-

sults ( h. 5). A generalization for temporally extended

ouplings that is valid in

inhibitory networks of leaky integrate-and-re neurons is employed in se . 6.7.
We partially presented the results derived in this

hapter in a letter [132℄ and

in an exhaustive publi ation [131℄.

4.1 State of the art
A number of studies have been addressed to determining networks that give rise to
a desired kind of network a tivity. An example are synre

hains. In these mod-

els, networks that give rise to propagation of syn hronous a tivity are
by
a

onstru ted

onne ting groups of neurons with strongly ex itatory dire ted proje tions to
hain [3, 83, 54, 18℄.

Other studies were dedi ated to nding networks that

realize dierent stable a tivity patterns, su h as an asyn hronous, irregular state
[79, 105℄. Closer related to our work, a re ent arti le [119℄

aptures the ee tive

oupling between neurons in a biologi al neural network. A method was presented
to

onstru t a network of leaky integrate-and-re neurons that exhibits irregular

spike trains with statisti al properties similar to the spike trains found in extra ellular re ordings of a subset of neurons in a biologi al neural network. Further, a
neurobiologi ally oriented work studied a three unit model for the

entral pattern

generator in the stomatogastri ganglion of the lobster [159℄. Central pattern generators are neural

ir uits that produ e stereotypi

generation of rhythmi , stereotypi

spike pattern and thus

ontrol the

motor a tions e.g. for lo omotion, respiration,

heartbeat, masti ation or digestion [146, 77, 158℄. Extensive numeri al investigations showed that the qualitative spiking dynami s produ ed by the network does
not depend on the details of the neuron model and the synapti
an entire

oupling, i.e. that

lass of networks produ ed similar dynami s [159℄.

A few studies show how to design a network that gives rise to a predened,
pre isely timed pattern of spikes.
onstru t one spe i , fully
riodi

In [123℄, an algorithm is given that allows to

onne ted network realizing one predened simple pe-

pattern of spikes. In su h a pattern ea h neuron res on e within a period.

The network model has purely inhibitory
se . 4.2 for further des ription).

ouplings without transmission delay ( f.

A se ond study showed how to

works with purely ex itatory or purely inhibitory
lose to the fully syn hronous state [50℄.

onstru t net-

onne tions realizing patterns

Starting with a network of normalized

onne tions that gives rise to the fully syn hronous state, small heterogeneities
are introdu ed that

ause the syn hronous state to split up. If the heterogeneities

are too large, the near-syn hronous state breaks down and the network assumes
an irregular ring state. The near syn hronous pattern is predi ted from the network heterogeneity or, inversely, the network heterogeneities
a predened near-syn hronous ring pattern.
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an be derived from

4.2 The model
We

onsider a

sentation,

omplex network of

N

neurons in the Mirollo-Strogatz phase repre-

f. se . 3.2. The phase of a neuron

φl (t), the strength of the
delay is given by τlk . In

oupling from neuron

l ∈ {1, ..., N } at time t is given by
k to neuron l is εlk and the oupling

parti ular, the delay distribution

The ee t of a spike arriving at neuron

l

an be inhomogeneous.
(l)

is mediated by the transfer fun tion

H

given in Eqs. (3.16, 3.17). In ref. [123℄ the intera tion is instantaneous, there is no
synapti

delay. Besides, the authors use a network model given by Eq. (3.3) with

synapses Eq. (3.6), but the dierential equation is dire tly transformed into a model
RV
−1
dv ,
with linear free time evolution through the transformation V̄ (V ) ∝
0 A(v)
whi h is always possible sin e A(V ) > 0 for the entire range of V , and the nonlinearity is

olle ted in a

V -dependent

oe ient of the

1

oupling term . In [50℄, the

near syn hronous state is studied in networks of Mirollo-Strogatz neurons with hoPN
τlk = τ and almost normalized oupling j=1 εij ≈ ε
for all i.

mogeneous delay distribution

4.3 Admissible networks
Given a predened spike pattern, we
invariant dynami s an
predened periodi
initial

τml

admissible

all a network that exhibits this pattern as an

network. An admissible network will show the

pattern of spikes when the dynami s is started at the

onditions. Assuming that all neuron parameters (Um ,

orre t

Θm ) and delay times

( f. se . 4.2) are given and xed in a network, we determine the networks

admissible for a given pattern by designing the

oupling strengths

εml .

It turns

out that there is often a multi-dimensional family of solutions so that networks
with very dierent

ongurations of the

oupling strengths are admissible; below

we derive analyti al restri tions that dene the set of all networks exhibiting su h
a pattern. Of

ourse, there might be situations, where other parameters, su h as

the delays [60℄ are desired to be variable as well (or only). The key aspe ts of the
approa h presented below

an be readily generalized to su h design tasks.

4.4 Degenerate event timing
In the Mirollo-Strogatz phase representation, sending and re eiving of spikes are the
only nonlinear events. These events sometimes o

1 There is a problem in the derivation of the

ur simultaneously, a

oe ient Eq. (4) in [123℄.

ase whi h

In an equation of

dV (t)/dt = F (V (t)) + G(V (t))εδ(t), the size of the jump in V at zero is not given by
V (0 ) − V (0− ) = εG(V (0)) but, in generalization of the ondu tan e based ase, se . 2.6, it
R V (0+ )
G(v)−1 dv = ε. This problem an be easily solved by dening the
is impli itly given by
V (0− )
PN P
f−
f
network dynami s, Eq. (1) in [123℄ by dxi (t)/dt = Fi (xi (t)) +
j=1
f Gi (xi (tj ))Jij δ(t − tj )
PN P
f
instead of dxi (t)/dt = Fi (xi (t)) + Gi (xi (t))
j=1
f Jij δ(t − tj ), as it is also done after the

the form
+

transformation of variables, in Eq. (3).
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we

all degenerate. In the presen e of degenerate events,

are has to be taken in

the denition of the model's dynami s. Simultaneous events o
neurons do not
not ae t the
events o

urring at dierent

ause any di ulties be ause an arbitrary order of pro essing does
olle tive dynami s at any future time.

However, if two or more

ur simultaneously at the same neuron, we need to spe ify a

for the order of pro essing. We will therefore go through the possible

onvention

ombinations

in the following ( f. [131℄):

spike sending due to spike re eption :

(i)

The a tion of a re eived spike might

be strong enough so that the ex itation is supra-threshold,

We use the




−
+ εml ≥ Um (Θm ) .
Um φm (t + τml )

(4.1)

m sends a spike simultaneous
t + τml and is reset to

onvention that neuron

of the spike from neuron

l

at time

to the re eption

φm (t + τml ) = 0.
(ii)

(4.2)

spike re eived at sending time :

If neuron m re eives a spike from
m was about to send a spike anyway,


−
φm (t + τml )
= Θm ,

neuron

l

exa tly at the same time when

we take the following

(4.3)

onvention for the order pro essing: rst the spike is sent

and the phase is reset to zero, then the in oming spike is re eived so that

φm (t + τml ) = Hε(m)
(0) .
ml
If the spike re eived

auses again a supra-threshold ex itation, we negle t this

se ond spike generated at time
(4.2).
(iii)

(4.4)

t + τml

and just reset the neuron

simultaneous re eption of multiple spikes :

m

If multiple spikes are re eived

simultaneously by the same neuron and ea h subset of spikes does
supra-threshold ex itation (as in (4.1)), a

to zero as in

not

ause a

onvention about the order of treatment

is not ne essary as an be seen from the following argument. If neuron m at time
θ simultaneously re eives h ∈ N spikes from neurons l1 , ..., lh , and σ : {1, ..., h} →
{1, ..., h} is an arbitrary permutation of the rst h integers, we have

Hε(m)
ml

σ(1)

(Hε(m)
ml

σ(2)

(...Hε(m)
ml

σ(h)

(φm (θ− ))...))

−1
−1
−1
=Um
[Um (Um
[Um (...Um
[Um (φm (θ− )) + εmlσ(h) ]...) + εmlσ(2) ]) + εmlσ(1) ]
−1
=Um
[Um (φm (θ− )) + εmlσ(h) + ... + εmlσ(2) + εmlσ(1) ]
(m)

=Hεml

1

+εml2 +...+εmlh (φm (θ

−

)).

(4.5)

Treating the in oming spikes separately in arbitrary order is therefore equivalent
to treating them as one spike from a hypotheti al neuron with
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oupling strength

εml1 + εml2 + ... + εmlh

to neuron

m.

Moreover, upon su iently small

to the spike re eption times, the sub-threshold response of neuron

m

hanges

ontinuously

hanges with these re eption times. This is be ause the neuron's response fun tion

H (m)

is identi al for dierent in oming spikes. We note that in a generalized model

one might introdu e dierent transfer fun tions for dierent

ouplings. This would

ree t the fa t that, dependent e.g. on the position of the synapse, in oming spikes
may have dierent ee ts on the postsynapti
amount of

neuron even if they generate the same

harge owing into (or out of ) the neuron. We extend the denition

(m)

φm (θ) = Hεml1 +εml2 +...+εml (φm (θ− ))

(4.6)

for the pro essing of multiple spike arrivals to more involved

ases, where a subset

h

of spikes generates a spike.

Treating this subset rst would result in a dierent

dynami s than summing up all

ouplings strength, e.g. if the remaining

balan e the strong ex itatory subset.

In this

ouplings

ase the order of treatment is not

arbitrary and the phase as well as the spikes generated in response to the re eptions
do not depend

ontinuously on the spike arrival times; as a

onvention, we sum the

oupling strengths rst, as in (4.6). The generalization of (i) and (ii) to the

ase of

multiple spikes re eived simultaneously is straightforward. The dynami s however

not depend ontinuously on the arrival times.
simultaneous sending of multiple spikes: As we ex lude the

will in general also
(iv)

simultaneous

sending of multiple spikes by the same neuron, if several spikes are sent simultaneously, they are sent by dierent neurons; therefore no di ulties arise and we need
no extra

onvention.

4.5 Chara terizing periodi spike patterns
′
pattern of pre isely timed spikes? Let ti′ , i ∈ Z,
′
be an ordered list of times at whi h a neuron emits the i th spike o urring in the
′
′
network, so that tj ′ ≥ ti′ if j > i . Assume a periodi pattern onsists of M spikes.
What

hara terizes a periodi

hara terized by its period T , by the times ti ∈ [0, T ) of
i ∈ {1, ..., M }, and by the indi es si ∈ {1, . . . , N } identifying the neuron
sends spike i at ti . If two or more neurons in the network simultaneously
a spike, i.e. ti = tj with i 6= j , the above order is not unique and we x it

Su h a pattern is then
spikes
that

emit

arbitrarily. The periodi ity of the pattern then entails

ti + nT = ti+nM
for all

n ∈ Z,

where the denition of

periodi ity of the pattern, we

s

and

si = si+nM

is appropriately extended.

(4.7)
Due to the

an assume without loss of generality that the delay

times are smaller than the patterns period, otherwise, we take them modulo

T

without

hanging the invariant dynami s. Further, to avoid extensively many ase
′
distin tions we require that between any two subsequent spike times t, t of a neuron
′
l, that neuron re eives at last one spike in the interval (t, t ) ∩ (t, t + Θl ). We will
employ the indexing method also in
periodi

hapter 5 to study the stability properties of

patterns of spikes.
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4.6 Firing pattern and phase dynami s
A predened pattern of spikes imposes

onditions on the time evolution of the

neurons' phases. Suppose a spe i

l res at K(l) dierent times tik ∈ [0, T ),

neuron

k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)} within the rst period.

For non-degenerate event times this implies

φl (t−
ik ) = Θl ,
whereas at any other time

t ∈ [0, T ), t 6= tik

(4.8)

for all

k,

φl (t− ) < Θl ,

(4.9)

to prevent untimely ring.
If the network is xed, in general there will not be a phase dynami s that gives
rise to a predened pattern.

If there is a phase dynami s whi h gives rise to a

ertain pattern, then this dynami s is unique for an important subset of neurons
in the network:

Lemma 1:

Let

S ⊂ {1, ..., N }

be the set of neurons that (i) do not re eive

any supra-threshold ex itations and (ii) are ring at least on e in the pattern.
Predening the ring dynami s of the network determines the phase dynami s of
the neurons in

Proof:

S

uniquely.

φ̃m (t), m ∈
φm (t), m ∈ {1, ..., N }
but generates the same spike pattern. We assume that also for some l ∈ S the phase
dynami s φ̃l (t) is dierent from φl (t). Further, assume for some t0 , φl (t0 ) > φ̃l (t0 ).
Then this inequality remains true for all future times t0 . First, it remains true
We disprove the opposite: There may be a phase dynami s

{1, ..., N } whi

h is dierent from the original phase dynami s

during free time evolution.

But also the inputs are the same (input times and
(l)
strengths) for both dynami s and the Hε (φ) are stri tly monotoni ally in reasing

as fun tion of

φ,

so the relation

φl (t) > φ̃l (t)

for

t ≥ t0

remains true also after

arbitrarily many intera tions. Therefore, denoting the next ring time of neuron
−
l after time t0 by tj , we on lude that Θl = φl (t−
j ) > φ̃l (tj ), violating neuron l 's
ring pattern. An analogous argument shows that if

φl (t0 ) < φ̃l (t0 )

for some

t0 ,

the ring pattern would be also violated.
If a neuron that (i) re eives one or more supra-threshold inputs or (ii) is silen ed
(i.e. has no ring time in the pattern) has a perturbed phase dynami s, its spike
sub-pattern

an still remain the predened one. (i) If a neuron

l

re eives a supra-

threshold input, a small initial deviation from the original phase dynami s that
o

urs su iently briey before the input, will only

hange the phase

φl

of that

neuron but not its next spike time as long as the input remains supra-threshold.
Sin e the dynami s

ontinues without deviations with respe t to the original phase

dynami s, all future events will also take pla e at the predened times. Thus there
are dierent initial

onditions that lead to the same spike pattern. (ii) A su iently

small initial deviation from original dynami s that o

urs at a silen ed neuron

an

de ay without making the neuron re so that the spike pattern stays un hanged,
although the phase of the silen ed neuron is dierent.
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In this

hapter, we are mainly interested in periodi

show that a periodi
in

spike pattern implies a periodi

dynami s. Indeed, we

S.

Theorem 2:

For all neurons

l

that (i) do not re eive any supra-threshold ex ita-

tions and (ii) are ring at least on e in the pattern, i.e. for all

T

an

phase dynami s in the neurons

l ∈ S , the periodi

ity

of the entire ring pattern is su ient for the periodi ity of the phases,

φl (t) = φl (t + nT ),
for all

n∈Z

Proof:

and all

We

t ∈ [0, T ).

ompare for some

l∈S

(4.10)

φl (t) and φl (t + T )
t0 , φl (t) > φl (t + T ). Again, this
−
next ring time tj , Θl = φl (tj ) >

the phase dynami s of

and assume without loss of generality for some

inequality remains true for all t > t0 and at the
φl ((tj +T )− ) violating the patterns periodi ity. Therefore, if the pattern is periodi ,
the phases of neurons l ∈ S are also periodi and the phases have the period of the
pattern.

How far does, on the other hand, periodi ity of the phase dynami s imply
periodi ity of the spike pattern?

Theorem 3:

The periodi ity of the phases of all neurons in the network is

su ient for the periodi ity of the spiking times of ea h neuron. Further, if there
are no supra-threshold ex itations in the network, the spike pattern has the period
of the phase dynami s.

Proof:

Θl

for

ur, it satises in parti ular

t 6= tik ,

where

times of neuron
by neuron
periodi

with period T and no supra-threshold
φl ((tik +nT )− ) = Θl and φl ((t+nT )− ) <
∈ [0, T ), k ∈ {1, . . . , K(l)}, are the ring

If the phase dynami s is periodi

ex itations o

l

l

t ∈ [0, T )

and

tik

in the rst period. Therefore the sub-pattern of spikes generated

is periodi

with period

with period

T.

Sin e

l

is arbitrary, the entire pattern is

T.

Interestingly, if there are supra-threshold ex itations, the sub-pattern of a neuron need not have the period

T

of the phases, as

onstru ted example: Consider a neuron

l,

an be seen from a simple, albeit

whi h is

oupled only to itself and re-

T from only one other
m. If neuron l re eives a supra-threshold input from neuron m at time θ,
−
−
we have φl (θ ) < Θl and Ul (φl (θ )) + εlm ≥ Ul (Θl ). Leaving aside the assumption
τij < T made in se . 4.5, suppose the delay of the oupling from l to l is τll = T , i.e.
equal to the period of the phases. Further, the oupling strength εll is inhibitory
(l)
−
−
and so that Hε +ε (φl (θ )) = 0, i.e. εll = −Ul (φl (θ )) − εlm < 0. Then the phase
lm
ll
of neuron l an be periodi , whether or not it re eives a spike from itself be ause
φl (θ) = 0 in ea h ase, either due to the reset of neuron l or due to the inhibitory
spike re eived from itself. Now, if neuron l sent a spike at time θ , there will be
no spike sending at θ + T be ause of the inhibition by its self-intera tion. Sin e
the self-intera tion spike is then missing at time θ + 2T , a spike will be emitted at
eives input from itself as well as on e per phase period

neuron

that later time and so on. So the spike sub-pattern of this neuron ( onsisting of
all those spikes in the total pattern that are generated by neuron l ) has period
and not

T.
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2T ,

However, the spike sub-pattern of any neuron
re eives supra-threshold input. This
above, a spike

l

has to be periodi

an be seen as follows: Due to the

even if it
onventions

φl

an only be emitted when there is a dis ontinuity in the phase

(after a supra-threshold ex itation, the phase is always zero, after a simultaneous
re eption and spiking it is always unequal to Θl ) or if the neuron re eives a supra−
threshold input when its phase is φl (θ ) = 0. Sin e φl (t) is pie ewise ontinuous, in
every (nite) time interval

[t, t + T ) there are only nitely many dis ontinuities, as
φl (θ− ) = 0 be ause the phase is monotonous

well as only nitely many times with
otherwise.

Therefore, given a

ertain phase dynami s, spikes

the network only at nitely many times in any interval
that there are only nitely many
the network within a period
dimensional deterministi

T

ombinations of spikes whi h

of the phases.

an be emitted by

[t, t + T ).

This implies

an be emitted by

Be ause the network is a nite-

T,

dynami al system, after a nite integer multiple of

the spike patterns have to re ur. After this has happened, not only the phases but
(be ause here we
period so that

an

hoose

τlm < T

T

to be an arbitrary integer multiple of the phase

without loss of generality) also all spikes in transit are the

same as at some time before. Sin e at any time the state of the network is xed
by the phases and the spikes in transit, the entire dynami s must repeat. So, the
pattern is periodi
As a dire t
spe ial

with some period

nT , n ∈ N.

onsequen e from the two pre eding theorems we note the important

S = {1, ..., N }.

ase

Corollary 4:

If all neurons in the network re eive only subthreshold input and

are ring at least on e in a pattern, periodi ity of the entire pattern is equivalent
to the periodi ity of the phase dynami s and the periods are equal.
For simpli ity, we impose in the following that the phase dynami s of all neurons, in luding those neurons that are silent (i.e. never send a spike) and those that
re eive supra-threshold inputs, are periodi

t ∈ [0, T )

with periodi

and spike time labels
multiple of

j

M.

boundary

with period

T.

We

onsider

φl (t)

for

onditions. All times are measured modulo

are redu ed to

{1, ..., M }

T

by subtra ting a suitable integer

4.7 Indexing periodi spike patterns
Setting out from se . 4.5, in this se tion we provide a method of indexing all spike
re eption times, and of ordering them in time. The input
indexed a

oupling strengths are

ordingly. Based on this s heme, we will be able to derive

onditions

ensuring the sending of a spike at the pre-dened spike times, periodi ity of the
phase dynami s, and quies en e (non-spiking) of the neurons between their desired
spike times in se . 4.8.

θl,j := tj + τlsj be the time when neuron l re eives the spike labeled j
sj . Then, for inhomogeneous delay distribution the θl,j might not be
ordered in j . Therefore, we dene a permutation σl : {1, ..., M } → {1, ..., M } of
Let

from neuron
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Τ23

neuron m

3

Τ22

2


Θ 2,2
Τ22


Θ 2,1

Τ21 
Θ 2,3

1
0 t1 t2
Figure 4.1: Pattern of


Θ 2,4

t3 t4
time t

T

M = 4 spikes in a network of N = 3 neurons illustrating the

indexing of spike sending and re eption times. The spike (sending) times ti , marked
by bla k bars, are indexed with in reasing
o

i

a

ording to their temporal order of

urren e in the network (the neuron identities play no role for this index). The

θ̄l,i

l = 2. They are generally
6= 2, not shown) and obtained by adding the
delay times τlm (dashed lines) to the spike sending times tj and then ordering the
resulting set for ea h neuron. Here, there is one degenerate event: neuron l = 2
re eives a spike from m = 1 exa tly at its se ond spike sending time t4 (light gray
ordered spike re eption times

are displayed for neuron

dierent for other re eiving neurons (l

verti al bar).

the indi es of spikes re eived by neuron l , so that

θ̄l,j := θl,σl (j)
is ordered, i.e.

θ̄l,j ≥ θ̄l,i if j > i.

unique. This, however, has no

(4.11)

If multiple spikes are re eived at one time,

σl

is not

onsequen e for the

olle tive dynami s be ause all

the asso iated spike re eptions are treated as one a

ording to Eq. (4.6). If neuron

l

re eives multiple, say p(l, j) spikes at time θ̄l,j , we only onsider the lowest of all
′
indi es j with re eption time θ̄l,j ′ = θ̄l,j . If neuron l re eives spikes at Ml dierent
times, we denote the smallest index of ea h re eption time by

j1 (l), ..., jMl (l)

so

that

jn (l) := jn−1 (l) + p(l, jn−1 (l)).

(4.12)

n ∈ {2, . . . , Ml } and j1 (l) = 1. The rst set of equal re eption times starts
j1 (l) = 1 and ontains p(l, 1) spikes. Therefore, the se ond set of equal
re eption times has rst index j2 (l) = p(l, 1) + 1 = p(l, j1 (l)) + j1 (l) and ontains
p(l, j2 (l)) spikes. This way all indi es are dened re ursively. To keep the notation
on ise, we skip the argument l in the following (where it is lear) as the argument
for

with index

or index of some quantity whi h is itself a further index or a subindex, e.g., of

θ̄l

or

εl .

For instan e, we abbreviate

appropriate.

l

θ̄l,ji (l)

by

θ̄l,ji

and

p(l, jk (l))

by

p(jk )

where

Furthermore, indi es denoting dierent spike re eptions of neuron

are redu ed to

{1, ..., Ml }

by subtra ting a suitable multiple of
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Ml .

We dene

phase

Θl
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φl
0

ti

t
θl,j k
−

−

θl,j

P(i)+1

time t

P(k)

Figure 4.2: Restri tion of a neuron's dynami s between its ring events,

f. Eqs.

(4.17) and (4.18). In this example, two spikes arrive between the ring times

ti

and tk of neuron l . The solid line indi ates one possible time evolution of the phase

φl (t).

Between the ring times,

φl (t) may follow any path within the possibly semi-

innite polygon (gray shaded; green dashed lines show other possible traje tories).
A too large phase at

θ̄l,jP (i)+1

ontradi ts Eq. (4.18) and will lead to early ring

(dark red dashed line). The phase at

θ̄l,jP (k)

is xed (red dot). Any other phase

in onsistent with the equality (4.17) would lead to a ring time earlier or later than
predened (light red dashed lines).

Pl (i) ∈ {1, ..., Ml } ( f. also Fig.
l before its ring time ti ,

4.2) as the index of the last re eption time for

neuron

Pl (i) := argmin{ti − θ̄l,jk | k ∈ {1, ..., Ml }, ti − θ̄l,jk > 0}.
If there are no simultaneous spikes re eived by neuron
re eived at the ring time

ti

itself,

Pl (i)

l

(4.13)

and if there is no spike

is given by

Pl (i) = argmin{ti − θ̄l,j | j ∈ {1, ..., M }}.

(4.14)

4.8 Determining all admissible networks
Using the indexing methods developed in se . 4.7 and 4.5, in this se tion we give an
analyti al restri tion of the set of all admissible networks for a given spike pattern.
The prin iple idea is that Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18)

an be redu ed to restri tions on

the phases at the arrival times of spikes and thus yield the admissible networks as
illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
In the following, if two or more re eption times are equal, we will sele t the
smallest index and restri t the dynami s only
denition of

l

at a parti

ji (l) above.
ular θ̄l,ji will

the sum of the

on e, using Eqns. (4.5, 4.6) and the

Only the total a tion of all spikes re eived by a neuron
be restri ted, by a single

ondition. We therefore dene

oupling strengths of all spikes re eived by neuron

ε̄l,i = εlsσ(ji ) + ... + εlsσ(ji +p(ji )−1) .
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l

at time

θ̄l,ji

as

(4.15)

σl (ji (l) + k), k ∈ {0, ..., p(l, ji (l)) − 1}, are the indi es of the p(l, ji (l))
l at the ith re eption time θ̄l,ji , i ∈ {1, ..., Ml }.
neuron l re eives all spikes at dierent times, we have ε̄l,i = εlsσ(i) . Let

Indeed,

dierent spikes re eived by neuron
If

∆l,i = θ̄l,ji+1 − θ̄l,ji
be the time dieren es between two su
has to be redu ed to

{1, ..., Ml }

essive dierent re eption times, where

by subtra ting a suitable integer multiple of

We now rewrite Eqns. (4.8) and (4.9) for neuron

φl (θ̄l,ji )

phases
times

tik

(4.16)

l

as a set of

at the dierent spike re eption times

of that neuron and the spike re eption times

i+1
Ml .

onditions on the

θ̄l,ji in terms of the
θ̄l,ji′ , i′ ∈ {1, ..., Ml }.

ring

If the given pattern does not imply the re eption of a spike pre isely at the ring
time

tik

(together with the ring times and the delays also the re eption times are

xed), this results in

φl (θ̄l,jP (ik ) ) =Θl − (tik − θ̄l,jP (ik ) ),

(4.17)

φl (θ̄l,ji ) <Θl − ∆l,i ,

(4.18)

k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)} and i ∈ {1, ..., Ml }\{P (ik )|k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)}}. We note that,
l between the spike(s) re eived at
θ̄l,jP (ik ) and the neuron's next ring time tik .
The ring time ondition (4.17) states that the neuron at time θ̄l,jP (i ) is as
k
far away from its threshold Θl as it needs to be in order to exa tly evolve there
freely in the remaining time tik − θ̄l,jP (i ) . The inequalities (4.18) guarantee that
k
where

by denition (4.13), there is no input to neuron

the neuron does not spike between the ring times determined by the predened

pattern: They ensure that neuron

l

is far enough from its threshold at all other

spike re eption times and is not ring at any time that is not in the desired pattern,

t 6= tik .

Above, we had xed the

onvention, that if a spike is re eived by a neuron when

it is just about to re, the spike re eived is pro essed after the sending of the new
spike.

If we had used the

onvention that rst the re eived spike is

onsidered,

the  < in inequality (4.18) would have been repla ed by a  ≤.

Here equality,
−
Θl − ∆l,i , means that the neuron approa hes the threshold at θ̄l,j
, i.e.
i+1

φl (θ̄l,ji ) =
−
) = Θl ,
φl (θ̄l,j
i+1

but sin e the re eived spike is pro essed rst, an untimely spike

an be prevented by an inhibitory input.
If there is one or several spikes re eived pre isely at a predened ring time tik ,
supra-threshold ex itation
the ring time

an be used to realize the pattern. To a

ondition (4.17) and the silen e

have to be repla ed by the

ondition (4.18) with

ount for this,

i = Pl (ik ) + 1

onditions

Ul (φl (t−
ik ))

φl (θ̄l,jP (ik ) ) < Θl − (tik − θ̄l,jP (ik ) ),

+ ε̄l,P (ik )+1 ≥ Ul (Θl ).

(4.19)
(4.20)

Here, the stri t inequality (4.19) prevents untimely spiking ( f. the dark red dashed
line in Fig. 4.2) and guarantees that the neuron does not rea h the threshold by its
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intrinsi

dynami s. The se ond, inequality (4.20), ensures the spiking at tik . How-

ever, (4.20) is not an inequality on the phases depending at the re eption times only,
but involves the total

oupling of the in oming spikes.

(4.19) with an equal sign,  =, des ribes the

We note that expression

ase that the neuron spikes with-

out supra-threshold ex itation, be ause due to our above

onvention, the ring is

treated before the spike re eption. Then, inequality (4.20) is obsolete. So Eq. (4.17)
is the appropriate spike time

ondition also if spikes are re eived by neuron

it just rea hes threshold. Now, there are two
ause a supra-threshold ex itation

l

when

ases possible (i) the spikes do not

Ul (0) + ε̄l,P (ik )+1 < Ul (Θl ) from

the reset phase

ause a supra-threshold ex itation, Ul (0) + ε̄l,P (ik )+1 ≥
(l)
(0), in the se ond
ase, φl (tik ) = φl (θ̄l,jP (i )+1 ) = Hε̄
l,P (ik )+1
k

of the neuron or (ii) they

Ul (Θl ). In the rst
φl (tik ) = φl (θ̄l,jP (ik )+1 ) = 0.
i = P (ik ) + 1 applies so that

se ond, we have the inequality
Spe ifying

In the rst
this

ase, the silen e

ondition (4.18) with

ase does not need a spe ial treatment, in the

ε̄l,P (ik )+1 ≥ Ul (Θl )

instead.

onditions on the phases at these ordered and

lustered (simultane-

ous) spike re eption times is equivalent to spe ifying the phases at the unordered
and un lustered times be ause

φl (θl,i ) = φl (θl,j )

if

θl,i = θl,j .

If there are no simultaneous events, the strengths of oupling onto a parti ular
′
neuron l , εll′ , l ∈ {1, . . . , N }, are restri ted by K(l) nonlinear equations and M −

K(l)

inequalities originating from (4.17) and (4.18). All the

oupling strengths in
PN
the network realizing a given pattern are thus restri ted by a system of
l=1 K(l) =
PN
M nonlinear equations and l=1 (M − K(l)) = (N − 1)M inequalities.
We on lude that the onstraints (equations and inequalities) restri ting the
oupling strengths of the network (to be

separate into disjoint onstraints

for the

onsistent with a predened pattern)

ouplings onto ea h individual neuron.

Ml −K(l)+S(l)
S(l) is the number

In the presen e of simultaneous events, for ea h neuron there are
inequalities originating from (4.19), (4.20) and (4.18), (where
of supra-threshold ex itations, not
and

K(l) − S(l)

ounting the ones where the spike is omitted)

equations originating from the spikings des ribed by (4.17). We

see that simultaneous re eptions de rease the number of

onstraints. Again, these

onstraints separate. This property is due to the fa t that the pattern is xed; it
turns out (see below) that be ause of this separation, it is easier to nd a solution
for the

oupling strengths that satisfy these

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the
its phase is zero,

onstraints.

onstraints. After a ring of neuron

l

at time

ti

where

onditions (4.17) and (4.18) impose restri tions on the phases at

the spike re eption times while the time evolution pro eeds towards the subsequent
ring time

tk

If we now
ring times

ti

of neuron l .
ompute expli itely the dynami s of neuron
and

tk

l

between two su

and evaluate the dynami s at the times o

and (4.18), we obtain
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essive

urring in (4.17)

(l)
Hε̄l,P (i)−1 (θ̄l,jP (i)−1 − ti )
(l)
(l)
Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (Hε̄l,P (i)−1 (θ̄l,jP (i)−1 − ti ) + ∆l,P (i)−1 )

< Θl − ∆l,P (i)−1 ,

< Θl − ∆l,P (i)−2 ,
.
.
.

(4.21)

(l)
(l)
(l)
Hε̄l,P (k) (...Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (Hε̄l,P (i)−1 (θ̄l,jP (i)−1

− ti )
+∆l,P (i)−1 ) . . . + ∆l,P (k)−1 )

in the

ase of no spike re eption at time

generates the spike at

tk .

Now we

ti

= Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k) )

and no supra-threshold ex itation that

onsider the

ase that there was a spike re-

eption at time ti . If a supra-threshold spike generated the spike time ti from a
−
phase φl (ti ) < Θl and the intrinsi dynami s generates the spike at tk , the set of
equations and inequalities reads

(l)

< Θl − ∆l,P (i)−2 ,

Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (∆l,P (i)−1 )

.
.
.

(l)
(l)
Hε̄l,P (k) (...Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (∆l,P (i)−1 ) . . .

(4.22)

= Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k) ).

+ ∆l,P (k)−1 )

Alternatively, at ti , the threshold an be rea hed by the intrinsi

dynami s

Θl although a spike is arriving. Here we have to onsider two dierent
Ul (0) + ε̄l,P (i)−1 < Ul (Θl ), i.e. the spike is subthreshold. This is just
ase of (4.21) with θ̄l,jP (i)−1 − ti = 0. (ii) Ul (0) + ε̄l,P (i)−1 ≥ Ul (Θl ), i.e.
is supra-threshold. In this

ase, we xed the

φl (t−
i )=
ases: (i)
a spe ial
the spike

onvention that the se ond spike is

omitted and the neuron is reset to zero; therefore system (4.22) is supplemented
with the

ondition

ε̄l,P (i)−1 ≥ Ul (Θl )
on

(4.23)

ε̄l,P (i)−1 .
The above equations also

the spike time

tk

over the

when neuron

also supra-threshold ex itation
if no spike is re eived at

ti ,

l

ase that a spike is re eived by neuron

Θl ,

already rea hed

i.e.

θ̄l,jP (k)−1 = tk .

an then be used to generate the spike

l

at

However,

tk .

Then,

or if a spike is re eived when the threshold is already

rea hed and no supra-threshold ex itation takes pla e, the

ouplings are restri ted

by (4.21) where the last equation has to be repla ed by the inequalities

(l)

(l)

(l)

Hε̄l,P (k) (...Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (Hε̄l,P (i)−1 (θ̄l,jP (i)−1 − ti )

+∆l,P (i)−1 ) . . . + ∆l,P (k)−1 ) < Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k) ),

(l)
(l)
(l)
Ul (Hε̄l,P (k) (...Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (Hε̄l,P (i)−1 (θ̄l,jP (i)−1

− ti )

+∆l,P (i)−1 ) . . . + ∆l,P (k)−1 ) + ∆l,P (k) ) + ε̄l,P (k)+1 ≥ Ul (Θl ).
If supra-threshold ex itation o
ated the spike at

tk ,

the

urred at time

ti

and supra-threshold input gener-

ouplings are restri ted by (4.22) (possibly
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(4.24)

ompleted by
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b
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time t/ T

Figure 4.3: Compli ated spike pattern in a small network (N

= 15).

(a) Network

of eight integrate-and-re neurons (green) and seven Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al
os illators (blue) with uniformly distributed thresholds

τml ∈ [0.1, 0.9]

(further parameters see text).

any two neurons is randomly

Θl ∈ [0.5, 2.0]

Ea h dire ted

and delays

onne tion between

hosen to be present with probability

p = 0.6.

Con-

ne tions are either ex itatory (bla k) or inhibitory (red) (thi knesses proportional
to

oupling strengths). (b) The spiking dynami s (green and blue bars a

ording

to neuron type) of the network shown in (a) perfe tly agrees with the predened
pattern (period
ored ones).

T = 1.3)

of pre isely timed spikes (bla k bars underlying the

The pattern in ludes several simultaneous spikes.

l ∈ {4, 11, 12}, are

ol-

Three neurons,

swit hed o (non-spiking).

(4.23)), where the last equation has to be repla ed by the inequalities

(l)

(l)

Hε̄l,P (k) (...Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (∆l,P (i)−1 )
. . . + ∆l,P (k)−1 ) < Θl − (tk − θ̄l,jP (k) ),

(l)
(l)
Ul (Hε̄l,P (k) (...Hε̄l,P (i)−2 (∆l,P (i)−1 )

. . . + ∆l,P (k)−1 ) + ∆l,P (k) ) + ε̄l,P (k)+1 ≥ Ul (Θl ).

(4.25)

We have thus shown:

Theorem 5:

(ti , tk ),

provides the set of all admissible
onne tions to neuron
neurons

K(l) pairs
i = in , k = in+1 , n ∈ {1, . . . , K(l)},
′
oupling strengths εll′ , l ∈ {1, . . . , N }, of in oming

The set of solutions to the systems (4.21)(4.25) for all

of subsequent ring times

l ∈ {1, . . . , N }

l.

where

Solutions to systems analogous to (4.21)(4.25) for all

dene all

oupling strengths of an admissible network.

Roughly speaking, in the absen e of supra-threshold ex itation, the time of ea h
spike of ea h neuron provides one hard (equality)
dimensional set of input

provide soft (inequality)
the solution spa e of
understood by
If one neuron

onstraint on the in general N-

oupling strengths of that neuron. The silen e

oupling strengths.

Intuitively a hard restri tion

onsidering a simple example: Consider a network of

m

onditions

onstraints, often not lowering the dimensionality of
an be

N = 3 neurons.

re eives two spikes in a xed time interval in whi h it does not

send a spike itself, the

oupling strengths of these spikes are arbitrary as long as
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Figure 4.4: Spike pattern in a small network (N

2

= 7)

3

4
5
time t/ T

randomly

hosen from a

subset of the admissible networks. (a,b) Network of four leaky integrate-and-re
neurons (green) and three Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators (blue) in graph

Θl ∈

and matrix representation. Thresholds and delays are uniformly distributed in

[0.5, 1.5]

and

τml ∈ [0.1, 0.9]

(green and blue bars a

(further details see text). ( ) The spiking dynami s

ording to neuron type) of the network shown in (a) and

(b) perfe tly agrees with the predened pattern of period

their

total impa t

on the neuron's phase

φm

T = 1.3

(bla k bars).

(advan ing or retarding) is the same,

f. also Fig. 4.2. This provides one, and not two, hard restri tions to the set of
input

oupling strengths to neuron

m.

There are patterns for whi h the systems (4.21)(4.25), with predened neuron
properties and predened delay distribution, do not have a solution. This means
that if the delays and neural parameters are spe ied, no network, independent
of how the

oupling strengths are

hosen, exhibits that predened pattern. This

an already be observed from a simple example:
where neuron

l

sends three su

onsider a non-degenerate pattern

essive spikes and between ea h two su

essive of

these spike times there is pre isely one spike re eived, ea h sent by the same neuron

m.

Then, the

oupling strength

(4.21) redu es) to ensure the

εlm

is xed (by the ring time

ondition to whi h

orre t time of the se ond spike of neuron

l

and

annot be modied to ensure the third one. So, if the interval between the se ond
and third spike time does not by

oin iden e mat h the one determined by the

input, the pattern will not be realizable by any network. Other, more
examples follow immediately.

This implies that

ompli ated

ertain predened patterns may

not be realizable in any network, no matter how its neurons are inter onne ted.
We note that if we allow the neural parameters and delay times to vary as well,
the system again might have a solution.
In the

ase of leaky integrate-and-re neurons or Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al

os illators, a solution of (4.21)(4.25), if one exists,

an be found in a simple way,

be ause the system is then redu ible to be linear in the

oupling strengths or

polynomial in its exponentials, respe tively. Instan es for solutions of the equations
and inequalities des ribing the set of admissible networks
standard methods as e.g. implemented in re ent

an then be found by
2

omputer algebra programs.

We

2 To spe ify a single solution, we gave an additional fun tion to be optimized, some wiring ost
fun tion, and pro eeded as des ribed in se . 4.12. We use the software Mathemati a 5, Wolfram
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Figure 4.5: Two dierent networks (a), ( ) realize the same predened pattern ((b),
(d) grey lines) [132℄. The networks
neurons with

onsist of six identi al leaky integrate-and-re

Im = 1.2, γm = 1, Θm = 1.

In one network realization the pattern is

stable, in the other it is unstable. Further

will therefore

omments see text.

on entrate on these two neuron types for our expli it examples.

Examples for omplex networks realizing predened patterns are given in Figs. 4.3,
4.4. In Figs. 4.3, 4.4, the parameters of the leaky integrate-and-re neurons are

γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5), Im = (1.08, 2.08). (If γm = 1 and
Im = e/(e − 1) ≈ 1.58 as well as Θm = 1 then ΘU,m = 1.) The parameters
bm of the Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators are uniformly distributed within
bm ∈ (0.7, 1.5), then am is hosen a ording to a uniform distribution within
am ∈ (1/(ebm − 1) − 0.1, 1/(ebm − 1) + 0.1). Conne tions are either ex itatory
uniformly distributed within

(bla k) or inhibitory (red).

Fig. 4.4 shows the network in graph (a) and matrix

(b) representation. In (a) the line widths of the links, in (b) the
are proportional to the

olor intensities

oupling strengths. The network of Fig. 4.4 is a realization

randomly drawn from those networks with

ouplings in the range

εlm ∈ (−1.5, 1.5)

that exhibit the predened pattern displayed in ( ) (bla k bars underlying the
ored ones). The pattern in ludes several simultaneous spikes. One neuron,

ol-

l = 4,

is silen ed (non-spiking).
Often (4.21)(4.25) are under-determined systems so that many solutions exist,
implying that many dierent networks realize the same predened pattern,

f.

Fig. 4.5. The networks in Fig. 4.5 are realizations of random graphs where ea h
Resear h 2003 for the solution. Linear optimization problems are solved with linear programming
methods; for polynomial problems,

ylindri al algebrai
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de omposition is used.

oupling is present with probability

p = 0.8;

the

oupling delay is

τml = 0.125.

A

small random perturbation is applied at the beginning of the se ond period. The
network dynami s (spike times relative to the spikes of neuron

l = 1,

olor

oded

for ea h neuron), found by exa t numeri al integration ( f. se . 3.3) shows that
in network (a) the pattern is stable and thus regained after a few periods (b); in
network ( ) the pattern is unstable and eventually another pattern is assumed (d).
We

on lude that the stability properties of the pattern depend on the spe i

network it is realized in.
network.

Our method allows to store multiple patterns in one

The network admissible for all pattern is given by the interse tion of

all sets of networks admissible for a single network,
storage

apa ity for random patterns

f. Fig. 4.6.

The maximal

an be easily estimated from above. Ea h

ring time yields one equation restri tion on the

oupling strengths. The number

of possible ring times sampled over all ring patterns is bounded from above by
2
the number of ouplings that an be hosen freely, i.e. by N . Due to the presen e
of inequalities and the separation of restri ting

onditions for ea h neuron, also sets

of spike patterns with a total of less ring times will often be in ompatible so that
no network realizing them exists.

4.9 Simple periodi pattern
In this se tion, we will show that an entire

lass of patterns

an, under few weak

requirements always be realized by a (typi ally multi-dimensional) family of networks and this family of networks
of simple periodi

an be analyti ally parameterized: The

lass

patterns, in whi h every neuron res exa tly on e before the

pattern repeats [131℄.
For a simple periodi
ring at time

tl

θl,m = tm + τlm .

by

l,

pattern, we label, without loss of generality, the neuron

i.e.

sl = l

for

l ∈ {1, ..., M = N }.

The time dieren es between two su

same neuron equal the period of the simple periodi

l

A

ordingly, we have

essive spike times of the

pattern. Thus, for ea h neuron

the re eption times of spikes from all neurons of the network are guaranteed to

lie between two su

essive rings of neuron

periodi ity of the pattern, we

l.

We note again, that due to the

an assume without loss of generality that the delay

times are smaller than the patterns period; otherwise, we take them modulo
without
simple

hanging the invariant dynami s.

T

In the following, we require that two

riteria are met.

i) For ea h neuron its self-intera tion delay is smaller than its free period, i.e.

τll < T0,l
This

for

l ∈ {1, . . . , N }.

riterion ensures that the spike time of ea h neuron

an be modied, at

least by the self- oupling. If, as we assume throughout this

hapter (see se tion

4.8), a neuron

l

tl ) re eives at least one
(tl , tl + T )), this riterion is not

ring only on e in the period (here at

spike in the interval

(tl , tl + Θl )

(or, if

Θl ≥ T

in

ne essary to hold for the existen e of solutions. Indeed, solutions exist as stated
below for any presynapti

neuron sending the spike modifying the spike time (with
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Figure 4.6: Network (a) realizing three dierent spike patterns (b). The network
onsists of three leaky integrate-and-re neurons with

Θm = 1, Im

is

hosen so that the free period

T0,l = 1

Im = e/(e − 1), γm = 1,

(large arrowhead omitted at

self- oupling from neuron one to neuron one). Three dierent periodi

patterns of

spikes (b) are predened. The sets of admissible networks for ea h of the pattern
are displayed in
the

oupling spa e in ( ),(d),(e).

orresponding pattern. The separation of

separate presentation of the sets

εl1 , εl2 , εl3

The admissible set is

olored like

onstraints allows for ea h neuron

of in oming

l

a

ouplings satisfying (4.21)

(4.25). For leaky-integrate-and re neurons the admissible sets are half-planes in
the

oupling spa e. The interse tions of the planes give the a tual oupling strength

in the network realizing all three patterns as marked by the bla k ball.
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the se ond

)

ii

riterion appropriately modied).

The threshold minus a possible lower bound of the phase plus the self-

intera tion delay for ea h neuron

T.
This se ond

l is larger than the pattern's period, Θl −Bl +τll >

ondition is obsolete if there is no nite lower bound of the phase,

as e.g. for leaky integrate-and-re neurons.
Given these weak

Theorem 6:

onstraints, the following statement holds.

For simple periodi

patterns, if

onditions (i) and (ii) are satised,

solutions to (4.21) exist and the set of admissible networks
dimensional submanifold of the spa e of
simple periodi

ontains an

N (N − 1)

oupling strengths. This means that all

patterns are typi ally realizable by a high-dimensional family of

networks. The set of all networks satisfying the systems (4.21-4.25) an be expli itly
parameterized.

Proof:

We rst show that one solution exists, then show another statement,

whi h expli itly shows that the solution spa e
submanifold. We expli itly

ontains an

N (N − 1)-dimensional

onstru t a trivial solution, where only self-intera tion

is present, while all the other

oupling strengths are zero.

onsisting of neuron

l.

We

onsider the one

φl (tl ) = 0 and ondition (i) at
−
the re eption time of the spike from neuron l to itself, φl ((tl + τll ) ) = τll holds.
At time tl + τll the neuron's phase is set to φl (tl + τll ) = Θl − (T − τll ) < Θl by
(l)−1
(l)−1
−
hoosing the oupling strength εll = H
(φ) =
φl (tl +τll ) (φl ((tl + τll ) )). Here, Hψ

neuron system

Be ause of

(l)

Ul (ψ) − Ul (φ) is the inverse of Hε (φ) with respe t to ε, whi h exists for any ψ
−
and φ in the domain of Ul . Indeed, 0 ≤ φl ((tl + τll ) ) < Θl is in the domain of Ul
as well as φl (tl + τll ). The latter is true, even if a lower bound is present, be ause
φl (tl + τll ) = Θl − (T − τll ) > Bl due to ondition (ii). Now, sin e no further spike
is re eived, the

ondition Eq. (4.17) for the spike sending time is satised and the

next spiking will take pla e at
there are no silen e

tl + T .

Sin e there are no further spike re eptions

onditions (4.18) to be satised. All neurons taken together

as a network without

ouplings between dierent neurons the pattern is invariant.

We now set out to parameterize the entire nonempty
given pattern. Indeed, for simple periodi
The parameterization for ea h neuron
ase

θl,j 6= tl

for all

j ∈ {1, ..., N },
(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l)−1 =Hφ (θ̄
l

l,jP (l)−1 )

(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l)−k =Hφ (θ̄
l

l,jP (l)−k )

l ∈ {1, . . . , N }

l

where

k ∈ {2, ..., Ml − 1}

l

an be done analyti ally.

is given as follows: (i) in the

(θ̄l,jP (l)−1 − tl ),
(φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−k−1 ) + ∆l,P (l)−k−1 ),

(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l) =HΘ −(t −θ̄

lass of solutions realizing the

patterns this

l,jP (l) )

(φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−1 ) + ∆l,P (l)−1 ),

and the neurons' phases

(4.26)

φl (θ̄l,ji ), i ∈ {1, ..., Ml }\{Pl (l)}

at the spike re eption times are the parameters that are subje t to the restri tions
(4.18). These equations also hold with

θ̄l,jP (l)−1 − tl = 0 if there is a spike re
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eption

at tl but no supra-threshold ex itation. (ii) If there is a spike re eption at tl , neuron
l already rea hes threshold due to its intrinsi dynami s φl (t−
l ) = Θl , and there is
supra-threshold ex itation immediately after the reset, we have

ε̄l,P (l)−1 ≥Ul (Θl ) − Ul (0),
(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l)−2 =Hφ (θ̄
l

l,jP (l)−2 )

(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l)−k =Hφ (θ̄
l

l,jP (l)−k )

(θ̄l,jP (l)−2 − tl ),
(φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−k−1 ) + ∆l,P (l)−k−1 ),

(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l) =HΘ −(t −θ̄
l

l

l,jP (l) )

(φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−1 ) + ∆l,P (l)−1 ),

(4.27)

where k ∈ {3, ..., Ml − 1}. The parameters are the neurons' phases φl (θ̄l,ji ), i ∈
{1, ..., Ml }\{Pl (l), Pl (l) + 1} at the spike re eption times that are subje t to the
restri tions (4.18) and ε̄l,P (l)−1 whi h is bounded below by ε̄l,P (l)−1 ≥ Ul (Θl ).
(iii) If there is a spike re eption at θl,j = tl , and the spike at tl is generated by
supra-threshold ex itation:

(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l)−2 =Hφ (θ̄
l

l,jP (l)−2 )

(l)−1

ε̄l,P (l)−k =Hφ (θ̄
l

l,jP (l)−k )

(θ̄l,jP (l)−2 − tl ),
(φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−k−1 ) + ∆l,P (l)−k−1 ),

ε̄l,P (l)−1 ≥Ul (Θl ) − Ul (φl (θ̄l,jP (l) ) + ∆l,P (l) ),

(4.28)

k ∈ {3, ..., Ml }. Here the parameters are the neurons' phases φl (θ̄l,ji ),
i ∈ {1, ..., Ml }\{Pl (l) + 1} at the spike re eption times that are subje t to the restri tions (4.18), (4.19) and ε̄l,P (l)−1 , whi h is not parameterized but only bounded
below by a fun tion of φl (θ̄l,jP (l) ) unless we require that the spike pre isely ex ites
the neuron to the threshold, i.e. the  = in the last equation is valid. These relations follow dire tly from (4.21-4.25) by inversion and (4.17-4.19). Sin e the ε̄l,i
are disjoint sums of ouplings εlj , the ouplings towards neuron l an be parameterized using the parameters for ε̄l,i and p(l, ji ) − 1 independent ouplings per
re eption time θ̄l,ji . We now demonstrate that a N (N − 1)-dimensional submanwhere

ifold is

ontained in the set of solutions.

In

ase (i) above, the Ja obian of the

Ml − 1.
Ml − 1-dimensional submanifold of the
Ml -dimensional spa e of ε̄l,i . Sin e the ε̄l,i are just disjoint sums of ouplings εlj ,
an (N − 1)-dimensional submanifold of networks realizing the pattern exists in N dimensional εlj -spa e, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, l xed. We further know that the trivial
ouplings with respe t to the phases

an be dire tly seen to have full rank

Therefore, parameterization (4.26) gives an

solution of un oupled neurons with self-intera tion
in

ase (i).

onstru ted above is

ontained

Therefore, the set of parameters subje t to the restri tions (4.18) is

nonempty. Sin e it is open, there is an
izing the submanifold.

N (N − 1)-dimensional

(N − 1)-dimensional

open set parameter-

The produ t of these submanifolds of all
submanifold whi h is
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ouplings is an

ontained in the set of solutions.

4.10 Implementing additional network features
As we have seen above, the systems of equations and inequalities (4.21)(4.25)
dening the set of admissible networks is often underdetermined.

We

an then

require additional properties from the neurons and their intera tions. So far we
assumed that neurons and delays were given but arbitrary, but network
strengths, and therefore the

onne tivity, were not restri ted.

examples of how to require in advan e additional features that are
the

oupling strengths. A

the

oupling strength

(εml

> 0)

onne tion from a neuron

εml = 0),

l to m

ontrolled by

an be absent (requiring

taken to be inhibitory (εml

or to lie within an interval; in parti ular, we

oupling

Now, we provide

< 0)

or ex itatory

an spe ify inhibitory and

ex itatory subpopulations.
Additional features entail additional
eption times whi h

onditions on the phases at the spike re-

an be exploited for network parameterization, as we here

and in the subsequent se tion demonstrate for simple periodi
employ the same

(i)

by the

patterns, where we

onventions as in se tion 4.9.

, ex lusion of self-intera tion

If the pattern is non-degenerate

is guaranteed

onditions

φl (θl,l ) = τll
(tl , θl ),

if there is no spike-re eption in

(4.29)

and

φl (θl,l ) − φl (θl,σ(σ−1 (l)−1) ) = ∆l,σ−1 (l)−1

(4.30)

otherwise, typi ally redu ing the dimension of the submanifold of possible networks
by

N.

(ii) Requiring purely inhibitory networks

leads to the a

essibility

onditions

φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−1 ) ≤θ̄l,jP (l)−1 − tl ,

(4.31)

φl (θ̄l,ji−1 ) − φl (θ̄l,ji ) ≤∆l,i ,
where

i ∈ {1, ..., Ml }\{Pl (l)}.

equality is equivalent to

(l)−1
Hφ (θ̄
l l,jP (l)−1 )



Sin e

(4.32)

−
φl (θ̄l,j
) = θ̄l,jP (l)−1 − tl ,
P (l)−1

the rst in-

−
φl (θ̄l,j
). This guarantees
P (l)−1

φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−1 ) ≤
ε̄l,P (l)−1 =

−
= Ul (φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−1 )) − Ul (φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−1 )) ≤ 0, due to the

−
φl (θ̄l,j
)
P (l)−1

monotoni ity of

Ul ,

so that the

ouplings summing up to

ε̄l,P (l)−1

an be

hosen

to be inhibitory or zero. Analogously, the se ond inequality ensures φl (θ̄l,ji ) ≤
−
). We note that (4.31) also overs the ase of spikes re eived at time tl .
φl (θ̄l,j
i
Sin e their a tion is inhibitory, no supra-threshold ex itation an o ur and (4.31)

φl (tl ) = φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−1 ) ≤ θ̄l,jP (l)−1 − tl = 0. To parameterize all networks
we an therefore su essively hoose φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−m ), m ∈ {1, ..., Ml − 1}, starting
with m = 1. Inequalities (4.31) and (4.32) hold with reversed relations for purely
yields

ex itatory oupling

if no supra-threshold ex itation o

to be repla ed by
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urs. Otherwise, they have

φl (θ̄l,jP (l)−2 ) ≥θ̄l,jP (l)−2 − tl ,

(4.33)

φl (θ̄l,ji−1 ) − φl (θ̄l,ji ) ≥∆l,i ,

(4.34)

where i ∈ {1, ..., Ml }\{Pl (l), Pl (l) + 1}. An additional ondition at time tl =
θ̄l,jP (l)−1 is not ne essary, sin e the ondition that the spike has a supra-threshold
a tion already ensures the ex itatory
izations

oupling. In general, purely inhibitory real-

an exist if the minimal inter-spike-interval of ea h single neuron

l

is larger

than the neuron's free period, i.e.

for all


min tik+1 − tik |k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)} ≥ Θl ,

l ∈ {1, ..., N },

where the index

k+1

(4.35)

has to be redu ed to

{1, ..., K(l)}

subtra ting a suitable multiple of K(l). If (4.35) is not satised, for some k ,
φl (t−
ik+1 ) = Θl is not rea hable from φl (tik ) = 0. For the same reason, purely
ex itatory realizations an exist if

In the


max tik+1 − tik |k ∈ {1, ..., K(l)} ≤ Θl .

ase of simple periodi

ities (4.35) redu e to

patterns, for purely inhibitory

T ≥ maxm Θm .

(4.36)
oupling the inequal-

If even

T > max Θm

(4.37)

m

holds, the trivial solution is purely inhibitory with
from the statements in se . 4.5 and the

ouplings

orresponding proof, we

εll < 0.

Therefore,

on lude that there

is a submanifold of purely inhibitory networks in the set of solutions. Analogously,
if

T < min Θm ,

(4.38)

m

there is a submanifold of purely ex itatory networks in the set of solutions.

4.11 Network design on predened onne tivities
A parti ularly interesting spe ial
is requiring the absen e of

ertain

ase of implementing additional network features
onne tions. This just enters the restri ting

ditions (4.21-4.25) as simple additional equalities
onne tion from
whi h
the

onne tivity

absen e of

N2

l

to

m.

onne tions are

(ex ept in

on-

ifying that there is no

onne tions we generally also spe ify

ases where

εml = 0

by

oin iden e), i.e.

of the network. Though very simple to implement, spe ifying the

onne tions is thus a very powerful tool. Sin e the absen e of ea h of the

onne tions

typi ally

By spe ifying absent

present

εml = 0 spe

εml , m, l ∈ {1, . . . , N },

an be pre-spe ied independently, we

spe ify in advan e any arbitrary onne tivity

predened pattern is of

ourse not always realizable in su h a network.
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an

of the network. A parti ular

We illustrate this network design with predened

onne tivities by a few ex-

amples ( f. [131℄). The two small networks of Figure 4.5 are both networks with
pre-spe ied absent links. Here we
ea h

hose random networks of

onne tion is present with probability

p = 0.8.

N = 6 neurons where

The gure displays two dier-

ent networks that exhibit the same pattern. One network has been

hosen so that

the pattern is stable the other so that it is unstable. Interestingly, on the one hand
the same pattern

an be invariant in two dierent networks with similar statisti s,

on the other hand their stability properties depend on the details of the

oupling

ongurations.
We also

onsidered large networks by predening exa tly the presen e or ab-

sen e of ea h link a

ording to very dierent degree distributions.

them, by varying the remaining (non-zero)

examples exhibit the same predened simple-periodi
spe i

onne tivities is of

pattern. Network design on

ourse not restri ted to the example

here, be ause the sets of input

We designed

oupling strengths, so that all network

oupling strengths

ases presented

an be spe ied independently

from ea h other.
For illustration, we present four large networks of
the same predened periodi

pattern of spikes.

N = 1000

neurons realizing

For simpli ity, we took for all

networks the in-degree equal to the out-degree for ea h neuron. A random degree
sequen e was drawn from the given degree distribution (see below) and the degrees
assigned to the neurons. The networks were then generated using a Monte-Carlo
method similar to those dis ussed in Ref. [135℄.
Approximately

50% of the neurons are of integrate-and-re type,

the remaining

are Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators. The parameters of the leaky integratehosen within Im ∈ (1.08, 2.08), γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5), the
bm of the Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators are randomly hosen in
bm ∈ (0.9, 1.2), then am ∈ (1/(ebm − 1) − 0.1, 1/(ebm − 1) + 0.1). The thresholds
of both neuron types are uniformly distributed within the interval Θl ∈ (0.8, 1.2).
and-re neurons are randomly

parameters

The delay distribution is heterogeneous, delays are uniformly distributed in the

interval

τlm ∈ (0.1, 0.3), l, m ∈ {1, ..., N }.

Two network examples (Figs. 4.7,4.8) have random

onne tivity with dierent

exponential degree distributions

p(k) ∝ e−αk
where

k

(4.39)

is the neuron degree. The other two networks (Figs. 4.9,4.10) have power-

law degree distribution, a

ording to

p(k) ∝ k −γ
For both distributions, we xed a lower bound on the degree
neuron has

k ≥ kc

input and output

one with mixed inhibitory and ex itatory
All network examples are

T = 1.5.

kc = 6

so that ea h

onne tions. For networks of both distribu-

tions, we realized one with purely inhibitory

tern with period

(4.40)

oupling strengths (Figs. 4.7,4.9) and

oupling strengths (Figs. 4.8,4.10).

onstru ted to realize the same predened spike pat-

The numeri al simulations (Figs. 4.7-4.10 , green or
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blue bars for spiking integrate-and-re neurons or Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al osillators) agree perfe tly with the predened pattern (Figs. 4.7-4.10 , underlying
bla k bars).
Due to the simpli ity of imposing absen e of links, the same method
applied to a wide variety of network

onne tivities. In parti ular, a

an be randomly drawn from any kind of degree distribution; a
also be stru tured (e.g.
detailed spe i

an be

onne tivity

onne tivity

an

orrelated degrees) and one may want to implement a very

form of it, e.g., as given by real data.

As noted above, however, not all networks

an be designed for any pattern;

in parti ular it is in general ne essary to have su iently many in oming links to
ea h neuron so that the intera tion delay times and the input
an a

ount for the desired phase dynami s

oupling strengths

onsistent with the predened spike

pattern.

4.12 Designing optimal networks
In se tion 4.8 we derived analyti al

onstraints spe ifying the set of all networks

that exhibit a predened pattern and found that often there is a multi-dimensional
family of solutions in the spa e of networks (as dened by all oupling strengths). In
the previous se tion we exploited this freedom to design networks the
of whi h is spe ied in detail.

We may also exploit the freedom of

solution among many possibilities by optimizing
Can we design networks that optimize

onne tivity
hoosing a

ertain network properties.

ertain stru tural features and at the

same time exhibit a predened pattern dynami s? This question is a very general
one and it

an be addressed by

onsidering a variety of features of neuros ienti

or mathemati al interest. To briey illustrate the idea, we here fo us on optimizing
onvex ' ost' fun tions of the

oupling strengths

among the admissible ones that minimize wiring
Even for this very spe i
we

an take.

εlm

and look for those networks

osts.

problem there are a number of dierent approa hes

For instan e, we

an

onsider networks with the same type of in-

tera tions, inhibitory or ex itatory, or allow for a mixture of both, or optimize
for dierent features of the

onne tivity.

For simpli ity, we here

onsider small

networks whose neurons are ex lusively of integrate-and-re type and allow for a
mixture of inhibitory and ex itatory

oupling. Integrate-and-re neurons have the

advantage (for both analysis and optimization) that the

onstraints (4.21)(4.25)

are linear.
The most straightforward goal for optimizing wiring
quadrati

osts is to minimize the

ost fun tion

G(ε) :=

N X
N
X

ε2lm ,

(4.41)

l=1 m=1

A similar approa h has already been su

essfully used when minimizing wiring

osts of biologi al neural networks based on anatomi al and physi al
but negle ting dynami s issues, see, e.g.
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[42℄.

onstraints

When minimizing the Eu lidian

number of neurons

a)

c)

b)
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5
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1
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degree

1000

neuron

800
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200
1
0

1

2

Figure 4.7: Network design with given
work (N

= 1000)

time t/T

onne tivity. Predened pattern in a net-

with exponential degree distribution (panel (a),

purely inhibitory

oupling. Panel (b) displays the sub-matrix of

between the rst

50

neurons.

are gray. The intensity of the
to too faint

Inhibitory

α = 0.03)

and

oupling strengths

ouplings are red, ex itatory

olor is proportional to the

olor, some very weak

3

ouplings

oupling strength. Due

ouplings are invisible in the plot. The frame

shows integrate-and-re neurons in green and Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators in blue. ( ) The numeri al simulations of the designed networks (green and
blue bars for integrate-and-re neurons and Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators)
show perfe t agreement with the predened pattern (bla k bars).
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Figure 4.8: Network design with given
work (N

= 1000)

time t/T

onne tivity. Predened pattern in a net-

with exponential degree distribution (panel (a),

mixed inhibitory and ex itatory

3

α = 0.1)

oupling. Other panels as in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.9: Network design with given
work (N

= 1000)

purely inhibitory

2

time t/T

3

onne tivity. Predened pattern in a net-

with power-law degree distribution (panel (a),
oupling. Other panels as in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.10:
network (N
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2

Network design with given

= 1000)

onne tivity.

time t/T

Predened pattern in a

with power-law degree distribution (panel (a),

mixed inhibitory and ex itatory

γ = 2.5)

oupling. Other panels as in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.11: Network of leaky integrate-and-re neurons that minimizes the wiring
ost in Eu lidean norm by minimizing (4.41). The parameters are randomly

ho-

Im ∈ (1.0, 2.0), γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5) and Θm ∈ (0.8, 1.2). The delays are
uniformly distributed in τlm ∈ (0.1, 0.9), l, m ∈ {1, ..., N = 16}. Panels (a) and ( )
show the network and the oupling matrix εlm . Panel (b) shows the histogram of
sen within

the strengths of existing

onne tions in the network. The bin size is 0.05. Panel

(d) displays the predened spike pattern (bla k bars) that is a
(green bars). In the optimal network every neuron is
ept the silen ed neuron

l = 4.

generates no spikes, outgoing

urately reprodu ed

onne ted to every other ex-

This neuron has no outgoing

onne tions: Sin e it

onne tions would be superuous and do not appear

in the optimal network.
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(L2 ) norm

p
G(ε)

by minimizing (4.41) for ea h row ve tor

(εl,m )m∈{1,...,N }

oupling matrix, a solution is sear hed among the admissible ones that is
to the origin in the spa e of networks (dened by the

of the
losest

oupling strengths).

Figure 4.11 shows an example of su h an optimization. The network is almost
globally

onne ted and shows moderate variation among the individual

oupling

strengths. The predened pattern dynami s is exa tly reprodu ed. Su h a network,
while optimizing the wiring

ost a

ording to (4.41) does not appear to have any

spe ial features apart from apparently homogeneous and relatively small

oupling

strengths.
It seems that nature often designs networks in a dierent way, possibly so that
they serve a dynami al purpose espe ially well.

In parti ular evolution has not

optimized most biologi al neural networks in the above manner: they are not
to globally

An alternative goal for optimizing wiring

G(ε) :=

osts is to minimize the

N X
N
X

l=1 m=1

L1 -norm of ea h row ve tor of the
L1 -norm (4.42), as before, a solution is sear

that is, the
the

lose

oupled.
ost fun tion

|εlm | ,

(4.42)

oupling matrix. When minimizing
hed among the admissible ones that

is

losest to the origin in the spa e of networks, but this time ' lose' is dened by the

L1

distan e measure. Interestingly, under weak

onditions on the linear equality

onstraints, an optimal solution (4.42), sear hed under these
many entries

εlm

equal to zero,

f. [25℄.

onstraints only, has

Be ause we typi ally also have many

inequalities whi h depend on details of the pattern dynami s and are therefore
un ontrolled, we

annot guarantee the zero entries for the full optimization problem

(dened by equalities and inequalities) here. However, our numeri s suggests that
the solution in fa t gives a network with many links absent and the number of links
present being typi ally of the order of number of
Thus a network optimized by minimizing the
4.12. Moreover,

ompared to the optimal

more heterogeneous

equality

onstraints.

L1 -norm

is sparse, see, e.g., Fig.

L2 -norm solution above, this network has

onne tion strengths. Given some type of dynami s, a sparse

network possibly is what biologi al systems would optimize for. In biologi al neural
networks for instan e,

reating an additional synapse would probably use more

resour es (energy, biologi al matter, spa e, time, et .)

than making an existing

synapse stronger.
Sparseness might possibly also be optimized in biologi al neural networks where
requirements are met enabling other spe i , fun tionally relevant dynami s. In
general, of

ourse, this dynami s may or may not

onsist of spike patterns.

The optimization problem, (4.41) and (4.42) with

onstraints (4.21)(4.25),

does typi ally not have a true optimum.
If a pattern is predened that has more than one re eption times between two
su
the

essive sending events of some neuron, there usually are stri t inequalities among
(l)
onstraints (4.21)(4.25). Be ause the fun tions Hε in (4.21)(4.25) are lo al
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Figure 4.12:

ost in L1 -norm (4.42). The
Im ∈ (1.0, 2.0), γm ∈ (0.5, 1.5) and
uniformly distributed in τlm ∈ (0.1, 0.9),

Network that minimizes the wiring

parameters are randomly

hosen within

Θm ∈ (0.8, 1.2). The delays are
l, m ∈ {1, ..., N = 16}. Panels (a) and ( ) show the network and the oupling
matrix εlm . Panel (b) shows the histogram of the strengths of existing onne tions

in the network. The bin size is 0.05. Panel (d) displays the predened spike patterns (bla k bars) that is a
is very sparsely
omponent,

ontaining the neurons

neurons re eive
outgoing

urately reprodu ed (green bars). The optimal network

onne ted. In fa t the network has one large strongly

{1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14},

onne tions ex lusively from this

onne tions.
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onne ted

while the remaining

omponent and do not have any

homeomorphisms (i.e. are
set of admissible

ontinuous with lo al inverses that are

oupling strengths is then not

ontinuous) the

losed and thus does not

ontain

its boundary.
During optimization, typi ally a solution is sear hed that is as
a boundary as possible.

For instan e, suppose one

εlm
phase φl

inhibitory and its strength

is desired as small as possible.

is sear hed where the

of the neuron

l

lose to su h

m

onne tion from

to

l

is

Then a solution

m

that re eives a spike from

is

so that the phase jump that spike indu es is maximal (in absolute value) when

εlm

is held

onstant.

by a minimal

This way a given desired phase jump would be a hieved

oupling strength. Typi ally, the phase

to a boundary of the set of admissible phases.

an inhibitory spike has the largest possible ee t on

φl = Θl .

The

orresponding phase

sought-after

φl

Ul

orresponds
is

on ave,

(largest phase jump) at

onstraint, however, may read

the boundary phase and therefore also the boundary
assumed. As a

φl

For instan e, if

φl < Θl .

oupling strength

Thus

annot be

onsequen e, the optimization problem has no true solution.

We x this problem by imposing, instead of (4.21)(4.25) and possible additional

φl > x or φl < y , onstraint sets that are
φl ≥ x + κ or φl ≤ y − κ, where κ > 0, κ is a small uto ( ompared e.g.
threshold). We xed κ = 0.001 in the optimal design problems onsidered

onstraints with inequalities of the type
losed, i.e.
to the
here.

4.13 Con lusion and outlook
For a general

lass of spiking neural network models we presented a method to de-

termine the set of networks realizing a predened, pre isely timed periodi

pattern

of spikes.
In

ontrast to previous work on spiking neural networks whi h

one spe i

network realizing a simple periodi

or a simple periodi

hronous pattern ( f. se . 4.1), we analyti ally derived

ould

onstru t

and near syn-

onstraints on the

oupling

strengths dening the entire set of networks that give rise to an arbitrarily
sen periodi

spike pattern.

Our method is very general and

ho-

overs networks of

arbitrary size, with dierent types of neurons, heterogeneously distributed delays
and thresholds,

ombinations of inhibitory and sub- and supra-threshold ex itatory

intera tions as well as

ompli ated stored patterns that in lude degenerate event

times, multiple spiking of the same neuron within the pattern and silent neurons
that never re.
We have shown that there are patterns for whi h the set of admissible networks
is empty.

On e the features of individual neurons and all delays are xed, this

implies that these patterns

annot exist in any network, no matter how the neurons

are inter onne ted. A predened simple periodi
be ause under weak assumptions, the
pattern.

pattern is parti ularly interesting

onstraint system has a solution for any su h

Thus, for any simple periodi

pattern a realizing network is typi ally

guaranteed to exist; we analyti ally parameterized all su h networks and showed
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that the set of admissible networks
in the spa e of
The

ontains a

oupling strengths.

N (N − 1)-dimensional

submanifold

lass of networks giving rise to a parti ular spike pattern is typi ally high

dimensional. This allows to further restri t the realizing network, for instan e to
predene a detailed network

onne tivity (xing the absen e or presen e of links

between ea h pair of neurons). We illustrated the appli ability of the method by
examples of Erdös-Rényi and power-law random networks that were designed to
exhibit the same spike pattern.
Another important new possibility is to design networks that exhibit a predened dynami s and are at the same time optimized in some way.
example, we

onsidered networks minimizing wiring

ost. The

As a rst

onne tivity of bi-

ologi al neural networks that exhibit pre ise spatio-temporal spiking dynami s is
typi ally sparse. The work presented here suggests that this sparseness may result
from an optimization pro ess that takes into a
logi al neural networks indeed optimize

ount dynami al aspe ts.

If bio-

onne tivity for dynami al purposes, our

results may suggest that these networks minimize the total number of

onne tions

(rather than, e.g., their total strengths) and at the same time still realize spe i
spiking dynami s.
One important dire tion of future resear h on erns generalizations of the methods presented. Our method used the fa t that the synapti
imal temporal extent.

urrents have innites-

This also implies that we have to employ neurons whi h

os illate on their own, otherwise they will only spike if they re eive supra-threshold
ex itation and only few and degenerate spike patterns are possible.
derived a generalization for temporally extended

We already

ouplings valid in inhibitory net-

works of leaky integrate-and-re neurons and employ it in se . 6.7.
Other questions regard dynami al network topology. The presented method was
an arti ial network design method. Is it also possible to learn the patterns using
established learning rules or algorithms? We already derived preliminary results
in this dire tion. Biologi al neural networks undergo
pattern dynami s be stabilized against these
the

ontinued

hanges?

hanges. Can the

This would require that

hanging network follows a path or dis rete steps within the set of admissible

networks.
Also, the dynami al properties of the stored periodi

patterns of spikes have

to be investigated. Of parti ular importan e are the stability properties. Are the
patterns stable? Do they persist in a noisy environment? If a network that gives
rise to a parti ular spike pattern is embedded in a larger network: Is the original
pattern still dete table? We have seen, that for arbitrary networks, the stability of
the pattern depends on the spe i

network realization ( f. Fig. 4.5). In the next

hapter we will see that it is possible to analyti ally derive general statements about
stability properties independent of the spe ial pattern and the spe ial network it
is realized in.
Finally, our method suggest appli ations to biologi al neural networks. Indeed,
for some biologi al neural networks su h as the stomatogastri
ta eans [146℄, the entire

system of

rus-

oupling stru ture as well as the desired dynami s are
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known. However, the neural dynami s is high dimensional, in ludes bursting and
non-bursting neurons, ele tri

and

hemi al

redeveloping the derivation presented in the
the

oupling. Generalizing and partially
urrent hapter, we aim at determining

lass of spiking neural networks that gives rise to the dynami s. A

son with the neurobiologi al anatomy

ompari-

ould reveal optimizing prin iples underlying

network topology found in nature.
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Chapter 5
Stability properties of periodi
patterns
Is a pattern of spikes generated by a heterogeneous network stable or unstable? We
numeri ally investigated patterns in a variety of networks and found that in general
the stability properties depend on the details of the network it is realized in, see
Fig. 4.5 for an illustration. Given a parti ular orbit, the linear stability properties
an also be determined analyti ally, similar to the exa t perturbation analyses for
mu h simpler dynami s in more homogeneous networks [179, 180℄. Depending on
the network ar hite ture, the same pattern

an be exponentially stable or unstable,

or exhibit os illatory stable or unstable dynami s.
In this

hapter we show that for large and important

lasses of networks gen-

eral statements about the stability properties of periodi non-degenerate patterns of
spikes (i.e. patterns where no simultaneous spikings and re eivings o
are possible. In every network of neurons with

ongeneri ally

and with purely inhibitory (or purely ex itatory)

ur,

f. se . 4.4)

urved rise fun tions

oupling, a nonlinear stability

analysis shows that the possible non-degenerate patterns are either

all

stable or

all

unstable. For instan e, in purely inhibitory networks of neurons with rise fun tions
of negative
with

γ > 0,

urvature, su h as standard leaky integrate-and-re neurons, Eq. (3.21)
every periodi

non-degenerate spike pattern, no matter how

ompli-

ated, is stable.

5.1 State of the art
For spiking neural networks, stability analyses have mostly been done in small
systems with a few neurons [136, 197, 195℄ or for

olle tive states, su h as os il-

latory and syn hronous states [190, 195, 31, 30, 176℄ or the asyn hronous state
[2, 31, 79, 30, 196, 105℄. Only a few studies assess the stability properties of the
pre ise spiking dynami s in larger networks. The stability of a near-syn hronous
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pre isely timed periodi

pattern of spikes was shown in inhibitory networks with

normal dissipation and in ex itatory networks with anomalous dissipation in [50℄
( f. also se . 4.1).

Referen e [208℄ studies purely inhibitory networks of leaky

integrate-and-re neurons (normal dissipation) without delay.
fully

For homogeneous

onne ted networks the stability of the `splay state' [174℄,

hara terized by

evenly spa ed spike times of all network neurons, is analyti ally proven. Numeri al
investigations of weakly diluted networks show that although the dynami s may be
irregular, its Lyapunov exponent is negative and the dynami s nally
a stable periodi

orbit. Also, in globally

onverges to

oupled networks of leaky integrate-and-

re neurons without delay, any non-degenerate periodi
to be stable [98℄. (We note that in [98℄ ea h

of spikes has been shown

oupling may

ontain an ex itatory

omponent, but the inhibitory a tion has to dominate.) Finally, in [123℄, for a more
general

lass of neuron models without delay ( f. also se s. 4.1, 4.2) it was shown

that a stored simple periodi

pattern of spikes is even a global attra tor.

5.2 The model
We study

omplex networks of

N ≥ 2

neurons in Mirollo-Strogatz phase repre-

sentation as introdu ed in se . 3.2 and also

onsidered in the previous

se . 4.2. The neurons intera t via dire ted delayed

hapter,

alities that are not essential related to the stability properties of periodi
we fo us on homogeneous delays
delays

τij = τ

l,

i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }.

orbits,

Inhomogeneous

ompli ate in parti ular the indexing of spike patterns ( f. se . 4.7) and the

tra king of perturbations ( f. se . 6.3).
time

for

f.

onne tions. To avoid te hni-

t∈R

is

The state of a neuron

hara terized by one variable

φl (t) ∈ (Bl , Θl ],

l ∈ {1, . . . , N }

at

the phase of neuron

that is pie ewise linear in time. In addition, there are state variables

σl (t)

that

arry information about the sending times of spikes; these will be introdu ed below.

l is omputed from the phase by the stri tly
Ul as Ul (φl ) ( f. se . 3.2) whi h maps (Bl , Θl ]
∈ R− ∪ {−∞}. We assume that for all neurons

The membrane potential of neuron
monotoni

in reasing rise fun tion

bije tively onto

l

in the network

(BU,l , ΘU,l ], BU,l
Ul is a C 1 -dieomorphism

dissipation) or stri tly

that is either stri tly

on ave (normal

onvex (anomalous dissipation). In se s. 5.9, 5.10 we study

εml ≤ 0 and in se s. 5.11, 5.12 purely ex itatory
εml ≥ 0 for all m, l ∈ {1, ..., N }. If there is no onne tion from
neuron m to neuron l we have εml = 0.
(m)
−1
Together with Um and Um , the transfer fun tion Hε
(φ) is stri tly monotoni
in reasing and dierentiable both as a fun tion of ε and of φ so that
purely inhibitory networks with

networks with

′
′
Um
(φ)
Um
(φ)
> 0,
=
−1
(m)
′
′ (H
Um (Um (Um (φ) + ε))
Um
(φ))
ε

(5.1)

1
∂Hε (φ)
1
= ′
> 0,
=
−1
(m)
′
∂ε
Um (Um
(Um (φ) + ε))
Um (Hε (φ))

(5.2)

(Hε(m) )′ (φ) =
(m)
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where

(m) ′

(Hε

) (φ)

overs as spe ial

denotes the derivative with respe t to

φ.

This general s heme

ases e.g. the leaky integrate-and-re neuron with

normal dissipation,

γ <0

γ > 0

for

for anomalous dissipation and the biologi al os illator

model introdu ed by Mirollo and Strogatz [136℄ and generalized in se . 3.4, with
UMS (φ) = b−1 ln(1 + a−1 φ), where ab > 0. UMS is on ave for b > 0

rise fun tion
and

onvex for

b<0

( f. se . 3.4).

We assume that the spiking frequen y of the neurons in the network is bounded
above so that ea h neuron

an only re a limited amount of times within a time

interval of the length of the delay time

τ.

Consequently, the number of spikes whi h

have been sent before time t, but have not been re eived before time t, the number
of

spikes in transit at time t taken over the entire network, is bound above by some

Nsp ∈ N,

f. [14℄.

Sending and re eiving of spikes are the only events o

These events interrupt the

only nonlinearities of the system.
periodi

urring in these systems.

ontinuous linear time evolution and

onstitute the

We here fo us on the stability properties of

spike patterns with non-degenerate events, i.e. (i) all spikes are sent at

non-identi al times and (ii) are re eived at non-identi al times and (iii) neurons
re eiving a spike do not generate a new spike at the same time. We now introdu e
the spa e of spike patterns of period
of the spikes

T ∈ R+

ontaining

M ∈N

spikes. Sin e ea h

an be sent by one neuron in the network, this spa e is naturally
M
given by [0, T )
× {1, ..., N }M . (Dierent patterns in this spa e an be indistinguishable when generated by a network and are thus equivalent.) We assume that

this spa e is endowed with a
Then, the

hosen periodi

ontinuous probability density for

hoosing a pattern.

spike pattern that is to be stored in a network will be

non-degenerate with probability one. This in parti ular ex ludes spikes generated
by supra-threshold ex itation. Patterns in luding su h spikes need to be studied
separately ( f.

h. 4, [131℄). Furthermore, for brevity of presentation, we ex lude

neurons that do not spike in the pattern.
We now dene the phase spa e similar to [14℄.

t is hara terized by the
l ∈ {1, . . . , N } and the spikes
time

j th

i<j

t, φl (t) ∈ (Bl , Θl ],

sent by ea h neuron in the past.

ring times with respe t to the order of their o

for

The state of the system at

phases of the neurons at time

and denote the neuron ring the

ith

urren e,

spike by

si .

We number the

ti , i ∈ Z,

where

t i < tj

The arrival time of the

spike is denoted by

θj = tj + τ.

(5.3)

ti ≤ t are ne essary to hara terize the state at time t
t − τ < ti ≤ t, i.e. the spikes in transit at time t. Sin e their

In fa t, not all ring times
but only those with

number is bounded from above, the state spa e is nite dimensional. We introdu e
additional variables

within

[0, ∞)

σj (t) := t − tj
whi h tra k the time elapsed sin e the sending of the

its arrival [14℄: When the spike is sent at time

σj (tj ) = 0,
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(5.4)

j th

spike until

tj ,
(5.5)

for all

tj < t < θj

and

t > θj , σj (t)

in reases uniformly with unit derivative,

dσj /dt = 1.

(5.6)

σj (θj− ) = τ

(5.7)

In parti ular

holds just before spike arrival. At

t = tj + τ ,

σj (θj ) = τ + 1,

(5.8)

i.e. the variable jumps about one. The original denition in [14℄ does not in lude
su h a jump. However, we will

onsider small perturbations, that are in maximum

norm smaller than one. This denition of

σj (t)

together with the denition of the

norm in phase spa e ensures that traje tories in whi h the number of spikes in
transit is dierent have large distan e (at least one). If ne essary, an arbitrarily
large jump

an be introdu ed.

We tag the index of the spike arriving rst after

t

by

κ0 (t) = min{j|θj − t > 0}
and the index of the spike sent latest before

t

(5.9)

as

κ1 (t) = max{j|t − tj ≥ 0}.

(5.10)

Then, κ1 (t)−κ0 (t)+1 is the number of spikes in transit at t and if κ1 (t)−κ0 (t)+1 >
0, κ0 (t), κ1 (t) label the spikes in transit to arrive rst and latest after t. The
future of the system is therefore fully determined by the phases φ1 (t), ..., φN (t) at
time t and the spikes in transit des ribed by σκ1 (t) (t), ..., σκ0 (t) (t) together with the
neurons sκ1 (t) , ..., sκ0 (t) that sent them. From our assumption we have maxt (κ1 (t)−
κ0 (t) + 1) ≤ Nsp , therefore we an dene:
The state of the system is given by the state spa e ve tors

x(t)

:=

(φ1 (t), ..., φN (t), σκ1 (t) (t), ..., σκ1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t),
sκ1 (t) , ..., sκ1 (t)−Nsp +1 )

(5.11)

sp
× {1, . . . , N } sp with the
X = (B1 , Θ1 ] × ... × (BN , ΘN ] × R+,0
neurons' phases as rst N entries, the times sin e ea h of the past Nsp spikes has
been sent as entries N + 1, ..., N + Nsp and the indi es of the neurons whi h sent
these spikes as entries N + Nsp + 1, ..., N + 2Nsp . We endow the state spa e with
the maximum norm || . ||, whi h is in parti ular also taken over the last Nsp entries.

N

in the state spa e

N

These last entries are the dis rete indi es of sending neurons. Deviations in the

dis rete indi es generate dieren es between state spa e ve tors of at least one.
We will

onsider this as large perturbation and

where the last
the norm

on entrate on small perturbations

Nsp sending neurons of the state spa

e ve tors are equal. If ne essary,

an be given arbitrary large weight in the last
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Nsp

so that a perturbation

phase

Θl
~
φl
φl

− ζi

− ζi
δ P(i)
l

0

δ P(i)
l

δ il

1
δ i−
l

~
t

ti

θi

i

~
θ

time t

i

Figure 5.1: Sample spiking and re eiving of neuron l . Neuron

l

sends the ith spike

and re eives it at time θi = ti + τ . In the perturbed dynami s (red),
P (i)
neuron l has perturbation δl
relative to the unperturbed dynami s (gray) before
P (i)
< 0 and the free linear time evolution
and after sending the spike. Due to δl
P (i)
with slope one, the spike is sent about −ζi = −δl
later than in the unperturbed
at time

ti

ase, at t̃i = ti − ζi . It
θ̃i = θi − ζi . Due to the

therefore also arrives about

−ζi

later than

θ i = ti + τ ,

at

oupling, neuron l 's perturbation after the spike
i−1
arrival is a weighted mean of the perturbation δl
before the intera tion and the
i−1
i
+ (1 − cli )ζi , where 0 < cli < 1, f. Eqs. (5.51,
spike's perturbation ζi , δl = cli δl
inhibitory

5.67).

in the spike sending neurons be omes arbitrarily large. The norm ensures together
with Eq. (5.8) that states with small distan e at time
kind of spikes in transit: The senders of the last

Nsp

t

have the same number and
spikes have to be identi al,

otherwise the perturbation is large due to our denition of the phase spa e norm.
If some spike has arrived in the one state and not yet arrived in the other state,
the perturbation is large due to Eq. (5.8).

5.3 Notation
We now

hara terize the network dynami s underlying a non-degenerate periodi

spike pattern and its perturbation.
First, we
odi

onsider the

unperturbed dynami s

spike pattern of period

T

generating a non-degenerate peri-

analogous to se . 4.5. The periodi ity of the pattern

implies that also the phase dynami s is periodi
Again, without loss of generality we

with the same period ( f. se . 4.6).

an assume that the delay

otherwise we hoose some su iently large integer multiple of

T

τ

is smaller than

T,

as new period of the

pattern. The periodi spike pattern is hara terized by the ring times ti ∈ [0, T ),
i ∈ {1, ..., M } of the M spikes within the rst period and the orresponding sending
neurons si . Firing events in dierent periods are related by ti + nT = ti+nM and
si = si+nM , where n ∈ Z. We further re all denition Eq. (4.14) of P (i), the index
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of the spike arriving last before the ring time
patterns and homogeneous delay. For the

ti ,

urrent

for the

ase of non-degenerate

hapter, we slightly modify the

denition sin e we are mainly interested in events with

t ≥ 0,

P (i) := max(κ0 (0) − 1, max{j|ti − θj > 0}).
εisP (i)

This denition also applies if
We now
lie between

is zero.

onsider another traje tory dened by the state at time

that we name

t0

perturbed dynami s.
and

t1 .) t = 0

is

(5.12)

(Without loss of generality, we

t = 0 ∈ (t0 , t1 )
hoose t = 0 to

hosen so that there is no event pre isely at this

time. We dene the perturbed phases

φ̃l (t) := φl (t) + δl (t),
for

l ∈ {1, . . . , N } by the

phases

φ̃l (0).

(5.13)

The phase perturbations are

δl (t).

Further,

we denote the perturbed spike variables

σ̃j (t) := σj (t) + ζj (t),

(5.14)

ζj (t). The state at time t = 0
j ∈ {κ1 (0) − Nsp + 1, ..., κ1 (0)} and by the

where the spike perturbations are
by spe ifying

σ̃j (0)

for

sending spikes. We want to study the future evolution of traje tories

is

ompleted

orresponding
lose to ea h

other at some point of time. So, the state of the perturbed dynami s should have
small distan e to the unperturbed dynami s at time

Nsp

t = 0.

Changes in the last

dis rete variables would imply large distan es in the maximum norm on state

spa e.

Indeed, the perturbed dynami s should be interpretable as generated by

applying a small perturbation to all phases and to all spikes in transit at time

t = 0.

(Perturbations to already arrived spikes still present in

the future time evolution and
last

Nsp

variables, i.e.

x(t) do not inuen

e

an thus be spe ied arbitrarily.) Changes in the

hanges in the neurons that sent spikes, would be

in the past and thus non-physi al.

We therefore

where the neurons whi h sent the last

Nsp

spikes

hanges

onsider perturbed traje tories

j ∈ {κ1 (0) − Nsp + 1, ..., κ1 (0)}

are the same as in the unperturbed dynami s. To tra k the future evolution of the
perturbations after

t=0

and to

introdu e some additional

ompare it to the unperturbed traje tory, we now

on epts and notations. Together with the phases

and spike-in-transit variables

σ̃i (t), the ring times t̃i

and the arrival times

θ̃i

φ̃l (t)

of the

perturbed system are distinguished from the unperturbed ones by supers ribing a

κ̃0 (t), κ̃1 (t) denote the spikes in transit to arrive rst and latest
t in the perturbed system. As long as the perturbations are small, they do not

tilde. Analogously,
after

alter the order of events, so this notation is appropriate and we need not introdu e
an extra symbol for the neuron that sent the ith spike in the perturbed dynami s.
The perturbed traje tory

x̃(t) :=(φ̃1 (t), ..., φ̃N (t), σ̃κ̃1 (t) (t), ..., σ̃κ̃1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t),
sκ̃1 (t) , ..., sκ̃1 (t)−Nsp +1 )
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(5.15)

for

t≥0

evolves a

ording to the network time evolution des ribed in the model

se tion.

Be ause the order of events stays un hanged for the future evolution from
as long as the perturbations remain small, it is

t=0

onvenient to work with redu ed

phase spa e ve tors

y(t) := (φ1 (t), ..., φN (t), σκ1 (t) (t), ..., σκ1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t)),
where the un hanged part,

(5.16)

ontaining the indi es of ring neurons, is left out. We

olle t the perturbations of redu ed ve tors at time

t into the redu

ed perturbation

ve tor

δ(t) =

(φ̃1 (t), ..., φ̃N (t), σ̃κ̃1 (t) (t), ..., σ̃κ̃1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t))
−(φ1 (t), ..., φN (t), σκ1 (t) (t), ..., σκ1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t)),

(5.17)

and tag the minimal and maximal entries

It is of parti ular interest to

δmax (t) = max(δ(t)),

(5.18)

δmin (t) = min(δ(t)).

(5.19)

onsider unperturbed and perturbed traje tories with

the same spikes in transit, where

δ(t), δmax (t), δmin (t)

are given by

δ(t) = (δ1 (t), ..., δN (t), ζκ1 (t) (t), ..., ζκ1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t)),

(5.20)

δmax (t) = max{δ1 (t), ..., δN (t), ζκ1 (t) (t), ..., ζκ1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t)},

(5.21)

δmin (t) = min{δ1 (t), ..., δN (t), ζκ1 (t) (t), ..., ζκ1 (t)−Nsp +1 (t)}.

(5.22)

In parti ular, the initial perturbation ve tor reads

δ(0) = (δ1 (0), ..., δN (0), ζκ1 (0) (0), ..., ζκ1 (0)−Nsp +1 (0)).
The perturbations do not

hange in the intervals between events due to the

pie ewise linear time evolution. It is therefore
tion of

(5.23)

event based perturbation

tra king for

onvenient to introdu e some no-

i ≥ κ0 (0) − 1

and su iently small

perturbations that leave the order of events un hanged.

We rst dene the perturbations of the spike variables

Nsp + 1.
0, where
events

0.

ζi (t)

for

i ≥ κ1 (0) −
t =

We note that these denitions are extended to time points before
the traje tories are not ne essarily

lose to ea h other but the single

onsidered are already similar be ause the traje tories will be

Sin e the

ζi (t)

are

lose at

t=

onstant ex ept for time intervals between their re eiving

in the perturbed and the unperturbed dynami s, we dene

[max(ti , t̃i ), ∞)\[min(θi , θ̃i ), max(θi , θ̃i ))

and note that

θ̃i = t̃i + τ = θi − ζi ,
holds.
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ζi := ζi (t)

for

t ∈

(5.24)

We now

onsider

i ≥ κ0 (0)

and the perturbations of the phases

denote the perturbation of neuron l 's phase after the

ith

δl (t).

We

spike has arrived in both

the perturbed and the unperturbed dynami s by

δli = φ̃l (max(θi , θ̃i )) − φl (max(θi , θ̃i )),
The spike whi h arrives last before

t=0

is the spike labeled with

dene

κ (0)−1

δl 0
The perturbation

an

hange if neuron

sends a spike the perturbation is

(5.25)

κ0 (0) − 1.

:=δl (0).
l

We

(5.26)
If neuron l
[min(tj , t̃j ), max(tj , t̃j ))

sends or re eives a spike.

hanged for the interval

be ause the neuron is reset in one, e.g. the unperturbed, system, while it is not yet
reset in the other, e.g. the perturbed, system. After it is reset in both systems the
original perturbation is re overed. We

on lude that ex ept for intervals between
δli remains
until the next spike arrives, for i ≥ κ0 (0),

unperturbed and perturbed spike sendings of neuron l , the perturbation
onstant and equals

δli

δl (t)

= δl (t)

for

t ∈ R+,0 ∩ [max(θi , θ̃i ), min(θi+1 , θ̃i+1 ))
[
[min(tj , t̃j ), max(tj , t̃j )).
\

(5.27)

j:tj ∈[θi ,θi+1 )∧sj =l

For

i = κ0 (0) − 1, θi and θ̃i have to be repla ed by 0. If some neuron si
P (i)
δsi , with i > κ1 (0) before it res at ti > 0, the spike inherits

perturbation

has
this

perturbation sin e

t̃i = ti − δsPi(i) ,

whi h implies that

(5.28)

ζi = δsPi(i) ,

(5.29)
1

f. Fig. 5.1. We note that this denition implies the minus sign before ζi .
i
i
i
The event based perturbation ve tor δ and the extremal perturbations δmax , δmin
are taken dire tly after the arrival of
perturbed dynami s, for

ith

spike in both the perturbed and the un-

i ≥ κ0 (0),

i
δ i = (δ1i , ..., δN
, ζκ1 (θi ) , ..., ζκ1 (θi )−Nsp +1 ),
i
δmax
i
δmin

=
=

i
max{δ1i , ..., δN
, ζκ1 (θi ) , ..., ζκ1 (θi )−Nsp +1 },
i
i
min{δ1 , ..., δN , ζκ1 (θi ) , ..., ζκ1 (θi )−Nsp +1 }.

We note that the event-based perturbation ve tor
bation ve tor

δ(t)

δ i = δ(t)

for

δi

(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)

equals the time-based pertur-

in general only within the interval

t ∈ R+,0 ∩ [max(θi , θ̃i ),

min(min{tk′ |tk′ > θi }, min{t̃k′ |t̃k′ > θi }, θi+1 , θ̃i+1 )),

(5.33)

1 For our subsequent onsideration ζ has to be dened as given in Eq. (5.29). If dened with
i
P (i)
a minus, `ζi = −δsi ' ompli ations arise e.g. from maximal perturbations in the phases that
are transformed into minimal perturbations in the spikes.
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b

0

Θl
~ P(j)
φl δ
l
φl
0

~ ~
θi θi+1 θi θi+1 time t

Figure 5.2: Perturbations that

c

phase

Θl
~
φl
φl

phase

phase

a

tj ~θi

θi

1
δ i−
l

0

time t

ause the event order to

Θl
~
φl
φl

θi

~
θ

i

time t

hange for purely inhibitory

networks. Sample time evolution of neuron l 's phase shown for the perturbed (red)

θi , θi+1 is
ζi+1 − ζi ≥ θi+1 − θi ,
early spike arrival θ̃i if

and the unperturbed dynami s (gray). a) The order of two arrival times
not preserved in the perturbed dynami s, i.e.

θ̃i ≥ θ̃i+1

, if

tj is passed by an
i = P (j) + 1, f. Eq. (5.35). ) An early spike sending
o urs instead of some spike arrival θi , if the perturbed dynami s rea hes the
j−1
threshold before the spike arrives at θ̃i , i.e. if δl
− ζj ≥ Θl − φ(θj− ), f. Eq. (5.37).
f. Eq. (5.34).

b) A spike sending at

−(δli−1 − ζi ) ≥ θi − tj ,

where

be ause as soon as spikes have been newly sent, the spike variables are
For

i = κ0 (0) − 1

an analogous expression (θi , θ̃i repla ed by

the phase perturbations holds up to the next spike arrival,

0)

hanged.

holds. Equality of

f. Eq. (5.27).

5.4 Estimating the order preserving neighborhood
We will now

on entrate on purely inhibitory and purely ex itatory networks and

determine the maximal perturbations of phases and spikes in transit so that the
perturbed dynami s keeps the same order of events as the unperturbed dynami s.
In other words, we determine the maximal perturbations of phases and spikes in
transit so that the order of events is preserved whenever and to whatever neurons or spikes in transit they are applied. This is just half the minimal distan e
between possible events in the unperturbed dynami s. We
after

t = 0.

on entrate on events

There are only two types of events, spike arrivals and spike sendings.

So, the order of events will

hange (or two events will overlap) for the rst time in

the dynami s due to a too early spike arrival or due to a too early spike sending.
In both

ases, the early event

an happen instead of a spike arrival or instead of

a spike sending event. To avoid these

hanges on the order of events, restri tions

on the size of the perturbations are to be imposed. The stri test restri tions arise
from avoiding

hanges in the order of

subsequent

events. If the order of any pair

of subsequent events is

onserved, also the order of every pair of events (not ne -

essarily subsequent) is

onserved. There are four possible violations of the order

onservation:
i)

a spike arrives where in the original order of events a dierent spike
arrives,

ii)

a spike arrives where in the original order of events a spike is sent,
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iii)

a spike is sent where in the original order of events a spike arrives,

iv)

a spike is sent where in the original order of events a dierent spike is
sent.

The rst three
fourth

ases are illustrated in Fig. 5.2 for an inhibitory network, in the

ase the spikes of two dierent neurons inter hange, besides it is analogous

to the rst

ase.

To avoid the o

urren e of

ase i) in subsequent arrivals, it is

su ient to ensure that the perturbations of spikes in transit are so small that

θ̃i < θ̃i+1 .

Together with Eq. (5.24) this leads to the restri tion

ζi+1 − ζi < θi+1 − θi
on the perturbations of spikes arriving at
note that
e.g.

θi , θi+1

(5.34)

for all i. As an example, we here

onditions (5.34) imply that also ex hanges of higher order are ex luded,

θ̃i+1 > θ̃i

for all

i

implies that

θ̃i+2 > θ̃i

for all

i,

sin e

θ̃i+2 > θ̃i+1 .

To avoid ii), the perturbed spike times and the perturbed subsequently arriving

t̃j < θ̃P (j)+1 .

This implies together with Eqs. (5.28, 5.24) that
P (j)
the perturbation of the neuron's phase δl
before spiking and the perturbation
of the spike arriving at θP (j)+1 have to obey

spikes must satisfy

P (j)

ζP (j)+1 − δl

< θP (j)+1 − tj .

(5.35)

Case iii) leads to dierent restri tions for purely inhibitory and purely ex itatory
networks. For purely inhibitory networks, the perturbed traje tory must not rea h
the threshold before the spike arrives due to the intrinsi

in rease of the phase with

time. If we rst do not in lude a reset due to the possible rea hing of the threshold,
the perturbed phase of neuron
spike is

l

just before the arrival time

θ̃j ,

of the perturbed

φ̃l (θ̃j− ) = φl (θj− ) + δlj−1 + θ̃j − θj

(5.36)

be ause the phase in reases with slope one. To indeed avoid passing the threshold,
Θl > φl (θj− ) + δlj−1 + θ̃j − θj must hold, or, equivalently,

δlj−1 − ζj < Θl − φl (θj− ).
For ex itatory

(5.37)

oupling, also supra-threshold ex itation

an take pla e and thus

lead to an overlap of spike arrival and spike sending. Therefore, the phase may
−1
not have rea hed the minimal phase Ul (ΘU,l − ε) at whi h a supra-threshold
ex itation takes pla e when a spike with strength ε arrives. This is guaranteed by
−1
repla ing Θl in Eq. (5.37) by Ul (ΘU,l − ε) whi h leads to the ondition

δlj−1 − ζj ≤ Ul−1 (ΘU,l − εlsj ) − φ(θj− )
for the

j th

spike arrival.

Case iv), the
gously to

(5.38)

hange of the order of two spike sendings,

ase i). Two subsequent spike times
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ti , ti+1 ,

where

an be inferred analo-

i > κ1 (0)

sent by any

two neurons

k, l ∈ {1, . . . , N }

do not inter hange their order if t̃i < t̃i+1 , i.e. if the
P (i) P (i+1)
δk , δl
before sending obey

perturbations of the neurons phases

P (i+1)

δl

P (i)

− δk

≤ ti+1 − ti ,

(5.39)

f. Eq. (5.28).
There is yet another restri tion to the perturbed dynami s. In networks with
inhibition where the neurons have a lower bound for the potential, we have to
ensure that also in the perturbed dynami s the inputs do not for e the membrane
potential below the lower bound, i.e.

Ul (φ̃l (θ̃j− )) + εlsj > BU,l ,
where

εlsj < 0,

(5.40)

whi h yields using Eq. (5.36)

ζj − δlj−1 < φl (θj− ) − Ul−1 (BU,l − εlsj ).

(5.41)

Taken together, Eqs. (5.34, 5.35, 5.37, 5.39, 5.41) imply for inhibitory networks
that the order of events does not

hange and the dynami s does not fall below the

lower threshold for a perturbation applied at any time

t

as long as

with

kδ(t)k < dIn
max

1
−
dIn
max = min{min[Θl − φl (θj )], min(tj+1 − tj ), min(θP (j)+1 − tj ),
j
j
l,j
2
−
−1
min(φl (θj ) − Ul (BU,l − εlsj ))},
l,j

where

l = {1, ..., N }, j = {1, ..., M }

and we used that

(5.42)

tj+1 − tj = θj+1 − θj

due

to the homogeneous delay. We note for many neurons models BU,l = −∞, so that
−
−1
no restri tions arise from taking minl,j (φl (θj ) − Ul (BU,l − εlsj )). For ex itatory
neurons, Eq. (5.37) has to be repla ed by Eq. (5.38) and Eq. (5.41) an be omitted
so that the order is guaranteed for

kδ(t)k< dEx
max

where

1
−
−1
dEx
max = min{min[Ul (ΘU,l − εlsj ) − φl (θj )], min(tj+1 − tj ),
j
l,j
2
min(θP (j)+1 − tj )},
j

(5.43)

We omputed the size of the order preserving neighborhood for purely inhibitory
and purely ex itatory networks. However, the generalization for mixed networks is
straightforward. In

onsiderations applying to purely ex itatory, purely inhibitory

and to mixed networks, we write the upper bound of the order preserving neigh-

dmax . We
dmax > 0 due

borhood as
h. 6)

note that (in

ontrast to irregular a tivity for innite time,

to the requirement that the spike pattern is periodi

and

non-degenerate.
In the following, we

onsider perturbations smaller than

dmax

so that the order

of events is preserved. In parti ular, we show below that for stable spike patterns
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the open

ubi

neighborhood

the basin: Sin e

t=0

||δ(0)|| < dmax

of dimension

N + Nsp

is

ontained in

was arbitrary (without an event at this time), a traje tory

rea hing this neighborhood at any time will not leave it again and, for strongly
onne ted networks, approa h the periodi

spike pattern.

Thus,

dmax

yields a

lower estimate of the linear extension of the basin in the redu ed phase spa e. For
unstable spike patterns, we will show that we
tions with

d1 < dmax .

||δ(0)|| < dmax

an nd arbitrarily small perturba-

whi h grow and nally leave any

d1 -neighborhood

with

5.5 Propagation of the perturbation
We study how perturbations

hange when intera tions take pla e under the

tion that they are smaller than

ondi-

dmax

before intera tion.
j
We expli itly ompute the perturbation δl of some neuron l after the re eption
j−1
j−1
of spike j , j ≥ κ0 (0) in terms of its perturbation δl
, |δl
| < dmax , before the
re eption and the perturbation ζj , |ζj | < dmax , of the spike times. For su iently
small perturbations as

onsidered below we have

δli = φ̃l (θi + |ζi |) − φl (θi + |ζi |)
be ause

θi + |ζi | ≥ max(θi , θ̃i )

and there is no event within

(5.44)

(max(θi , θ̃i ), θi + |ζi |).

We now evaluate the original and perturbed traje tories after this re eption took
pla e in both dynami s:

δlj = φ̃l (θj + |ζj |) − φl (θj + |ζj |)

(5.45)

= φ̃l (θ̃j ) − φl (θj ) + ζj
=

Hεl ls (φ̃l (θ̃j− ))
j

−

= Hεl ls (φl (θj− ) +
j

=

where

(Hεl ls )′ (φl (θj− )
j

(5.46)

Hεl ls (φl (θj− ))
j

δlj−1
+

+ ζj

(5.47)

− ζj ) − Hεl ls (φl (θj− )) + ζj

(5.48)

j

ξ)(δlj−1

− ζj ) + ζj

(5.49)

= clj (δlj−1 − ζj ) + ζj

(5.50)

=

(5.51)

clj δlj−1

+ (1 − clj )ζj ,

ξ ∈ [min(δlj−1 − ζj , 0), max(δlj−1 − ζj , 0)]

and

clj = (Hεl ls )′ (φl (θj− ) + ξ).

(5.52)

j

The perturbations of spikes,
note that

clj

ζj

remain un hanged due to an intera tion event. We

depends not only on

l, j

pattern, and the intera tion strength

but also on the perturbations, the spike

εlsj .From

(5.45) to (5.46), we use a

distin tion for the absolute value, whi h yields together with
free evolution and

θ̃j = θj − ζj ,

dφl /dt = 1

the subsequent Eq. (5.46) for both
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ases

ase

for the

ζj ≥ 0

ζj < 0 . The employed relations together with Eq. (5.27) also lead to φ̃l (θ̃j− ) =
φl (θj− ) + δlj−1 − ζj in (5.48). From (5.48) to (5.49) the intermediate value theorem

and

is applied.
If

εlsj = 0,

i.e. neuron

l

is not a postsynapti

neuron of neuron

sj ,

we have

clj = 1,

(5.53)

and the perturbation of neuron l 's phase stays un hanged. Eq. (5.51) also dire tly
implies that the perturbations do not

hange if they are all identi al. This ree ts

the time translation invarian e of the system.

5.6 Lyapunov stable spike patterns
We now formulate and prove a Theorem about the Lyapunov stability of periodi
orbits in networks with arbitrary (i.e. not ne essarily strongly

Theorem 1:

onne ted) topology.
(l) ′
Consider a network with arbitrary topology where 0 < (Hεlm ) (φl ) ≤

1 for all l, m ∈ {1, ..., N }, φl ∈ (Bl , Θl ].

Then, any non-degenerate periodi

pattern

of spikes is Lyapunov stable. The event-based perturbations originating from an
initial perturbation within the order preserving neighborhood, i.e.

are bounded by

Proof:

||δ(0)||.

||δ(0)|| < dmax ,

We show by indu tion that the event-based perturbation does not

grow in time.

We

hood at time

t = 0,

onsider a traje tory within the order preserving neighbori.e.

||δ(0)|| < dmax .

Our indu tion assumption is that the
δ j does not ex eed the maximum

maximum-norm of the event-based perturbation
norm of the initial perturbation for

j ≥ κ0 (0),

i.e. for future evolution.

Within

time intervals between the same events in the perturbed and the unperturbed
dynami s, the perturbation

δ(t)

will in general be larger.

The assumption is

fullled after the rst spike arrival after zero:

Just before the spike arrival at
min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ), the perturbation ve tor δ(min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− ), has phase perκ0 (0)−1
−
turbation entries δl (min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ) ) = δl (0) = δl
. As spike perturbation
entries it has the spike perturbation entries of δ(0) where perhaps some of the entries

have been repla ed by newly sent ones at possible sending times

t1 , t2 , ... < θκ0 (0) .

A

ording to Eq. (5.29), these new entries equal perturbations already present in
−
the phase perturbations, so that in parti ular ||δ(min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ) )|| ≤ ||δ(0)||

holds. Appli ation of Eq. (5.51) implies for the event-based perturbation after the
arrival of the

κ0 (0)th

spike

κ (0)

||δ κ0 (0) || = max{|δl 0
l,i

|, |ζi |}
κ (0)−1

= max{|clκ0 (0) δl 0
l,i

(5.54)

+ (1 − clκ0 (0) )ζκ0 (0) |, |ζi |}

(5.55)

= max{|clκ0 (0) δl (min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− )
l,i

+ (1 − clκ0 (0) )ζκ0 (0) |, |ζi |}
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(5.56)

≤ max{clκ0 (0) |δl (min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− )|
l,i

+ (1 − clκ0 (0) )|ζκ0 (0) |, |ζi |}

(5.57)

−

≤ max{clκ0 (0) ||δ(min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ) ||
l

+ (1 − clκ0 (0) )||δ(min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− )||,

||δ(min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− )||}

(5.58)

−

=||δ(min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ) ||

(5.59)

≤||δ(0)||

(5.60)

where the maximum is taken over the phase perturbations and the perturbations
of the spikes in transit,

i ∈ {κ0 (θκ0 (0) ), ..., κ1 (θκ0 (0) )} if κ0 (θκ0 (0) ) ≤ κ1 (θκ0 (0) ). We
0 < (Hεl ls
)′ (φl ) ≤ 1, thus

used the triangle inequality for the absolute value and

κ0 (0)

0 < clκ0 (0) ≤ 1, to derive (5.57) from (5.56). We now show that ||δ j−1 || < dmax
j
j−1
implies ||δ || ≤ ||δ
|| for j > κ0 (0). Indeed, for any intera tion, 0 < (Hεl ls )′ (φl ) ≤
j
1 and therefore 0 < clj ≤ 1. Similarly to the begin of indu tion, a ording to
Eq. (5.51) this implies after the arrival of the j th spike,
||δ j || = max{|δlj |, |ζi |}

(5.61)

l,i

≤ max{clj |δlj−1 | + (1 − clj )|ζj |, |ζi |}

(5.62)

≤ max{clj ||δ j−1 || + (1 − clj )||δ j−1 ||, ||δ j−1 ||}

(5.63)

= ||δ

(5.64)

l,i

l
j−1

||,

where the maximum is taken over the phase perturbations and the perturbations

i ∈ {κ0 (θj ), ..., κ1 (θj )} if κ0 (θj ) ≤ κ1 (θj ). Therefore,
j . In parti ular, the perturbations of the spike
larger than ||δ(0)|| and the spike pattern is Lyapunov stable

of the spikes in transit,

||δ j || ≤ ||δ(0)|| < dmax
timings do not grow
a

for all

ording to the denition of Lyapunov stability, def. (i) in se . 2.7, where we may

apply the maximum norm sin e norms are equivalent in nite dimensional spa es
[203℄.

δ and ε without
δ = min(η, ε), then

To show this, in the following short paragraph, we use

arguments and indi es in the sense of se . 2.7. We

hoose

||δ(0)|| < δ.
t=0

was

hosen arbitrarily so that no event o

(5.65)
urred at this time, in parti ular

the following holds for time origins with distan e more than
note that we do not need to

η

from any event. We

hoose the time origin 'far enough' from an event,

be ause the denition of phase spa e already ensures that nearby traje tories have
the same

Nsp

spikes sent and the same spikes in transit. A

ording to Eqs. (5.29,

t = 0 equal
||δ(0)||. Thus, the lengths of the inter[min(tj , t̃j ), max(tj , t̃j )) are bounded above

5.60, 5.64), dieren es between spike sending and arrival times after
phase perturbations bound from above by
vals

[max(θi , θ̃i ), min(θi+1 , θ̃i+1 ))

and
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||δ(0)|| < δ . Outside these intervals however, the perturbations are bound by
||δ(0)|| < δ : Perturbations of phases equal event based perturbations outside these
by

intervals ( f. Eq. 5.27) and perturbations of spikes equal previous event based per-

t > 0 with distan e more
δ from any event, i.e. |t − ti | > δ , for all i ≥ κ0 (0), and |t − θj | > δ , for all
j > κ1 (0), we have ||δ(t)|| < δ . Due to η ≥ δ and ε ≥ δ , also for all t > 0 with
distan e more than η from any event, |t − ti | > η , for all i ≥ κ0 (0), and |t − θj | > η ,
for all j > κ1 (0), we have
||δ(t)|| < ε
(5.66)
turbations of phases ( f. Eq. (5.29)). This implies that for

than

and thus Lyapunov stability in the sense of def. (i) in se . 2.7.

5.7 Asymptoti ally stable spike patterns
We now prove a theorem stating that under
that are strongly

ertain su ient

onne ted, almost all periodi

onditions in networks

orbits are asymptoti ally stable,

i.e. su iently small perturbations to any non-degenerate periodi
de ay to zero. For weakly but not strongly
not the

spike pattern

onne ted networks, this is in general

ase due to their inherent hierar hi al stru ture [178℄.

Theorem 2:

Consider a strongly
(l)
0 < (Hεlm )′ (φl )

en y matrix) where

φl ∈ (Bl , Θl ].

onne ted network (with irredu ible adja-

< 1

for all

Then, any non-degenerate periodi

l, m ∈ {1, ..., N }

with

εlm 6= 0,

pattern of spikes is asymptoti-

ally stable. Moreover, for initial states in the order preserving neighborhood of

a periodi

orbit, the dynami s

onverges to that orbit. In parti ular, a perturbed

dynami s asymptoti ally de ays to a dynami s identi al to the original one up to a
time shift, i.e. there is some
is

onvergen e with

n→∞

c0 < ||δ(0)||,

l ∈ 1, ..., N and of the spike variables
for j ∈ {κ1 (t) − Nsp + 1, ..., κ1 (t)}.

Proof:

t there
φ̃l (t + nT ) − φl (t + c0 + nT ) → 0 for
σ̃j+nM (t + nT ) − σj+nM (t + c0 + nT ) → 0
so that for almost (see proof ) all

of the phases

We study the evolution of perturbations of phase and spike variables on

an event by event basis. Sin e the perturbations are bound and the original orbit
is periodi , the perturbed and unperturbed phases are bound, so that

0 < cmin < clj < cmax < 1
holds, be ause

Hε′ (.) is

1, it is su ient to

(5.67)

ontinuous. Sin e Lyapunov stability follows from Theorem

onsider

Eqs. (5.29, 5.51),

j > κ1 (0)

for the asymptoti

δlj = clj δlj−1 + (1 − clj )δsPj(j) ,

stability. A

ording to
(5.68)

so that ea h intera tion leads to evaluating some weighted mean of the perturbation
of the sending neuron at the time of sending and the perturbation of the re eiving
neuron at the time of re eiving.

In parti ular, Eqs. (5.67, 5.68) imply that the

postsynapti to neuron sj remains un hanged at the
P (j)
j−1
= δsj , i.e. if its perturbation at the time of
arrival of the j th spike only if δl
perturbation of a neuron

l
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re eiving equals the perturbation of the sending presynapti

neuron at the time of

sending the spike. Further, from Eqs. (5.53, 5.67, 5.68), we infer that a neuron l
j
j
j
with perturbation δl < δmax will have a perturbation smaller than δmax later on,
i.e.
j
δlj+n < δmax
,
(5.69)
for all

n ∈ N.

If after the arrival of the
transit

σκ1 (θj ) , ..., σκ0 (θj )

j th spike, all neurons' phases φ1 , ..., φN

and all spikes in

possess identi al perturbations, the perturbed dynami s

is identi al to the unperturbed one up to a time shift, so that the statement of
Theorem 2 holds for identi al perturbations.
From now on, we thus assume that at least one neuron's phase or spike in transit
has non-maximal perturbation. We show that the
and the
where

minimal perturbations in rease

Msp = ⌈Nsp /M ⌉

and

⌈x⌉

maximal perturbations de rease

within at most

2N − 1 + Msp

periods,

denotes the smallest integer larger or equal to

x.

We study the de rease of the maximal perturbation in detail, the in rease of the
minimal perturbation follows analogously.
First, suppose that there is no neural phase
bation after the arrival of the
spike variables

j th

φ1 , ..., φN

with maximal pertur-

spike, but the maximal perturbation is in the

σκ1 (θj ) , ..., σκ1 (θj )−Nsp +1 only. The maximal perturbation will then
Nsp spikes have been sent be ause the neurons' phases do not

de rease as soon as

rea h maximal perturbation due to Eq. (5.69) and the newly sent spikes inherit the
perturbations of the phases (Eq. (5.51)), while the original spikes
mal perturbation have indi es

i ≤ κ1 (θj )

perturbation ve tor anymore. We

and therefore do not o

arrying maxiur in the new

on lude that a maximal perturbation present

in the spikes only will de rease after

Nsp

spike sendings. Sin e in ea h period,

spikes are sent, the perturbation de ays after

Msp < 2N − 1 + Msp

M

periods if the

maximal perturbation is present in the spike variables only.
Therefore, we

an assume that at least one phase has maximal perturbation

and that there is at least one neuron's phase or one spike in transit that is nonmaximally perturbed. At the latest after the arrival of the last spike in transit there
will be a phase with non-maximal perturbation be ause of Eqs. (5.67, 5.68) and beause the network is strongly
by at least one neuron. We

onne ted, so that in parti ular every spike is re eived

turbed after the arrival of the

j th spike.

after two periods, all its presynapti

l

whi h is maximally perj
arry perturbation δmax
j
must have perturbation δmax

onsider an arbitrary neuron

To allow it to still

neurons Pre(l)

at the beginning of the rst period. Otherwise, they have smaller perturbation also
later on, in parti ular when they emit at least one spike in the rst period whi h
arrives before the end of the se ond period due to τ < T . These arriving spikes
j
then have perturbation smaller than δmax and de rease the perturbation of neuron
l on arrival. This implies that the neurons Pre(Pre(l)) := Pre2 (l) have a perturbaj
tion of δmax at the beginning of the rst period to allow neuron l to onserve its
maximal perturbation to the end of the fourth period. Otherwise, after at most
two periods, there is a neuron in Pre(l) having non-maximal perturbation whose
spikes

ause the perturbation of neuron

l
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to de rease within two further periods.

Sin e the network is strongly
distan e to neuron

l

onne ted, there are no neurons with presynapti

larger than

N − 1.

Therefore, to ensure that neuron

l

keeps its

maximal perturbation up to the end of the 2(N −1)th period, all N neurons have to
j
arry perturbation δmax after the arrival of the j th spike. To ensure this one more
period, also all spikes in transit have to arry maximal perturbation. Otherwise,
j
within one period they ause neurons to arry a perturbation smaller than δmax at
the end of the rst period, leading after 2(N − 1) further periods to a de rease of

neuron l 's perturbation. This is in

ontradi tion to the assumption that the phase

perturbations and the perturbations of the spikes in transit do not all have identi al
entries after the arrival of the
maximal perturbation, we
after

j th

spike. Sin e

l

was an arbitrary neuron

arrying

on lude that all phases have non-maximal perturbation

2(N − 1) + 1 = 2N − 1

periods. After further

Nsp

spike sending events all the

spike variables have been repla ed and inherited some non-maximal perturbation.
Ea h period

T

sees

M

Msp to be the smallest
Nsp spikes are sent within
within 2N −1+Msp periods.

spike sending events. We dened

integer multiple of the patterns period so that at least

Msp T .

Therefore the

Arguments

maximum perturbation de reases

ompletely analogous to the ones above, based on averaging of per-

turbations and strong

bation in reases

within

onne tivity of the network, show that the

2N − 1 + Msp

minimal pertur-

periods.

We now show that the event-based perturbation ve tor

onverges to a ve tor

with identi al entries. We study how the perturbations evolve within multiples of

2N − 1 + Msp

periods. The number of arrival events within one period is

M.

We

dene

Gj : δ j → δ j+(2N −1+Msp )M ,
whi h maps an a tual event-based perturbation ve tor to the ve tor

(5.70)

2N − 1 + Msp
Gj is M -

periods later. We note that due to the periodi ity of the spike pattern,

in the parameter j , Gj = Gj+nM , n ∈ N, in parti ular we will use below
Gj+(n−1)(2N −1+MS )M ◦...◦Gj+(2N −1+MS )M ◦Gj = Gnj . From Eq. (5.48) we see
′
′
that for the step from some spike re eiving j −1 to the next re eiving j , event-based
j′
perturbations of the neurons' phases δl , l ∈ {1, ..., N }, depend ontinuously on
periodi
that

the previous perturbation ve tor, namely on the previous perturbations of phases
′
δlj −1 and on ζj ′ . Further, during su h a step, the possibly newly sent spikes
inherit the previous perturbations of the sending neurons, in parti ular they depend

ontinuously on them, while the perturbations of the other spike variables stay
onstant or are eliminated from the perturbation ve tor due to later spikes. Taken
′
j ′ −1
→ δ j is ontinuous for any j ′ ≥ κ0 (t),
on lude that the map δ
j
j+1
→ δ j+2 ... → δ j+(2N −1+Msp )M of
and therefore also Gj , the omposition δ → δ
n j
(2N −1+Msp )M su h maps. The sequen e (max[Gj (δ )])n is stri tly monotoni ally
n j
de reasing, (min[Gj (δ )])n is stri tly monotoni ally in reasing, both are bounded
j
j
above by δmax and bounded below by δmin . Therefore, ea h is onvergent, say

together, we

max[Gnj (δ j )] → M0 ,

and
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min[Gnj (δ j )] → m0 .

(5.71)

Furthermore,

(Gnj (δ j ))n

is bound and therefore has a

onvergent subsequen e, say

Gnj m (δ j ) → δ̂.
The maximum of

δ̂

(5.72)

is

max(δ̂) = max[ lim Gnj m (δ j )] = lim (max[Gnj m (δ j )]) = M0 ,
m→∞

m→∞

max(.) is ontinuous and
n j
quen e of the sequen e (max[Gj (δ )])n whi h
ompute the maximum of Gj (δ̂),
where we used that

(5.73)

(max[Gnj m (δ j )])m is a subseonverges to M0 . Analogously, we

that

max(Gj (δ̂)) = max[Gj ( lim (Gnj m (δ j )))]
m→∞

= lim (max[Gj (Gnj m (δ j ))])
m→∞

= lim (max[Gnj m +1 (δ j )])
m→∞

= M0 ,

(5.74)

where we used in the se ond step that max[Gj (.)] is ontinuous and in the third that
(max[Gnj m +1 (δ j )])m is a subsequen e of the onvergent sequen e (max[Gnj (δ j )])n .
We

max(Gj (δ̂)) = M0 = max(δ̂). For any
δ̂ with non-identi al entries however, we know from the above onsiderations
max(Gj (δ̂)) > max(δ̂) holds. So, δ̂ is a perturbation ve tor with N + Nsp
on lude from Eqs. (5.73, 5.74) that

ve tor
that

identi al entries,

δ̂ = (c0 , ..., c0 ),

(5.75)

c0 = M0 . The same omputation as above for the minimum
min(Gj (δ̂)) = m0 = min(δ̂) (with the same δ̂ as in (5.72)(5.75)).
Be ause δ̂ has identi al entries, max(δ̂) = min(δ̂) = c0 . Now, from Theorem 1 we
j+n(2N −1+MS )M
infer that max(δ
) and min(δ j+n(2N −1+MS )M ) are upper and lower
j′
′
bound for the entries of δ
for all j ≥ j + n(2N − 1)M . Sin e upper and lower
j′
bound onverge towards the same value c0 , the sequen e (δ )j ′ onverges,
where we dened

entries reveals

′

δ j → δ̂.

(5.76)

t̃j ′ → tj ′ − c0

(5.77)

This implies

θ̃j ′ → θj ′ − c0
due to Eqs. (5.24, 5.28, 5.29).

Thus, the spiking dynami s

(5.78)
onverges towards a

spiking dynami s equivalent to the original one, namely to the original spiking
dynami s shifted in time by a

onstant value.
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Indeed, also the perturbed phase dynami s approa hes the original phase dynami s shifted in time by some
rst

onsider times

t

−c0

where

|c0 | < ||δ(0)||

due to Theorem 1. We

whi h do not lie between the arrivals of the same event in

the perturbed and the unperturbed dynami s. The event-based perturbation ve j′
tor δ
equals the time-based perturbation ve tor only within the interval given by
Eq. 5.33. The newly sent spikes however inherit perturbations already present in
′
δ j as phase perturbations due to Eq. (5.28). So, the perturbations δ(t) for

t ∈ [max(θj ′ , θ̃j ′ ), min(θj ′ +1 , θ̃j ′ +1 ))\
are bound above by
times
the

(t(j))j

j th

when

and

is

′

j
δmax

[min(tj , t̃j ), max(tj , t̃j ))

t(j)

′

j
δmin
.

Therefore, if a sequen e of

lies within the set given by Eq. (5.79) between

arrival,

δ(t(j)) → δ̂,

j → ∞.

(5.79)

j:tj ∈[θj′ ,θj′ +1 )

and bound below by

hosen so that

j + 1th

[

(5.80)

The perturbed phase dynami s approa hes the shifted phases dy-

δ(t + nT ) → δ̂ with n → ∞
−c0 as referen e and denote the dynami al quantities by a bar, i.e. φ̄l (t − c0 ) = φl (t) for the spike phases,
t̄i = ti − c0 for the spike times, θ̄i = θi − c0 for the arrival times and δ̄(t) for
nami s pointwise for almost all

for almost all

t:

t

in the sense that

We take the dynami s shifted in time by

the time and event-based perturbation of the perturbed dynami s relative to the

shifted one. Consider times

t whi

h lie between events together in the unperturbed,

in the perturbed and in the shifted dynami s,

t ∈[max(θj ′ , θ̃j ′ , θ̄j ′ ), min(θj ′ +1 , θ̃j ′ +1 , θ̄j ′ +1 ))
[
[min(tj , t̃j , t̄j ), max(tj , t̃j , t̄j )).
\

(5.81)

j:tj ∈[θj′ ,θj′ +1 )

′
For large enough j , these intervals are nonempty be ause of Eqs. (5.77, 5.78). If
′
′
′
times t(j ) are hosen within the set between the j th and j + 1th arrival, we have

δ̄(t(j ′ )) = δ(t(j ′ )) − c0 ,

(5.82)

δ̄(t(j ′ )) → 0

(5.83)

and Eq. (5.80) yields

with
all

′

j → ∞.

The phase perturbations

δ̄l (t), l = 1, ..., N ,

are however

t ∈ S̄ j ′ =[max(θ̃j ′ , θ̄j ′ ), min(θ̃j ′ +1 , θ̄j ′ +1 ))
[
[min(t̃j , t̄j ), max(t̃j , t̄j )).
\

onstant for

(5.84)

j:tj ∈[θj′ ,θj′ +1 )

Therefore, for

t(j ′ )

within the set

S̄j ′

between

j ′ th

δ̄(t(j ′ )) → 0
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and

j ′ + 1th

arrival, we have
(5.85)

if

j ′ → ∞.

Consider

a shifted event.

t 6= t̄i ∧ t 6= θ̄i

for

i ∈ N,

t is not at the time of
η = min(min{|t − t̄i ||i ∈

i.e.

Then there is some minimal distan e

Z}, min{|t − θ̄j ||j ∈ Z}) separating t from any shifted event. Due to the periodi ity
of the dynami s, also t + nT has the same nite distan e from any shifted event,
min(min{|t + nT − t̄i ||i, n ∈ Z}, min{|t + nT − θ̄j ||j, n ∈ Z}) = η . Be ause the spike
′
dynami s onverges (Eqs. (5.77, 5.78)), there is some D ∈ N so that |θ̄j − θ̃j | < η
′
′′
and |t̄j − t̃j | < η for all j > D and therefore there is some D ∈ N so that t + nT
will not lie within any interval [min(t̄j , t̃j ), max(t̄j , t̃j )), [min(θ̄j , θ̃j ), max(θ̄j , θ̃j )), if
n > D′′ . Thus, for large enough n, t + nT ∈ S̄j ′ for some j ′ . Further, j ′ → ∞ when
n → ∞, so that the times t + nT form a subsequen e of some sequen e (t(j ′ ))j ′ .
From Eq. (5.85) we infer pointwise

onvergen e

δ̄(t + nT ) → 0,
⇔

(5.86)

δ(t + nT ) → δ̂,
or, equivalently, pointwise

(5.87)

onvergen e

φ̃l (t + nT ) → φl (t + c0 + nT ),

(5.88)

σ̃j+nM (t + nT ) → σj+nM (t + c0 + nT ),
where l ∈ {1, ..., N }, j ∈ {κ1 (t) − Nsp + 1, ..., κ1 (t)},
ti − c0 ∧ t 6= θi − c0 for all i ∈ N.

(5.89)

for any initial

t

with

t 6=

5.8 Unstable spike patterns
Now we demonstrate that for a dierent, equally important
degenerate periodi

Theorem 3:

all

Consider a strongly

l, m ∈ {1, ..., N }

periodi

with

εlm 6= 0,

onne ted network where

and all

pattern of spikes is unstable.

Proof:

lass of systems non-

spike patterns are guaranteed to be unstable.

φl ∈ (Bl , Θl ].

(l)

(Hεlm )′ (φl ) > 1

for

Then, any non-degenerate

d0 > 0 there is a perturbation with ||δ(0)|| < d0
d1 < dmax , so the dynami s is unstable. We assume
that there is a d0 > 0 so that there is no perturbation with ||δ(0)|| < d0 that grows
and ex eeds any d1 < dmax and show that this leads to a ontradi tion. Obviously,
we an further assume d0 ≤ d1 , otherwise there ertainly is a perturbation so that
kδ(0)k < d0 and kδ(0)k > d1 . We will use that for all perturbations ||δ j || ≤ d1 <
dmax , j ≥ κ0 (0)−1, the order of events does not hange and for j ≥ κ0 (0) Eq. (5.51)
is appli able. We tra k an initial perturbation δ(0) that has a nonidenti al maximal
We will show that for all

that grows and ex eeds any

and minimal perturbation in the perturbations of the phases (if it would be in the
spikes only, it might de ay),

max δl (0) = δmax (0) > δmin (0) = min δl (0).
l

l
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(5.90)

We rst show that the maximal entry of
only spikes
time

t = 0.

an only de rease.

an only in rease

Between zero and

Thus neither the overall maximal and minimal perturbation nor the

perturbations of the phases
From our presumptions,

clj ≥ 1

ertain perturbations

θκ0 (0)
an be sent that inherit perturbations already present in the phases at

with time while the minimal entry

an

hange. We may thus

(Hεl lm )′ (φl ) ≥ 1

holds for all

for any intera tion. Rewriting Eq. (5.51) as

on entrate on

l, m ∈ 1, ..., N

j ≥ κ0 (0).

and therefore

δlj = (clj − 1)(δlj−1 − ζj ) + δlj−1 ,

(5.91)

j−1
δlj−1 = δmax
in the neurons' phases
j−1
− ζj ) ≥ 0, with (clj − 1) ≥ 0
ause (δl

we dire tly infer that a maximal perturbation
annot de rease due to an intera tion be
therefore

δlj ≥ δlj−1 .

Analogously, a minimal perturbation

ζj ) ≤ 0

(5.92)

annot grow, sin e for

implying

j−1
j−1
δlj−1 = δmin
, (δl
−

δlj ≤ δlj−1 .

(5.93)

We now show that the property that maximal and minimal perturbations are
j
onserved, i.e. holds for δ with j ≥ κ0 (0).
κ0 (0)
κ0 (0)
We use omplete indu tion and start with the initial perturbation δl
. For δl

represented in the phase perturbations is

the statement holds: Just before the the spike arrival at
perturbation ve tor

−

δ(min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ) )

min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ),

the

has phase perturbation entries

δl (min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− ) = δl (0).
The spike perturbation entries are identi al to the ones of

(5.94)

δ(0), only some might
< θκ0 (0) . The new

have been repla ed by newly sent ones at sending times t1 , t2 , ...

spike perturbations entries equal perturbations already present in the phase perturbations, so that in parti ular the minimal and the maximal perturbation are still
represented in the phase perturbations. Due to the intera tion, the maximal phase
perturbations

an only grow, the minimal only de rease while the spike perturba−
tions remain un hanged due to Eqs. 5.92, 5.93). Using δl (min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) ) ) =
κ (0)−1
, l = 1, ..., N , we on lude that for the event based perturbation after the
δl 0
j th arrival

κ (0)

κ (0)

0
= min δl 0
δmin

l

κ (0)−1

≤ min δl 0
l

= δmin (min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− )
< δmax (min(θκ0 (0) , θ̃κ0 (0) )− )
κ (0)−1

= max δl 0
l
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κ (0)

≤ max δl 0
=

l
κ0 (0)
δmax
,

(5.95)

holds. In the following, we assume for j ≥ κ0 (0) + 1 that the maximal and minimal
j−1
j−1
j−1
δmax
and δmin of the perturbation ve tor δ
are represented in the
j−1
,
phase perturbations δl

perturbations

j−1
j−1
min δlj−1 = δmin
< δmax
= max δlj−1 ,

(5.96)

j
j
min δlj = δmin
< δmax
= max δlj .

(5.97)

l

and show that

l

l

l

Perturbations of spikes with indi es i, κ1 (θj−1 ) ≥ i
j−1
ring in the perturbation ve tor δ
are bound by
does not

hange but they

an be repla ed by the

≥ κ1 (θj−1 ) − Nsp + 1 o urj−1
j−1
δmin
and δmax . Their value
perturbations of new spikes i,

κ1 (θj−1 ) < i ≤ κ1 (θj ), sent between θj−1 and θj . Due to Eq. (5.28) these new
P (i)
spikes i inherit a perturbation ζi = δsi , P (i) = j − 1, already present in the
j−1
j−1
phases and therefore also bound by δmin and δmax . When the j th spike arrives, the
size of the perturbations of spike variables do not
of the phases

hange a

hange while the perturbations

ording to Eq. (5.51). Eqs. (5.92, 5.93) imply that the max-

imal perturbation of the phase

an only in rease and the minimal perturbation

an

only de rease, so that the new extremal perturbations of the phase are the extremal
perturbations of the new perturbation ve tor,

j
δmin

j−1
= min δlj ≤ min δlj−1 = δmin
l

l

j−1
j
< δmax
= max δlj−1 ≤ max δlj = δmax
.
l

l

After we have seen that for the perturbations
bation

(5.98)

onsidered the maximal pertur-

an only in rease while the minimal perturbation

an only de rease and

both are always represented in the phases, we show that the maximal perturbation
j
indeed has to grow within 2(N − 1) periods as long as ||δ || ≤ d1 . We assume

that the perturbation does not grow within
assumption leads to a

2(N − 1)

periods and show that this

onsider the ase that the perturj
j
bation of some neuron l whi h is maximally perturbed, δl = δmax , after the arrival
of the j th spike, de reases. Due to Eq. (5.91), this an only happen within two
j
periods if there was an arrival of a spike i, j < i ≤ j + 2M , with ζi > δmax . This
implies that the maximal perturbation must have grown whi h already ontradi ts
our assumption.

ontradi tion. First, we

Therefore, we

perturbed neurons

an assume that the perturbation of maximally

l

does not de rease. However, Eqs. (5.53, 5.91) imply that the
i−1
perturbation of neuron l stays onstant only if δl
= ζi or εlsi = 0, i.e. to ensure
j
that neuron l keeps its perturbation δmax , all arriving spikes ζi , j < i ≤ j + 2M
with

εlsi 6= 0

must have maximal perturbation. This implies that all presynapti
j
δmax
when they spike within the rst period, beause their spikes arrive before the end of the se ond period due to τ < T and the

neurons Pre(l) have perturbation
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spikes have inherited the sending neurons' perturbation due to Eq. (5.28). If the
maximal perturbation has not yet in reased, the perturbation of neurons with perj
turbation δmax annot de rease so that neurons Pre(l) have maximal perturbation
later on, in parti ular at the end of the se ond period. However, to ensure that
the perturbation of neurons Pre(l) does not in rease within the next two periods,
j
arry perturbation δmax when they spike in
j
the third period, whi h entails that they arry perturbation δmax at the end of the

also all neurons Pre(Pre(l)) have to

fourth period. To ensure that the maximal perturbation does not in rease up to
j
the 2(N −1)th period, all neurons would have to arry perturbation δmax at the end
of the 2(N − 1)th period in ontradi tion to the fa t that the minimal perturbation
annot grow and is represented in the perturbations of the neurons' phases, so that
j+2(N −1)M
j
j
≤ δmin
< δmax
m with δm
at the end of the
2(N − 1)th period. Therefore, our assumption is wrong and the

there is at least one neuron

tion grows

within at least

2(N − 1) periods.

maximal perturba-

A

ompletely analogous

minimal perturbation de reases

onsideration

2(N − 1)

periods.
j+n(2N −1)M
Therefore, the sequen e (max(δ
))n is stri tly monotoni in reasing
j+n(2N −1)M
and (min(δ
))n is stri tly monotoni de reasing, due to our assumption
shows that the

they are bound from below and above by

−d1

within at least

d1

and

and therefore

max(δ j+n(2N −1)M ) → M0 ,
min(δ

Furthermore,
a

(δ j+n(2N −1)M )n

j+n(2N −1)M

(5.99)

) → m0 .

is bound with respe t to

onvergent subsequen e, say

(5.100)

||.|| by d1

δ j+nm (2N −1)M → δ̂.
We dene

2N − 1
Like

Gj

Ḡj ,

onverge,

and therefore has

(5.101)

whi h maps an a tual event-based perturbation ve tor to the ve tor

periods later

Ḡj : δ j → δ j+(2N −1)M .
dened in Eq. (5.70),

Ḡj

is

ontinuous and

(5.102)

M -periodi in j . With the same
max(δ̂) = M0 , max(Ḡj (δ̂)) =

omputations as for the proof of stability, we on lude

M0 ,

so

max(δ̂) = max(Ḡj (δ̂))
Sin e

j+n (2N −1)M

δmaxm

j+n (2N −1)M

, δmin m

phase perturbations, we

an nd

are always represented in the nitely many
l′ , l′′ ∈ {1, ..., N } so that

onstant indi es

j+nm′ (2N −1)M

δ l′
and

j+nm′′ (2N −1)M

δl′′

j+nm′ (2N −1)M
= δmax

j+n

= δmin m′′

(2N −1)M

(5.104)

(5.105)

(nm′ )m′ ⊂ (nm )m , (nm′′ )m′′ ⊂ (nm )m . Sin e max and min
δ̂l′ = max(δ̂) and δ̂l′′ = min(δ̂) so the extremal perturbations

for subsequen es
ontinuous,

(5.103)
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Figure 5.3: Asymptoti
inhibitory, strongly

0

30

60

90

time t/T

stability of non-degenerate periodi spike-patterns in purely

onne ted networks of neurons with

on ave rise fun tion.

Sparse inhibitory network (a) of three leaky integrate-and-re neurons (green) and
two Mirollo and Strogatz biologi al os illators (blue) ( f. se . 3.4). The rise fun tions are

2 (blue) and 4 (green). ( ) displays
∆t between the a tual spike ( olored

on ave as displayed in (b) for neurons

the dynami s by showing the time dieren e
a

ording to the sending neuron) minus the time of last pre eding spike of neuron

1

versus the total time elapsed. The network has been designed to realize a prede-

t = 30T a perturbation inside the minimal basin is applied,
t = 60T a perturbation inside the basin but outside the minimal basin and at
t = 90T a perturbation outside the basin. (For details, see text.)

ned pattern. At time
at

represented in the perturbations of the phases of the limit perturbation ve tor

δ̂ .
if

This implies that the minimum and maximum of

δ̂

had nonidenti al entries.

δ̂

would

hange under

Due to Eq. (5.103), this is not the

ase, so

δ̂

Ḡj
has

identi al entries. Sin e also min(δ̂) = m0 we on lude M0 = m0 in ontradi tion to
m0 ≤ min δ(0) < max δ(0) ≤ M0 . Therefore, our initial assumption is wrong and
there are arbitrarily small initial perturbations that nally ex eed any d1 < dmax ,
where dmax > 0 is given in se . 5.4.
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5.9 Purely inhibitory networks with normal dissipation
Corollary 4:

In purely inhibitory arbitrarily onne ted networks with on ave rise
U ′′ < 0, any non-degenerate spike pattern is sta-

fun tion (i.e. normal dissipation),

ble. In purely inhibitory strongly

onne ted networks with

on ave rise fun tion,

any non-degenerate spike pattern is even asymptoti ally stable. The order preserving neighborhood lies within the basin of attra tion, i.e. the dynami s is stable at
least against perturbations smaller than

Proof:

dIn
max .

In networks with normal dissipation we have for any

l

and

ε<0

(l)

Hε(l) (φl ) < H0 (φl ) = φl ,

(5.106)

due to the monotoni ity of the transfer fun tion and

0 < Ul′ (φl ) <Ul′ (Hε(l) (φl )),
be ause

U

is

(5.107)

on ave. This implies

0 < (Hε(l) )′ (φl ) =

Ul′ (φl )
(l)

Ul′ (Hε (φl ))

< 1,

(5.108)

and Theorem 1 yields the rst part of the statement (simple stability). Further, for
strongly onne ted networks we an apply Theorem 2 and the denition of the order
preserving neighborhood Eq. (5.42) for purely inhibitory networks whi h yields the
se ond part of statement (asymptoti

stability and minimal basin of attra tion).

Fig. 5.3 illustrates the statement of Corollary 4. The parameters in the gure
are

γ = 0.3, 0.8, 1.2

for the leaky integrate-and-re neurons and

the Mirollo-Strogatz biologi al os illators.

ΘU,l = 1,
parameters

the

I

onne tions are delayed with

and

a

are

τ = 0.125.

pattern of spikes

for

The remaining neuron

hosen so that the free period is normalized to

the methods introdu ed in
periodi

b = 0.5, 1

The thresholds of the potentials are

1.

Applying

h. 4, the network has been designed to realize the

t = {0, 0.60, 0.67, 0.94, 1.46, 1.85, 2.19} (rounded to two
s = {1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 4, 2}, randomly hosen from
T = 2.5 and seven spike times, as invariant solution.

de imal digits) with sending neurons
the patterns with period

The non-degenerate spike pattern is stable, where all traje tories with maximal

dIn
max ≈ 0.03 ( f. Eq. (5.42)) are ertainly attra ted. Around
times 30T, 60T and 90T perturbations are applied. The rst perturbation has
In
maximum norm slightly smaller than dmax , the dynami s therefore stays within
distan e smaller than

the minimal basin of attra tion and relaxes ba k towards the original pattern. The
se ond and third perturbation have maximum norm

1.8dIn
max .

After the se ond

perturbation the traje tory starts outside the minimal basin but still within the
basin of attra tion, as

an be seen from the numeri al simulation. The third one

perturbs the traje tory out of the basin of attra tion into the basin of a dierent
non-degenerate spike pattern.
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Figure 5.4:

1

0

30

60

Instability of non-degenerate periodi

hibitory, strongly

90

time t/T

spike-patterns in purely in-

onne ted networks of neurons with

onvex rise fun tion. The

inhibitory network (a) has the same rough topology, neuron types and delays as
the one in Fig. 5.3 and it is designed to show the same periodi
as invariant dynami s. However, the rise fun tions (b) are now
in (b) for neurons

2

and

4.

pattern of spikes
onvex as displayed

The pattern is therefore unstable, as displayed in ( ).

The three perturbations do not

hange the irregular dynami s qualitatively. (For

details, see text.)

5.10 Purely inhibitory networks with anomalous dissipation
Corollary 5:

In purely inhibitory strongly

onne ted networks with

onvex rise

fun tion (anomalous dissipation) any non-degenerate spike pattern is unstable.

Proof:

In networks with anomalous dissipation, for

ε < 0,

Ul′ (φ) >Ul′ (Hε(l) (φ)) > 0,
be ause

(l)

Hε (φ) < φ

(5.109)

due to the monotoni ity of the transfer fun tion and

onvex. This implies

(Hε(l) )′ (φ) =

Ul′ (φ)
(l)

Ul′ (Hε (φ))

> 1,

Ul

is

(5.110)

and appli ation of Theorem 3 yields the statement.
An illustration to

orollary 5 is given in Fig. 5.4. The network has been designed

to realize the same pattern as in Fig. 5.3 and to have the same rough topology. The
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Figure 5.5: Instability of non-degenerate periodi

spike-patterns in purely ex ita-

tory, strongly

on ave rise fun tion. Ex itatory

onne ted networks of neurons with

network (a) with rough topology, neurons and rise fun tions (illustrated in (b) for
neurons

2

and

The dynami s

4)

as in Fig. 5.3. The non-degenerate spike pattern is unstable ( ).

onverges to patterns stabilized by degenerate events. (For details,

see text.)

neurons now have

onvex rise fun tion: The parameters are

for the leaky integrate-and-re neurons and

b = −0.5, −1

γ = −0.3, −0.8, −1.2

for the Mirollo-Strogatz

biologi al os illators. (Other network parameters as in Fig. 5.3.) Due to the

onvex

rise fun tion, the pattern is unstable, as displayed in ( ). The dynami s qui kly
leaves the periodi

orbit

orresponding to the spike pattern already due to growth

of numeri al errors. For purely inhibitory networks there is no obvious stabilizing
me hanism su h as supra-threshold ex itation, and, indeed, we nd
regular a tivity. The three perturbations at times

30T, 60T

and

90T

ontinued ir-

do not

hange

this dynami s qualitatively.

5.11 Purely ex itatory networks with normal dissipation
Corollary 6:

In purely ex itatory, strongly

onne ted networks with

on ave rise

fun tion (normal dissipation) any non-degenerate spike pattern is unstable.
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Proof:

In networks with normal dissipation we have for any

l

and

ε > 0,

(l)

Hε(l) (φ) > H0 (φ) = φ,

(5.111)

due to the monotoni ity of the transfer fun tion and

Ul′ (φ) >Ul′ (Hε(l) (φ)) > 0,
be ause

U

is

(5.112)

on ave. This implies

Ul′ (φ)

(l)

(H ε )′ (φ) =

(l)

Ul′ (Hε (φ))

> 1,

(5.113)

and appli ation of Theorem 3 yields the statement.
The typi al dynami s of su h a network is illustrated by Fig. 5.5. The rough
topology and the neuron parameters are
is s aled by a fa tor of
the periodi

0.3.

τ

t = {0, 0.18, 0.20, 0.28, 0.44, 0.56, 0.66} with
and period T = 0.75 as invariant solution.
by a fa tor 0.3 so that it an be realized by

random pattern of spikes

sending neurons

s = {1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 4, 2}

This is the pattern of Fig. 5.3 s aled
a

hosen as in Fig. 5.3. The delay time

The network is designed so that the dynami s has

ompletely ex itatory network with neurons of intrinsi

period one.

The non-

degenerate spike pattern is unstable. Already due to in rease of numeri al error,
the dynami s leaves the pattern and
pattern is stable, as

onverges to a dierent pattern of spikes. This

an be seen from the perturbations applied at times

30T, 60T .

It therefore must be degenerate. Indeed, it is stabilized by supra-threshold ex itation: neuron

5

ex ites neurons

neurons in turn ex ite neurons
large enough to

2, 4 over the threshold to simultaneous ring, these
1, 3 over the threshold. The perturbation at 90T is

ause the dynami s to leave its basin of attra tion and to assume

a dierent pattern, whi h is again stabilized by supra-threshold ex itation.

5.12 Purely ex itatory networks with anomalous
dissipation
Corollary 7:

In purely ex itatory arbitrarily

onne ted networks with

onvex rise

fun tion (anomalous dissipation) any non-degenerate spike pattern is stable.
purely ex itatory strongly

onne ted networks with

In

onvex rise fun tion any non-

degenerate spike pattern is asymptoti ally stable. The order preserving neighborhood lies within the basin of attra tion, i.e. the dynami s is stable at least against
perturbations smaller than

Proof:

For

ε>0

dEx
max .

in networks with

onvex

Ul ,

0 < Ul′ (φ) <Ul′ (Hε(l) (φ)),
holds be ause

(l)

Hε (φ) > φ.

(5.114)

This implies

′
0 < (H (l)
ε ) (φ) =

Ul′ (φ)
(l)

Ul′ (Hε (φ))
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< 1,

(5.115)
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Figure 5.6: Asymptoti
ex itatory, strongly

30

60

90

time t/T

stability of non-degenerate periodi spike-patterns in purely

onne ted networks of neurons with

onvex rise fun tion. The

ex itatory network (a) has the same rough topology, neuron types and delays as
the one in Fig. 5.5 and it is designed to show the same periodi
as invariant dynami s.
for neurons

2

and

4.

The rise fun tions are now

At time t = 30T a
t = 60T a perturbation inside
t = 90T a perturbation outside the

The pattern is asymptoti ally stable.

perturbation inside the minimal basin is applied, at
the basin but outside the minimal basin and at
basin are applied. (For details, see text.)
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pattern of spikes

onvex as displayed in (b)

and we

an apply Theorem 1 whi h yields the rst part of the statement (simple

stability). Further, for strongly

onne ted networks, Theorem 2 and the denition

of the order preserving neighborhood Eq. (5.43) for purely ex itatory networks
yield the statement (asymptoti

stability and minimal basin of attra tion).

An illustration is given by Fig. 5.6. The rough network topology and the neuron parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.4. The pattern is asymptoti ally stable
with a basin of attra tion so that any traje tory with maximal distan e less than

dEx
max ≈ 0.008

is

ertainly attra ted. The dynami s ( ) is perturbed with a ve tor

dEx
max

t = 30T . Indeed, it relaxes ba k towards
t = 60T, t = 90T two dierent perturbations
Ex
with maximum norm 6dmax are applied. At t = 60T the traje tory is perturbed
outside the minimal basin (e.g. the ring times of neurons 3 and 4 are inter hanged)
but it lies still within the basin of attra tion, at t = 90T , the basin of attra tion is
of maximum norm less than

at time

the original spike pattern. At times

left and the dynami s

onverges to a dierent stable periodi

pattern, whi h is in

fa t degenerate and additionally stabilized by supra-threshold ex itation: A ring
event of neuron

2

is generated by a supra-threshold input from neuron

3.

5.13 Con lusion and outlook
We have analyti ally studied the stability properties of a general
odi

orbits for multi-unit systems with delayed

ouplings and

omplex

lass of perionne tivity

stru ture, where parti ular emphasis was put on the mathemati ally rigorous formulation.
One of the most basi

properties of a periodi

pattern of spikes is its stability

or instability against small perturbations. Numeri al simulations have shown that
in mixed networks, networks having both ex itatory and inhibitory intera tions,
periodi

patterns

an be both stable or unstable ( f.

h. 4). For purely ex itatory

or purely inhibitory networks where the rise fun tions are

ongeneri ally

urved,

general statements about the stability properties of non-degenerate periodi
terns of spikes have been derived in the present
network

pat-

hapter: For arbitrary underlying

onne tivity we analyti ally showed that

(i) In purely inhibitory networks with

on ave rise fun tion (normal dissipation)

any non-degenerate spike pattern is stable. If the network is strongly

on-

ne ted, any non-degenerate spike pattern is asymptoti ally stable (Corollary
4, se . 5.9).
(ii) In purely ex itatory strongly

onne ted networks with

on ave rise fun tion

(normal dissipation) any non-degenerate spike pattern is unstable (Corollary
6, se . 5.11).
(iii) In purely inhibitory strongly

onne ted networks with

onvex rise fun tion

(anomalous dissipation) any non-degenerate spike pattern is unstable (Corollary 5, se . 5.10).
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(iv) In purely ex itatory networks with

onvex rise fun tion (anomalous dissipa-

tion) any non-degenerate spike pattern is stable. If the network is strongly
onne ted, any non-degenerate spike pattern is asymptoti ally stable (Corollary 7, se . 5.12).
For asymptoti ally stable periodi
we also derived an analyti

spike patterns in strongly

onne ted networks

expression for a minimal basin of attra tion.

The proof of stability is based on the observation that intera tions lead to
averaging of perturbations so that dieren es between the maximal and the minimal
perturbation an only de rease at intera tions. If the network is strongly onne ted,
the averaging takes pla e over the entire network leading to asymptoti
weakly but not strongly
in general. A simple

onne ted networks we

stability. In

annot expe t asymptoti

stability

ounterexample is given by a network where several neurons

do not re eive any input. Their ring sub-pattern will not be asymptoti ally but
only Lyapunov stable.

2

The proof of instability is based on the observation that for

ertain arbitrarily

small perturbations, the dieren e between the maximal and the minimal perturbation

an only in rease on intera tions so that these perturbations grow until they

are large (i.e. they have the size to inter hange event order). Impli ations of only
weakly

onne ted network topology remain to be investigated.

A linear stability analysis employing the Frobenius and Gershgorin Theorems
[125℄ as applied in [177℄ to mu h simpler dynami s is probably also possible. The
nonlinear stability analysis has the advantage that we

an derive information about

the size of the basin of attra tion and that it allows for a generalization to irregular
dynami s ( f.

h. 6). So, we

on entrated ex lusively on this method.

Degenerate patterns with simultaneous events su h as simultaneous spike sendings and arrivals

an be unstable or stable. In parti ular, in networks in whi h all

non-degenerate patterns are stable there
ex itatory

oupling and

an also be unstable periodi

patterns. For

on ave rise fun tion, where non-degenerate patterns are

unstable, degenerate patterns

an be stabilized by supra-threshold ex itation, be-

ause supra-threshold ex itation eliminates small perturbations,
patterns are observed as attra tors in numeri al simulations,
trast, in purely inhibitorily

oupled networks with

f. [181℄, so these

f. Fig. 5.5. In

on-

onvex rise fun tion, there is no

su h obvious stabilization me hanism (as long as no additional features are introdu ed) and indeed, we nd
the unstable periodi

ontinued irregular a tivity after the dynami s has left

pattern. This regime remains to be studied in detail.

Pre isely timed patterns of spikes have been found in neurobiology [6, 66, 152,
67℄. For their identi ation, statisti al methods have been derived in [66, 151℄. In
model neural networks with

urrents of innitesimal temporal extent, degenerate

spike patterns that are stabilized by supra-threshold ex itation

an be highly robust

and arbitrarily pre ise also when perturbations are present. In a preliminary study,
together with G. Pipa, we analyzed the spike data from su h model neural networks

2 For general impli ations of the inherent hierar hi al stru ture of weakly onne ted networks
see [178℄.
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with the method proposed in his thesis [151℄. Indeed the predi ted patterns were
found. Future resear h will quantify this agreement also for non-degenerate spike
patterns whose stability has been established in the re ent
model neurons.

hapter and for dierent

On the one hand this will test the statisti al methods used in

neurobiology. On the other hand it will show for whi h model parameters pre isely
timed patterns of spikes o

ur in the model spike trains and how appropriate the

models are for the des ription of neural a tivity.
Another important dire tion of future resear h

on erns the robustness of the

urrent results against the introdu tion of noise or against
e.g. introdu tion of few ex itatory
synapti

ouplings with nite time

towards the end of the next

hanges of the model,

ouplings in inhibitory networks or introdu ing
ourse.

Some respe tive results are derived

hapter, in se . 6.7.

The results presented in the re ent

hapter suggest the question if we

an gen-

eralize our proofs and derive statements about the stability properties of irregular,
non-periodi

dynami s. In the next

ble. However, we will fa e additional

hapter, we will see that this is indeed possiompli ations arising, e.g., from the fa t that

for irregular network a tivity arbitrarily small time intervals between events o
with positive probability that in reases with time to one.
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ur

Chapter 6
Stability of irregular dynami s
Irregular a tivity in high dimensional systems is often asso iated with

haos. For

sparse balan ed networks of neurons a 'balan ed state' of highly irregular a tivity
arises under dierent

onditions. In balan ed networks, ex itatory and inhibitory

inputs have the same order of magnitude. For neural networks of simple units the
balan ed state is asso iated with

haos,

f. [198, 199℄. It was

onje tured that the

haoti ity is an emergent property of large, sparse balan ed networks and is thus
also present for networks of more detailed neuron models [198, 199℄. In balan ed
spiking neural networks, the mean input is subthreshold so that spikes are generated by u tuations of the membrane potential. The spike statisti s is similar to
a Poisson pro ess. The balan ed state in purely inhibitory and in mixed, ex itatory and inhibitory, nite networks is approximated by the same mean eld theory
[31, 30℄ and has very similar statisti al properties ( f. Fig. (6.1)). We analyze the
irregular dynami s in purely inhibitory networks of neurons with normal dissipation and, using a Poissonian approximation, analyti ally show that the generi
irregular dynami s is
The

stable in

ontrast to the

haoti

dynami s in mixed networks.

onsiderations are also valid for non-balan ed networks as long as the dy-

nami s is su iently irregular. The proof generalizes ideas presented in
5 to non-periodi

hanges of the neuron properties. Finally, a transition to
when su iently many ex itatory
time

hapter

dynami s. We show that the stable dynami s is robust against

onstant of the synapti

haoti

dynami s o

urs

ouplings are introdu ed and when the de ay

urrents is su iently large. This

haoti

dynami s

may be transient but it dominates the network dynami s for long times. Our results highlight that

haoti

and stable dynami s are equally

apable of generating

irregular neuronal a tivity.
We did this study together with S. Jahnke. Parts of the results are presented
in his Diploma thesis [93℄ and, in Letter form, in our arti le [95℄. An exhaustive
arti le is

urrently prepared with shared rst authorship [94℄.
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Irregular dynami s in purely inhibitorily (a- ) and inhibitorily and

ex itatorily (d-f )

oupled re urrent random networks of leaky integrate-and-re

=P400, γi ≡ 1, φΘ,i ≡ 1, τij ≡ 0.1, P
|Pre(i)| ≡ 80). (a,d) Spiking
˜
ε
≡
−16
dynami s (a)
,
I
≡
4
,
N
=
0
;
(d)
, NE =
ij
i
E
j
j εij ≡ −11, Ii ≡2.95
1600, where the NE ex itatory ouplings are distributed so that ea h neuron has
neurons (N

the same number of ex itatory inputs. The upper panel displays the spiking times

40 neurons. The lower panel displays the membrane potential
i = 1 (spikes of height ∆V = 2 added at ring times). (b,e)
Histogram of mean ring rates νi . ( ,f ) Histogram of the oe ients of variation
D
 E
CVi := σi /µi ; µi = tsik+1 − tsik k ; σi2 := tsik+1 − tsik − µi 2 averaged over
(blue lines) of the rst

traje tory of neuron

k

time.
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6.1 State of the art
In refs. [198, 199℄, the a tivity in a network of simple binary neurons, where ex itatory and inhibitory inputs have the same order of magnitude was studied. The
studies showed that for sparse networks in the large
derlying the irregular balan ed state is
haoti

N

haoti . It was

limit, the dynami s unonje tured that irregular

dynami s is an emergent property of balan ed networks and that it o

urs

also in networks of more detailed neuron models.
In ref. [209℄ diluted, purely ex itatory networks of spiking neurons of the MirolloStrogatz type ( f.

h. 3) with normal dissipation are

onsidered. The irregular tran-

sients that dominate the network dynami s for su iently large networks are shown
to be

haoti . For globally

oupled purely ex itatory networks, a stability analysis

reveals the presen e of unstable attra tors [180℄. These are states with a basin of
attra tion that has positive volume but the attra ting states are surrounded by
the basins of attra tion of other states so that an arbitrarily small perturbation
leads the dynami s to leave the original state and to swit h to another state. In
[208℄ purely inhibitory networks of leaky integrate-and-re neurons without delay
are studied. The authors prove analyti ally that for homogeneous, fully
networks the dynami s

onverge to the stable `splay state' [174℄,

evenly spa ed spike times of all network neurons.

oupled

hara terized by

Weakly diluted networks are

investigated numeri ally. Although the dynami s is irregular, its Lyapunov exponent is negative. The irregular dynami s is stationary until it nally
a periodi

onverges to

orbit. However, the length of the transient grows exponentially with the

network size so that the transient dominates the dynami s. Another arti le, [98℄,
onsiders globally

oupled networks of leaky integrate-and-re neurons without

delay, where inhibition dominates every
regular dynami s is stable and

oupling. The results indi ate that the ir-

onverges to a periodi

orbit (for further

omments,

see end of se . 6.5). Numeri al results derived in a related arti le were interpreted
as indi ation for

haoti ity of the dynami s if

oupling delays are in luded [76℄,

f. appendix A.

6.2 The model
We

onsider Mirollo-Strogatz neurons as introdu ed in hapter 3. We slightly adapt

our notation to our arti le [95℄. We thus shortly re all the model using the modied
notation. As in the previous

hapters, networks of

ouplings by sending and re eiving spikes.
from neuron
Neuron

Vi (t)

i

i to neuron j

we

is then presynapti

of some neuron

i

all

j

postsynapti

to neuron

evolves a

N

neurons intera t via dire ted

If su h a dire ted

j, i ∈

to neuron
Pre(j).

onne tion exists

i and write j ∈ Post(i).

The membrane potential

ording to

N X
X

d
Vi = fi (Vi ) +
εij δ t − tsjk − τij
dt
j=1
k∈Z
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(6.1)

( f. Eq. (3.1)), where a smooth fun tion
are the inhibitory

fi

εij ≤ 0
i, δ(.) is the
s
tion and tjk

spe ies the internal dynami s,

oupling strengths from presynapti

neurons

j

to

τij > 0 are the delay times of the onne
j sends the k th spikes. Spikes sent to postsynapti
neurons with dierent delay times from neuron j are onsidered as separate spikes,
so if the delays are all dierent, e.g. if they are hosen randomly, neuron j sends
|Post(j)| spikes at time tsjk . When neuron j rea hes the threshold VΘ,j of the
−
s
potential, i.e. Vj (t ) = VΘ,j , it generates spikes at t =: tjk for some k and is
s
reset, Vj (tjk ) = 0. Sendings or re eivings of spikes are alled events. Simultaneous

Dira

delta-distribution,

denotes the time when neuron

sendings of spikes by one neuron are

onsidered as one event as well as simultaneous

re eptions of spikes sent by the same neuron. The fj for all j satisfy fj (Vj ) > 0 and
fj ′ (Vj ) < 0 for all Vj ≤ VΘ,j so that in isolation ea h neuron exhibits os illatory

dynami s.

As des ribed in
a phase-like variable

h. 3, this network dynami s

φj (t) ∈ (−∞, φΘ,j ]

an equivalently be des ribed by

satisfying

dφj /dt = 1
at all non-event times ( f. se . 3.2). When the phase threshold is rea hed,

φΘ,j ,
a

i

φj (tsjk − ) =

φj jk ) := 0 and spikes are generated. An individual spike
arrives there after a delay time τij and indu es a phase hange

the phase is reset,

sent to neuron

(ts

(6.2)

ording to

 
− 
s
φi (tsjk + τij ) = Hε(i)
t
φ
+
τ
i
ij
jk
ij

(6.3)

with the transfer fun tion

Hε(i) (φ) = Ui−1 [Ui (φ) + ε] ,

(6.4)

Ui (t) is the free (all εij = 0) solution of (6.1) through the initial ondition Ui (0) = 0,
−1
′
′′
yielding Ui > 0 and Ui < 0 and φΘ,j = Uj (VΘ,j ).
The analysis below is valid for general Ui (φ); in the numeri al simulations we
−1
employ leaky integrate-and-re neurons, fi (V ) = Ii − γi V with time s ale γi
>0
−1
and equilibrium potential γi Ii > VΘ,i , the membrane potential has the fun tional
−1
dependen e Ui (φ) = γi I i (1 − exp(−γi φ)) on φ ( f. se . 3.4). We further note that
in the simulations a homogeneous distribution of γi = 1, Ii = I0 and VΘ,j = VΘ,0
was employed, and time was ounted in units of T0 = ln(I0 /(I0 − 1)) (the free
period of a neuron with VΘ,0 = 1). In Figs. 6.1, 6.9, after the simulations, time was
multiplied by T0 . In the following, we onsider arbitrary generi spike sequen es in
whi h all neurons are a tive, i.e. there is a nite onstant T > 0, so that in every
time interval [t, t + T ), t ∈ R, every neuron res at least on e. Further, in these
spike sequen es the dynami s is su iently irregular so that two events o

ur with

zero probability at the same time.
Due to the delay, the state spa e is formally innite dimensional. However, at a
given time

t the network dynami

s is

ompletely determined by the phases
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φi (t) and

by the spikes whi h have been sent but not yet re eived by the postsynapti neurons
′
at t. Their number is bounded by some onstant N D : Due to the inhibitory
hara ter of the network

φΘ,i

period

i

ouplings, ea h neuron

needs at least the free os illation

to generate a spike after the last reset. Consequently, at most

′

D =N



max

i,j=1,...,N



τij
φΘ,i



(6.5)

spikes per neuron are in transit and the state spa e stays nite, with dimensionality
′
smaller than N · (1 + D ) ( f. also [14℄). As before, ⌈.⌉ is the eiling fun tion.
We now introdu e variables to des ribe spikes, whi h are already sent at time

t

by neuron

j

to the postsynapti

neuron

i

and not yet re eived. A single spike

hara terized by the state variable σijk (t) ∈ [0, τij ]. The index k =
D′ /N numbers the dierent spikes traveling from neuron j to i at time

in transit is

1, 2, 3 . . . ≤
t in the order

of arrival at the postsynapti

neuron

i,

starting with

spike to arrive next. When spikes are emitted at time
set to

σijk (tsjn ) = 0.

k

The spike index

tsjn

k = 1 for the
n, σijk (t) is

for some

equals the number of spikes already in

s

transit plus one. It thus depends on the a tual network state at time tjn . Between
s
two events, σijk (t) in reases linearly with slope one, when σijk (tjn + τij ) = τij ,
the spike is re eived by the postsynapti
a

index

k = 1)

and renumber the indi es

i,

neuron

ording to Eq. (6.3). After spike re eption we

k>1

where it indu es a phase jump

an el the spike arrived (whi h has

k →k−1

as

again spe ies the spike whi h arrives next at the postsynapti
neuron

j

σij1 (tsjn + τij )
neuron i sent by

so that

( f. Fig. 6.2a,b for illustration).

6.3 Lyapunov stability
In this se tion we study the stability properties of the spike sequen es. We
the mi ros opi

ompare

dynami s of two sequen es, whi h slightly dier in the timing of

the spikes, but the ordering is the same. We show that the distan e between these
traje tories is bounded by the initial distan e.

Assuming that one sequen e is

generated by a perturbation of the other, this implies Lyapunov stability against
perturbations that do not

hange the order of events.

Sin e the distan e between traje tories only

hanges at event times, we

hoose an event-based perspe tive. The time of the
is denoted by

tn

in the rst sequen e, and by

i
σijk (t)

we denote the phases of a neuron
spikes in transit at time

(n)

∆i

t

by

t̃n

in the se ond one. Analogously,

at a given time
and

σ̃ijk (t)

an

nth event in the entire network
t

by

φi (t)

and

φ̃i (t)

and the

in the dierent sequen es. Let




(n)
= φi (tn ) − φ̃i t̃n − tn − t̃n := δi − δt(n)

(6.6)


(n)
:= φi (tn ) − φ̃i t̃n , and
denote the dieren e between the phase dieren es, δi
(n)
the temporal oset, δt
= tn − t̃n , after the nth and before the (n + 1)th event
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c

~

φΘ,j

0

(n−1)

δi

−δ t

time

σijk(t)

b

φi(t),φi(t)

φj(t)

a

φi(t)

tn+τ ij

(n)

δi

k=

k=

~

2

φi(t)

k=

0

tn

j . At t = tn
0. (b) The

rea hes the threshold and is reset to

the postsynapti

neurons

i ∈

Post(j).

to

j

0,

i,

des ribed by

where

k = 1

spikes again at

emitted at

t = tn

(bla k) and

σij2 (t)

j

t = tn+1 , σij2 (tn+1 )

is set to

arrives at the postsynapti

(not shown,

so that

σij2 → σij1 .

t = tn+1

the phase

σijk (t).

to one spe i

In this

postsynapti

t = tn , σij1 (tn ) is set
t = t−
n . When neuron
t = tn + τij the spike

(red). At

be ause there is no spike in transit at

φi (t)

in

σij1 (t)

and

time

spikes emitted travel to

They are des ribed by

example we show two spikes traveling from neuron
neuron

~
tn

tn

time

tn+1

Figure 6.2: (a) Phase dynami s of neuron

φj (t)

(n)

∆i

1

1

τ ij

(n)

0.

neuron

At

j

and indu es a phase jump

k → k−1
φi (t) of neuron

f. Fig. 3.2). After spike re eption, we renumber
( ) Denition of the phase shifts. The phase

i (blue) before and after the re eption of a spike at t = tn is shown together with

(n)
φ̃i (t) (bla k). δi = φi (tn ) − φ̃i t̃n is the dieren e of neuron i's phases in the
perturbed and the unperturbed dynami s taken at orresponding event times tn
(n)
and t̃n . δt
= tn − t̃n denotes the dieren e of event times tn and t̃n , i.e. the
(n)
(n)
temporal oset between both sequen es. Finally, ∆i
= δi − δt(n) is some phase
shift of neuron i with the temporal oset taken into a ount.
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( f. Fig. 6.2 ). Similarly

(n)

∆σ ijk = σijk (tn ) − σ̃ijk t̃n


(n)
− tn − t̃n := δσ ijk − δt(n)

(6.7)

k th spike sent by neuron j and not yet arrived at neuron i after
nth and before the (n+1)th event, whi h equals the negative temporal dieren e

labels the shift of the
the



of the sending times in the perturbed and the unperturbed system. Between two

φi (t), φ̃i (t)

onse utive events both

and

σijk (t), σ̃ijk (t)

in rease linearly and only

at event times the phases and spike variables are updated non-linearly as des ribed
above. Therefore, as in

h. 5, to study the stability of the system it is su ient to

onsider the perturbations after events.
In the following we investigate the evolution of shifts at dis rete event times.
There are two dierent kinds of events: (i) sending and (ii) re eiving of spikes.
(n)
(n)
When spikes are sent, the shifts ∆i
and ∆σijk stay un hanged, but new spikes
with new spike variables are generated. These variables inherit the perturbation of
the sending neuron. In the se ond
the spike
periodi

ase, the phase shift of the neuron whi h re eives

hanges and the spikes in transit are reordered. From the investigation on

patterns in purely inhibitory networks with

on ave rise fun tion, se . 5.9,

we expe t that the resulting phase shift of the neuron re eiving a spike is a weighted
sum of previous shifts, also for the more general networks with inhomogeneous delay
and irregular dynami s. Indeed this is the

ase. We will now study both events in

detail.
(i) If as

(n + 1)th

event the phase of some neuron

j∗

rea hes its threshold and a

spike is emitted, the shifts of all neurons' phases stay un hanged,

(n+1)

∆j




=φi (tn ) + (tn+1 − tn ) − φ̃i t̃n + t̃n+1 − t̃n − δt(n+1)
(n)

=∆j .

(6.8)

Similarly, the shifts of the spikes in transit stay un hanged

(n+1)

∆σijk



=σijk (tn ) + (tn+1 − tn ) − σ̃ijk t̃n + t̃n+1 − t̃n − δt(n+1)
(n)

=∆σ ijk .

(6.9)

Additionally, new spikes are generated σij ∗ k∗ (tn+1 ) = 0 and σ̃ij ∗ k∗ (t̃n+1 ) = 0
∗
∗
∗
∗
where k = k (i, j , n + 1) is the appropriate spike number k , f. Fig. 6.2.
The shifts of the new spike variables depend on the phase shift of the sending
j ∗ a ording to

neuron

(n+1)

∆σ ij ∗ k∗ = − δt(n+1)

h
i
= − (tn + φΘ,j ∗ − φj ∗ (tn )) − t̃n + φΘ,j ∗ − φ̃j ∗ t̃n
(n)

=∆j ∗ .
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(6.10)

(ii) If as

(n + 1)th event

some spike arrives, say σi∗ j ∗ 1 (tn+1 ) = τi∗ j ∗ , it indu es a
i∗ . A ording to Eq. (6.3), the phase

phase jump in the postsynapti neuron
(n+1)
an be omputed as
shift ∆i∗

(n+1)

∆i∗
where

∗

= Hε(ii∗ j)∗ φi∗ t−
n+1





∗
− δt(n+1) ,
− Hε(ii∗ j)∗ φ̃i∗ t̃−
n+1

(6.11)




−
e
e
e
φi∗ t−
n+1 = φi∗ (tn )+(tn+1 − tn ) and φ̃i∗ t̃n+1 = φ̃i∗ (tn )+ tn+1 − tn

are the phases just before spike re eption. Using the denitions (6.6) we
nd the identity



(n)
(n+1)
.
φi∗ tn+1 − = φ̃i∗ t̃−
n+1 + ∆i∗ + δt

Applying the mean value theorem in Eq. (6.11) and the relation

δt(n+1) =tn+1 − t̃n+1

=tn + τi∗ j ∗ − σi∗ j ∗ 1 (tn ) − t̃n − τi∗ j ∗ + σ̃i∗ j ∗ 1 (t̃n )
(n)

= − ∆σi∗ j ∗ 1
yields

(n+1)

∆i∗
where

(n+1)

ci∗ j ∗

(6.12)



(n)
(n+1)
(n)
(n+1)
· ∆σi∗ j ∗ 1
= ci∗ j ∗ · ∆i∗ + 1 − ci∗ j ∗

(6.13)

is given by the derivative

(i∗ )

(n+1)
ci∗ j ∗

∂Hεi∗ j∗ (φ)
=
∂φ

,

(6.14)

−
φ∈[φi∗ (t−
n+1 ),φ̃i∗ (t̃n+1 )]





−
−
−
∗
≤ φ̃i∗ t̃i−
n+1 , for φi∗ tn+1 > φ̃i∗ t̃n+1 , φ takes values φ ∈
hfor φi tn+1


−
∗
∗
φ̃i∗ t̃−
n+1 , φi∗ tn+1 . If neuron i would not be onne ted to neuron j ,
εi∗ j ∗ = 0,

the fun tion

(i∗ )

(i∗ )

Hεi∗ j∗ (φ) = H0

so that the phase shift stays un hanged,

(i∗ )

dH0
For

(φ)/dφ = 1 independent of φ.
(n+1)
εi∗ j ∗ < 0, we nd ci∗ j ∗ bounded

cmin := inf

φ,k

where


  (k)
 ∂ Hεmin (φ) 


εmax :=

∂φ

max {εij }

i,j:εij 6=0



by

(n+1)

≤ ci∗ j ∗

and

≤ sup

εmin :=
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(φ) = φ would be the identity,
(n)
(n+1)
(n+1)
= ∆i∗ , indeed ci∗ j ∗ =
∆i∗

φ,k


  (k)
 ∂ Hεmax (φ) 


∂φ

min {εij }.

i,j:εij 6=0



=: cmax ,
(6.15)

We have used that

a

3

b

(i)

Hε (φ )

U’(
i φ)

1

0

1.5

−1
0
−1

phase φ

0

1

−1

0

phase φ

1

(i)
Figure 6.3: (a) The transfer fun tion Hε (φ) for a leaky integrate-and-re neuron.
(i)
For ε = 0 (bla k), H0 (φ) = φ is the identity (bla k), for ε < 0 (blue: ε = −0.5,
green: ε = −1) the phase φ after re eiving an input is smaller than before. For
(i)
all inhibitory inputs we nd Hε (φ) < φ. (b) The derivative of Ui (φ) is monotoni
(i)
de reasing, therefore ∂Hε (φ)/∂φ ≤ 1 for ε ≤ 0 ( f. Eq. (6.20)).



(k)
∂ Hε (φ) /∂φ
∂
∂ε

(

is monotoni

(k)

∂Hε (φ)
∂φ

)

in reasing with

=

Uk′ (φ)

∂
∂ε

ε

h
i−1 
Uk′ (Hε(k) (φ))
(k)

=
>

Uk′′ (Hε (φ))
Uk′ (φ)
−
2 ′ (i)
(k)
Uk′ (Hε (φ)) Uk (Hε (φ))

0.

(6.16)

The shifts of traveling spikes stay un hanged on spike re eption,

(n+1)

∆σijk
for all spikes with
renumbered and

i 6= i∗ ∨ j 6= j ∗ .

(n)

= ∆σijk ,

For

i = i∗ , j = j ∗

(n+1)

(6.17)
the spike variables are

(n)

∆σi∗ j ∗ k−1 = ∆σi∗ j ∗ k
holds, ex ept for

k = 1,

re eived and therefore

be ause

σi∗ j ∗ 1 (t)

oe ients

(n+1)

ci∗ j ∗

in Eq. (6.13) lie in a

ompa t

(0, 1) so that a true averaging takes pla es when intera tions happen.
phases of neurons an a hieve values φi ∈ (−∞, φΘ,i ]. Ea h neuron
on e within a time interval of length T , therefore the phases are

interval within
Formally, the

is the variable des ribing the spike

an eled.

We will now as ertain that the

res at least

(6.18)
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ertainly bounded to the

ompa t interval

φi ∈ [−T + φΘ,i , φΘ,i ].

Further, in

inhibitory networks the phase after an intera tion is smaller than before,

= Ui−1 (Ui (φ) + ε) < Ui−1 (Ui (φ)) =

Hε(i) (φ)
be ause together with

Ui (φ)

on avity of

Ui

also

Ui−1

is stri tly monotoni

φ,

in reasing and

(6.19)

ε < 0.

The

implies

(i)

∂Hε (φ)
U ′ (φ)
 i
 <1
=
(i)
∂φ
Ui′ Hε (φ)

0<

for any nite
is

φ

ontinuous in

( f. se . 5.9,

(6.20)

f. Fig. 6.3 for an illustration). The derivative

φ, therefore the images

∂Hε(i) ([−T +φΘ,i ,φΘ,i ])
ij

∂φ

are

∂Hε(i) (φ)
∂φ

ompa t. Together

with Eq. (6.20) it follows that

0 < cmin , cmax < 1.

(6.21)

Taken together, Eqs. (6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.13, 6.21) imply that a true averaging
between shifts already present in the system takes pla e when a spike is re eived.
For other events the shifts stay un hanged. As a

nth

minimal shift after the

onsequen e, the maximal and

event,

o
n
(n)
(n)
(n)
∆max
:= max ∆i , ∆σijk
i,j,k

o
n
(n)
(n)
(n)
∆min := min ∆i , ∆σijk ,

and

(6.22)

i,j,k

are bounded by the initial shifts for all future events,

(n)
∆max
≤ ∆(0)
max

and

(n)

(0)

∆min ≥ ∆min ,

(6.23)

as long as the order of events in both sequen es is the same. Here the minima and

i, j = {1, . . . , N } and k numbers the spikes traveling
tn . An initial perturbation thus annot grow, in parti

maxima are taken over
neuron

j

to

i

at time

from
ular,

the traje tory is Lyapunov stable.
Indeed, in the denition of Lyapunov stability def. (i) in se . 2.7 we

δ = min(η, ε),

where the

δ, ε

an

hoose

are used in the meaning of this denition in the

subsequent paragraph. Further we may

hoose the maximum norm for our distan e

measurements in def. (i) of se . 2.7, sin e norms are equivalent in nite dimensional
ve tor spa es [203℄. Then,

(0)

|∆min | < δ
The time shifts of the traje tories,

and

δt(n)

|∆(0)
max | < δ

(6.24)

for events after the initial time equal

phase shifts after some event or an initial perturbation due to Eqs. (6.12, 6.10), so
Eq. (6.23) leads to

(0)

|δt(n) | ≤ max(|∆min |, |∆(0)
max |) < δ ≤ η.
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(6.25)

Outside the intervals

[
[min(t(n) , t̃(n) ), max(t(n) , t̃(n) )]

[
(t(n) − δ, t(n) + δ)

⊂

n

n

[
⊂
(t(n) − η, t(n) + η),

(6.26)

n

i.e. for all

t

with

′

|t − t(n ) | > η

n′ ,

for all

we have

(n)

φi (t) − φ̃i (t) = ∆i ,

(n)
σijk (t)
for all

i, j, k

and for some

n.

−

(n)
σ̃ijk (t)

=

(6.27)

(n)
∆σijk ,

With Eqs. (6.10, 6.23), we

(6.28)
on lude

|φi (t) − φ̃i (t)| <δ ≤ ε,

(n)
|σijk (t)

−

(n)
σ̃ijk (t)|

(6.29)

<δ ≤ ε.

(6.30)

We note that we did not make assumptions about network
hold for any network stru ture and the des ribed

onne tivity, the results

lass of traje tories.

6.4 Asymptoti stability
In this se tion we prove that for strongly
stability holds under the

onne ted networks even asymptoti

ondition that both, the perturbed and the unperturbed

sequen es have the same order of events, i.e. the order of events is un hanged by
small perturbations. The

entral idea is as follows: We study the dynami s and

onvergen e of two neighboring traje tories. We will tra k the propagation of the
perturbation of one spe i
dire ted

neuron l0 through the entire network. Sin e there is a

onne tion between every pair of neurons in the network and any re eiving

spike leads to an averaging of shifts, there is an averaging over all perturbations in
the network. For large times all perturbations

onverge towards the same value, so

that both sequen es be ome equivalent, only shifted by a

onstant temporal oset.

All neurons spike at least on e in a su iently large, but nite time interval
Moreover, after
the postsynapti
time interval

τmax = maxi,j (τij )

all spikes in transit have

neurons. We label the maximal number of events possible in the

[t, t + max {T, τmax }]

by

M.

For purely inhibitory networks,

M <∞

due to the bounded neural spike rate. We denote the set of neurons that
rea hed from neuron l0 through

i
Post (l0 )

i

dire ted

in other words, a neuron

i.

li ∈

= Post ◦ Post ◦ . . . ◦ Post(l0 ),
|
{z
}
i
Post (l0 ) is
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an be

onne tions ( f. se . 2.8) by

i

length

T.

ertainly arrived at

(6.31)

times

onne ted to

l0

by a dire ted path of

We estimate the bounds of the perturbation following one spe i path from a
l0 to a neuron l. In a strongly onne ted network, l ∈ Postj (l0 ) for some

neuron

j ≤ N − 1,

so there is a path between l0 and

network. As the

l = lj

via neurons l1 , ..., lj−1 in the

onsideration holds for an arbitrary path and for any neuron

l

in

the strongly

onne ted network, the result is a universal bound of the perturbation.
(0)
Initially, at n = 0, the neurons are perturbed by ∆i . The rst spiking of neuron
l0 after n = 0 is labeled by s0 ≤ M . After a delay time τl1 l0 this spike is re eived

l1 ∈ Post(l0 ), we all this event r1 ≤ 2M . After at
s1 ≤ 3M , the neuron l1 emits a spike. In general, we
i
re ursively dene si as the rst spiking event of neuron li ∈ Post (l0 ) after ri and
i−1
ri as the event when the spike generated by li−1 ∈ Post (l0 ) at si−1 is re eived.
Due to the denition of M , the relations si ≤ (2i + 1)M and ri ≤ 2iM hold.
Now, we prove by indu tion that the perturbation of the neuron li before sending
of a spike at si is bounded from above by
by the postsynapti

most

M

neuron

further events, at

(s −1)

∆li i

h
i
i
h
(0)
i
i
si −1
i −1
∆l0 + 1 − (1 − cmax ) · csmin
∆(0)
≤ (1 − cmax ) · cmin
.
max

(i) Initially, neuron l0 is perturbed by
at most

s0 − 1

inputs. A

(0)

∆l0

(6.32)

. Before l0 generates a spike it re eives

ording to Eq. (6.13), if neuron l0 indeed re eives

inputs, the perturbation of neuron l0 may in rease. To nd an upper bound,
we assume that at every event

0 < n < s0 neuron l0 re eives an input with
(0)
∆max , and a minimal averaging onstant

the maximal initial perturbation,

cmin ,

whi h moves the average into the dire tion of the maximal possible

perturbation. Repeated appli ation of (6.13) yields

(1)

∆l0

(2)

∆l0

(s −1)

∆l0 0

(0)

,
≤ cmin ∆l0 + (1 − cmin ) ∆(0)
max

 (0)
(1)
(0)
2
≤ c2min ∆l0 + 1 − cmin
≤ cmin ∆l0 + (1 − cmin ) ∆(0)
∆max
max
...
 (0)
(0)
s0 −1
0 −1
≤ csmin
∆l0 + 1 − cmin
(6.33)
∆max .

whi h is the indu tive statement (6.32) for

i = 0.

(ii) We assume that the statement (6.32) holds for
perturbation as inherited by the spike sent at
most

M

(s −1)

∆li i
si ( f.

events the spike is re eived by the postsynapti

ri+1 .

, whi h is neuron li 's

Eq. (6.10)).

After at

neuron li+1 at event

In our worst- ase estimate, we assume that neuron li+1 is maximally
(0)
(ri+1 −1)
= ∆max , and that the inter∆li+1
(ri+1 )
a tion onstant cl
is maximal, cmax , so that again the average is moved
i+1
into the dire tion of the maximal perturbation. Therefore the perturbation
perturbed before it re eives the spike,
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after the intera tion is bounded by

(r

i+1
∆li+1

)

(s −1)

≤ cmax · ∆(0)
+ (1 − cmax ) ∆li i
max
i
h
(0)
i −1
· ∆l0
≤ (1 − cmax )i+1 · csmin
h
i
i+1
(0)
i −1
+ 1 − (1 − cmax )
· csmin
.
· ∆max

Before its own sending at

(si+1 − 1 − ri+1 )

inputs.

si+1 > ri+1 > si ,

neuron

li+1

(6.34)

re eives at most

Analogously to Eq. (6.33), we assume that with

ea h event, neuron li+1 re eives a spike whi h is maximally perturbed (with
(0)
and that the averaging onstant is minimal, cmin . This yields

∆max )

(s

i+1
∆li+1

We repla e

−1)

h
i
si −1+si+1 −1−ri+1
(0)
i+1
(1 − cmax )
· cmin
∆l0
i
h
si −1+si+1 −1−ri+1
i+1
∆(0)
· cmin
.
+ 1 − (1 − cmax )
max

≤

s −1+si+1 −1−ri+1

i
cmin

right-hand side, be ause
(si+1 −1)
.
statement for ∆l
i+1

s

−1

i+1
cmin
in
si − 1 − ri+1 < 0.

by

(6.35)

Eq. (6.35), thereby in reasing the
This dire tly yields the indu tion

Based on Eq. (6.32) we now derive an upper bound of the perturbation of all
neurons after event

sN −1 .

After this event every neuron

li

has sent at least one

spike whi h is inuen ed by the initial perturbation of neuron l0 , be ause the union
NS
−1
i
Post (l0 ) ontains all neurons of the network. After the si th event, the neuron
i=1
li still re eives spikes. Before the sN −1 th event, taken as referen e, it re eives

in a worst ase s enario (sN −1 − 1 − si ) inputs with maximal initial perturbation
(0)
∆max and a minimal averaging onstant cmin . Using Eq. (6.32) we repeatedly apply
Eq. (6.13)(sN −1

(s

− 1 − si )

∆li N −1

)

≤

times whi h leads to

i
h
si −1+sN −1 −1−si
(0)
i
∆l0
(1 − cmax ) · cmin
h
i
si −1+sN −1 −1−si
.
+ 1 − (1 − cmax )i · cmin
∆(0)
max

i, therefore, the perturbation of
sN −1 events is bounded from above by
h
i
(sN −1 −2)
(0)
N −1
≤ (1 − cmax )
· cmin
· ∆l0
h
i
(sN −1 −2)
N −1
(0)
+ 1 − (1 − cmax )
· ∆max
· cmin
.

The right-hand side in reases with
neuron

j ∈ {1, . . . , N }
(sN −1 )

∆j

At the

sN −1 th

s enario

(6.36)

an arbitrary

after

event there

an be

D′

(6.37)

per neuron in transit whi h in our worst

an still have maximal perturbation. Due to their arrival after the
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ase

sN −1 th

event, the perturbation still in reases. However, taking into a
these spikes using Eqs. (6.13, 6.38) we

(s
+n)
∆j N −1

must hold for all
the

sN −1 th

≤

n ≥ 1.



ount the arrival of

on lude that the estimate

N −1

(sN −1 −2+D′ )



(0)

· ∆l0
(1 − cmax )
· cmin


(sN −1 −2+D′ )
N −1
(0)
· ∆max
+ 1 − (1 − cmax )
· cmin
.

(6.38)

The bound (6.38) holds also for all spikes generated after

event ( f. Eq. (6.10)), be ause spikes have to inherit a perturbation

present in the phases and in the worst

ase, all maximally perturbed spikes arrived
ounted for by Eq. (6.38). After M further
D′ ≤ M , the perturbations

before spike sending whi h is pre isely a
events, all spikes sent before

sN −1

have arrived. Sin e

of the neurons and the spikes in transit after
bounded by

(K)

∆j

≤

K := 2N M ≥ sN −1 + M

i
h
(0)
M−2
· ∆l0
(1 − cmax )N −1 · c2N
min
i
h
N −1
M−2
(0)
· ∆max
· c2N
.
+ 1 − (1 − cmax )
min

Therefore we nd an upper bound for the maximal perturbation

events are

(6.39)

(K)

∆max

after

K

events,

(0)

(K)
∆max
≤ c∗ · ∆l0 + [1 − c∗ ] · ∆(0)
.
max

(6.40)

with

N −1

0 < c∗ = (1 − cmax )

M−2
· c2N
≤ (1 − cmax ) · cmax ≤ 1/4.
min

Similarly, we nd a lower bound for the minimal perturbation after

(K)

(0)

(0)

∆min ≥ c∗ · ∆l0 + [1 − c∗ ] · ∆min ,

(6.41)

K

events
(6.42)

(0)
by an estimation analogous to the one above, where only ∆max has be repla ed
(0)
∆min and the relation  ≤ has to be repla ed by  ≥. The dieren e of the maximal

and minimal perturbation after

K

events is therefore given by



(K)
(0)
∗
(0)
∆(K)
−
∆
≤
(1
−
c
)
∆
−
∆
.
max
max
min
min
(0)

(6.43)

∆l0

to derive this result.

The spread of any perturbation through the network has a

ontra ting ee t on

We note, that we did not have to spe ify the perturbation

the total perturbation, it leads to a de ay of the dieren e between the extremal
∗
perturbations at least by a fa tor of (1 − c ). Inequality (6.43) implies together
with

3/4 ≤ (1 − c∗ ) < 1
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(6.44)

that for the

onsidered traje tories in the long-time limit the maximal and minimal

perturbation are the same,

(n)

(n)
lim ∆max
= lim ∆min .

n→∞

(6.45)

n→∞

Both sequen es be ome equivalent,

(n)
lim δ
n→∞ i
and the events are just shifted by a

δt = lim

n→∞

for
ble.

t → ∞

( f. Fig. 6.4).

= 0,

(6.46)

onstant temporal oset

n

o
δt(n) = − lim ∆(n)
max

Thus all sequen es

onsidered are asymptoti ally sta-

We note that we used a notion of asymptoti

allows

(6.47)

n→∞

stability of traje tories that

onvergen e to a time shifted, equivalent traje tory. It is more general than

Def. (iii) in se . 2.7 and appropriate for time translation invariant systems.
deed, the stability is even exponential sin e for all strongly

In-

onne ted networks the

perturbations de ay exponentially fast with at least

where

⌊.⌋



n
(n)
(0)
(n)
(0)
∆max
− ∆min ≤ (1 − c∗ )⌊ K ⌋ ∆max
− ∆min ,

is the oor fun tion.

(6.48)

The numeri ally measured exponential de ay is

mu h faster than the estimation given by Eq. (6.48). The main reasons are that (i)
the mean path length is more meaningful for estimating the number of events until
all neurons have re eived an input from the starting one and (ii) it is impossible
that the neurons re eive the worst

ase perturbation at ea h re eiving.

6.5 Margins
The stability results in the previous se tions hold for the
a su iently small perturbation does not

lass of patterns, where

hange the order of spikes. In this se -

tion we show that typi al spike dynami s, generated by networks with a
onne tivity, belong to this

In heterogeneous networks with purely inhibitory intera tions the o
of events at

identi al

times has a zero probability. There is no me hanism

simultaneous spiking, like supra-threshold inputs in ex itatory
( f. se . 5.11,

omplex

lass.

h. 7). As long as two events do not o

urren e
ausing

oupled networks

ur at the same event time,

there is a non-zero perturbation size keeping the order un hanged in any

nite time

interval. However, the requirement of an un hanged event order yields more and
more

onditions over time so that the allowed size of a perturbation

ould de ay

more qui kly with time than the a tual perturbation. This will be ex luded if a
µ(n) ( f. [98℄) stays larger than the dynami al perturbation for
temporal

innite

margin

time. Formally, after time

tn

denote the
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k th

potential future event time

b

0.01

0

δt

(n)

max i δ

(n)

,

κ

(n)

a

10−10
10−5
10−14
0

# events n

3500

0

# events n

900

Figure 6.4: Stable dynami s in the network of Fig. 6.1a. (a) Exponential de ay of
(n)
(n)
the maximal perturbation maxi δi
(blue dots) and minimal margin κ
(gray
line) for one mi ros opi

dynami s.

The initial perturbation

de ays exponential fast. (b) Exponential
For large n both

limn→∞ δt(n) .

(0)

max δi

≈ 10−5

δt(n) .
oset δt =

onvergen e of the temporal oset

sequen es are equivalent, just shifted by a

onstant

(of the original traje tory) that would arise if there were no future intera tions
(n)
by µ
:= θn,2 − θn,1 . A su iently
by θn,k , k ∈ N, and the temporal
(n)
(n)
(n)
, annot hange the order of the
small perturbation, satisfying ∆max − ∆min < µ

margin

(n + 1)th

event.

This dire tly implies that almost all
event times

tn )

periodi orbits (all those with non-degenerate

onsisting of a nite number of

P

events are stable be ause there

is a minimal margin

κ(P ) :=
for every non-degenerate periodi

min

n∈{1,...,P }

µ(n)

pattern ( f. se . 5.9).

irregular non-periodi spike se-

We further study the stability properties of
(n)
by onsidering the minimal margin κ
over the rst

quen es
ity, we

(6.49)

onsider delay distributions where

τij

n events.

For simpli -

is independent of the spike re eiving

neuron i. For arbitrary inhomogeneous delay, another denition of margins has to
be used, based on the margins of single neurons, sin e inter hanges of spike arrivals
at dierent neurons do not destroy stability. The irregular spiking dynami s of the
entire network is well modeled by a Poisson point pro ess with rate

νs,

where

νs

spe ies the mean ring rate of the network [193, 31, 30, 33℄. We note, however,
that individual neurons are assumed to slightly deviate from Poissonian spiking due
to our previous assumptions and that there are
spike trains,

orrelations between the individual

f. se . 6.2 and [40, 110℄. We assume that, along with the irregular

spiking dynami s, the temporal margins are generated by a Poisson point pro ess
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ν . ν = 2ν s , be ause any spike
e τij is independent from i. The

with network event rate

sending time generates

one re eiving event sin

distribution fun tion of

margins is given by



P µ(n) ≤ µ = 1 − e−νµ .

Therefore, the probability that the minimal margin
equal to

µ

κ(n)

(6.50)
after

n events is smaller or
µ(n)

is determined by the probabilities that not all individual margins

are larger than

µ

so that

n




Y
P κ(n) ≤ µ = 1 −
P µ(m) > µ = 1 − e−nνµ

(6.51)

m=1


ρn (µ) := dP κ(n) ≤ µ /dµ = nν exp(−nνµ). This implies an algewith the number n of events for the expe ted minimal margin
Z ∞
(n)
κ =
µρn (µ)dµ = (νn)−1
(6.52)

with density
brai

de ay

0

that depends only on the event rate and is independent of the spe i

network

parameters. Numeri al simulations show ex ellent agreement with this algebrai
de ay (6.52) of the expe ted minimal margin with the number of network events

n;

a typi al example is shown in Fig. 6.5 .
Sin e the u tuations are small, this strongly suggests that a su iently small

perturbation stays smaller than the minimal margin for all times. In ea h step, the
exponential distribution of margins has nite density for arbitrarily small values of

µ,

i.e. in ea h step the margin

an fall below the level
 of perturbation with nite

(n)
(n)
(n)
probability. We have to ex lude in parti ular that P ∃n : µ
≤ ∆max − ∆min ,

the probability that there is at least one step in whi h the margin falls below
the perturbation size, does not approa h one if time goes to innity for arbitrary
perturbation.

We will show that it even goes to zero if the size of the initial

perturbation goes to zero. Of

ourse, we

annot expe t to rea h zero for nonzero

perturbation.
We derive a lower estimate for the probability that the margin stays larger than
the perturbation for innite time. We show that it

onverges to one when the size

of perturbation goes to zero and thus prove that su iently small perturbations
have arbitrarily high probability to stay smaller than the minimal margin for all
times. We start from the upper estimate for the evolution of the perturbation, Eq.
n
n
(6.48). Using
K ≥ K − 1 and Eq. (6.44) leads to



n
(n)
(0)
−1
(n)
∆max
− ∆min ≤ (1 − c∗ ) K
− ∆min ,
∆(0)
max
 (0)

(0)
∆max − ∆min
log(1 − c∗ )
,
n
= exp
K
1 − c∗
= C exp(−αn),
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(6.53)

where we introdu ed

(0)

(0)

∆max − ∆min
,
1 − c∗
log(1 − c∗ )
> 0.
α=−
K

C=

In parti ular,
while

C → 0,

(6.54)

(6.55)

if the initial perturbation goes to zero, i.e.

α is independent of the initial perturbation.

(0)

(0)

∆max − ∆min → 0,

The probability that all margins

are larger than all perturbations is given by

∞
 Y



(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
=
P
µ
>
∆
,
P ∀n : µ(n) > ∆(n)
−
∆
−
∆
max
max
min
min

(6.56)

n=1

sin e the margins are assumed to be independent. Using Eq. (6.53) and

exp(−νµ)

yields

∞
Y

n=1

∞
 Y



(n)
(n)
P µ(n) > C exp(−αn)
− ∆min ≥
P µ(n) > ∆max

=

n=1
∞
Y

exp(−νC exp(−αn))

n=1

= exp −νC


∞
X

whi h goes to one if the initial perturbation (and thus
We note that the assumption of a
is not ne essary in



,

(6.57)

goes to zero.

onstant lower bound of the minimal margin

ontrast to [98℄. Indeed, this assumption would be highly prob-

lemati . A spiking dynami s

κ>0

C)

!

exp(−αn)

n=1

1
= exp −νC
exp(α) − 1

margin


P µ(n) > µ =

onverging to a periodi

if not two spikes pre isely

bility zero for randomly hosen initial
as Poissonian network dynami s, has

orbit has a nite minimal

oin ide whi h has in our networks proba-

onditions. Also, an irregular dynami s, su h

κ>0

within a nite time interval. However,

in an irregular dynami s, arbitrarily small margins naturally have small but nite
probability in every step.
o

Therefore, for innite number of steps, these margins

ur and the minimal margin falls below any lower bound

one.

κ>0

with probability

So, if we already assume that there is some lower bound, we ex lude the

generi
ble if it

irregular dynami s. We
onverges to a periodi

nite time but not about generi

ould only state that the network dynami s is staorbit, or make statements about

onvergen e for

irregular dynami s for innite time.

Our approa h allowed us to show that the generi

irregular dynami s is stable.

Interestingly, as we will see below, generi dynami s indeed onverges to periodi
orbits. However, also in this proof we may not assume that the margins have nite
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Figure 6.5: Margins in the network given in Fig. 6.1a. (a),(b) Probability distri(n)
bution P (κ
≤ µ) after (a) n = 1 and (b) n = 105 events. The blue urve is
the measured distribution over

2500

samples, the red dotted line is the analyti al

predi tion (no free t parameter, rate
de ay of the average minimal margin,
random initial

ν is measured; f. Eq. (6.51)). ( ) Algebrai
κ(n) (green dashed line, averaged over 250

onditions) and the analyti al predi tion (no free t parameter) of
κ(n) for three

κ(n) (bla k solid line). Additionally, we show the minimal margin
exemplary initial

onditions (gray lines), in luding that of gure 6.4a.

lower bound: We might rst be tempted to

onsider a nite time interval. There,

we take the almost surely existing lower bound of the dynami s and then show
that the dynami s be omes periodi . The problem is that the time after whi h the
dynami s be omes periodi , grows when the lower bound for the margin de reases
[98℄.
to

If we thus

hoose a nite interval, it might be too short for the dynami s

onverge. When

hoosing a longer interval, there is more time for

onvergen e

but also the lower bound for the margin will usually be lower, so that still no
onvergen e appears. Thus, just

onsidering nite intervals with lower bound of

the margin does not lead to a result. As soon as we
we

onsider innite time however,

annot assume a nite lower bound for the margin be ause this ex ludes generi

irregular dynami s.

6.6 Convergen e to periodi orbits
Interestingly, the slow algebrai

de ay of the minimal margin and its small u tua-

tions provides a strong argument that generi
a periodi

spike sequen es have to

orbit after a nite time. Indeed, this

onverge to

onvergen e is found numeri ally.

Consider two sequen es in the same network, whi h share the order of at least
events. We have shown that for
fast against ea h other.

0 ≤ n ≤ E,

both sequen es

E

onverge exponentially

Both the phases and the variables en oding the spikes

in transit are bounded to a nite interval,

[0, maxij {τij }] at any given time t.

φi (t) ∈ [−T + φΘ,i , φΘ,i ]

and

σijk (t) ∈

Therefore, the maximal initial distan e between
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B

10

40

5
4

10

1

Convergen e towards a periodi

8

Average minimal margin

κ(n)

further for future events

n.

time 4514045

orbit in a random network (N

40, γi ≡ 1, Ii ≡ 3.0, φΘ,i ≡ 1.0, τij ≡ 0.1, |Pre(i)| ≡ 8,
Coupling matrix, ea h realized

4513995

# events n 10

P

j εij ≡ −3.3).

onne tion is indi ated by a bla k square.

(b)

250 random initial

onditions, f. Fig.
7
6.5a) de ays as a power-law (region A) and saturates after about 10 events (region
(n)
B ) when the periodi orbit is rea hed. Inset: Margin µ
(bla k) and minimal
(n)
margin κ
(gray) for a traje tory started from one spe i initial ondition. The
(n)
margin µ
u tuates strongly on the transient and is omparatively large after
(n)
the sequen e be omes periodi ; here the minimal margin κ
does not de rease

n ≈ 15000

(averaged over

=
(a)

(b),( ): Snapshots of irregular spike sequen es ( ) after
n ≈ 108 events on the periodi

events on the transient and ( ) after

orbit.

two traje tories is bounded by

(0)

(0)
∆max
− ∆min ≤ max {T, τij } =: Φmax .
i,j

For generi

irregular sequen es, the minimal margin

perturbation. This implies that there is a

κ(n)

(6.58)

de ays slower than the
E ∗ , after whi h

ertain number of events

the maximal initial distan e Φmax has de ayed to the same size as the minimal mar∗
gin at E if the order of events remains un hanged. Our analyti al onsideration
∗
yield an upper estimate for E ,
∗

E
(1 − c∗ )⌊ K ⌋ Φmax ≈ (ν · E ∗ )−1 .

If

E & E∗,

even for

n>E

the order of events in the

(6.59)

onsidered traje tories are

the same, be ause the perturbation stays smaller than the margin also for future
events.

Consequently, a traje tory whi h ontains two identi al subsequen es of
E ∗ is trapped into a periodi orbit, sin e the subsequen e already

minimal length

determines the order of all future events.
The

onsidered system is nite dimensional with dimension maximal

Thus, any sequen e with
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N + N D′.

neuron

50

1
633500

635000

time t

orbit in a random network (N = 50, γi ≡ 1, Ii ≡ 1.2,
φΘ,i ≡ 1.0, τij ≡ 0.1). The oupling strengths are randomly and uniformly drawn
PN
from [−1, 0] and normalized afterwards (
j=1 εij = −6.5). The nal spike pattern
repeats every 11012 events and is highly irregular.
Figure 6.7: Long periodi

E∗

E ∗∗ = (N + N D′ )
events
system

+ E∗

(6.60)

∗
opies of an identi al subsequen e of length E : The
∗∗
onverges to a periodi spike sequen e after at most E
events. In Fig. 6.6

ontains at least two

we show a typi al example: The mean margin,
transient and saturates after the periodi

κ(n) ,

de ays algebrai ally on the

orbit is rea hed. The periodi

attra tor

shown in Fig. 6.6d diers slightly from the splay state [174℄, where the ring
pattern is

hara terized by equally spa ed inter-spike-intervals. We have seen that

it is possible to design networks, whi h exhibit more omplex periodi spike patterns
( f.

h. 4). Indeed, in dierent parameter regimes we observe su h

orbits, with a large periodi ity,
in Fig. 6.7, where the periodi

f. the heterogeneous globally

omplex periodi
oupled network

orbit is rea hed after a small number of events,

ompared to sparse networks.
Although the attra tor is rea hed after a nite number of events, the transient be omes very important in systems with strong inhibition or large number of
neurons. As formerly found in networks with ex itatory

oupling [209℄, and also

in weakly diluted networks with purely inhibitory intera tions [208℄, the transient
length grows rapidly with network size so that the dynami s is determined by the
transient for large times ales.

We studied inhibitory random networks with an

arbitrary network stru ture, typi ally far away from the weakly diluted topology.
Sin e Eqs. ((6.59), (6.60)) yield an upper bound whi h is typi ally mu h larger than
the a tual transient length, we perform numeri al measurements of the transient
length dependent on network size
the neighborhood of the periodi

N.

To avoid the

hoi e of a parameter dening

orbit, we dene the length of the transient,

tr

by

the number of events after whi h the order of events stays periodi . When in reasing the network size

N,

we leave the external
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Figure 6.8: Transient lengths for dierent parameters in sparse random networks
(|Pre(i)|

= ⌊N/4⌋).

(a) The external urrent Ii ≡ 3.0 is xed and the internal
PN
j=1 εij ≡ −1.1 (green), −1.5 (blue), −1.75 (bla k),
(red), so that the mean ring rate, < νi >, of the single neurons stays

oupling is normalized to

−1.9

approximately

onstant for ea h

mean transient length,

urve. We observe an exponential in rease of the

< tr >, with network size.

of the transient length with inhibitory

Ii ≡ 3.0. (b) Also for a xed
(red), 3.0 (bla k), 3.5 (blue)

normalization and dierent external
there is an exponential in rease of

shows the transient length for
With in reasing external

The inset shows the fast in rease

oupling strength; in this gure

N = 100

N = 100,
Ii ≡ 2.5

urrents

< tr > .

dependent on the external

The inset

Ii .

urrent

urrent the transient length de reases. This is

onsistent

with the results in subgure (a): the transient length in reases when the internal
inhibition in reases relative to the external

PN

j=1 εij onstant. Thus, on average, ea h neuron re eives
onstant ee tive input independent of N and the mean ring rate of a single

the internal intera tions
a

tr
htr

urrent. ( ) The transient lengths

are broadly distributed. The histogram shows the number of transients lengths
PN
per bin found in 2500 trials (N = 100, Ii ≡ 3.0,
j=1 εij ≡ −1.5).

νi

onserved. Fig. 6.8a,b shows the in rease of transient
PN
j=1 εij and dierent external
urrents Ii respe tively. We observe an exponential in rease of the mean transient

neuron

is approximately

lengths with

N

for dierent internal normalizations

length with network size
luted

ase whi h

N

onrms a

and no qualitative

hange

ompared to the weakly di-

onje ture in [208℄. If the network is in the balan ed

state ( f. Fig. 6.1), the stable transients typi ally dominate the network dynami s
over large time s ales and the periodi

attra tor be omes less important.

6.7 Robustness and transition to haos
In the following we will

he k the robustness of our results.

The

onsiderations

above hold for networks with inhibitory intera tions with innitesimal synapti
time

onstants. We investigate the inuen e of ex itatory intera tion and of synap-
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Figure 6.9: Destabilizing ee t of ex itation. (a) Re eiving an inhibitory input dereases the phase shift. (b) Re eiving an ex itatory input in reases the phase shift.
( ) Largest Lyapunov exponent measured for an in reasing fra tion of ex itatory
neurons starting with the network of Fig. (6.1)a-

and ending with the network

of Fig. (6.1)d-f. (d) Average ring rates of a single neuron
of ex itatory

onne tions in the network.

onstant, if we redu e the external
neurons (blue

versus number

urrent linearly with the number of ex itatory

< νi >≈ 0.23). Inset displays urrent strength
frequen y < νi >≈ 0.23. (Further details see text.)

rosses for

maintain network

ti

< νi >

The neurons' ring rate stays almost

urrents with nite duration. For small deviation from the networks

needed to

onsidered

above the stability properties are similar, for large fra tions of ex itatory neurons
and large temporal extent of synapti

urrents, we observe a transition to a

regime. For temporally extended synapti

haoti

urrents we assume that after a neuron

is reset all previous input is lost. Therefore, the state of a neuron is spe ied by its
last spike time and the spikes it has re eived afterwards. The phase representation
is thus not meaningful anymore and we tra k two traje tories by

omparing the

dieren es in the last spike time of the neurons and in the spike arrival times sin e
the last spikes. To keep the se tion

onsistent, we adopt this view when studying

the Lyapunov exponents of the ex itatory dynami s.

Ex itation
We have shown that in networks with purely inhibitory intera tions traje tories
underlying irregular spiking dynami s are typi ally stable. If the
tween two neurons is ex itatory, the phase shift of the postsynapti

onne tion beneuron after

the intera tion may ex eed its previous shift and the shift of the re eived spike.
Fig. 6.9a,b gives an illustration: A spike is simultaneously re eived in the perturbed
and in the unperturbed dynami s. The phase shift before and after appli ation of
(i)
the transfer fun tion Hε (φ) is shown for (a) an inhibitory input ( f. Eq. (6.3) and
(n)
is
(6.4)) and (b) and ex itatory input. For inhibitory input the phase shift δi
redu ed, this leads to the stable dynami s in purely inhibitorily
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oupled networks.

The ee t of ex itation is destabilizing. The phase shift
spike is re eived, the perturbations
The inverse of
given

In

ε>0

Ui (φ)

(n)

δi

an in rease when a

φ,

therefore we nd for a

an grow.

is monotoni ally in reasing with

Hε(i) (φ) = Ui−1 (U (φ) + ε) > Ui−1 (Ui (φ)) = φ.

(6.61)

(i)

Hε (φ)

ontrast to Eq. (6.20) the derivative of the transfer fun tion

is bounded

from below by

(i)

U ′ (φ)
dHε (φ)
 > 1.
 i
=
(i)
dφ
Ui′ Hε (φ)

(6.62)

( f. se . 5.11). This destabilizes the traje tory, be ause for the upper bound of

cmax < 1

(n)

cij

,

( f. Eq. (6.21)) does not hold. However, in a network with a small fra -

tion of ex itatory

onne tions, the traje tory is still stable. At an intera tion the

perturbation may in rease, but the stabilizing ee t of inhibitory inputs dominates
the dynami . We study the transition from the stable regime to
(a dis ussion of the
tions

haoti

haoti

dynami s

dynami s in networks with purely ex itatory intera -

an be found in [209℄). When in reasing the number of ex itatory

we in rease the mean ee tive input
de rease the external input
approximation, the
ex itatory

Ii

to keep the network rate

ν

onstant. Indeed, in good

urrent has to be de reased linearly with

onne tions

Ii ≡ I − kNE

ouplings,

urrent to the neurons. Thus we additionally

where

I

NE ,

is the original input

the number of
urrent.

To quantify the transition we estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent of the
system:

At the

nth

event, we denote with

n − W (n)

the earliest event whi h

still inuen es the future dynami s of the system expli itly. We apply an initial
perturbation of size

k∆0 k∞

to the event times

t0 , t−1 , . . . , t−W (0) ,

where

∆n = (∆tn , ∆tn−1 , . . . , ∆tn−W (n) )
is the perturbation ve tor at the

ti .

nth

event time and

∆ti

(6.63)
is the perturbation of

We evolve the system and res ale the perturbation ve tor

∆n

by

an

after ea h

event, so that the res aled perturbation ve tor is of the same size as the initial
′
perturbation, k∆n k∞ = k∆n · an k∞ = k∆0 k∞ . The largest Lyapunov exponent,
λmax , is then given by

n

λmax = lim λ(n)
n→∞

with

λ(n) :=

We observe a transition from a stable to a

haoti

1X
ln(a−1
i ).
n i=1
regime,

(6.64)

hara terized by a pos-

itive Lyapunov exponent. For small fra tion of ex itatory neurons the dynami s
is typi ally stable, the ee t of the inhibitory pulses dominates the dynami s and
on average a perturbation does not grow over time. With in reasing

NE ,

punov exponent in reases until the dynami

ourse, in our

numeri al simulations we
large

n.

The

haoti

be omes

haoti .

Of

the Lya-

an only study nite time Lyapunov exponents with very

dynami s may thus be transient. However, it dominates the
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network dynami s for very long times. Fig. 6.9 ,d shows some numeri al results: ( )
The largest Lyapunov exponent is measured for an in reasing fra tion of ex itatory
neurons starting with the network of Fig. (6.1)a-

and nishing with the network of

Fig. (6.1)d-f. The number of ex itatory neurons is in reased by su
ing one in oming inhibitory

essively

hoos-

onne tion per neuron to be ex itatory. The external

urrent, Ii , is redu ed linearly to
Ii ≡ I − kNE , where I = 4.0 is

keep the network rate un hanged a
the initial external

urrent,

ording to

k ≈ 0.05

is the number of ex itatory neurons. For a larger fra tion of ex itatory

and

NE

ouplings

we observe a transition to an unstable, haoti regime. The inset demonstrates the
−1
1 Pn
onvergen e of
i=1 ln(ai ) → λmax (exemplary shown for NE = 1040). (d)
n
Average ring rate of a single neuron < νi >. For a onstant external urrent
the rate in reases with in reasing fra tion of ex itatory neurons (bla k

Ii = 2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, 4.0, 4.2, 4.6).
onstant if we redu e the external
neurons (blue

urrent linearly with the number of ex itatory

rosses). We determined the value of

< νi > versus Ii
values (I i , NE ) that
the

rosses, for

The neurons' ring rate stays almost

NE

at the interse tion point of

urves with the desired frequen y by linear interpolation. The
give rise to the desired frequen y lie in good approximation

on a straight line with slope

−k ≈ −0.05

( f. Inset to (d)).

The results are parti ularly remarkable sin e in mean-eld des riptions of balan ed networks, as long as the mean input to ea h
where
ized

NE = 0

is

omparable to the regime where

NE

ell is the same, the regime
rea hes the number of real-

ouplings (with appropriately redu ed external ex itatory

urrent

Ii ).

Temporally extended intera tions
Up to now, we
is instantaneous.

onsidered

δ-

oupling, where the response to an a tion potential

However, in biologi al neuronal systems the postsynapti

ur-

rent has nite temporal extent. Thus, we investigate the inuen e of temporally
extended intera tions. The analysis gets more
permanently inuen ed by in oming signals.

ompli ated, be ause neurons are
In our model we assume that the

neuron looses the information about previously re eived spikes when it rea hes the
threshold and is reset.
We modify Eq. (6.1) by introdu ing an temporally extended intera tion kernel

g(t)

( f. se . 2.5) so that the evolution of the membrane potential is given by

N X
X

d
Vi = fi (Vi ) +
εij g t − tsjk − τij .
dt
j=1

(6.65)

k∈Z

In the following analysis we
−1
with time s ales γ

βe−βt

onsider single exponential

> β −1 > 0,

urrent is shorter than the membrane time

the time

ouplings,

onstant ( f. se . 2.2). As an exemplary

neuron model we study the leaky integrate-and-re neuron,
( f. se s. 2.4, 2.6) but the analysis

fi (Vi ) = −γVi (t) + Ii ,

an be easily extended to more

models and intera tion kernels.
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g(t) = Θ(t) ·

onstant of the postsynapti

omplex neuron
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Figure 6.10: Robustness and transition to
of the synapti
synapti

(Td+τ )/2

0
300

0

haos with in reasing temporal extent

urrent. (a) Largest Lyapunov exponent versus time

urrent.

(b) Stable periodi

tended intera tions.

( ) Time

150

time t

onstant of

pattern in a network with temporally ex-

ompressed, unstable pattern in a network with

temporally extended intera tions. (For details see text.)

Numeri al simulations show that the stability of the dynami s is robust against
introdu tion of synapti

urrents with small temporal extent, but on in rease of

temporal extension a transition to

haos o

urs. In Fig. 6.10, the largest Lyapunov

λP
max , in a random network (N = 50, |Pre(i)| ≡ 10, γ = 1, Ii ≡ 4.0,
τ = 0.125, j εij ≡ −3.3, τij ≡ 0.1) is estimated in dependen e of the de ay time
−1
onstant β of the synapti
urrent. For small time onstant β
, the dynami s behaves similar to the dynami s in with δ -pulse intera tions, in parti ular it is stable,
−1
the temporal extenthe largest Lyapunov exponent is negative. For in reasing β
exponent,

sion be omes more and more inuential and there is a transition to an unstable,
haoti

regime with positive largest Lyapunov exponent.

We now study the stability properties analyti ally. We denote the last spiking
time of neuron

i

before

tn

by

t0 (n, i) =

max

k∈Z;tsik ≤tn

(tsik ) ;

(6.66)

t = t0 (n, i) the potential of neuron i was reset to zero. The solution of Eq. (6.65)
ondition Vi (t0 (n, i)) = 0 is then given between the nth
and (n + 1)th network event by

Ii 
Vi,n (t) =
1 − e−γ(t−t0 (n,i))
γ
N


β XX
εij Θ trijk − t0 (n, i) Θ t − trijk
+
β − γ j=1
k∈Z


r
r
× e−γ (t−tijk ) − e−β (t−tijk ) ,
(6.67)

at

together with the initial

where

trijk = tsjk + τij

is the re eption time of the spike sent at
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tsjk

by neuron

j

to

neuron

i.

by neuron

The sum in Eq. (6.67) takes into a

i

between

t0 (n, i) ≤ t ≤ tn

ount all spikes whi h are re eived

Vi,n (t).
β → ∞,
neuron i would

and therefore inuen e the potential

In the limit of very short temporal extension of the postsynapti

urrent,

Eq. (6.67) be omes a solution of Eq. (6.1). After the nth event,
′
rea h the threshold at t under the assumption that there are no further inputs
′
after tn . A ording to Eq. (6.67), t is impli itly given by

VΘ,i − Vi,n (A, t = t′ ) = 0,
where

A

is the ve tor of the original event times

(6.68)

tn , . . . , tn−W ,

A = (tn , ..., tn−W ),
where we introdu ed

W = maxn (W (n)).

(6.69)

To estimate the ee t of a small pertur-

bation ∆tn , . . . , ∆tn−W of the event times tn , . . . , tn−W on the hypotheti al event
′
′
time t we linearize Eq. (6.68) at (A, t ). The Ja obian of t, Dt, with respe t to

tn , . . . , tn−W , is given by


∂t
∂t
Dt (A, t′ ) =
(A, t′ ) , . . . ,
(A, t′ )
∂tn
∂tn−W
−1

∂Vi,n
(A, t′ )
· DVi,n (A, t′ ) .
=−
∂t

former spike times,

The linearized estimation of the displa ement



.

∆t′ = Dt (A, t′ ) · 
=



t

via

t − tk





Vi,n (t) ( f. Eq. (6.67)), more pre isely the
k = n − W, . . . , n, yields the identity
−

∂Vi,n
∂Vi,n
(A, t′ ) =
(A, t′ ) .
∂tk
∂t

(6.71)

fa t that

Vi,n (t)

(6.72)

ondition

∂Vi,n
(A, t′ ) ≤ 0
∂tk
an

is then given by

for

k=n−W

we

t′

k=n−W

n
X

Under the

.
.
.

of

∆tn−W

−1

n
X
∂Vi,n
∂Vi,n
(A, t′ ) · ∆tk .
(A, t′ )
·
−
∂t
∂tk

The spe ial stru ture of
depends on

∆tn

∆t′

(6.70)

for all k

= n − W, . . . , n,

(6.73)

ombine Eq. (6.71) and Eq. (6.72) and nd bounds for the the displa ement

min

k=n−W,...n

(∆tk ) ≤ ∆t′ ≤
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max

k=n−W,...n

(∆tk ) .

(6.74)

i

Condition (6.73) implies that if neuron
the threshold is

sends or re eives a spike earlier, also

rossed earlier. This always holds for

with nite temporal extent it restri ts the

δ-

ouplings, for intera tions

lass of patterns as we show below.

Eq. (6.74) is an analog to Eq. (6.23), su iently small perturbations stay bounded
by the initial ones for nite times.
periodi

This dire tly implies Lyapunov stability for

orbits. For general irregular dynami s and to prove asymptoti

stability,

the propagation of pulses through the network has to be studied as for the nonlinear
stability analysis in the main part.
We now want to spe ify a lass of periodi patterns whi h are stable in a network
with temporally extended synapti
urrents. The inuen es of various events on
′
the Vi,n (A, t ) are as follows: For an inuential spike re eiving tk , Eq. (6.67) yields

where

ε∗ < 0



′
′
∂Vi,n
β
(A, t′ ) =
ε∗ γe−γ(t −tk ) − βe−β(t −tk ) ,
∂tk
β−γ
is the

(6.75)

oupling strength from the sending neuron. For the last spike

sending of neuron i,

tk = t0 (n, i),
∂Vi,n
(A, t′ ) = −I i e−γ(t−t0 (n,i)) < 0.
∂t0 (n, i)

For any other event

tk

tk

a displa ement of

has no inuen e on

(6.76)

Vi,n (t),

here

∂Vi,n
(A, t′ ) = 0.
∂tk
Therefore,

ondition (6.73) redu es to a

mulated as

t′ − tk >

ondition on Eq. (6.75) and

1
ln
β−γ

an be refor-

 
β
:= Td ,
γ

are the spikes arrival times at neuron

means that the

sin e the last reset

lass of patterns where ea h neuron

degenerate orbit is stable. This is
5 and of the previous se tions.
unstable periodi
haoti

i

(6.78)

t0 (n, i). This
i does not ross the threshold
for a time Td after re eiving a spike are stable. For β → ∞ the system tends to the
δ - pulse oupled system and indeed Td vanishes, limβ→∞ Td = 0 so that any nonwhere

tk

(6.77)

orbits

onsistent with the nonlinear analysis of

hapter

However, for temporally extended intera tions

orresponding to non-degenerate patterns exists and also

dynami s is possible ( f. Fig. 6.10a).

To illustrate our analyti al ndings, in Fig. 6.10b, , we used a generalization
of the method introdu ed in
temporally extended

hapter 4 and designed networks of ve neurons with

ouplings (β

= 8,

delay

predened spike patterns (upper panel).
dierent inter-spike-intervals.

τij = τ = 0.125)

that realize two

Both patterns are the same, but with

∆T = T d + τ ,
Td after re eiving
∆T = (Td + τ ) /2. The

In (b) all spikes are separated by

whi h ensures that a neuron never spikes within a time period
a spike; in ( ) we

hoose the inter-spike-intervals smaller

lower panels illustrates the stability properties: The spike times of the dierent
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neurons are plotted relative to the spiking of neuron

1

in verti al dire tion. The

horizontal dire tion is simulated time, dierent olors indi ate spike times of the ve
dierent neurons. At

ertain points in time (blue arrows) the network dynami s is

perturbed. Indeed, in agreement with our analyti al ndings the dynami s in (b) is
stable: After a perturbation of size

≈ 0.2 (maximum norm), the dynami

s

onverge

towards the periodi orbit. The dynami s in ( ) is unstable: a perturbation of size
≈ 10−12 leads to a divergen e from the unstable periodi orbit.

6.8 Con lusion and outlook
We have shown that generi

traje tories whi h give rise to the irregular balan ed

state are exponentially stable in purely inhibitory strongly
neurons with delayed

onne ted networks of

ouplings and with innitesimal synapti

Analyti ally, we have shown that the generi

time

ourse.

irregular dynami s, well des ribed

by the Poissonian approximation, is generated by exponentially stable traje tories.

The proof is based on the observation that intera tions lead to averaging

between perturbations. Following the detailed spread of perturbations through a
strongly

onne ted network, we have shown that this leads to an exponential de ay

of perturbations as long as events are not inter hanged. Using a Poissonian approximation, we observed that the minimum of the margins between potential future
events de ays mu h more slowly, namely algebrai ally, in agreement with numeri al
simulations. This allows su iently small perturbations to stay smaller than the
minimal margin between events and to de ay without

hanging event order and

generating a large perturbation. We argued that the dynami s ultimately has to
onverge to a periodi

orbit. In the previous

hapter,

h. 5, it was not ne essary to

show the exponential de ay for stable dynami s. This is ultimately a
of the existen e of a minimal margin in non-degenerate periodi

onsequen e

dynami s.

We numeri ally illustrated and rened our analyti al results. For rather small,
sparse networks we showed that indeed the dynami s

onverges to a periodi

orbit,

the irregular stable transient however grows exponentially with network size so that
the transient dynami s dominates for larger networks.
Finally, we studied the robustness of our results against
numeri ally and analyti ally by introdu tion of ex itatory
du ing nite synapti

de ay time

hanges in the model

ouplings and by intro-

onstants and spe ied the transition to

haoti

dynami s.
Previous numeri al simulations ( f. se . 6.1) on a sub lass of the networks
sidered were interpreted as suggesting unstable dynami s [76℄. In
pler networks without

on-

ontrast, in sim-

oupling delay, stable dynami s was found when numeri ally

investigating weakly diluted or analyti ally investigating fully

onne ted networks

[208, 98℄. We have now analyti ally shown that the dynami s is stable for networks
with more general topology and with

oupling delay. The results presented allow

to explain the me hanisms leading to the numeri al observations given in Ref. [76℄.
Details are given in appendix A.
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Our results yield new insights in the balan ed state of neural networks whi h
is

onsidered a model for the ground state of

that in a large and important

orti al dynami s [10℄. We have seen

lass of networks the dynami s is irregular but stable

and may thus be predi table ( f. the

on ept of stable

haos [156, 208℄). The

sequen es of stable irregular dynami s for neural systems, espe ially

on-

omputational

issues remain to be investigated. Also, it is ne essary to nd more detailed models
with this type of dynami s.
Another interesting dire tion for future resear h is to study the large
the number of inputs stays

onstant when

N

N

limit. If

tends to innity (the network be omes

arbitrarily sparse) we expe t that the size of basin of attra tion of the traje tories
might not tend to zero sin e only inter hanges of potential future events at a
parti ular neuron

auses neighboring traje tories to deviate.

Our results shed new light on irregularity in neural networks whi h is often
asso iated with

haoti

dynami s.

In the networks

onsidered, the dynami s is

stable. The origin of the highly irregular dynami s has to be further investigated.
The fa t that in small and in homogeneous networks the dynami s qui kly onverges
to periodi

orbits suggests an important role of high dimensionality and network

heterogeneities.
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Chapter 7
Propagation of syn hrony in
random neural networks
Re ent experiments show that ex itatory inputs simultaneously arriving at a neuron
an lead to a somati EPSP that is supra-linearly enhan ed ompared to the linearly
added EPSPs in response to individual inputs [82, 13, 157, 71, 70℄. In the following
hapter, we study the dynami s of random re urrent networks of spiking neuron
models that intera t synapti ally with dendriti
We repla e the

integration that is supra-additive.

ommonly used linear and additive

oupling of ex itatory synapti

inputs by experimentally observed, nonlinear, supra-additive
71, 70℄. We nd that purely random networks are

oupling [13, 157,

apable of stably propagating

syn hronous spiking a tivity within a re urrent network if the

oupling is supra-

additive.
Using analyti al arguments and numeri al simulations, we study

onditions

for networks with propagating dynami s and the transition from networks with
non-propagating dynami s. In a deterministi

approximation, upon in reasing the

strength of non-additivity, a tangent bifur ation

reates a stable xed point for the

mean size of a syn hronous pulse, enabling propagation. Our results in parti ular
suggest that additional stru tural features of the network
super-imposed feed-forward stru tures in `synre

onne tivity, su h as

hains' [3, 83, 54℄, whi h have

been proposed as a model for the generation of pre ise spike timing, may not be
required for the propagation of syn hronous spiking a tivity and the generation of
pre ise spike timing in re urrent networks.

7.1 State of the art
A famous model for the propagation of syn hrony through neural networks are
`synre

hains'. Synre

hains

onsist of groups of neurons that are feedforwardly

onne ted via ex itatory onne tions to a hain. When these feedforward stru tures
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are embedded in an otherwise random network, they allow syn hronous a tivity to
su

essively propagate from one group in the

hain to the next [3, 83, 54, 18℄. A

related modeling study investigated if strengthening of already existing
in a random network

onne tions

ould lead to propagation of syn hrony in networks of leaky

integrate-and-re neurons with temporally extended synapti

urrents. While ring

rate signals propagate over six groups of neurons when the

onne ting ex itatory

synapses are signi antly strengthened (by a fa tor of

12 − 16

ompared with other

onne tions), this does not lead to propagation of pre ise syn hrony sin e the strong
ex itatory onne tions lead to multiple spikes in response to syn hronous pulses and
thus to lengthening of pulse pa kets. Propagation of syn hrony over six groups of
neurons

an be a hieved by strongly in reasing synapse strength (fa tor

30)

and

additionally de reasing the responsiveness of neurons within the groups (fa tor

10

ompared to neurons that do not belong to a group) [201℄.
Several models for neurons exist that in orporate nonlinear dendriti
tions.

intera -

There are highly detailed multi- ompartment models of neurons in CA1,

that ree t the detailed morphology and ion

hannel distribution of neurobiologi-

al neurons [13, 153, 71℄. These models also show dendriti

spikes and the response

properties agree with those of neurobiologi ally re orded neurons. Also more abstra t models suited for studies in dis rete time and in rate models have been
derived (e.g. [127, 128, 130, 129, 12, 154℄).
integration, segments of the dendriti

In the two-layer model of synapti

tree a t as separate thresholded sub-units.

The outputs of these subunits are gathered in a se ond layer and thresholded to
produ e the overall response of the

ell. (The extension to the multi-layer model

with more than two layers is straightforward.) For sigmoidal threshold fun tions
that a t on linearly summated inputs, this simple model predi ts the rate response
properties of a highly detailed

ompartmental model very well [154℄. Also the

putational abilities of dendriti
been studied (e.g. [130, 12℄,
spiking single

om-

nonlinearity in dierent neural mi ro ir uits have
f. [129, 112℄ for reviews).

However, up to now, no

ompartment model that in orporates nonlinear dendriti

enhan e-

ment has been established and there is no study about the inuen e of nonlinear
dendriti

intera tions on the dynami s of re urrent spiking neural networks.

7.2 The model
How an we in orporate non-additive oupling in single ompartment spiking neural
network models? Non-additive

oupling due to fast dendriti

spikes is observed for

syn hronous inputs, where `syn hronous' means `with time dieren e of about
or less' [13℄. We idealize this by

onsidering

exa tly

2ms

syn hronous inputs, i.e. spikes

that arrive at identi al times.
Usually, the input strength due to several exa tly syn hronous inputs is

on-

sidered to be the sum of the input strengths of the individual inputs ( f. se .
4.4). We model nonlinear enhan ement and saturation by modulating the linearly
summed strengths of ex itatory inputs with a nonlinear, sigmoid-like fun tion
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σ

( f. [128, 129, 154℄). We further assume that the synapses have innitesimal time
ourse and that the delay

τ

response is

on-

stant for all neurons. In parti ular, ring due to supra-threshold ex itation o

between spike sending and somati

urs

pre isely after the delay time

τ.

These assumptions are appropriate for the de-

s ription of neurons with fast dendriti
dendriti

spikes [13℄ o

ur

τ = 5ms

spikes: A tion potentials mediated by fast

after stimulation with sub-millise ond inter-

and intra-neuronal jitter while the a tion potential timing strongly varies in time if
no dendriti

spike is eli ited. Indeed, the supra-threshold ex itation of interest in

our model network will mostly be due to nonlinearly enhan ed ex itatory inputs.
Further, we will in lude a
not only o

onstant input

urrent guaranteeing that spiking does

ur due to supra-threshold ex itation and thus also impre ise responses

exist.
Sin e the synapti

urrents have innitesimal time

spiking and re eiving o

onstant delay, all postsynapti
If two of the postsynapti

neurons will re eive the input at the same time.

neurons re eiving an ex itatory input are su iently

lose to the threshold, the input
they re simultaneously.
the postsynapti

ourse, pre isely syn hronous

urs in the networks. If a neuron sends a spike, due to the

an be supra-threshold for both neurons, and

The generated spikes in turn simultaneously arrive at

targets and neurons postsynapti

to both sending neurons re eive

exa tly syn hronous inputs.
In general, if a group of neurons res simultaneously, a subset of neurons in
the network will re eive spikes pre isely after the delay time

τ.

whi h this input is supra-threshold re simultaneously and thus
a further group and so on. In this way,
network. We

onsider

The neurons for
an in turn ex ite

hains of syn hronous pulses o

ur in the

hains generated by stimulating an initial group of neurons

to re simultaneously and analyze their evolution. We will see that they qui kly
die out (i.e. the pulse-sizes de ay to the level of spontaneously syn hronous pulses)
in linearly

oupled random networks.

In

networks with similar parameters, they

ontrast, in nonlinear

oupled random

an persist embedded in the ba kground

a tivity.
To allow for theoreti al predi tions based on the diusion approximation, se . 2.10,
in this

hapter we spe ialize on networks of leaky integrate-and-re neurons intro-

du ed in se . 2.6. The s heme of in orporating nonlinear
by modulating pre isely syn hronous inputs is of
model with instantaneous synapti

oupling in the networks

ourse appli able to any network

oupling, in parti ular to networks of Mirollo-

Strogatz neurons ( h. 3) and we expe t the des ribed ee ts of nonlinear

oupling

to be largely independent of the neuron model.
We

onsider re urrent random networks of

N

leaky integrate-and-re neurons.

The probability for the existen e of a dire ted synapti

oupling between two neu-

p0 , the probabilities for the oupling being ex itatory and inhibitory are
pEx and pIn = 1 − pEx , respe tively. The dynami s of the membrane potential Vl of
neuron l in a network with linear oupling is given by Eq. (2.18). We now olle t

rons is
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the spike events into pulses of simultaneously sent spikes and rewrite Eq. (2.18) as

X X
dVl (t)
εlj δ(t − tf − τ ) + I0 ,
= −γVl (t) +
dt

(7.1)

f ∈Z j∈M(f )

where

f

labels the sending times in the network and

time. Further, we introdu ed the set
at the

f th

M (f )

tf

is the network's

f th sending

olle ting the neurons sending a spike

sending time,

M (f ) = {j : ∃n : tsjn = tf },

(7.2)

s

where tjn are the spike times of neuron j . As in the pre eding hapters, the inverse
membrane time onstant γ = 1/τmem measures the dissipation of the system, εlj
is the

oupling strength from neuron

j

to neuron

l

and

τ

the transmission delay.

onstant external input I0 . When the membrane po−
tential rea hes or ex eeds the threshold, Vl (t ) ≥ Θ, it is reset to Vl (t) = Vr . We
f
now introdu e the sets M1,l (f ), olle ting the spikes sent at t that have an ex if
tatory ee t on neuron l , and M2,l (f ), olle ting the spikes sent at t that have an

Ea h neuron re eives some

inhibitory ee t on neuron l ,

M1,l (f ) ={j : (εlj > 0 ∧ ∃n : tsjn = tf )},
s

(7.3)

f

M2,l (f ) ={j : (εlj < 0 ∧ ∃n : tjn = t )}.

(7.4)

Introdu ing these denitions, Eq. (7.1) reads

dVl (t)
= − γVl (t)
dt
Xh X
+
f

X

εlj +

j∈M2,l (f )

j∈M1,l (f )

i

εlj δ t − tf − τ + I0 .

(7.5)

Sin e inhibition and ex itation often a t at dierent pla es at a single neuron, we
assume that the inhibition has no inuen e on the nonlinear dendriti
further do not a
driti

ount for the inuen e of synapti

intera tions. This inuen e

bran hes [157℄. We

ee ts. We

position on the nonlinear den-

an be strong due to the diversity of dendriti

onsider model neurons with one nonlinear dendrite where the

ex itatory onta ts of the presynapti neurons onsidered end and nonlinearly intera t. The nonlinear

oupling is modeled by a nonlinear fun tion

σ

whi h modulates

the total ex itatory input,

dVl (t)
= − γVl (t)
dt
Xh 
+
σ
f

X

j∈M1,l (f )


εlj +

X

j∈M2,l (f )
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i

εlj δ t − tf − τ + I0

(7.6)
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Sigmoidal dendriti

maps the somati

summation fun tion.

The intera tion fun tion

peak EPSP expe ted for additive intera tion of inputs to the a -

tual peak EPSP strength. Due to the presen e of fast dendriti

spikes ( f. se . 2.1),

there is nonlinear enhan ement of inputs when the input strength passes a threshold

Va .

The values for

Va , Vb

and

Vc

are

hosen in agreement with biologi al data

[157℄.

whi h redu es for

σ(ε) = ε

with linear additive

to the usual leaky integrate-and-re network model

oupling. Interestingly, the fun tion

the experimental literature.

potential in response to arriving spikes, the
oupling

εlj

potential (EPSP) in a stimu-

lation paradigm where all other inputs, in parti ular
urrent based and linear in

separate inputs

ε1 + ... + εn .

ε1 , ..., εn

an be dire tly read o

oupling strength of some ex itatory

equals the peak ex itatory postsynapti

our model is

σ

Due to the innitesimal rise time of the membrane

Vl ,

I0 ,

are set to zero. Also, sin e

the sum of the EPSPs in response to

equals the EPSP in response to one input with strength

The nonlinear

oupling fun tion

σ

now has a straightforward interpre-

tation: It maps the peak EPSP strength expe ted from linearly adding the
strengths

P

j∈M1,l (f ) εlj

mental literature as hara terization of nonlinear dendriti
fun tion

σ(ε)

oupling

to the a tual value. This is given in instan es of experienhan ement [157℄. The

was experimentally found to have a sigmoidal shape, a linear part

with slope one for small values of
the non-additive

ε

and saturation at high values. We thus model

σ(ε) = ε at
ε ≥ Vb , and

oupling by a linear behavior

onstant saturation

σ(ε) = Vc

between these values,

at high values

f. Fig. 7.1.

low values

ε ≤ Va ,

linearly interpolate

a

σ

If not stated otherwise, the parameters used

Va = 2mV for the onset of supra-additivity, Vb = 4mV
for the onset of saturation and Vc = 6mV for the level of saturation, in agreement
1
with experimental measurements [157℄. The network parameters are N = 1000,
p0 = 0.3, pEx = pIn = 0.5, τmem = 8ms = 1/γ , τ = 5ms, I0 τmem = 17.6mV,
in the examples below are

1 The values orient at [157℄ derived for slow dendriti spikes. In [13℄, the onset of nonlinearity
and the level of saturation lie higher, the values are used in

h. 8. Employing dierent parameter

values does not

hapter.

hange the qualitative results of the re ent
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Θ = 16mV, Vr = 0mV and εlj = 0.2mV if the oupling from neuron j to neuron l
is ex itatory and εlj = −0.2mV if it is inhibitory. Isolated neurons show spiking
with period T0,l ≈ 19.2ms.

7.3 Syn hrony in linearly and non-linearly oupled
networks
At time t0 , we ex ite a group of neurons with size

g0′ to re syn

ause a subgroup of the neurons whi h are postsynapti

hronously. This may

to group

0 to re an exa

tly

syn hronous pulse sin e they re eive supra-threshold ex itation. These neurons in
turn potentially

ause a subgroup of their postsynapti

re et . We study the

neurons to syn hronously

hains of ring events resulting from this me hanism. Due

τ

and the innitely short rise time of the EPSPs,
gk′ members
of the k th pulse are the only neurons to re pre isely at t0 + kτ , k ∈ N.
to the identi al

su h a

hain

oupling delays

an be easily separated from ba kground a tivity: The

First, we onsider the propagation of syn hronous pulses in networks with purely

linear, additive

oupling. For su h networks, we nd that

hains of syn hronous

spiking a tivity rapidly die out, i.e. the pulse-sizes redu e to the level of spontaneous
syn hronization,

f. Fig. 7.2, 7.4,

In a nonlinearly

agation of syn hrony is stable. A
large pulse-size

onsistent with previous studies [54, 201℄.

oupled network, for a broad set of parameters

Va , Vb , Vc ,

prop-

hain started with a large enough, but not too

an persist for a long time. After a few steps the pulse-sizes rea h

a level where they u tuate around some mean value ( f. Fig. 7.3). Spontaneously
syn hronized pulses are small and do not rea h the size-threshold for stable propagation.
This stable propagation of syn hrony
pulses behave as for linear, additive

an be intuitively understood.

oupling, i.e. the

Small

hains usually die out after

a few steps and do not give rise to larger pulses. Thus, the probability for larger
pulses to o

ur spontaneously is su iently small so that the ba kground a tivity is

stable. If a larger initial pulse is ex ited, e.g. by external stimulation, postsynapti
neurons get su ient ex itatory input so that the nonlinearity be omes ee tive.
Sin e inhibition only in reases linearly, the number of postsynapti
whi h ex itation dominates is larger than in the linearly

neurons for

oupled networks. This

auses more neurons to re in response to the pulse. For pulses with ertain
g ′ , the mean number of neurons usually ring in response to it an then
′
ex eed g so that the number of neurons syn hronized in ea h step of the hain
sizes

grows. However, if the pulse-size be omes too large, saturation of the ex itatory
inputs sets in while inhibition still grows. Thus the size of the responding neuron
group de ays. Additionally, if the membrane time
transmission delay

τ , neurons that were a

onstant

τmem

is larger than the

tive in the previous pulse are in a relative

refra tory period when the spikes arrive. Indeed, in Figs. (7.2, 7.3) neurons ring
syn hronously at

t0

do not send spikes at

t0 + τ .

So the number of neurons able

to respond de reases if the previous pulse grows. Taken together, the pulse-size
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Figure 7.2: Syn hrony does not propagate in networks of linearly
Panel ( ) shows the spiking a tivity of the rst

200

oupled neurons.

neurons in a network of

neurons (parameters of the network, see text) versus time. A

pulses is initiated by applying external supra-threshold inputs to the rst
rons at time

t0 = 150ms.

pulse within the
pulses of the

Red

1000

hain of syn hronous

100 neu-

olored spikes are sent as part of a syn hronous

hain. Gray lines indi ate the times

t0 + kτ , k ∈ {0, ..., 8},

where

hain of size larger than zero are present. The de ay of pulse-sizes

is illustrated by part (a), showing the size of pulses isolated from the ba kground
a tivity.

(b) displays the number of spikes per bin of

1ms

taken over the entire

network. Only for the rst two pulses the spike rate (measured per bin of

1ms)

is enhan ed due to presen e of large syn hronous pulses and the pulse a tivity is
distinguishable from ba kground a tivity.
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Figure 7.3: Syn hrony propagates in networks with supra-additive
( ) shows the spiking a tivity of the rst
(parameters see text). At time

200 neurons in

t0 = 150ms

oupling. Panel

1000 neurons
100 neurons is

a network of

a syn hronous pulse of

initiated by external supra-threshold inputs. The pulse-sizes of the initiated

hain

are illustrated in part (a) of the gure. (b) The presen e of larger syn hronized
pulses is ree ted by

hanges in the network rate.

number of spikes sent per bin of

1ms.

The histogram displays the

(See Fig. 7.2 for further des ription).
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within the

hain

an stay stably within a

ertain range of pulse-sizes

g′.

7.4 Analysis of propagating and non-propagating
states
We studied the evolution of pulse-sizes numeri ally and analyti ally. Numeri ally,

P (gi+1 |gi ), with random variables gi+1 , gi , i ∈ N0 , des ribing the
′
′
pulse-sizes and assuming values in {1, ..., N }. P (gi+1 = gi+1 |gi = gi ) is the proba′
′
bility that the ith pulse with gi simultaneously ring neurons auses a pulse of gi+1
neurons to re simultaneously in response [144, 7℄. From the onditional probabil′
ities, the mean size of a pulse following a pulse of size gi an be derived, i.e. the
onditional expe tation
we measured

E(gi+1 |gi = gi′ ) =

N
X

jP (gi+1 = j|gi = gi′ ).

(7.7)

j=1

Both in networks of linearly and nonlinearly
of transition probabilities between the sizes

g0

oupled neurons, the distributions
and

g1

of the initial and the rst

pulse (Figs. 7.4, 7.5) are qualitatively similar to the transition probabilities between
sizes of later pulses. Further, they are expe ted to approximately fulll the Markov
property. As an example, Fig. 7.6a,b,e show the transition probabilities P (g2 =
g2′ |g1 = g1′ , g0 = g0′ ) for dierent values of g0′ . Indeed, the probability distributions
′
′
′
′
are largely independent from g0 , P (g2 |g1 = g1 , g0 = g0 ) ∼ P (g2 |g1 = g1 ).

i−1 are lose to being equilibrated, i.e.
P (V ) is lose to the one of nonparti ipating neurons, when the spikes from pulse i arrive. This is a onsequen e of
the hoi e of parameters τ and γ and the balan e between ex itation and inhibition
In general, neurons parti ipating in pulse

the probability density of their membrane potential

(We note that total ex itation dominates due to the presen e of supra-threshold
input

urrent

I0

to ea h neuron). If

τmem = 1/γ

approa hes

of earlier pulses inuen e the transition probabilities from

gi

kτ with k = 2, sizes
gi+1 sin e neurons

to

ring in earlier pulses are still relatively refra tory and not ex itable.
The results displayed in Fig. 7.6 were derived initiating syn hronous pulses of
g0′ , twi e (with dierent initial onditions and at dierent times t0 ) in 1500
dierent random networks. In Fig. 7.6a, ,e, only a se tion of the transition matrix
′
is displayed sin e stimulation of an initial pulse of size g0 evokes responses with the
′
rather lo alized probability distribution P (g1 |g0 = g0 ) (g1 annot be predened). In
′
ontrast, the probability distributions P (g10 |g0 = g0 ) are better extended over the
interval of interest so that Fig. 7.6b,d,f shows the entire distribution in the interval

size

of interest. In Fig. 7.6b,

hains that already de ayed to the level of spontaneous
′
′
g10
to sparser data for P (g11 |g10 = g10 ). The gure
′
shows that the transition probabilities are still qualitatively similar to P (g1 |g0 = g0 )
despite the fa t that the presen e of large syn hronous pulses of ourse inuen es
syn hronization lead for larger
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of syn hronous pulses in linearly oupled networks. Probabil′
ity distributions P (g1 |g0 = g0 ), i.e. distribution of pulse-size g1 at t0 +τ in response
′
′
to a pulse of size g0 = g0 and mean responses E(g1 |g0 = g0 ) (green squares) are
plotted against the initial pulse-size. Error of the mean (2σ - onden e interval)

has the size of the plot symbol. Numeri al results were derived by initiating syn-

1, 7, 13, ..., 181, twi e (with dierent initial onditions and at
50 dierent random networks (parameters as in Fig. 7.2). An
E(g1 |g0 ) derived from diusion approximation is given by the

hronous pulses of size
dierent times t0 ) in
analyti al result for

blue dots. The result of a semi-analyti al approa h (see text) is given by red dots.
Under stationary and Markovian assumption this representation

an be interpreted

as a statisti al iterated map, i.e. as the transition matrix of a homogeneous Markov
hain ( f. 2.9). There is no area from where the pulse-sizes do not qui kly

onverge

with high probability to the level of spontaneously syn hronized neuron groups.
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Figure 7.5: Evolution of syn hronous pulses in nonlinearly oupled networks. Prob′
′
ability distributions P (g1 |g0 = g0 ), and mean responses E(g1 |g0 = g0 ) (green
squares) are plotted against the initial pulse. Numeri al results were derived by
initiating syn hronous pulses of size
ditions and at dierent times

t0 )

1, 7, 13, ..., 181, twi e (with dierent initial on50 dierent random networks (parameters as

in

in Fig. 7.3). An analyti al estimate derived from diusion approximation and
ne tivity properties of the random network for

E(g1 |g0 ) is

dots give the values derived from a semi-analyti al approximation. In
Fig. 7.4, the probability for

on-

given by blue dots. Red

hains with pulse-sizes between

G1

and

G3

ontrast to
to

onverge

to the level of spontaneously syn hronized pulses is rather low (see also Fig. 7.6):
There is a stable propagating state in the network.
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Figure 7.6: Later evolution of syn hronous pulses in nonlinear networks. Panels
′
′
′
a, ,e: Se tion of the transition matrix P (g2 = g2 |g1 = g1 , g0 = g0 ) from pulse 1
′
′
′
′
to pulse 2 for xed values of g0 , (a) g0 = 75, ( ) g0 = 100, (e) g0 = 125 (gray
′
′
shaded) and onditional expe tations E(g2 |g1 = g1 , g0 = g0 ) (green boxes). Panels
′
′
′
b,d,f: Transition matrix P (g11 = g11 |g10 = g10 , g0 = g0 ) from pulse 10 to pulse
′
′
′
11 for xed values of g0 , (b) g0 = 75, (d) g0 = 100, (f ) g0′ = 125 (gray shaded)
′
′
and onditional expe tations E(g11 |g10 = g10 , g0 = g0 ) (green boxes). Errors of the
onditional expe tations (2σ

onden e interval) are highlighted by error bars.
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the overall network dynami s.

Indeed, quantitatively, there are dieren es: The

pulse-sizes are shifted to larger values.

E(g1 |g0 ) and P (g1 |g0 ) yield

For the rst steps of evolution,

a good understand-

ing of the me hanism that leads to stable propagation of syn hronization ( f. also
′
se . 7.6). For networks of linearly oupled neurons, ea h pulse of g0 ≥ G0 ≈ 4,
′
where G0 is the interse tion point of the interpolated E(g1 |g0 = g0 )-values with
the diagonal ( f. Fig. 7.4), ex ites on average pulses with smaller size. Indeed, due

to similarity of transition matri es in later steps, all su h pulses die out qui kly.
Also for dierent network parameters investigated, the shape of the
same. In rease of ex itation for example only shifted

G0

urve stays the

to higher values, whi h

ould lead to instability in the ba kground dynami s (every spike evokes a

hain of

large syn hronous pulses) but not to propagation of syn hrony in front of a stable
ba kground of asyn hronous spikes. In
neurons there

ontrast, in networks of nonlinearly

an be a zone of propagation where

oupled

hains with larger pulse-sizes per-

sist. These are roughly bounded by the se ond interse tion point with the diagonal

G1

and by

G3

( f. 7.5). Pulses with size between

to responses between

G1

and

G3 .

to evoke pulses with size between
distribution allows pulses between
su iently high probability, the
larger than

G3

G1

and

Pulses with size between

G2 are expe ted to lead
G1 and G3 are expe ted

G1 and G3 again. However, if the probability
G1 and G3 to assume values larger than G3 with

hains will die out rather qui kly: Pulses with sizes

typi ally evoke pulses with sizes smaller than

G1

and these have

a high probability to de ay to zero. Thus, the emergen e of a narrower peak in
E(gi+1 |gi = gi′ ) shifted to higher values as seen for later stages of evolution ( f.

Fig. 7.6)

an promote dying out of

hains if it be omes too pronoun ed.

7.5 Analyti al derivation of the transition probabilities
The analyti al derivation of
the large

N

P (gi+1 |gi )

is based on the diusion approximation in

limit (in parti ular, we did not

onsider quen hed disorder, i.e. dier-

en es between neurons due to network heterogeneity). We approximate the inputs
from ba kground a tivity with Poissonian spike trains.
spikes o

Then, no simultaneous

ur due to ba kground a tivity and therefore no nonlinear enhan ement

of inputs. In this approximation, the mean and the varian e of the input are given
by Eqs. (2.20, 2.21). Taking the

onstant external input

rewriting the equations in the notation of this

urrent into a

ount and

hapter, yields for the mean input

and its varian e

µ =I0 + p0 N ν(pEx εEx + pIn εIn ),

(7.8)

2

(7.9)

2

2

σ =p0 N ν(pEx εEx + pIn εIn ),
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where

ν

is the network frequen y, that is determined by the self- onsisten y equa-

tion Eq. (2.30),

1=ν

√ Z γΘ√U −µ
γσ
π
exp(u2 )(1 + erf(u))du.
−µ
γ γV√rγσ

(7.10)

P (V ) is given ( f. se . 2.29) by
 Z ΘU



(γV − µ)2
2ν
(γs − µ)2
ds,
Θ
(s
−
V
P (V ) = 2 exp −
r ) exp
σ
γσ 2
γσ 2
V

Finally, the probability density

for

V ≤ ΘU

time

P (V ) = 0

and

for

V > ΘU .

(7.11)

Sin e the synapses have innitesimal

ourse, the arrival of a spike with strength

ε

at some neuron leads to an

ε. Thus, the probability
F (ε) that a neuron is ex ited above threshold when it re eives an input of strength
ε, is the probability that its membrane potential is larger than ΘU − ε. In terms
of P (V ), this probability is given by
Z ΘU
P (V )dV,
F (ε) =
(7.12)
instantaneous jump in the membrane potential about

ΘU −ε

f. Fig. 7.7, the
for

V > ΘU

umulative distribution fun tion from the right (sin e

we

+∞).
strength ε

ould repla e the upper bound by

probability that a neuron re eives an input of
neuron group of size

gi = k .

from a syn hronized

Our network has the topology of an Erdös-Rényi

random graph with probability
probability that this

P (V ) = 0

We now derive the

p0

for the existen e of a

oupling is ex itatory and

oupling,

pIn = 1 − pEx

pEx

for the

that it is inhibitory.

In parti ular, there are no separate ex itatory and inhibitory neuron populations
( f. se . 2.2). Thus, the
group

oupling re eived from a spe i

three possible out omes, ex itatory
with

neuron in the syn hronized

an be interpreted as the result of a generalized Bernoulli Experiment with
orresponding probabilities

neuron re eives

k − j1 − j2

j1

ex itatory,

j2

oupling, inhibitory

p0 pEx , p0 pIn , (1 − p0 ).

inhibitory

oupling and no

oupling,

The probability that a

onne tions and no

onne tions from

neurons of the syn hronized group, is given by the the multinomial

distribution

M (k, j1 , j2 ) =



k
j1 , j2 , k − j1 − j2

with the multinomial





(p0 pEx )j1 (p0 pIn )j2 (1 − p0 )k−j1 −j2 ,

(7.13)

oe ient

k
j1 , j2 , k − j1 − j2



The ee tive input resulting from these

=

k!
.
j1 !j2 !(k − j1 − j2 )!

(7.14)

onne tions in a network where the simul-

taneous ex itatory inputs are modulated with the

oupling fun tion

σ

( f. Eq. 7.6)

is then given by

ε(j1 , j2 ) = σ(j1 εEx ) + j2 εIn .
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(7.15)
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Probability density

P (V )

of the membrane potentials during ba k-

ground a tivity in networks of linearly (a) and nonlinearly ( )
bars show probability density
(parameters see text). Bla k
approximation
o

P (V ).

Pa t (V )

oupled neurons. Red

as measured in a network of

1000

neurons

urves show the theoreti al predi tion from Poissonian

In Poissonian approximation no pre isely syn hronous spikes

ur, so the theoreti al predi tion is identi al in both

ases. Further, sin e the

spontaneously syn hronized neuron groups do not rea h su ient size to generate
input pulses larger than the threshold

Va ,

also the measured probability densities

are indistinguishable. The measured distribution deviates from the theoreti al predi tion due to nite size ee ts. The

orresponding distributions

ba kwards from threshold, are given in (b) (linear
ear

oupling).

Fa t (ε)

deviations of

Pa t (V )

from

P (V )

urves) near

near threshold.
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integrated

Pa t (V ) (red bars) deviates
V = 0 as a onsequen e of the

as derived from the measured

from the theoreti al predi tions (bla k

F (ε),

oupling) and in (d) (nonlin-

The joint probability that a neuron re eives

j1

j2 inhibitory
F (ε(j1 , j2 ))M (k, j1 , j2 ). We
dominates, sin e F (ε) = 0 for ε < 0.
ex itatory inputs and

inputs and is ex ited above threshold is then given by
note that this probability is zero if inhibition

The total spike sending probability for an equilibrated neuron in response to a
previous pulse of size

k

is the sum

P s (k) =

k k−j
X1
X

F (ε(j1 , j2 ))M (k, j1 , j2 ).

(7.16)

gi = k neurons were a
N −k neurons that are ex itable enough to rea

t to the syn hronous

j1 =0 j2 =0
If in the simultaneously spiking group
time

τ

there are

tive, after the delay

input with supra-threshold ring (as mentioned above, this depends on the size

τmem = 1/γ

of

relative to

τ ).

We will further assume that these neurons are

equilibrated. Then, the ring of one of these neurons
of a Bernoulli experiment with probability

P s (k).

neurons re in response to a syn hronous pulse of

B(N − k, P s (k)),

an be

onsidered as result

The probability that

k

gi+1 = j

neurons is then binomially,

distributed,

P (gi+1 = j|gi = k) =





N −k
j

P s (k)j (1 − P s (k))N −k−j .

(7.17)

The expe ted number of neurons ring in response to a syn hronous pulse of size

k

is the

onditional expe tation

E(gi+1 |gi = k) =

N
−k
X

E(gi+1 |gi = k),

jP (gi+1 = j|gi = k)

j=0

=(N − k)P s (k)
=(N − k)

k k−j
X1
X

F (ε(j1 , j2 ))

j1 =1 j2 =0



k
j1 , j2 , k − j1 − j2

(p0 pEx )j1 (p0 pIn )j2 (1 − p0 )k−j1 −j2 .
The analyti ally derived values for

E(gi+1 |gi )

with

i=0

deviations of

P (V )

×
(7.18)

agree well with the nu-

meri ally derived values as shown in Fig. 7.4 for the network with linear
and in Fig. 7.5 for network with nonlinear



ouplings

ouplings. Deviations are due to the

from the a tual probability

Pa t (V )

in the network ( f. Fig.

7.7), due to the fa t that the neurons are not absolutely refra tory and not

om-

pletely equilibrated, due to other nite size ee ts (quen hed disorder) and due
to

hanges of the network dynami s in presen e of syn hronous pulses. For later

pulses, the

hanges in the network dynami s are more severe, so that we see a less

good agreement ( f. Fig. 7.6). To eliminate errors due to Poissonian approximation,
we derived the probability density of the membrane potentials
from ba kground a tivity. Repla ing

Fa t (ε) =

F (ε)
Z ΘU

by

ΘU −ε
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Pa t (V ) numeri

ally

Fa t (ε),

Pa t (V )dV,

(7.19)

in Eqs. (7.17, 7.18) yields

P (gi+1 |gi )

and

E(gi+1 |gi )

in a semi-analyti al way. The

agreement with the numeri ally measured expe tation values is better than in the
purely analyti al approa h, however some error sour es as des ribed above remain.
Comparison between the numeri ally measured

Pa t (V )

and

P (V )

reveals small

dieren es ( f. Fig. 7.7). In parti ular, due to the nite size network with
input

ontrast to the theoreti al predi tion

V = 0,

leads to a peak at reset

the threshold are set in again.
often o

onstant

lose to threshold in
se . 2.10.

This also

where neurons with membrane potentials ex eeding
Due to the deviations near threshold,

larger than the analyti al predi tion
of

Pa t (V ) arbitrarily
−
with P (ΘU ) = 0, f.

urrent, there is a nite density

F (ε)

near

ε = 0.

Fa t (ε)

is

Sin e small input sizes

ur in the network, these deviations are responsible for the larger values

E(gi+1 |gi = gi′ )

in the semi analyti al approa h

ompared with the analyti ally

derived values Fig. (7.4, 7.5).

7.6 Transition to the propagating state
In this se tion we investigate the transition from linear networks to networks that
give rise to stable propagation of syn hrony.

We will onsider the rst steps of
′
′
time evolution that are well des ribed by the transition matrix P (g1 = g1 |g0 = g0 )
′
and by E(g1 |g0 = g0 ). We note that also hanges of ba kground dynami s due
to the presen e of syn hronous pulses might stabilize or destabilize propagation.
These ee ts have to be investigated separately. To obtain analyti al insights into
the transition to networks that give rise to stable propagation of syn hrony, as an
approximation we onsider the evolution of pulse-sizes as deterministi , where the
′
number of neurons responding to a pulse of size g0 is given by the expe ted value
E(g1 |g0 = g0′ ) whi h an be analyti ally derived from diusion approximation.
′
Sin e E(g1 |g0 = g0 ) is in general not an integer, we onsider a polynomial interpo′
lation of E(g1 |g0 = g0 ). This determines an iterative map ruling the evolution of
hains in our approximation. For additive oupling, the map has only one stable
xed point
point at

0).

G0

at small pulse-sizes (whi h

an be distin t from the trivial xed

Any initial pulse-size will lead to a

order of spontaneous syn hronization. For
two stable xed points

G0

and

ing with sizes in the basin of

G2 ,

G2

hain de aying to pulse-sizes of the

ertain non-additive

and one unstable xed point

oupling, there are

G1 .

Chains start-

thus propagate stably with pulse-sizes around

G2 .

The approximation allows to analyti ally determine the bifur ation from unstable
−1
∈ [0, 23 mV−1 ],
to stable propagation. As parameter, we use the inverse of Va , Va
and Vb = Va +2mV and Vc = Vb +2mV. Due to the small size of spontaneously synhronized groups, we an assume that for the

onsidered range of

Va the ba

kground

a tivity is in the linear regime and thus well des ribed by P (V ) in Poissonian ap−1
∈ [0, 32 mV−1 ], apply the semi-analyti al
proximation or by Pa t (V ). We vary Va
′
approa h, derive and interpolate E(g1 |g0 = g0 ) and solve for the xed points of the
resulting iterated map. This yields the bifur ation diagram Fig. 7.8d. The

Va−1 = 0,

equivalent to

Va = ∞,

means that the
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ase

oupling is linear additive. The
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Figure 7.8:

a,pd

−1

Va,pd223

−1

(mV )

Transition to stable propagation of syn hrony with in reasing non-

additivity. Panels (a)( ) show analyti ally derived iterated maps approximating
the time evolution of pulse sizes for three dierent values of

Va .

Solving for the xed

points of the iterated maps leads to a bifur ation diagram, plotted as a fun tion
−1
of Va
in panel (d). Small groups of spontaneously syn hronized neurons at G0
−1
−1
exist for all Va . At Va,t a tangent bifur ation reates a region of pulse-sizes
−1
where stable propagation is possible. At Va,pd a period doubling bifur ation leads
−1
to a stable orbit of period two (bla k ir les). At Va,pd2 a se ond period doubling
bifur ation o urs, leading to a stable orbit of period four (blue ir les), while the
orbit with period two be omes unstable (gray ir les). At all su iently small Va
Va−1 ) appropriate initial pulse-sizes enable propagation of syn hrony.
(See text for further details.)
(su. large
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# synchronized neurons g’
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−1
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Transition to stable propagation of syn hrony with in reasing non-

additivity as in Fig. 7.8. Bifur ation diagram for

τ = 7ms

and

1/γ = 10ms.

The

qualitative agreement with the diagram in Fig. 7.8 shows the robustness of the
s heme against

G0

hanges of the parameters.

onsidered sin e small groups are
−1
this remains the only
When in reasing Va
−1
−1
xed point, f. Fig. 7.8a until at Va,t ≈ 0.39mV
(or Va,t ≈ 2.6mV) a tangent
bifur ation o urs, f. Fig. 7.8b, and two xed points, one unstable at G1 and one
−1
−1
stable at G2 emerge. G2 remains stable until Va,pd ≈ 0.53mV
(or Va,pd ≈ 1.9mV).
−1
At Va,pd the xed point at G2 be omes unstable, due to a period doubling bifurvalue of

does not

hange in the entire range

not inuen ed by the nonlinearity.

ation and a stable orbit of period two emerges,

f. Fig. 7.8d, followed by further

period doubling bifur ations for larger parameter values. Here, os illation of pulsesizes due to the deterministi
other.

Va =

evolution and statisti al u tuations lie upon ea h

The bifur ation diagram explains the stable propagation of syn hrony at
2mV, f. Fig. 7.3, when the rst pulse has a size around g ′ = 100, i.e. lies

in the interval bounded by the two preimages
i.e. in the basin of
against

G2 .

G1

and

G3

of

G1 (Va = 2mV) ≈ 84,

The s heme of transition to a propagating state is robust

hanges of the parameters ( f. Fig. 7.9 for an illustration).

7.7 Con lusion and outlook
Implementing non-additive

oupling in model networks of spiking neurons we have

demonstrated that stable propagation of syn hronous spiking a tivity is possible
even if the network is purely randomly

onne ted and has no additional stru tural

features. In parti ular, highly non-random feed-forward stru tures or systemati-
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ally adapted strengths of spe i

synapses are not needed.

We studied idealized model networks with
rons and post-synapti
7.2, these

onstant delay times between neu-

responses in form of delta- urrents. As established in se .

hoi es are appropriate for the des ription of neurons with fast dendriti

spikes. They further make the model

omputationally a

essible and strongly sim-

plify both data evaluation and mathemati al analysis. We
propagation of syn hrony, i.e. the evolution of

ould thus study the

hains of syn hronous pulses, both

numeri ally and analyti ally.
Numeri ally, we derived the transition matri es determining the evolution of
pulse-sizes. We argue that the transition probabilities fulll an approximate Markov
property. The transition matri es are however not stationary, i.e. the Markov hain
is not homogeneous, sin e the presen e of large syn hronized pulses

hanges the

network a tivity. Interestingly, the ba kground a tivity is su iently stable so that
transition matri es at later stages are qualitatively similar to the early ones.
We analyti ally derived the
the evolution of a
approximation.

omplete transition matrix valid for early stages in

hain. The ba kground a tivity was des ribed in the Poissonian

The transition probabilities

ould then be

omputed using the

statisti al properties of the underlying network topology and the nonlinear oupling
fun tion

σ.

Further, to eliminate errors originating from diusion approximation,

the essential features of ba kground a tivity were measured numeri ally and we
derived the transition probabilities in a semi-analyti al approa h using the statisti s
of network

onne tivity and the

oupling fun tion only. We

ompared the resulting

expe tation values with the numeri ally derived ones and found good agreement.
Finally, we approximated the statisti al evolution of the
iterative map based on the analyti ally derived

hain by a deterministi

onditional expe tations for the

pulse-sizes and demonstrated that the propagating zone is generated by a tangent
bifur ation.
Previous modeling work on nonlinear dendriti

intera tions ( f. se . 4.1) was

dedi ated either to very detailed or to highly abstra t models [127, 128, 154℄ and
studied single neurons or very small networks ( f. [129, 112℄ for reviews). We introdu ed a single
dendriti

ompartment spiking neuron model that in orporates supra-additive

summation as found in experiments [13, 157℄ and allows to study the

impli ations of nonlinear dendriti

enhan ement for spiking dynami s of larger re-

urrent spiking neural networks. We nd that supra-additive dendriti

summation

gives rise to stable propagation of pre ise syn hrony even in random networks.
Propagating, pre ise syn hrony is

onsidered a possible explanation for pre ise

timing in biologi al neural networks ( f. e.g. [6℄). Previous work investigating the
propagation of syn hrony in neural networks ( f. se . 4.1) assumed that strongly
ex itatory feedforward stru tures are embedded in otherwise random neural networks.

Pre isely syn hronous pulses

an then propagate along these stru tures

[83, 54, 201℄. However, up to now, there is no experimental eviden e for the presen e of su h stru tures in

orti al neural networks.

We have numeri ally studied networks of up to
ally realisti

size of a lo al

1000

neurons whereas biologi-

ir uit is two orders of magnitude larger (these larger
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networks usually do not have the topology of an Erdös-Rényi random graph). Our
theoreti al predi tions made above are based on mean eld arguments, stri tly valid
only in the limit of innite network size. Already for moderately sized networks
these predi tions are in good agreement with measured data from simulations. We
expe t that the agreement with the mean eld predi tions will get even better with
larger network sizes. Nevertheless, the absolute sizes of syn hronous pulses as well
as their sizes relative to that of the total network may vary strongly with parameters su h as network size,

onne tion probability, and ee tive total input

oupling

strengths. These points need to be investigated in more detail.
Preliminary studies show that propagation enabled by non-additive
is robust against
tive against

oupling

hanges of the model. In parti ular, the phenomenon is insensi-

hanging the pre ise form of non-additivity (i.e. the sigmoidal fun tion

used above) or in luding NMDA-like synapti

urrents with long de ay time

on-

stant. Stru tural stability has to be further studied, in parti ular with regard to
inhomogeneous parameters su h as inhomogeneous delays and nite synapti
onstants ( f. also

time

h. 8). We expe t that the in lusion of noise sour es will not

hange the qualitative dynami s. Synapti

noise will in rease the u tuations of

pulse-sizes, larger pulse-sizes lead to an averaging ee t so that the total additional noise will stay small. Noise, e.g. also due to random neuronal inputs, will
even prove bene ial, be ause it stabilizes ba kground a tivity and leads to a fast
equilibration of neurons after a syn hronous pulse. Thus, the analyti al predi tions
and the Markov property might be even better fullled. A network dominated by
stationary noise might lead to stationary transition matri es and to a homogeneous
Markov

hain of syn hronous pulses.

In our model dynami s, no spe i
exist; non-additive

oupling

propagation paths of syn hronous neurons

an ensure that syn hronous a tivity propagates but

it is a priori unknown, where it will propagate. This is very unlike synre- hain
models where the propagation paths of syn hronous a tivity are predened by the
embedded feed-forward networks and

an be experimentally tested. In preliminary

studies, together with P. Bittihn we started to investigate how distan e dependent
onne tivity inuen es the dynami s of propagating pulses. Also more spe i ally
stru tured network

onne tivity and distributed synapti

strengths are expe ted

to be ree ted in pulse propagation. In parti ular with respe t to
abilities of the

omputational

onsidered networks it will be important to see whether and how

non-random network stru ture is a tually relevant for the dynami s.
One of the most important questions is if propagation of syn hrony, as predi ted
by our rather abstra t, idealized model, exists in biologi al neural networks. If the
pulse-sizes are large enough, we expe t that the propagating syn hronous a tivity
is ree ted by spe i

patterns in mass signals of

lo al eld potential re ordings.

orti al a tivity as measured by

Further, the brain regions where we expe t the

patterns is delimited. It should be the regions where neurons with strong and fast
nonlinear dendriti

enhan ement exist, and thus in lude in parti ular the region

investigated in ref. [13℄ (Hippo ampal region CA1). Indeed, in this region, patterns
as expe ted from our theoreti al predi tions have been experimentally measured,
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f.

h. 8.
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Chapter 8
Towards a frequen y-predi ting
model for sharp wave/ripples
Knowing about the pre eding

hapter, we have to ask if there are experimental

ndings in whi h the propagation of syn hrony based on nonlinear dendriti

inter-

a tion might be ree ted. Refs. [13, 71, 70℄ found that pyramidal neurons in the
proper Hippo ampus, more pre isely in the CA1 region show the des ribed high
dendriti

ex itability and

oin iden e dete tion. How would propagating syn hrony

appear in experiments? If the syn hronized neuron groups are large enough, we
expe t a dete table pattern of syn hronous ring a tivity even in neuronal mass
signals su h as the lo al eld potential. A
are generated

5ms

ording to Ref. [13℄, a tion potentials

after su iently large inputs. A

le t the input until it is large enough and the axonal
the sub-millise ond range for the small distan es

ounting for the time to

ol-

ondu tion delay whi h is in

onsidered, we expe t the peaks

of maximally syn hronized a tivity to be separated by time intervals of slightly

5ms. Taken together,
200Hz in CA1 and related

more than
below
alled
tween

sharp waves,

we expe t an os illation with frequen y slightly
regions. Indeed, phases of in reased a tivity, so

with superimposed

180 − 200Hz have

ripples,

os illations with frequen ies be-

been found in the lo al eld potential in the hippo ampal

regions CA1 and CA3 [206, 116, 37℄. The troughs of the os illation (temporal distan e about

5ms)

are assumed to be generated by pre isely syn hronous spiking of

pyramidal neurons. The origin of the phenomenon is still un lear.
In this
dendriti
time

hapter we present a more detailed model of a neural network with

nonlinearities. In parti ular, we take into a

ourse of post-synapti

ount the non-instantaneous

urrents. We show that in this model indeed a tivity

patterns resembling sharp wave/ripples

spontaneously

the superimposed ripples, whi h are often

o

ur. The sharp wave and

onsidered to have dierent

auses, ap-

pear as one phenomenon. We present the two already existing,

ompeting models

for sharp wave/ripples and dis uss experimental ndings in the

ontext of the new

model and the existing ones.
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8.1 State of the art
Up to now there are two dierent modeling approa hes to assess sharp wave/ripples
(SPW/Rs).
Model 1 assumes that networks of inhibitory neurons entrain ex itatory neurons
to re in a phase lo ked manner [206, 39℄. Sharp wave and ripples are

onsidered

as two distin t phenomena, the sharp wave is in the original model generated in
hippo ampal region CA3, the ripples are onmodulated in region CA1.

Indeed,

in many studies ripples have not been found in CA3 or they were of lower and
variable frequen y ( f. [206℄ and referen es therein). The sharp wave is explained
as a population burst in ex itatory pyramidal neurons. The ex itatory input leads
to os illatory spiking in interneurons. Experimental and theoreti al studies show
that os illatory neurons whi h are

oupled by fast inhibitory

onne tions tend to

syn hronize (see, e.g. [204, 58℄) so that the entire inhibitory population exhibits an
os illatory a tivity pattern. Also, some types of interneurons are

oupled by gap

jun tions, whose ability to instantaneously transmit (low pass ltered) hanges even
in the subthreshold membrane potential additionally strengthens their tenden y to
syn hronize [108℄. Pyramidal

ells now

an only re when the inhibition is not too

strong, i.e. between the arrival of the inhibitory barrage originating from phases
of high a tivity in the interneurons.

The pyramidal

ells are thus entrained by

inhibitory neurons to re syn hronously and phase lo ked to the os illation of the
interneurons.
Model 2 is based on the assumption that there are gap jun tions between the
axons of pyramidal neurons of region CA1

onne ting the pyramidal neurons to a

sparse network [184, 186, 115℄. Indeed, there is indire t eviden e for the existen e
of su h axo-axonal gap jun tions given in [168℄, for some spe ial axons in the
hippo ampus dire t eviden e exists [78℄.
ele tri

In the model, it is assumed that the

oupling is strong enough so that a spike in one axon

in the other axon.

an indu e a spike

Sin e the axons are highly ex itable and small in diameter,

su h gap jun tions would have strengths in the physiologi al range (in
e.g. to gap jun tions

oupling two somata). Further, the gap jun tion

ontrast

oupling in

the network has to be above the per olation limit for the network so that a giant
oupled

omponent exists. Finally, it is assumed that some ba kground spikes exist

in the neural network whi h may o

ur with low frequen y. If a spike rea hes a gap

jun tion, it indu es a spike in the next axon whi h in turn i) indu es spikes in further
axons through gap jun tions, thus spikes multiply and ii) travels antidromi ally to
the soma. Due to the multipli ation of spikes in the axonal bulk entire populations
of spikes are ex ited to re. Numeri al simulations show that this me hanism leads
to bursts of rhythmi
rea hing values of

network spiking a tivity, with intra-burst frequen ies easily

200Hz

[186℄.

The spike a tivity as des ribed in both models has to be translated into the lo al
eld potential (LFP) measured in biologi al experiments. This is a non-trivial task
and subje t to

urrent resear h, sin e the measured LFP depends on the position of

the ele trode, the spatial distribution of

urrents and the ltering properties of the
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tissue. The following paragraph has thus the

hara ter of a rough approximation.

In the extra ellular potential, due to the inux of

urrent into the neuron and

subsequent outux [74℄, an a tion potential results in a sharp negative ex ursion
with subsequent at positive hill.

Sin e the LFP measures the superposition of

many of these extra ellular potentials and also has low pass lter properties, only
highly syn hronous a tion potentials are ree ted by sharp negative ex ursions in
the LFP, while non-syn hronous a tion potentials will not be seen.
due to their larger time extent as
syn hronous synapti

urrents and potassium re tifying

LFP, so that su ient

In

ontrast,

ompared with a tion potentials, already slightly
urrents are ree ted in the

urrent outux from neurons due to a tivation of inhibitory

synapses leads to a rise in the measured LFP, while it de reases if there is su ient
urrent inux due to a tivation of ex itatory synapses.

The ripples are then

due to highly syn hronous a tion potentials in the prin ipal neurons whi h lead to
troughs, in the LFP [206℄. The in rease in the LFP, the sharp wave, is due to an
in rease of overall a tivity and slightly syn hronous a tivity of interneurons [35℄.
Up to now, there is no

on luding experimental eviden e for either model 1

or model 2, despite a number of experimental studies ( f. se . 8.6). Further, the
models do not predi t the frequen y of ripple os illations.
propose a new model for SPW/Rs whi h is

We were thus led to

onsistent with present experimental

knowledge, predi ts the frequen y of ripple os illations and might t well with the
role assumed for SPW/Rs in learning.

8.2 The model
We

onsider a random network of

N

ondu tan e based leaky integrate-and-re

neurons ( f. se . 2.6), divided into two populations of

NI = N − NE
time

NE

ex itatory neurons and

inhibitory neurons ( f. se . 2.2). Without dendriti

nonlinearity, the

ourse of neuron l 's membrane potential is determined by

τmem

dVl (t)
=Vrest − Vl (t) + gA (t)(EEx − Vl (t)) + gN (t)(EEx − Vl (t))
dt
+ gG (t)(EIn − Vl (t)),

f. Eq. (2.6). The synapti

ondu tan es have single exponential time

(8.1)

ourse ( f.

se . 2.5), the free dynami s is given by

dgA (t)
= −gA (t),
dt
dgN (t)
τN
= −gN (t),
dt
dgG (t)
= −gG (t).
τG
dt
τA

We

on entrate on three

and fast inhibitory

lasses of synapti

urrents:

(8.2)
Fast and slow ex itatory

urrents. The ex itatory, fast de aying
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ondu tan e

gA (t)

with

de ay time
1

re eptors .

onstant

gN (t),

τA = 7ms ([11℄,

p. 214) models the

ondu tan e due to AMPA

fast rising and slowly de aying with time

onstant

τN = 200ms
2

([11℄, p. 215), models the

ondu tan e due to the a tivation of NMDA re eptors .

Both AMPA and NMDA

hannels give rise to mixed

potential around

EEx = 0mV

([48℄, p. 179).

bit slower than the AMPA re eptor (about
dependent,

f. se . 2.2. To

slower rise of the
lead to

ation

urrents with reversal

The NMDA re eptors a tivates a

1.5ms

rise time) and is also voltage

on entrate on the essentials, we do not

onsider the

ondu tan e and also negle t the voltage dependen e whi h would

hanges up to a fa tor two in the NMDA

ondu tan es ([48℄, p. 183).

gG (t) are fast de aying inhibitory ondu tan es with
= 10ms ([187℄) modeling the ondu tan e due to the a

Finally,

de ay time

τG

tivation of GABAA

3

re eptors . We set the reversal potential for the
to

EIn = −75mV.

urrent through GABAA re eptors

Indeed, AMPA and NMDA re eptors have been shown to be

important for the generation of dendriti
re eptors (and in

onstant

spikes [13℄. Also, together with GABAA

ontrast e.g. to GABAB re eptors mediating slow inhibition), they

inuen e the properties of SPW/R a tivity [117, 45, 22℄. Further, the slow NMDA
urrent stabilizes the asyn hronous a tivity in leaky integrate-and-re networks
[202℄ (as also a su iently strong

onstant input

urrent would), it is however not

ne essary for sustained irregular a tivity [201, 105℄,

f. also [79℄.

In our model, a spike sent at time t0 arrives at the postsynapti
delay time

τ,

i.e. at time

θ 0 = t0 + τ .

If the spike was sent by an ex itatory neuron, this jump is about
in the fast and slow ex itatory

neurons after a

There, it evokes a jump in the

ondu tan es.

∆gA

and

∆gN

ondu tan es and adds up linearly to the existing

ondu tan es,

gA (θ0 ) = gA (θ0− ) + ∆gA ,
gN (θ0 ) = gN (θ0− ) + ∆gN ,
a spike from an inhibitory neuron enhan es the inhibitory

(8.3)
ondu tan es a

ording

to

gG (θ0 ) = gG (θ0− ) + ∆gG .

(8.4)

Ea h neuron additionally re eives high frequen y random input trains of ex itatory
and inhibitory spikes.

The input spike trains have Poissonian statisti s and are

un orrelated for dierent neurons. They introdu e noise in our model and stabilize

1 AMPA re eptors are fast a tivating (in the sub-ms range, [48℄, p. 182) and dea tivating
ionotropi

Glutamate re eptors (i.e. the neurotransmitter a tivating these

hannels is Glutamate,

f. also se . 2.2) predominantly permeable for Na+ and K+ . Unlike e.g. NMDA re eptors, they
also be a tivated by AMPA,
that does not o

α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropioni

an

a id, a substan e

ur as neurotransmitter in nature ([104℄, p. 157f ).

2 NMDA re eptors are ionotropi Glutamate re eptors that an be sele tively a tivated by the

amino-a id NMDA, N -methyl-D -asparti a id, whi h also does not o ur as neurotransmitter in
nature. NMDA re eptors are permeable for Na+ , Ca2+ and K+ .
3 GABA re eptors are Cl− -permeable ionotropi re eptors that are a tivated by GABA, γ A
aminobutyri

a id.
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the irregular ba kground dynami s. We note that a similar model was

onsidered

e.g. in [201℄ ( f. se . 7.1).
The ex itatory neurons now have nonlinear dendrites. Highly detailed models
for su h neurons in CA1 exist as well as non-spiking neuron models [128, 129, 13,
154, 153℄. However, to study network dynami s and in parti ular pre ise spike timing, the appropriate model is a single
it

ombines a reasonable degree of a

ompartment spiking neuron model, be ause
ura y with a rather simple time evolution

that allows simulations also of larger networks.
features of nonlinear dendriti

Due to the performed abstra tion, we
ered as

Further, it allows to introdu e

enhan ement as found in [13℄ in a simple manner.
an study the inuen es of features

onsid-

ru ial on network dynami s, where the underlying me hanisms are not

obs ured by a too detailed des ription ( f. se . 2.4). We thus
in orporating nonlinear dendriti

onstru t a model

enhan ement on the basis of the

based leaky-integrate-and re model Eq. (8.1).

model, we might des ribe the dendrite by a separate

ompartment, with its own

membrane potential and its own gating variables and with a resistive
the soma ( f. e.g. [48℄, p. 218).

If the

ondu tan e

In a simple multi- ompartment
oupling to

ompartment is su iently depolarized,

sodium spikes are generated due to voltage gated

hannels via the positive feed-

ba k pro ess des ribed in se . 2.1. The resulting stereotypi al depolarization in the
dendriti

ompartment leads to a depolarizing

urrent owing through the resistive

oupling into the soma. In the single- ompartment model, we in lude this

urrent

pulse. In order to in lude only essential features, we model it as stereotypi , negle ting dependen ies of the

urrent strength on the state of the soma and the

dendrite. Nonlinear intera tion takes pla e for inputs that o

ur within a window

∆t ≈ 2ms [13℄. We therefore sample ex itatory inputs within a window of length
∆t and ompare the strength of the ex itatory input with some threshold. If the

of

strength of the total input is larger than the threshold, we assume that a dendriti
spike is eli ited and the

urrent pulse is applied to the soma.

Sin e we want to

rst study networks of medium size we do not distinguish between dierent basal
dendrites and

ompartments that re eive the inputs. In order to keep the dieren-

tial equations that are to be integrated simple, we model the
dieren e of two exponentially de aying

as ex itatory, the other as inhibitory. The behavior of the
to two

urrent based

at the same time.

urrent pulse as the

urrents, one, with shorter time

onstant,

urrent is thus analogous

hannel populations with dierent ina tivation times opening

We thus add two

urrent based terms to above

ondu tan e

based equation,

τmem

and

dVl (t)
=Vrest − Vl (t) + gA (t)(EEx − Vl (t)) + gN (t)(EEx − Vl (t))
dt
+ gG (t)(EIn − Vl (t))
+ gNL,Ex (t)(EEx − Vrest ) + gNL,In (t)(EIn − Vrest ),

omplete the equations for the

ondu tan es Eqs. (8.2) by
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Figure 8.1: Voltage tra es of a single

dendriti
somati
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20
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30

time (ms)

ompartment model neuron with nonlinearly
urves) in

omparison to the

urves). (a) Below the threshold for the

onventional ex itatory postsynapti

responses. (b) Above threshold, a dendriti

is modeled as a

-60

time (ms)

enhan ed inputs due to a fast dendriti
response without dendriti

25

-55

urrent pulse into the soma. The dendriti

peak in the membrane potential ((b), blue

urve).

urrents and

spike is generated, whose ee t
spike evokes a sharp

( ) Further in rease of input

strength does not result in a large further in rease in the peak potential (( ), blue
urve), but in reases the slower afterpotential. (Details see text.)

dgNL,Ex (t)
= −gNL,Ex(t),
dt
dgNL,In (t)
= −gNL,In (t).
τNL,In
dt

τNL,Ex

De ay times for the ex itatory and the inhibitory

0.75ms

and

τNL,In = 1ms

driti

spike were

hibitory
alisti
spe i

urrent were

hosen

τNL,Ex =

to generate rise and de ay times of the somati

sponse in the biologi al range. Initial
the ex itatory and

(8.6)

∆gNL,Ex ≈ 933mVms/(τNL,Ex (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 19
∆gNL,In ≈ −933mVms/(τNL,In (EIn − Vrest )) ≈ 93 for the

hosen

urrent (in units of the resting

peak potential sizes (≈

10mV)

for
in-

ondu tan e) to generate biologi ally re-

of somati

voltage tra es [13℄.

parameters used in the simulations are given in se . 8.5.

the sodium spikes, also NMDA spikes

re-

urrent strengths after initiation of a den-

an o

ur.

Further

Together with

Indeed, there are two neuron

populations with dierent response properties, one where only a small NMDA
omponent a

ompanies the Na-spike and one where there is a proper NMDA

4

spike . For simpli ity, we do not take NMDA spikes into a
brane potentials

V (t)

Fig. 8.1: The gure shows responses of the
with membrane time
tion of a dendriti

ount. Resulting mem-

in response to inputs of dierent strength are displayed in
onstant

ondu tan e based neuron Eq. (8.5)

τmem = 10ms.

Below the threshold for genera-

spike, arriving syn hronous spikes (three syn hronous inputs

4 J. S hiller, personal ommuni ation.
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Figure 8.2: Contributions to the membrane potential in response to an input generating a dendriti

spike (a) and relation between a tual peak EPSP and peak EPSP

expe ted without inuen e of a dendriti
(faint blue,
omposed of

spike (b). (a) The membrane potential

f. Fig. 8.1b) in response to an input generating a dendriti
omponents due to

spike is

ondu tan e based ex itatory inputs and the

rent pulse modeling the ee t of the dendriti
response to only fast ex itation (gray

urve), only slow ex itation (gray dashed

urve), to the expe ted EPSP without dendriti

spike, i.e. to fast and slow ex ita-

tion together (faint green

urve), are displayed. The ee t of the dendriti

alone is given by the bla k

urve. We note that due to the

a ter of the model, the overall response (faint blue
sum of the
driti

ur-

spike. Individual voltage tra es in

ondu tan e based

spike
har-

urve) slightly diers from the

ontributions. (b) Strengthening of the EPSP by o

urren e of a den-

spike is illustrated by relating the a tual peak EPSP in luding the inuen e

of the dendriti

spike to the expe ted peak EPSP without this inuen e. In the

subthreshold region, a tual and expe ted peak EPSP are equal ( f. also Fig. 8.1a).
Inputs whi h would generate expe ted peak EPSPs larger than
resting potential evoke a dendriti

10mV

≈ 3.9mV

from the

spike whi h results in a peak EPSP around

in agreement with biologi al data [13℄ ( f. also Fig. 8.1b). This peak EPSP

only weakly in reases with further in rease of input strength ( f. also Fig. 8.1 ).
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with the model parameters of se s. 8.4, 8.5) generate only a jump in the ex itatory ondu tan es to initial values ∆gA = 3 × 22mVms/(τA (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 0.15,
∆gN = 3×22mVms/(τN (EEx −Vrest )) ≈ 0.005 (in units of the resting ondu tan e,
the single input strength is hosen so that the peak EPSP is 1mV), f. Fig. 8.1a.
Above threshold (four syn hronous inputs), a dendriti
ee t is modeled as a

spike is generated, whose

urrent pulse into the soma whi h evokes a sharp peak in the

membrane potential, ( f. Fig. 8.1b (blue
tivation is displayed for

urve), the EPSP due to pure

omparison (green

of the ee t of the dendriti

hannel a -

urve)). The a tual EPSP is

spike and the depolarization due to

omposed

ondu tan e based

hannels with initial ondu tan es ∆gA = 4 × 22mVms/(τA (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 0.19,
∆gN = 4 × 22mVms/(τA (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 0.007 and exponential de ay ( f. also
Fig. 8.2).

Further in rease of

oupling strength (eight syn hronous inputs) does

not result in a large in rease in the peak potential (Fig. 8.1
stronger

hannel a tivation (∆gA

≈ 0.39, ∆gN ≈ 0.014,

(blue

urve)), the

f. also Fig. 8.1

(green

urve)) leads to a larger after-potential. The ring thresholds in our simulations
lie between
driti

−50mV

and

−47mV,

i.e. above the potentials rea hed due to a den-

spike when the neuron is at resting potential. Fig. 8.2a illustrates how the

dierent

ondu tan es and

and expe ted peak EPSP

5

urrents

ontribute to the tra e. The relation of a tual

is shown in Fig. 8.2b.

8.3 Sharp wave/ripples in neurobiology
The Hippo ampus is a part of the allo ortex lo ated in the medial temporal lobe
of mammalian brains. It is
in the

onsidered to play a

onsolidation of memories (see, e.g. [11℄

entral role in the
hs. 12, 13).

reation and

Dependent on the

behavioral state of the animal, distin t forms of a tivity are generated. The two
most prominent patterns are i) the theta/gamma rhythm, regular os illations of
population a tivity on frequen ies of about
of

40 − 100Hz,

o

4−10Hz, with superimposed os

illations

urring during phases of high a tive behavior or REM sleep and

ii) SPW/Rs, large sharp waves of a tivity with durations about
onmodulated os illations of

∼ 200Hz o

50 − 100ms

and

urring irregularly with inter-event-intervals

in the se ond range during slow wave sleep or at rest. We note that also sharp waves
without dete table ripples are observed

in vitro

[117℄. Approximately

5 − 15%

of

the lo al pyramidal neuron population and the entire population of some types of
interneurons parti ipate at an event ([37℄, p. 345). This means that SPW/Rs are
a very strong event. While the pyramidal neurons re at most a few spikes per
event, some types of interneurons dis harge at rates of
probability for a single pyramidal
depends on the individual

150 − 200Hz

[206℄.

The

ell to parti ipate in a SPW/R event strongly

ell. Some neurons parti ipate in a large fra tion (up to

5 We note that the expe ted EPSP diers slightly from an additive EPSP as given in literature
( f. e.g. [157℄). If the expe ted EPSP is generated by two simultaneous inputs, it will be slightly
lower than the additive EPSP, the sum of two voltage tra es generated by the two separate inputs.
In a

ondu tan e based model the

to the fa tor

(EEx − V (t))

ondu tan es add linearly, but the EPSPs add sublinearly due

in Eq. 8.1 whi h is larger for smaller
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V (t).

Figure 8.3: Lo al eld potential re ording in the CA1 region
shows spontaneous o

in vitro.

Upper tra e

urren e of sharp wave/ripple events. Closeup of the single

event indi ated by an asterisk in the upper tra e reveals ripple stru ture superposed
to sharp wave. Reprodu ed from [117℄, with permission.

40%) of events, others parti ipate very rarely.
The patterns of a tivity are dete ted by measuring the LFP: When ioni
rents ow in or out of a neuron due to a tivation of transmembrane
harge dieren es and thus ele tri

ur-

hannels,

elds are generated in parti ular in the extra-

ellular medium. For an entire population of neurons the ele tri
and the resulting mean potential over some area, the LFP,

elds superpose

an be measured by an

extra ellular ele trode ([37℄, p. 89).
Sharp wave/ripples o

ur when the animal has no or very little intera tion

with the environment [35℄, they are thus

onsidered as ultimate self-organized

endogenous hippo ampal events ([37℄, p. 344).
fun tionally dis onne ted hippo ampus, and in

Indeed, they also persist in the

in vitro

preparations, the latter

even if subregions (CA1, CA3) of the hippo ampus are isolated [117℄.
The fun tion of SPW/Rs is unknown. Sin e this pattern of a tivity only o

urs

at rest, it might be just the idling state of the hippo ampus, assumed when it
is released from states of high a tivity
waves a

hara terized by other patterns like theta

ompanying exploratory behavior or foraging. Indeed, SPW/Rs start with

a few se onds delay after beginning to rest, they are usually interrupted as soon as
stimuli o

ur and they also o

ur when the hippo ampal formation is fun tionally

dis onne ted.
The dis harge of a large fra tion of neurons with millise ond pre ision is, however, likely to be a signi ant event for the brain [36℄. Further, the inter-rippleintervals of

5ms

ation [121, 24℄.

are in the optimal range for the indu tion of synapti
Indeed, SPW/Rs are

modi-

onje tured to be important for learning

pro esses: One hypothesis is that during SPW/R a tivity, existing synapti
ne tions are strengthened and thus memory is

by experiments showing that sequen es of spiking a tivity that o
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on-

onsolidated. Eviden e is provided
ur during earlier

behavioral a tivity (e.g.

exploration) also o

ur during SPW/R events ( f. [11℄,

p. 484, [109, 53℄). Supported by observations of neo orti al a tivity
SPW/Rs [171℄, the `two stage model of memory

orrelated to

onsolidation', assumes that dur-

ing this replay of a tivity information is transferred to the neo ortex where it is
stored persistently [36℄.

8.4 Sharp wave/ripple-like events in networks with
nonlinear dendriti intera tion
For biologi ally realisti

parameters ( f. se s. 8.5, 8.6), the

ondu tan e based

leaky integrate-and-re model with temporally extended nonlinear dendriti
a tions as des ribed in se . 8.2 shows SPW/R-like events, o
6

f. Fig. 8.4 . Fig. 8.5 shows a
ing spike-time histogram. O

inter-

urring spontaneously

loseup of a SPW/R-like event and the
asionally, paired SPW/R-like events o

orrespondurred in our

simulations. These are also observed in experiments [38℄. Fig. 8.6 shows a paired
SPW/R-like event detail. In our network simulations nearly all ex itatory neurons
parti ipate at ea h event. This is in
and might suggest that the

ontrast to experimental results ( f. se . 8.6)

onne tivity in biologi ally realisti

neural networks is

more stru tured than our networks whi h have random topology as des ribed in
se . 8.5.
The me hanism leading to SPW/Rs in our model
( f. Fig. 8.5): First,

an be des ribed as follows

omparably small groups of ex itatory neurons are syn hro-

nized spontaneously due to u tuations in the network dynami s or due to
in the network dynami s on longer times ales su h as de ay of NMDA
If these groups are large enough, they indu e some dendriti
ex itatory neurons.

hanges
7

urrents.

spiking a tivity in

In response, larger groups of ex itatory neurons send their

well syn hronized spikes and thus ex ite further larger and better syn hronized
groups of ex itatory neurons. Parallel, sin e ex itatory neurons strongly proje t
on inhibitory neurons, also a tivity of inhibitory neurons is in reased. Sin e there
is no strong syn hronizing me hanism, their syn hronization is however less preise. In the following, there are still syn hronous groups of ex itatory neurons but
inhibition a

umulates, favored by its longer de ay time

onstant and the weak

mutual inhibition of interneurons. Finally, the inhibition dominates the dynami s and membrane potentials of ex itatory neurons are far from threshold so that
even ex itation due to dendriti

6 We note that for some

≈ 200Hz)

o

parameters

spikes is not su ient to ex ite them to re. The

hoi es of parameters we observed epilepti

urring after several se onds of simulated time.
hosen below, where we also

a tivity (frequen y

We did not observe this for the

he ked that ba kground a tivity and frequen y were

stationary (60s of simulated time).

7 Also other me hanisms of initiating an event are possible, based on neural properties whi h are

not in luded in our model. E.g. short term synapti
spiking of neuron groups [189, 191, 111℄.

plasti ity is known to promote syn hronous

Indeed, short term synapti

be present in the hippo ampus, also in region CA1 ([52℄, [11℄,
dierentiate the me hanisms by

onsidering the statisti s of o
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plasti ity is known to

h. 10). It might be possible to
urren es.
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Figure 8.4: Sharp wave/ripple-like events in a network model of neurons with nonlinear dendriti

intera tions.

Figure shows ve se onds of the spiking dynami s

100 ex itatory and (b) 100 inhibitory neurons in a network of 1000 neurons (500 ex itatory, 500 inhibitory, see text for further network parameters). The
events o ur spontaneously with a frequen y of about 2.2Hz due to spontaneous
syn hronization of groups and have a length of about 50ms in agreement with neuof (a)

robiologi al data. The ne stru ture of a event is displayed in Fig. 8.5. The pattern
of spiking a tivity

an be translated into an LFP pattern resembling SPW/R events

as des ribed in the text.
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Figure 8.5: Closeup of the sharp wave/ripple-like event around

the

dynami s displayed in Fig. 8.4. The event lasts from

(b)

shows spiking of ex itatory neurons in the network versus time. Syn hronously spiking groups of ex itatory neurons have temporal distan e about

5ms

( f. Fig. 8.8).

Pre ise syn hronization is illustrated by histogram (a) displaying the number of
spikes per bin of

1ms.

( ), (d) show the ltered version of ex itatory dynami s,

where the ba kground level of spiking has been removed (details see text). Spiking dynami s of inhibitory neurons (e) is less syn hronous, histogram (e) shows
one main peak of a tivity. At this event

99%

neurons parti ipate.
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Figure 8.6: Paired sharp wave/ripple-like event found in our simulations. Figure
shows number of ring ex itatory (a) and inhibitory ( ) neurons per bin of

1ms

and spiking dynami s of the ex itatory (b) and the inhibitory (d) population (see
text for network parameters). In su h an event, the late, well syn hronized pulses
of the previous event initiate a se ond event.
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dominating inhibition thus leads to a period of low a tivity that nishes the event.
We note that towards the end ex itatory neurons will often be hyperpolarized, and
that in experiment strongly hyperpolarized neurons have been shown to produ e
no dendriti

spikes whi h would strengthen the ee t of inhibition [13℄.

The spike a tivity

an be translated into the LFP as des ribed for the existing

models in se . 8.1. There are highly syn hronous a tion potentials in the ex itatory
neurons whi h lead to troughs in the LFP. The time dieren e between the troughs
is slightly above

5ms due to axonal transmission delay, synapti

transmission delay

and the time for the membrane potential to rea h ring threshold. Further, we will
expe t an in rease in the LFP, a `sharp wave' sin e the syn hronous a tivity leads
to a strong in rease of overall and in parti ular interneuron neural a tivity (and
thus to inhibitory post-synapti

urrents) to balan e the strong ex itation due to

syn hronous ex itation and to avoid epilepti

ring.

We will refer to the model des ribed in this se tion in the following as to model 3.

8.5 Analyzing the sharp wave/ripple like events
How

an we quantify the evolution of a SPW/R-like event? In

hapter 7, syn hro-

nization was exa t. Therefore, only one parameter, the number of ring neurons

g

hara terized a syn hronous pulse (we need no distin tion between a random
g and its value g ′ in the re ent hapter). In the presen e of temporally

variable

extended

ouplings, the syn hronous pulse will have a positive width. We

hara terize the syn hronization by the size
standard deviation

σ

g

an thus

of the syn hronized pulse and by the

of the ring times. Syn hrony gets stronger if the number of

parti ipating spikes grows and the standard deviation from the mean ring time in
an isolated pulse de reases. Instead of the evolution of the pulse-sizes as analyzed
in se . 7.4 by a transition matrix, we then have an evolution in the two dimensional

σ -g

spa e, i.e. in ea h step a mapping of

σ -g

spa e on itself. A similar approa h has

been used to study the propagation of syn hronous a tivity along synre

hains in

ref. [54℄.
We rst have to separate the syn hronous pulses from ba kground a tivity. We
on entrate on the population of ex itatory neurons. The SPW/R-like events are
easily distinguishable from the ba kground a tivity be ause the spike rates during
an event are mu h higher. We introdu ed a threshold of

100

ex itatory spikes per

ms for this separation whi h is far from ba kground a tivity and easily rea hed
by all events as was

onrmed by visual inspe tion. To roughly isolate SPW/R-

like events from ba kground a tivity, around any bin at time
threshold, an interval
intervals was
sidered to

[t0 − 40ms, t0 + 20ms]

onsidered the `event

t0

with an ex ess of

was dened. The union of all these

ontaining' part and the

ontain only ba kground dynami s. It was

omplement was

on-

he ked that the in iden e

of SPW/R-like events is stationary over the simulation. From ea h interval with
ba kground a tivity, the mean spike frequen y was derived and stationarity of the
dynami s was

he ked.

Further, the mean inter-spike-interval time
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t̄ISI

of ba k-

ground a tivity in ex itatory neurons was derived (in the simulation

t̄ISI ≈ 0.75ms

for the ex itatory population). Sin e ba kground a tivity is approximately Poissonian with low rate (in the simulation

≈ 18.7Hz

≈ 2.7Hz

per neuron for the ex itatory and

for the inhibitory population), syn hronous pulses have a signi antly

higher degree of syn hrony than ba kground a tivity. This allows to pulses of ex i-

tatory a tivity in an SPW/R-like event to be separated from ba kground a tivity
by de laring any spike whi h is isolated in a time bin of some time

tθ

as a spike

of ba kground a tivity and to delete it for the investigation of syn hronous pulses
[73℄. Quality of separation, of

ourse, depends on the

hoi e of tθ . Choosing tθ too

small leads to a loss of spike events at the vi inity of a syn hronized pulse,
it too large leaves too mu h noise in the data. In
traveling in synre

hoosing

ontrast to the pulse pa kages

hains, we do not have distin t neuron populations whi h only

ontribute to one syn hronized pulse. Therefore, we additionally have to separate
the dierent pulses.
found a value

Too mu h noise in the data makes this di ult.

tθ = 0.01t̄ISI

We thus

or smaller appropriate, whi h is stri ter (the prefa tor

is six times smaller) than the value

hosen in [73℄. Dierent syn hronous pulses
′
ould then be distinguished by introdu ing another time threshold, tθ = 2ms and
′
to de lare spike pulses separated by more than tθ as dierent. Also here, the qual′
ity of separation depends on the hoi e of the threshold. For too large tθ , dierent
′
pulses are merged, for too small tθ , single pulses are divided. This is however only
a problem for smaller pulses before the neuron groups re pre isely syn hronous.

σ and g were derived and the evolution of the
σ − g -plane revealing a rather stereotyped
Although inputs within a window of ∆t = 2ms

For the isolated and separated pulses,

SPW/R-like events was visualized in the
evolution of events,

f. Fig. 8.7.

ontribute to dendriti
dieren es between su

spikes, the pulse widths are mu h smaller and the time
essive pulses are only slightly larger than

5ms

with small

u tuations.
The parameters employed in the simulation are partially already given in se . 8.2.
The network has

N = 1000

neurons,

NE = 500

are ex itatory,

NI = 500

are in-

hibitory. Spikes arriving from ex itatory neurons lead to a jump in the fast and
ondu tan es about ∆gA = 22mVms/(τA (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 0.048,
∆gN = 22mVms/(τN (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 0.0017 (measured in multiples of the resting
ondu tan e) whi h generates a peak EPSP of approximately 1mV from resting
potential for a neuron with membrane time onstant τmem = 10ms. Spikes from
inhibitory neurons lead to jumps in the inhibitory ondu tan es about ∆gG =
−10mVms/(τG (EIn − Vrest )) = 0.1. The probability for the existen e of a onne tion from an ex itatory to an ex itatory neuron is pExEx = 0.08, thus the
ex itatory-ex itatory network is very sparse, for an ex itatory→inhibitory onne tion pInEx = 0.13, for an inhibitory→ex itatory onne tion pExIn = 0.13 and for an
inhibitory→inhibitory onne tion pInIn = 0.1. Conne tions between neurons are
slow ex itatory

randomly and independently realized a

ording to these probabilities. The resting

Vrest = Vr = −65mV. The membrane time onring thresholds ΘU,l are uniformly distributed within

and reset potentials are put to
stants

τmem,l

and somati
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ΘU,l ∈ [−50mV, −47mV] ( f. [11℄, p. 139)8 . The simulation shown in Fig. 8.6 has parameters ∆gA = 14.4mVms/(τA (EEx −Vrest )) ≈ 0.032,
∆gN = 14.4mVms/(τN (EEx −Vrest )) ≈ 0.0011 (single ex itatory oupling generates
an EPSP with peak 0.7mV at τ = 10ms), the threshold for the dendriti spike is
at 2.6mV peak EPSP so that still four simultaneous ex itatory inputs generate a
τmem,l ∈ [8ms, 12ms]

dendriti
are

and

spike and the initial

∆gNL,Ex ≈ 19

and

urrent strengths after initiation of a dendriti

∆gNL,In ≈ 91.

spike

External input to ea h neuron is modeled by

8kHz, 70% of the inputs are ex i∆gA = 8mVms/(τA (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 0.018
and ∆gN = 8mVms/(τA (EEx − Vrest )) ≈ 0.0006 and 30% are inhibitory leading to
ondu tan e jumps of ∆gG = 0.08. Neurons and dendrites have a total refra tory
period of 3ms. During the refra tory period of the neuron after a somati spike,
un orrelated Poisson spike trains with frequen y

tatory, leading to

ondu tan e jumps of

the membrane potential stays
during the dendriti
dendriti

onstant at the resting potential.

refra tory period after a dendriti

spikes, in parti ular no dendriti

spike sending and somati

neuron is

τ = 5ms.

ourse of an SPW/R-event allows the

syn hronous pulses of ex itatory spikes to be
An event usually

ontribute to

spikes are generated. The delay between

rea tion in the postsynapti

The rather stereotyped time

Spikes re eived

spike do not

ongeneri

olle ted within the dierent events.

onsists of some large syn hronous pulses, pre eded and followed

by some small syn hronous pulses. We further note that there are usually about

n=7

su iently

learly syn hronous distin t pulses. We take the last large pulse

25 spikes'.
6 (red) and pulse 7 (blue green)

as referen e. It was suitable to dene `large' as ` ontaining more than
This in parti ular denes the border between pulse
parallel to the

σ -axis at g = 25 and

determines the

We tag this last large pulse by number
down to

6.

lustering stru ture in Fig. 8.8.

Previous pulses are numbered ba kwards

1 (if enough pulses are present, otherwise we stop at a higher number) and
7. Possible remaining unnumbered

the subsequent pulse (if present) is numbered
pulses are negle ted. Congeneri
ilar properties

syn hronized pulses in dierent events have sim-

on erning standard deviation, size and distan e to the next pulse,

f. Figs. 8.8 and 8.9.
Time dieren es between pulses be ome shorter towards later events where also
the pulses are larger and then grow slightly.

The u tuations in time dieren e

and standard deviation be ome very small towards the end of an event. Indeed,
we expe t that with in reasing pulse-size the time dieren e between the mean
ring times of syn hronous pulses de reases, sin e only a short period of input
sampling is ne essary before dendriti

spikes are generated.

Further, we expe t

that pulses with larger standard deviation generate larger u tuations in the time
between pulses but also an earlier su

eeding pulse, be ause there is a large number

of spikes sent before the mean ring time of the pulse and these spikes

an already

generate early responses.

8 We note that at the best, for membrane onstant τ
mem,l = 8ms and threshold ΘU,l = −50mV,
12 simultaneous ex itatory inputs would be ne essary to ex ite the neuron from rest to spiking.
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Figure 8.7: SPW/R-like events in the

0.2

0.4

0.6

standard deviation σ (ms)

σ -g representation.

0.8

After isolating the events,

removing the ba kground a tivity ( f. Fig. 8.5 for an illustration) and splitting the
event into its dierent syn hronous pulses, it is possible to
lution of the event in terms of syn hronous pulse-sizes
pulse) and standard deviation of pulses

σ.

g

hara terize the evo-

(number of spikes in the

Single event (a) as displayed in 8.5.

Ea h dot represents a syn hronized pulse of the event in terms of its size and its
standard deviation. Su

essive pulses are

onne ted by an arrow whi h allows the

time evolution of the event to be followed: Pulse-sizes and standard deviations
in the beginning are not far from ba kground syn hronization, the low standard
deviation is a

onsequen e of the small pulse-size and the ltering method: Small

pulses at the beginning of an event often have smaller standard deviations, beause the ltering pro edure removes the events at the edges of the pulse. After
rst slightly in reasing, the pulse-sizes grow signi antly larger and pulses be ome
highly syn hronized. Towards the end of the event, the size of the pulses de ays
ba k to very small values due to dominating inhibition, while syn hrony still inreases. Displaying all events between

t = 0ms

and

t = 5000ms

in one gure (b)

reveals the remarkably stereotypi al stru ture of the events. (Event displayed in
(a) also

olored blue in (b) for

omparison.)
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Figure 8.8: Stereotypi al event evolution allows separation of the main part of the
event in

ongeneri

syn hronous pulses. (a) In the

σ -g

lustered (dierent pulses highlighted with dierent

plane,

ongeneri

pulses are

olors, dashed lines

onne t

pulses of the same event). This shows that sorting relative to the last large pulse
indeed divides the events into pulses with similar properties.
between mean ring times in

ongeneri

Time dieren es

syn hronized pulses are displayed in (b).

Parti ular dieren es between mean ring times of subsequent syn hronous pulses
are given by gray dots, dieren es belonging to the same SPW/R-like event are
onne ted by gray dashed lines. The event displayed in Fig. 8.5 is highlighted by
blue

olor. The mean time dieren es of

ongeneri

pulses taken over all events

are indi ated by bla k boxes, error bars give standard deviation of the mean. Time
dieren es are slightly above

5ms

and are expe ted to de rease with in reasing

pulse-size and to in rease with in reasing syn hrony (see text).
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Figure 8.9:

(a) Pulse-sizes

g

6

7

pulses

and (b) standard deviations

σ

of

ongeneri

syn-

hronous pulses in dierent events. Pulse-sizes and standard deviations of individual events are given by gray dots

onne ted by dashed gray lines. Mean values of

pulse-sizes and standard deviations for

ongeneri

pulses are taken over all trials.

Error bars are standard deviations of the mean.

Plots show the in reasing and

nally de reasing pulse-size during an event and the in reasing syn hrony.

8.6 Comparison with some experimental results
In this se tion, we put our model 3 to test by

he king its

experimental results. We partially also dis uss the

ompatibility with

ompatibility of models 1 and

2. We will fo us in parti ular on the CA1 region. SPW/R events have been dete ted
in hippo ampal sli es in the isolated CA1 region and the results about nonlinear
dendrites our model is based on have have been derived in this region [13℄. However,
in the CA3 region neurons are stru turally similar and strong
pyramid

ollateral pyramid-

onne tions are known to be present. Thus, although in CA3 dendriti

ex itability is less well studied ([11℄, p. 159), our model might in parti ular also
apply to this region. Indeed, in the inta t hippo ampus, SPW/R events are usually
initiated in the CA3 region and o

ur with higher in iden e than in the fun tionally

isolated CA1 region [143℄.
Pyramidal neurons in CA1 are oupled via axon-to-basal-dendrite synapses [52℄.
The interval between a stimulation of a dendriti
the somati

spike in the basal dendrite and

5.0±0.1ms if the input strength is so that an a tion potential is
20% reliability and 5.1 ± 0.1ms if the spike is generated with 100%

spike is

generated with

reliability (standard deviation gives the jitter between re orded neurons as derived

n = 5 neurons). The temporal jitter between trials is
0.12 ± 0.05ms [13℄. This means that the timing of spikes has

from a measurement with

0.14 ± 0.02ms

and

sub-millise ond intra- and inter-neuronal pre ision and is nearly independent from

the input strength. In

ontrast, if a tion potentials are generated without dendriti

spiking by pairing basal and api al dendrite stimulation, the timing of evoked a tion
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potentials shows a strong dependen e on the strength and number of inputs.
simulations show that when dendriti

9

Our

spikes lead to a tion potential timing with
10

this remarkable pre ision, SPW/R-like events are seen in the network dynami s
Further, in

.

ontrast to the existing models 1 and 2, our model based on [13℄ predi ts

the frequen y of ripples to be about

200Hz.

Interestingly, also epilepti

a tivity in

the absen e of inhibition in the CA3-CA1 system has this frequen y whi h might
also be explainable by the me hanisms of our model [117℄. The interval between
stimulation and response also depends on the axonal length the spike has to travel
before rea hing the synapse, and the synapti

delay. Therefore it is expe ted to

depend on the spe ies and the hippo ampal region studied (see, e.g. [117℄). The
inter-ripple interval might also slightly depend on the strength of

oupling, the

number of syn hronized neurons and the strength of syn hronization
During sharp wave ripples, an in reased number of dendriti

f. Fig. 8.8.

spikes has been found

in CA3-CA1 neurons [103℄ whi h supports our model based on dendriti
Sharp waves in hippo ampal sli es often do not

spikes.

arry dete table ripples (see,

e.g. [117℄). This might support the view that sharp waves and ripples have dierent
auses. It might, however, also be be due to the ltering properties of the LFP or
due to the o
o

urren e of less well syn hronized events. Su h events o

asionally

urred in our simulations as well.
In our model,

lead to dendriti

onvergent inputs from syn hronized groups of ex itatory neurons
spikes in further ex itatory neurons whose ring then generates

the subsequent syn hronous group.

In the hippo ampal regions CA1 and CA3

where ripples have been most studied, ex itatory mi ro ir uits exist [43℄, but the
onne tivity between its prin ipal neurons is known to be very sparse. For CA1,
the estimate is that

1%

of the possible lo al pyramidal-pyramidal

realized [52℄. The result was derived from paired re ordings of
were randomly

200µm11 . In CA3,
2 − 6% ([9℄,[185℄, p. 62).

hosen with distan e of

ipal neurons is estimated to be

the

onne tivity of prin-

Individual

however strong. In CA1, the amplitude of EPSPs in a pyramidal
a presynapti
lie between

pyramidal

ell were measured as

0.6 − 1.3mV ([185℄,

of a dendriti

ouplings are

ell generated by

0.7 ± 0.5mV [52℄, in CA3 amplitudes

p. 49). Thus, sin e the threshold for the generation

spike is only about

3.9mV

[13℄, already a few strong syn hronous

inputs may be su ient to generate su h an event.
unknown ([13℄,

onne tions are

ells where the pairs

f. also the estimation of

4 − 30

The pre ise number is still

inputs needed in neo orti al api al

dendrites given in [205℄). It will also depend on the position and on the
of the a tivated synapses. In parti ular, synapses at the same
expe ted to have largest ee t [128, 154, 153, 157℄.
of pairs found to be

lustering

ompartment are

The patterned arrangement

onne ted in CA1 might indi ate that the apparently low

9 It de reases from 8.81 ± 2.23ms with temporal jitter 1.83 ± 0.55ms at 20% AP generation
probability to

5.94 ± 1.3ms

with temporal jitter

0.87 ± 0.34ms

at

100%

AP generation probability

[13℄.

10 If distributed api al EPSPs are paired with basal dendriti spikes, the a tion potential timing

de reases down to

4.39 ± 0.15ms (80%

a tion potential reliability), we did not in lude this in our

model, although there is ba kground stimulation of the neurons [13℄.

11 A. Thomson, personal ommuni ation.
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onne tivity masks a stru tured organization of

ouplings [52℄, indeed for regions

in CA3 it is known that the

onne tion probability between neurons de ays ex-

ponentially with distan e [9℄.

This might also be indi ated by the fa t that the

parti ipation of pyramidal neurons in SPW/R events varies a lot and by the fa t
that during one event only a small fra tion of neurons parti ipates ( f. se . 8.3).
Additionally, ele tri

ouplings between neighboring pyramidal neurons have been

shown to exist at the dendrite

lose to the soma whi h might in rease the tenden y

of neurons to form syn hronized groups [133℄ together with possible inuen es of
eld ee ts (ephapti

ee ts) of the LFP in reasing the ex itability of neurons [96℄.

In our simulations, where
ability, we have thus

onne tions are randomly distributed with equal prob-

hosen a sparse network with

and an EPSP amplitude of
of

∆t = 2ms

synapti

1mV.

onne tion probability of

8%

Four ex itatory inputs within a time window

are then su ient to evoke a dendriti

spike where a dependen e on

positions was negle ted. We did, however, not explore the lower limiting

values for these parameters. Couplings from ex itatory to inhibitory neurons and
from inhibitory to ex itatory neurons are found to be strong in CA1 and CA3 ([11℄,
pp. 138,156), this has been in luded in our model and is ne essary to over ome the
strong ee t of ex itatory syn hronous inputs, to nish SPW/R events and to avoid
epilepti

dynami s.

Ele trophysiologi al studies have established the dependen e of SPW/Rs on
hemi al synapses. Blo king fast ex itatory AMPA re eptors (20µM AMPA/Kainate
re eptor antagonist CNQX or

20µM

AMPA re eptor antagonist GYKI) abolishes

both spontaneous and stimulus indu ed SPW/Rs. The phenomenon thus
depends on AMPA synapti
D,L-APV

12

ru ially

intera tion. Light blo k of NMDA re eptors (30µM

) has no inuen e while a strong blo k in reases the size of SPW/Rs

and the ripple amplitude (100µM D-APV) [117, 116, 45℄. This might suggest that
ex itatory

hemi al transmitter systems are dire tly involved in the generation of

SPW/Rs. To interpret these results in the
the generation of dendriti

spikes also

ontext of model 3, we rst note that

ru ially depends on AMPA synapti

a tions. Blo king AMPA re eptors (20µM CNQX) abolishes the fast
of the dendriti

spikes (after NMDA was blo ked).

re eptor dependen e, in the form that dendriti

inter-

omponent

Further, there is an NMDA

spikes

an still be generated also

if NMDA re eptors are strongly blo ked (100µM D-APV) provided that the input
strength is su iently in reased (fa tor

2)13 .

In this

ase also NMDA spikes are

missing [13℄. The in rease of in iden e and amplitude in SPW/Rs when NMDA
is blo ked might be due to less ex itation of inhibitory neurons and thus more
frequent spontaneous syn hronization of ex itatory neurons. Indeed, very re ently
su h an opposite ee t of NMDA blo kade has been found in the neo ortex [87℄.
Also, the number of inputs needed to generate a dendriti

spike in reases.

inuen e of both ee ts remains to be studied. The amplitude in rease
be a dire t

onsequen e of missing ex itatory NMDA dependent

The

ould also

urrents due to

12 We note that the L-enantiomer has no inuen e on NMDA hannels.
13 Up to now, there is no data about the inuen e of light NMDA blo k. J. S hiller, personal
ommuni ation.
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missing NMDA spikes, whi h leads to in reased LFP amplitudes. The inuen e of
ex itatory hemi al transmission might also be explainable in the
1 and 2, by indire t inuen es due to

ontext of models

hanged network spiking dynami s, by di-

re t inuen es on the LFP shape or dire t inuen es on the

hemi al transmission

dependent sharp wave.
In the absen e of relevant
ulline,

hemi al

20µM AMPA/Kainate re

total blo k of

oupling (40µM GABAA antagonist Bi u-

eptor antagonist NBQX,

spontaneous ripple like os illations at frequen ies around
o

40µM D-APV)

hemi al synapses by bathing in nominally

ur in the LFP [55℄. Further, ripples

oupling (10µM Gabazine,

20µM

30µM

lation of neurons by KCl is applied [143℄.
less pre ise and the

200Hz still spontaneously

an be indu ed when blo king fast

CNQX,

D,L-APV

In both

or upon

al ium free solution,

14

hemi al

) when strong stimu-

ases the ripple frequen y is

hara teristi s of the events are a bit dierent [55℄. Further,

the sharp wave is missing, whi h might suggest that it is indeed due to inhibitory
synapti

urrents ( f. se . 8.1). These results

annot be explained by model 3 or

by model 1. They form the basis of model 2. The os illations in absen e of
i al

physiologi al

onditions.

15

Appli ation of agents blo king ele tri al
wave ripple events.

The un oupling agents

(1mM) redu e the spontaneous o
fra tion of sharp waves
ati

hem-

oupling might however have a dierent origin as the ripples observed under
oupling redu es the in iden e of sharp
arbenoxolone (200µM) and o tanol

urren e of sharp waves and strongly redu e the

arrying ripples. Both un oupling agents had no system-

ee t on the frequen y of the remaining ripples [117℄. Further, the anestheti

halothane, whi h is also an un oupling agent, abolishes the ripples superimposed to
sharp waves in vivo [206℄. It has to be noted however, that gap jun tion blo kers are
not very sele tive and have a many side ee ts. Further, sin e the sharp wave persists under blo k of gap jun tions with halothane, it

annot be just a

of os illations of pyramidal neurons that are ele tri ally

onsequen e

oupled. The assumption

of a separate sour e for the sharp wave in model 2 is ne essary. In model 3, the
redu ed in iden e in SPW/Rs might be due to less spontaneous syn hronization.
Gap jun tions tend to syn hronize neurons, so blo king of gap jun tions redu es
the size of spontaneously syn hronized groups of neurons and thus the in iden e
of SPW/Rs. The loss of ripple in iden e might be due to side ee ts that lead to
less syn hronization or the agents
tain a tivity. In the

hange the LFP pattern in response to a

er-

ontext of models 1 and 2, one might argue in a similar way

to explain loss of in iden e of population spikes leading to sharp waves.

Model

2, however, also predi ts that the frequen y of ripples de reases with de reasing
strength and with de reasing number of gap jun tions. This is in

ontradi tion to

the observation that addition of un oupling agents had no systemati

ee t on the

14 We note that it is un lear if hemi al transmission by NMDA hannels is really ompletely
blo ked by

30µM

D,L-APV sin e it had no inuen e on the ripple in iden e in

ontrast to

100µM

D-APV.

15 It has to be noted that bursts of single neurons have frequen ies around 200Hz and are

sometimes hard to distinguish from population events and that bathing in Ca-free solution makes
neurons highly ex itable and prone to bursting ([11℄, p. 157).
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frequen y of the remaining ripples.
Finally, sharp wave ripples are supposed to be involved in learning. Indeed, ring patterns during sharp wave ripples are similar to ring patterns during running
a tivity pre eding rest ( f., e.g., [109, 53℄). During repeated running of an animal
through an environment, sequen es of pla e
Hebbian learning together with time
modi ation of ex itatory

ell groups are su

essively a tivated.

ompression me hanisms then might lead to

onne tions, in parti ular to strengthening of

tions from the pre eding group of ex itatory pla e

ells to the su

onne -

essive group

[147℄. During sharp waves, the sequen es of a tivation are then replayed in a time
ompressed way (e.g. [109, 53℄). We expe t a model based on ex itatory onne tions
su h as model 3, to ree t the dieren es in ex itatory

oupling strengths in ring

a tivity whi h might lead to replay of stored sequen es ( f. the modeling study [16℄
and the

on epts of synre

hains [3, 4℄ and strengthened pathways [201℄).

8.7 Con lusion and outlook
We have shown that in networks of model neurons in orporating nonlinear dendriti
enhan ement, sharp wave/ripple-like patterns spontaneously o

ur. We analyzed

the pattern and found that it agrees with the spike pattern assumed to underlie
sharp wave/ripples in lo al eld potential. In

ontrast to the two existing models

for sharp wave/ripples, our model predi ts the frequen y of the ripple os illations
and explains the entire sharp wave/ripple

omplex as one phenomenon and not as

onsisting of two parts, sharp wave and superposed ripples. Also, the role sharp
wave/ripples are assumed to have in learning might t well with our model [37℄.
We dis ussed our model and partially the existing models in the

ontext of neuro-

physiologi al experiments on sharp wave/ripples and neuroanatomi al knowledge
about the brain regions in question. We emphasized that also a

ombination of the

me hanisms des ribed by the three existing models might be responsible for the
pattern of a tivity. We

on luded that, taking into a

model provides a plausible explanation for the o

ount present knowledge, our

urren e of sharp wave/ripples.

Our study opens a new eld of theoreti al resear h in neural network dynami s,
namely resear h on the spiking dynami s of re urrent neural networks with supralinear dendriti

intera tions ( f. se . 2.1).

nonlinear dendriti

We addressed the impli ations of fast

enhan ement as found in hippo ampal CA1 pyramidal neurons

[13℄. Fast nonlinear dendriti

enhan ement has been also found in the neo ortex

[142℄. The impli ations remain to be studied. In other neurons (neo orti al layer-5
pyramidal neurons) and dendrites, nonlinear dendriti

enhan ement was found that

takes pla e on longer times ales. Here, also inputs with larger temporal distan es
summate supra-linearly [157℄. Future resear h needs to study the impli ations of
su h nonlinearities on the dynami s of neural networks both with rate models, employing the multi-layer neuron model developed in [128, 129, 154, 153℄ and spiking
single
a

ompartment neuron models where nonlinear dendriti

ee ts are taken into

ount. Su h models were developed in se s. 7.2, 8.2. We will also study larger
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networks and more detailed neurons su h as interneurons whi h

an also possess

nonlinear dendrites and response properties [101℄. Larger networks with perhaps
more stru tured

onne tivity are expe ted to lead to a smaller parti ipation rate of

ex itatory neurons in single sharp wave/ripple-like events in quantitative agreement
with experimental ndings. Further, the size of nonlinearity is assumed to depend
on the positions of the a tive synapses on the dendrites. This
in our models.

an be implemented

Even for highly detailed models ( f., e.g., [13, 153℄) it might be

possible to study the propagation of syn hrony without the need to simulate larger
networks using methods employed in

hapters 8.

Further, future resear h needs to study the inuen e of network topology and
onne tion strengths on the propagation of syn hrony. The

onne tion probability

in a larger neural network depends on the spatial distan e between neurons. The
spread of syn hronous pulses through su h a network remains to be studied. Also,
the parti ipation of neurons in syn hronous pulses has to be studied for random networks and for networks with underlying stru ture. We have seen that in networks
with supra-linear dendriti

intera tion, syn hronous pulses propagate through the

network without being bound to
on synre

ertain groups. However, from previous resear h

hains and related networks [18, 124, 175, 201, 139℄, we expe t that se-

quen es of neuron groups with strengthened dire ted ex itatory
rise to sequen es of spikes o

urring with higher probability.

our model for sharp wave/ripples, this would have important

onne tions give

In the

ontext of

onsequen es for the

assumed role of this pattern during learning.
Another question on erns networks with dynami al topology, i.e. networks that
ontinue learning when syn hrony propagates. On the one hand, due to probabilisti

replay of sequen es, propagation of syn hrony might lead to strengthening of

synapti

onne tions.

On the other hand, random propagation of syn hrony or

replay of many dierent sequen es might lead to elimination of stru ture and thus
to the erasure of memories. Both possibilities are

onje tured for neurobiologi al

networks ( f. e.g. [126℄ and referen es therein).
We have seen that, with respe t to present knowledge, our model for sharp
wave/ripples is plausible. It thus has to be further examined to
anism underlying this prominent pattern of a tivity.

larify the me h-

A related task is to derive

the lo al eld potential from the spiking a tivity of the dierent models. The investigations will also yield further insight into the role of sharp wave/ripples in
learning.
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Chapter 9
Con lusion and outlook
In this thesis, we have studied pre ise spike timing in
models from dierent perspe tives. For a general

omplex neural network

lass of neuron models, we ana-

lyti ally derived the networks that give rise to predened pre isely timed patterns
of spikes. We investigated the stability properties of traje tories underlying periodi

and irregular pre ise spiking dynami s and

he ked the degree of robustness of

our statements. Further, we analyti ally and numeri ally showed that in networks
with nonlinear dendriti

intera tion, pulses of pre isely syn hronized spikes prop-

agate through the network, whi h led to a quantitative model for experimentally
found sharp wave/ripples in the Hippo ampus.
We studied the dynami s of networks of spiking neurons from an un ommon
perspe tive by predening an arbitrary spiking dynami s and designing the networks so that they give rise to the dynami s as a solution of the dynami al system
through an appropriate initial

ondition ( hapter 3).

innitely fast responses of neurons (the synapti

Indeed, the idealization of

urrents have innitesimal rise

and de ay time) makes is possible to analyti ally determine the

lass of networks

that gives rise to a predened pattern. The very general methods developed are
appli able to networks with predened topology and allow the sele tion of networks
optimized with respe t to given

riteria, su h as wiring

osts. They are useful, e.g.

to numeri ally investigate the stability properties of periodi patterns of spikes or to
illustrate analyti ally derived results; a generalization of the methods for
of nite temporal extent is used in
Future resear h will

ouplings

hapter 6.

onsider networks with dynami al network topology, i.e.

deal with learning of patterns and the stability of patterns in networks with

hang-

ing network topology. This is parti ularly important with regard to patterns generated by biologi al neural networks whi h exhibit spike timing dependent plasti ity
su h as

orti al networks. The possibility to sele t networks with predened stru -

ture that are optimized with respe t to given
generalized and further

riteria suggests the appli ation of the

omplemented network design method to biologi al neural
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networks where the entire

oupling stru ture as well as the desired dynami s are

known (see e.g. [146℄). A
realized in nature

omparison of the

lass of possible networks with those

ould reveal optimizing prin iples underlying network topology

found in natural systems.
We studied the stability of spiking dynami s from a general perspe tive ( hapters 5 and 6).

In

hapter 5, we assessed periodi

spike patterns, where par-

ti ular emphasis was put on mathemati ally stri t formulation.

We analyti ally

showed stability, asymptoti

stability or instability of arbitrarily

ompli ated non-

degenerate patterns (i.e. pattern where no simultaneous events o

ur) for dierent,

large

lasses of networks. We numeri ally illustrated and interpreted our results.

The exa t, nonlinear proof of stability is based on the fa t that intera tions lead to
averaging of nite size perturbations, the dynami s is even asymptoti ally stable in
strongly

onne ted networks where perturbations of all neurons ne essarily average

over time. The proof of instability establishes that a
turbations

an only grow upon intera tion. In

lass of arbitrarily small per-

hapter 6, we generalize our ideas to

the irregular balan ed state in purely inhibitory networks. We analyti ally showed
the asymptoti
tivity. In

stability of traje tories underlying the generi

ontrast to the periodi

irregular spiking a -

dynami s, we had to expli itly study the de ay of

a small but nite size perturbation and to ensure that it is fast enough so that the
order of events does not

hange, whi h would result in a large perturbation. We

gave analyti al and numeri al eviden e that the irregular a tivity nally
to a periodi

orbit, and investigate the borders of stable to

haoti

onverges

dynami s. We

on lude that the highly irregular dynami s in purely inhibitory networks with
delayed
for a

ouplings and synapti

lass of neuron models

urrents of innitesimal temporal extent is stable
overing e.g. leaky integrate-and-re neurons. This

ontrasts to mixed networks with su ient ex itatory

oupling.

The results are

parti ularly interesting sin e the balan ed state is often asso iated with

haoti

dynami s [198, 199℄ and the mean eld des riptions [199, 30℄ of purely inhibitory
and mixed, ex itatory and inhibitory networks are nearly identi al.
study, numeri al simulations using a network model whi h is
investigated in
This would

hapter 6 were interpreted as showing a

In a re ent

ontained in the

haoti

lass

balan ed state [76℄.

ontradi t our analyti al ndings. We refute the interpretation in the

appendix. We further des ribe the me hanism whi h underlies the swit hing dynami s whose observation is the main result of the arti le [76℄.
Future resear h will address the appli ation of statisti al methods derived for
the isolation of re urrent patterns of spikes in neurobiology [66, 151℄ to our models.
Preliminary studies have shown that indeed the stored stable patterns

an be found.

This will test the statisti al methods and show for whi h network model parameters
pre isely timed patterns of spikes are generated and thus how appropriate the
models are for the des ription of neural a tivity.
We

onsidered a spe i

type of pre isely timed spiking a tivity, propagating

syn hrony ( hapters 7 and 8).

Syn hrony is known to stably propagate along

strongly ex itatory feed-forward stru tures (synre

hains) [3, 83, 54, 18℄. Up to

now, however, there is no neurobiologi al eviden e for the existen e of su h stru -
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tures. We studied  for the rst time  the dynami s of larger re urrent networks of
spiking neurons that in orporate nonlinear dendriti
robiologi al experiments [13, 157, 142℄. In

intera tions as found in neu-

hapter 7, we developed an appropriate

neuron model and studied both numeri ally and analyti ally that fast nonlinear
dendriti

enhan ement as found in [13℄

an lead to stable propagation of syn hrony

even in random neural networks without embedded feedforward stru ture.

We

analyti ally investigated the bifur ation to stable propagation whi h arises when
nonlinearity is in reased. From the experimental data, the temporal distan e between syn hronized groups is determined to

5ms whi

h leads to os illations of

200Hz

superposed to network a tivity [13℄. Interestingly, in the hippo ampal region

on-

sidered in ref. [13℄, a prominent pattern of a tivity, sharp waves with superposed
ripples of

200Hz

involving syn hronous a tivity of ex itatory neurons is found in

neural mass signals [206, 116, 37℄.

We were thus led to

onje ture a

onne tion

between propagation of syn hrony and this pattern and examined it in

hapter 8.

To ex lude possible model artefa ts, we developed a more detailed neuron model
based on [13℄.

We showed with numeri al simulations that in networks of these

neurons, sharp wave/ripple-like patterns spontaneously o

ur.

We analyzed the

pattern and found that it agrees with the spike pattern assumed to underlie sharp
wave/ripples.

In

ontrast to existing models for sharp wave/ripples, our model

predi ts the frequen y of the ripples based on neurophysiologi al data [13℄.
dis ussed our model and also the two existing models in the

We

ontext of neuro-

physiologi al experiments on sharp wave/ripples and neuroanatomi al knowledge
of the hippo ampal regions where they o

ur.

We nally

on luded that, with

regard to present knowledge, our model provides a plausible explanation for sharp
wave/ripples.
This study opens a new eld of theoreti al resear h in neural network dynami s,
namely resear h on the dynami s of re urrent spiking networks with supra-linear
dendriti

intera tions. The study is based on fast nonlinear dendriti

intera tions

as des ribed in [13℄. One dire tion of future resear h will address other forms of
supra-linear dendriti

summation des ribed e.g. in [157℄, employing both rate mod-

els [128, 129, 154, 153℄ and single

ompartment spiking neuron models (se s. 7.2,

8.2). Also, larger networks and more detailed neuron models
the methods of

an be studied using

hapters 7 and 8. Another dire tion of future resear h

inuen e of network topology and

on erns the

onne tion strengths on the propagation of syn-

hrony. Vi e versa, in networks with dynami al topology, propagating syn hrony
hanges the

oupling strengths in the network. In the

ontext of our model, these

studies will reveal further insight in the role of sharp wave/ripples in learning. Finally, we have seen that, with respe t to present knowledge, our model for sharp
wave/ripples is plausible.

It thus has to be further examined.

me hanism underlying sharp wave/ripples? Is a

Is the des ribed

ombination of the me hanisms

given by the three existing models responsible for this prominent pattern of a tivity? What is the role of sharp wave/ripples in learning? Only further theoreti al
and experimental resear h

an answer these questions.
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Appendix A
Remark on ref. [76℄
On the basis of our analyti al stability analysis for the balan ed state ( hapter 6),
we refute the interpretation of re ent numeri al results as showing a

haoti

bal-

an ed state. The numeri al results and the interpretation were given in the arti le
Dynami ally maintained spike timing sequen es in networks of pulse- oupled os illators, ref. [76℄. As the main result, the arti le des ribes swit hing between regular
patterns of a tivity in networks with very long delay, the origin of the phenomenon
was un lear. We des ribe the underlying me hanism in se . A.3.
We derived the results of this appendix together with S. Jahnke.

A.1 The model
The model used in ref. [76℄ is a network of
In the notation of

N = 100 leaky integrate-and-re neurons.

h. 6, the dynami s is given by

N X
X
dVl (t)
= −γVl +
εlj δ(t − tsjk − τ ) + I0 .
dt
j=1

(A.1)

k∈Z

The model is

ontained in the

lass of models

onsidered in this

hapter. We adopt

VΘ = 10mV,

the reset potential

the parameters of ref. [76℄, the neuron threshold

Vr = 0, the membrane time onstant 1/γ = 40ms and the urrent I0 /γ = 50mV.
Sin e I0 /γ > VΘ , all neurons intrinsi ally os illate with the same period T0 ≈
8.926ms. The networks are purely inhibitory, the probability for the existen e of
a oupling is p0 = 0.08. The oupling strength is normalized, εlj = ε/|Pre(l )|, for
j ∈ Pre(l), where ε = −18mV. The oupling delays are either τ = 1.2ms (short
delay) or τ = 72ms (long delay).
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A.2 Dynami s with short delay
For short delay, ref. [76℄ states that the nite time Lyapunov exponents [...℄ remain
positive all the time. Here,

haoti

olle tive dynami s makes spike timing patterns

variable and irregular, whi h is known as balan ed state.

The authors use a

dierent denition of phase,

φGL,i (t) = 2π
where

tki

t − tki
,
− tki

denotes the last ring time of neuron

rst ring time of neuron

i

after

t

(A.2)

tk+1
i

i

before

t,

and

tk+1
i

denotes the

[150℄. The perturbation is applied by

hoosing a

spike time t0 of a referen e os illator and adding a random perturbation uniformly
distributed in
the neurons.
neuron after

1

[−σ/2, σ/2], where σ = 0.6ms [76℄ to the last previous spike times of
The phase distan e at time tn , the nth ring time of the referen e

t0 ,

is dened by

DnGL =

N
X
i=1

where

′
φGL,
i (tn )

|φGL,i (tn ) − φ′ GL,i (tn )|,

(A.3)

are the phases in the perturbed dynami s at the ring time

tn

of

the unperturbed referen e os illator. Finally, the nite-time Lyapunov exponent is
dened as
GL

λ
where

M = 20

is

hosen.

1
(t0 ) =
ln
M

λGL (t0 )



GL
DM
D0GL



,

(A.4)

is then given for dierent ring instan es

t0

of

the referen e neuron.
We use the Mirollo-Strogatz phase representation,

−1
φi (t) = UIF
(Vi (t)),
where

UIF

(A.5)

is the rise fun tion of the leaky integrate-and-re neuron ( f. se . 3.4).

This allows us to use analyti al results derived in

h. 6 about the evolution of per-

turbations in this representation. For the free dynami s both phase representations
only dier by a

onstant fa tor. Of

dynami s does not

ourse, a

hange in the representation of the

hange the stability properties of the traje tories. Indeed, we

qualitatively reprodu e the numeri al results found in [76℄.

We have to slightly
φ′i at the

modify the denition of phase dieren es by taking the perturbed phases
′
ring times tn of the perturbed referen e os illator,

Dn =

N
X
i=1

1 Personal ommuni ation, P. Gong.

|φi (tn ) − φ′i (t′n )|.
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(A.6)

a

b
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λ

λ
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Figure A.1:

104

108

100

time k

104

108

time k

λ(t0 ) measured after a perturbation with standard deviation σ = 0.6ms
k th ring time of the referen e
λ(t0 ) has been measured using (a) the L1 -norm ( f. Eq. (A.7)) and

has been applied to the phases at t0 , where t0 is the
os illator.

(b) the L∞ -norm ( f. Eq. (A.9)) for the phase distan es.

In both norms, some

perturbations grow over time, whi h is ree ted by the positive values of

Otherwise, due to the hybrid

λ(t0 ).

hara ter of our dynami al system, we fa e a

ation already familiar from se . 2.7 and

ompli-

hapters 5, 6: If the unperturbed referen e

os illator res an arbitrarily short time before the perturbed referen e os illator,
the perturbed os illator is reset at time tn , while the unperturbed os illator is

lose

to threshold, so that we measure a large perturbation in the phase of the referen e
os illator.

This is espe ially important if we measure the maximal perturbation

as in Eq. A.8 (see below).

However, in any norm the measurement would lead

to u tuations in the measured phase dieren es and thus in derived quantities.
Furthermore, in denition A.3, a dynami s whi h is equivalent, only shifted in
time with respe t to the original dynami s will appear as dierent. The nite-time
Lyapunov exponent is dened analogously to A.4 as

λ(t0 ) =
with

M = 20. λ(t0 )

en e neuron,

is

1
ln
M



DM
D0



,

omputed for dierent ring instan es

(A.7)

t0

of the refer-

f. Figs. A.1a, A.2a. We did not reprodu e the exa t perturbation

paradigm, but applied uniformly distributed jitter to the Mirollo-Strogatz phases
of the neurons at time t0 . For free time evolution of ea h neuron, both perturbation
paradigms are identi al, intera tions redu e the perturbation of the last spike time
in the phase representation ( f.
tions uniformly distributed with
perturbation ( f. Fig. A.1) that

h. 6). Our numeri al simulations with perturba-

σ = 0.6ms

show that the perturbation is a large

auses the dynami s to leave the basin of attra tion

of the original traje tory (see below). Also for signi antly smaller perturbation,
e.g.

σ = 0.01ms,

this is often the

perturbation with width

ase, whi h suggests that a uniformly distributed

σ = 0.6ms

applied to the last spike times before time

is a large perturbation. If this is indeed the

t0

ase, the measured exponents are not

nite-time Lyapunov exponents but rather a kind of nite-size nite-time Lyapunov
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Figure A.2:

0.00001
(A.9)).

λ(t0 )

108

100

time k

104

108

time k

measured after a perturbation with standard deviation

σ =

(a) with the L1 -norm ( f. Eq. (A.7)) and (b) with the L∞ -norm ( f. Eq.
In (a), Lyapunov exponents

λ(t0 ) > 0

exist ree ting the fa t, that the

perturbation grows in L1 norm when it spreads into the network.
Lyapunov exponents fulll Eq. A.10 as shown in

a

In (b), the

h. 6.

b
0.1

0.1

λ

λ

0

0

-0.1

-0.1

-0.2

-0.2
100

104

108

time k

100

104

108

time k

λ(t0 ) measured M = 50 steps after a perturbation with standard
σ = 0.00001 with (a) the L1 -norm ( f. Eq. (A.7)) and with (b) the L∞ -

Figure A.3:
deviation

norm( f. Eq. (A.9)).

In both (a) and (b) the Lyapunov exponents are negative

λ(t0 ) < 0.
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exponents ( f. [17℄) measuring the evolution of nite-size perturbations, whi h in
general does not yield information about lo al stability.
Due to

hapter 6, we know that for a su iently small perturbation in Mirollo-

Strogatz phase representation, the maximal perturbation
minimal perturbation
the perturbation ve tor

annot grow and the

annot de rease, in parti ular the maximum-norm L∞ of
annot in rease. (A random realization of a network with

above parameters is typi ally strongly

onne ted.)

In parti ular, if we initially

only perturb the phases and not the spikes in transit, the maximum-norm of the
phase-perturbations

annot grow. We therefore introdu e another phase distan e

based on the maximum norm

Dn∞ = max |φi (tn ) − φ′i (t′n )|,

(A.8)

i=1,...,N

and the

orresponding nite-time Lyapunov exponent

1
(t0 ) =
ln
M

L∞

λ



∞
DM
D0∞



,

(A.9)

for whi h

λL∞ (t0 ) ≤ 0
holds a

ording to

(A.10)

hapter 6. Fig. A.1 shows that in

ontradi tion to Eq. (A.10),

λL∞ (t0 ) > 0. We he ked that also for
L
number of time steps (M = 200, 500) λ(t0 ) > 0 and λ ∞ (t0 ) > 0. We thus
for

σ = 0.6ms

there are exponents

a larger
on lude

that the applied perturbation was large and led to an inter hange of events. Now
we

onsider a small perturbation with zero mean and

simulations show that Eq. A.10 is fullled,

σ = 0.00001ms.

f. Fig. A.2b.

perturbation may grow as long as it is in pro ess of equilibrating.

M = 20

steps, there are nite-time Lyapunov exponents

this happens,

Numeri al

In the L1 norm, the

λ(t0 ) > 0,

Indeed, for

indi ating that

f. Fig. A.2a. Sin e the exponent was only measured over (a rather

short) nite time, this shows that in the L1 -norm the perturbation grows while it
spreads and equilibrates in the network after it has been applied at

t0 ,

but it does

not indi ate instability of traje tories. Numeri al simulations for longer times (M

50, 100, 200, 500)

give exponents

λ(t0 ) < 0,

independent of the norm we

for the derivation of the Lyapunov exponent,
de rease of perturbation dominates.

f. Fig. A.3, sin e for longer times

This agrees with our analyti al ndings in

hapter 6. Indeed, the dynami s is even asymptoti ally stable and
an equivalent dynami s only shifted in time.
extremal original perturbations as a

=

hoose

onverges against

The time shift is smaller than the

onsequen e of the averaging of perturbations

at intera tions ( f. se . 6.3). Thus, stability also holds if time shifted traje tories
are

onsidered as dierent. We

irregular balan ed state in the
is no

haoti

on lude that generi

traje tories underlying the

onsidered networks are stable, in parti ular there

dynami s.
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Figure A.4: Phases

φl

of neurons

1400

l

time t

in the network (dierent

1600
olors for dierent

neurons) at the ring times of a referen e neuron. Within a period of a tivity, all
phase relations are

onserved. The time dieren es between rings of the referen e

neuron equal the free period

T0 .

Periods of regular a tivity are interrupted by

periods of silen e, where the referen e os illator does not re.

A.3 Dynami s with long delay
The main result of ref. [76℄ is the observation of swit hing between regular phase
patterns in networks with very long delay
is

τ = 72ms.

In that arti le, the dynami s

hara terized via the phases of the neurons Eq. A.2 at the

k th

referen e os illator and the phases are given versus dis rete time
it harder to understand the underlying me hanism.
neurons at the

k th

ring time of a

k.

This makes

Plotting the phases of the

ring time of a referen e os illator versus simulated time

t

shows also the regular phase patterns but reveals large gaps between the rings of
the referen e os illator,

f. Fig. A.4.

In Fig. A.5a, we display the spike sending times of the neurons versus time

t.

In Fig. A.5b, we display the spike arrival times at the neurons versus time

t.

Comparison of both panels shows that periods of spiking a tivity alternate with
periods of silen e. During periods of spiking a tivity no spike arrives. Thus, all
neurons re with their intrinsi

frequen y whi h is identi al. Therefore the phase

relation between neurons is un hanged and the phase pattern is regular.

(We

re all that for the free dynami s, the phase denition Eq. (A.2) equals the MirolloStrogatz representation up to a
slightly above the delay time
a tivity arrive at

tb + τ ,

τ.

onstant fa tor.) A period of a tivity has duration
The spikes sent at the beginning

tb

of a phase of

they nish the phase of a tivity by starting to suppress

the ring of neurons. Approximately after time

τ , all spikes in transit have arrived,

the neurons need some time to re over and then start the next period of a tivity
hara terized by free os illating and sending of every neuron. When spikes arrive,
the phase relations are

hanged due to intera tions with arriving spikes so that the

phase and spike patterns at dierent periods of a tivity are dierent. We
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he ked
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Figure A.5: Spike sendings (a) and spike arrivals (b) of the same dynami s as in
Fig. A.4 versus time.

Periods of regular a tivity, in whi h the neurons os illate

and send their spikes freely a

ording to their intrinsi

frequen y, alternate with

periods of spike arrivals, where the neurons are silent and the phase relations are
hanged due to in oming spikes.

that for dierent initial

onditions this kind of dynami s was assumed.

A.4 Con lusions
The model
in

onsidered in ref. [76℄ is

hapter 6,

f. se . 6.2.

As in

ontained in the

lass of models

onsidered

h. 6, traje tories that underlie the irregular

balan ed state are studied. The authors of ref. [76℄ report that they numeri ally
nd positive nite-time Lyapunov exponents for these traje tories.
is interpreted as indi ation of a

haoti

balan ed state whi h would

our analyti al proof showing the stability of generi

traje tories.

nding of positive nite-time Lyapunov exponents does not

This result
ontradi t

However, the

ontradi t our results.

We reprodu e the qualitative numeri al results given in ref. [76℄ using a slightly
dierent representation of the dynami s and show that the positive nite-time
Lyapunov exponents arise sin e (i) the L1 norm was

hosen for the measurement

of perturbation size and in this norm the perturbation in reases when it initially
spreads into the network and (ii) during the nite interval over whi h the evolution
of the perturbation is measured, the de rease of perturbation does not yet dominate
the initial in rease. Further, our simulations suggest that the perturbation applied
in ref. [76℄ is large, i.e. the perturbation

auses the dynami s to leave the basin of

attra tion of the original traje tory. We

on lude that our simulations

onrm the

stability of traje tories against su iently small perturbations in agreement with
the analyti al proof in

hapter 6, in parti ular the dynami s is not

haoti .

We also give an explanation for the main result of the arti le, the observation of
swit hing between regular patterns of a tivity in networks with very long delay. We

181

nd that in networks with very long delay, periods of ring a tivity alternate with
periods of silen e.

During periods of a tivity no spikes arrive ( f. Fig. A.5), the

neurons os illate freely and, due to the identi al intrinsi
the phase relations are

frequen y of all neurons,

onserved whi h leads to the observed regular patterns.

During periods of a tivity, spikes are sent. When these spikes arrive, they suppress
any neural a tivity whi h leads to a period of silen e that lasts until all spikes have
arrived. During su h a period of spikes arrivals, phase relations between neurons
are

hanged due to intera tions. The regular phase patterns thus ultimately o

sin e all neurons have identi al free period.
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